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Hear here.

Hear the astonishing new sound...
the clean, rich, surrounding sound...
the pure, simple, ear -catching sound
... of PILOT. Hear it reproduced with
all the dimension and depth that
characterize the very best in modern
stereophonic high fidelity.
Hear your favorite music with the
30 -watt 602MA FM Stereo Receiver,
which includes PILOT'S unique Multiplex circuit (better than 30 db separation); automatic FM Stereo indicator; record changer, turntable, tape
transport and recorder connections;

and complete control versatility, including rumble and scratch filters
only 249.50 with cover. (The 602SA,
with added AM, is just 299.50.)
Hear your music favorites with the
60 -watt 654MA FM Stereo Receiver
(top -rated by HIFI /STEIEO REVIEW),
including FM Multiplex, automatic
FM Stereo indicator light and 14 con trols...for only 329.50 with cover.
Hear your favorite broadcasts with
the 285 FM Multiplex -AM Tuner,
only 159.50... combined with the 60watt 246 Integrated Stereo Amplifier,

-

top -rated by an independent consumers' laboratory -with 12 stereo
inputs and 14 controls, 199.50.
Whichever PILOT component you
happen to select, you're assured of
a quality instrument that is second to -none. And you're also assured of
incomparable sound enjoyment that
must be heard to be believed. Where?
At your PILOT dealer, of course.
PILOT offers you a wide range of
stereophonic components as well as
a variety of three -way speaker systems. For complete literature, write:

PILOT RADIO CORPORATION, 37 -22 36TH STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
CIRCLE
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Opening Night at Philharmonic Hall. A gala, glittering evening...yet as meaningful an event as the musical world
has known. We recorded it all...from the hush that fell over the audience when Mr. Bernstein raised his baton...to
the wild applause at the end of the concert. This historic "First Performance" is available in monaural or stereo,
Records
in a d +stinguished gift package containing two records and a forty-page illustrated booklet. On Columbia
(World Premiere); Vaughan
THE FROGRAM: Beethoven "Sloria" from M ssa Solemnis in D Major; Copla -id: Conrctations for Crchestra
Part
in
Major,
E
-Flat
No.
8
Nahler:
Symphory
Willi: r s: 5erenjde to Musi
Bell, Char :is
THE PERFORMERS: Lecna d Bernstein conducting the New York Philharmonic and Acele Addison, _u:ine Amara, Donald
Jon Vickers;
_l-irley
Verrett
-Carter,
Tucke,
Tourel,
Richard
Jennie
London,
Flagello,
George
Farrell,
Ezio
Bressl=-r, Lill Chookasian, Ei een
Scholz Cantorum of New Yo k, Juilliard Chorus., Columbus Boychoir
I

A

Notable Addition to the Legacy Series on Columbia Records
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*Throughout the
entire world...
more people
listen to stereo
records reproduced
by the STANTON
Stereo Fluxvalve
than any other
magnetic pickup!

And now... new dimensions
for stereo from the

world's most experienced
manufacturer of magnetic
pickups -

STANTON 481
Calibratiur Stanuaro Stereo Fluxvalve'
Model 481AÁ STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve -an ultra mear professional pickup for use with ultra- lightwe,ght tone arms capable of trackng withn the
range from
4
to 3 grams Supplied with the
D4005AA V -GUARD diamond stylus assemblyAUDIOPHILE
NET PRICE

$49.50

Model 481A STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve --an ultra
hnear professonai pickup for use with manual tone
arms. recommended tracking force is from 2 to 5
grams Suppled with the D4007A V -GUARD
stylus assembly
AUDIOPHILE NET PRICE
$48.00
-

*More stereo records are quality
controlled and reviewed by
professionals using STANTON
Stereo Fluxvalves.

damond

Model 481E STANTON Stereo Huxvalve Set -same
the Model 481A but includes two additonal
V -GUARD styl
the D4010A
ml for L °s and the
04027 2.7 ml for '8s
AUDIOPHILE NET PRICE
$60.00
as

1

*More high quality phonograph
consoles use STANTON Stereo
Fluxvalves than any other
magnetic pickup.

STANTON 400
Profess

Stereo Fluxvalve'

,

Model 400AA STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve -an ultra
,e;, profess,nn,. oicxup for use with ultra- lghtweght tone arms capable of trackng withn the
range from
4 to 3 grams
Supplied with D4005AA
V -GUARD damono stylus assembly.
AUDIOPHILE NET PRICE
$40.50
-

*More commercial background
music systems use
STANTON Stereo Fluxvalves than

1

any other magnetic pickup.

Model 400A STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve-an ultra near professonal pickup for use wth manual tone
arms. recommended trackng force is from 2 to 5
grams. Suppled wth D4007A V -GUARD damond
stylus assembly
AUDIOPHILE NET PRICE
$39.00

*More automatic phonograph
systems use STANTON Stereo
Fluxvalves than any other
magnetic pickup.

Model 400C STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve -an ultra near professonal pckup for use in automatc ree.
ord changers, recommended trackng force is from
4 to
7
grams. Suppled wth 04007C V -GUARD
damond stylus assemblyAUDIOPHILE
NET PRICE

$33.00

"Fine audio components from the Professional Products Division of"

rickeriog

PICK
PACK ERING

B
&

V, INC.,
COMPAN
COMPANY,

Plalnvlew, N. VV
Plainview,

*The hermetically sealed STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve Is warranted for a lifetime and Is covered under the following patents: U.S. Patent No. 2,917,590;
Great Britain No. 783,372; Commonwealth of Canada No. 605,673; Japan No. 261,203; and other patents are pending throughout the world.

CIRCLE
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Meet the Telefunken M -72. This revolutionary new tape recorder
is the world's first fully automatic unit. It represents the greatest
advance in recording since Telefunken invented the magnetic tape
recorder in 1935. The M -72
is like those cameras where
the light meter takes out
the guesswork. All you have
to do is press one button.
And relax. And then listen
later to superb recordingsmusic, drama, speeches,
meetings - played back to
you as simply and perfectly
as you recorded them. Just
mail the coupon and we'll
send you all the details.
E L E F U N
E N

T

American Elite, Inc., 48.50 34th St., L.

1.

K

City, N. Y., Telefunken Sales

Please send me

fur-

ther information and

Name

fully automatic Tcle-

Address

CIRCLE

8

Service Headquarters for over

a

decade

Claire N. Eddings
Director of Advertising Sales

Walter F. Grueninger
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Warren

B.

Syer
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Claire N. Eddings, The Publishing House
Great Barrington, Mass. Telephone 1300
New York
1564 Broadway, New York 36
Telephone: Plaza 7 -2800
Seymour Resnick, Andrew Spanberger
Chicago
The Billboard Publishing Co.
188 W. Randolph St., Chicago
Telephone: Central 6 -9818
Thomas Berry

AMERICAN ELITE, INC.. Dept. 30
48 -50 34th St., Long Island City, N. Y.

literature on the new
funken M -72.

&
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John M. Conly
R. D. Darrell
Alfred Frankenstein
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no two are alike
Look at a row of Miracords, and take note of the turntable platters.
They appear as identical as peas in a pod. Yet, no two are alike.
They all started out as heavy, one -piece aluminum alloy castings
bearing only slight resemblance to the finished product. Each was
hen secured to a precision lathe, and cut to shape.
.ayer after layer of metal was slaved from the form
until the precise design dimensions were obtained.
At this point, the turntables were as identical in shape,
size, weight, finish and appearance as modern technology can achieve. We could have stopped here, pleased
as punch with the smooth, glistening results of our

efforts. But, the standards of Miracord performance
demand more than apparent quality -greater accuracy than dimensional measurements alone can reveal.
And so, each individual gleamirg platter was put to
test for dynamic balance. And each was individually
corrected to assure the balanceC distribution of mass
BENJAMIN ELECTRONIC SOUND

CORP

80

SWALM

STREET,

IVII

WESTBURY,

CIRCLE

24

that gives the Miracord turntable its smooth, unwavering motion.
Remove the turntable of any Miracord, and examine the under -side.
You will see where metal discs were affixed, adding just a little more
weight to one point or another to achieve this perfect balance in motion. Now, look at another Miracord platter. This one
may have more or fewer discs, and at different points.
You can look at a thousand. Each will reveal the indiv +dual attention it received. No two will be alike.
The Miracord is a modern, high quality record playing
instrument -the only one with dynamically balanced
turntable and mass -balanced transcription arm which
you can play manually or as automatically as you
piease. The 10H with hysteresis -synchronous motor is
$99.30; model 10 with 4 -pole induction motor, $89.50.
Prices do not include cartridge or base.
Make it a point to see the Miracord at your high fidelity
dealer soon. For complete details, write to:

RQCORD
NEW

YORK

SOLE U.S. DISTRIBUTOR FOR ELECTROACUSTICS RECORD PLAYING COMPONENTS

ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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AUTHORitatively Speaking

EXPERIMENTAL

Our colleague Shirley Fleming, whose
interviews with musical personalities appear in these pages at regular intervals,
has this month contributed a full -length
feature that is in fact a comprehensive
survey of developments in stereo recording techniques: see The New Fidelity,"
p. 42. As the title of this article suggests, things have changed since the initial days of two-channel discs -even, it
appears, to the aims behind the record
makers' endeavors. The author of this
piece clearly spends a good deal of her
time exposed to records and recording
activities, but not to a surfeit; she also
plays the viola, and wouldn't dream of
missing a rehearsal of the orchestra (nonprofessional) to which she belongs.

EXPERIMENTAL SERIES STEREO CARTRIDGE MICI
In

October,

1960, GRADO

introduced a tone arm which was primari

y

designed for laboratory research. Nothing was spared in the design paran-

Josef Krips, who gives us on p. 46 his
reminiscences of Felix von Weingartner,
has been well known to American audiences since he settled in this country
as conductor of the Buffalo Symphony
in 1952. The very early years of his
professional career he describes in the
article herein, which conjures up remembrances of things past when he
worked at the Vienna Volksoper as
Weingartner's particular protégé. Later,
he was to become musical director at
various European opera houses, culminating in his appointment in 1935 to the
Vienna Staatsoper, where he remained
until the Anschluss. In the years following he appeared with the leading orchestras of Western Europe, and during his
tenure at Buffalo has continued to make
guest appearances with many groups
both here and abroad. This season Mr.
Krips has been engaged for eight weeks
with the New York Philharmonic at
Lincoln Center, and next fall will take
over as permanent conductor of the San
Francisco Symphony.

eters of this tone arm since all future designs were to be based on this

concept. It contained features and performance cha octeristics far in advance

of any tone arm ever offered to the public. Consurr>= acceptance was imme-

diate. Never before (or since) has a tone arm been
as the BEST. It has since become the

so

unive-sally acclaimed

internctional standard of excellence.

Similarly, GRADO has conceived a cartridge which was designed exclusively

for stereo research and development. This cartrid
compromise, it

is

designed to play only the

degree. Since the effective compliance

is

.

3e

is

not a mono -stereo

tereo disc, but to the highest

extraordinarly high (more than twice

that of our Lab cartridge) and the moving

mass

at th t stylus do extremely low

(it resonates at approximaely 50,000 cps) play pack

c

istortion

is a

thing of the

past and if it weren't for dust, diamonds and records would last foreve.

Tracking forces range from 2/10 of

a

gram to

1

gram. Since these experi-

mental cartridges are assembled in our research div son, uncer the personal

supervision of Mr. GRADO, it can be appreciated that avalable gcantities wi
be severely restricted. Each cartridge
tee of five years and

is

is

covered by c diamond stylus guarar-

unconditionally guaranteed fc r one year.

Price $75.00

For

Patent

further information write

4614 Seventh Ave., Brooklyn 20,

CIRCLE

53 ON

3,040,136

GRADO LABORATORIES, INC.
N. Y.

Export

Simor trice, 25 Warren St., N.

Y

Charles Cudworth is a kindly man. Our
request that he write for us an article on
Christmas music reached him in midsummer (no time to be thinking of Yule
logs and driven snow) just when he was
about to depart for a busman's holiday
in Scandinavia. (Mr. Cudworth is Curator of the Pendlebury Library in the
Music School of Cambridge University;
the Music Library Congress was meeting
in Stockholm.) Not only did our prospective author reply with a gracious affirmative, but he set to work on the article
itself with such promptness that for once
we were able to make our annual contributions towards "marking the season"
in leisurely fashion. If some readers are
rushed with their own preparations for
the festivities, however, we can assure
them that The Sound of Christmas"
(p. 38) will make delightful reading on
December 26, or any day thereafter.

C.

READER- SERVICE CARD

Last month Charles Reid took for us a
very objective role in moderating the
debate between John Culshaw and Harold Rosenthal on operatic stereo spectaculars ("Kindling the Magic Spark,"
November 1962). This month he speaks
in person -not as a critic of opera in
particular (live or recorded) but of music in general. To put matters briefly,
it's a hard life -see "Deadline Ten Thirty." p. 50. As far as we can make
out, the only hardship the harassed
working reporter does not suffer is the
necessity of making polite conversation
at after -concert parties-which is not
to say there's no conviviality among
the critical clan.

i!Irrl
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Here's why Audio Magazine says Scott Kits are

"Simplest to build..." and have
"Engineering of the highest calibre" *

The exclusive Scott full color instruction
book shows every part and every wire in
natural color and in proper postion.
make the instruction book even clearer,
each of the full color illustrations shows
only a few assembly steps. There are no
oversized shee:s to confuse you.

o

There are certain weas in every professional high f delity component wt ee w ring is critical aid difficult. FM front ends
and multiples sections are an example. n
Scott Kits these sections are wired at the
factory, and thoroughly tested t y Scctt
ex3erts, assur ng you a completed kit

Each full color illJ:tration is accompanied
by its own Part Chart ... another Scott exzlus ve. The ache parts desrriced in the
lus ration are paced in the exact set uence in which trey are usec. You can't

possibly make

a

T stake.

loners are aligna: with the un que Scott
matt
using the meter on the

Ez -A-Line

i

ZJner itself. This assures

,ilhout expensive

perfe alignment

signal gene-etors. Am-

clifier kits require no laboratory instru-ients for pe-fect 3alancing.

meeting stringent factory standards.

Mich of the uninteresting mechanical as
seanbly is completed when you open your
Scott Kit -Pak. All the terminal strips anc
tube sockets are already permanently
riveted to the chassis. To insure accuracy,
all wires are pre -cut and pre -stripped tc
prc per length.

The new Scott Warrantee Performance Plar
guarantees that your kit will work perfectly,
when completed. If you have followed al

recommended procedures and your kifai s to work Scott guarantees to put your
kit in working order at tie factory at mini
mLm cost.

'Audio- February

1961, Pages 54 -56

0 SCOTT
H.

111

I. Scott

Inc., Dept. 226-12
Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass.

Please rush me without charge your ful
color brochure on the complete line of
Scott FM stereo tuner, stereo amplifier and
speaker kits. A sample 36 page full -color
Scott Kit instruction book will be included
if you enclose 500 in coin or stamps.

Name
Address
City
When you finish your kit you'll be de ighted by its handsone good looks. And when you turn
your Scott Kit system on you'll know for yoLrself why the expert editors of leading high fidelity
magazines like Audio say ... "only the mostsophisticatec engineering thinking could design
a kit as simple and foolproof as this...

"'
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State

If any of your friends would like a copy of
the new Scott Kit brochure send us their
names and addresses.
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.Y.C.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto

t'

THE INSIDE

STORY OF

THE EMPIRE
TROUBADOR'S

widely acclaimed
as the
"world's most perfect rec-

reputation

ord playback system" is, in a
word, PRECISION. Precision not
only in its production, but also in its
design. It's what the Troubador DOESN'T
have that counts. Things like wow, flutter, rumble, hum, needle talk,
tracking error, and so forth. None of the commonly found shortcomings
that stand in the way of clean, pure response.
The response of the
country's hi fi critics to the Empire Troubador has been uniformly uncritical, to say the least. HIGH FIDELITY said: "a precision- engineered
product of the highest quality
wow, flutter and rumble completely
inaudible ... clean response." AUDIO stated: "Precise performance . . .
we tried to induce acoustic feedback by placing the turntable on top of
our large speaker system and turning up the gain
we were unsuccessful." AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE reported: "speed variations that is,
flutter and wow inaudible ... vibration extremely low ... total rumble
figures have not been bettered by any turntable I have tested." The
sought -after sound of the Troubador is the result of its precision components. The massive turntable is driven by a heavy duty hysteresis synchronous motor that provides a constant speed independent of current fluctuations. Precise bearing tolerances throughout, every single
Troubador is individually adjusted to perfect dynamic balance. The
980 Arm combines rock -steady stability with an incredible responIndividually, the Empire 980 Arm or the new 880P
siveness.
Cartridge will give you superior sound. The maximum achievement from Empire components, however, is in the complete
Troubador system, because these components were designed
for each other. Only Empire makes a complete, integrated
record playback system. What to do next? Write for free
color brochure. Better still, stop in at your local authorized Empire dealer for the ultimate proof of performance
the Troubador itself. It's the world's
most perfect record playback system. NOW
INCLUDES THE NEW EMPIRE 880P

...

-

-

-

-

CARTRIDGE.

TROUBADOR
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Empire 208 3 speed "silent"

...

turntable
Empire 980
dynamically balanced play
back

arm with

the sensa-

tional DynaLift' ... and the
new Empire 880p mono
stereo cartridge featuring the
virtually indestructible Dyna
Life stylus...Complete with
handsome walnut hase $222

CIRCLE 48 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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new
EMPIRE
TROUBADOR
"WORLD'S MOST
PERFECT RECORD PLAYBACK

SYSTEM"

now includes
the EMPIRE 880p
CARTRIDGE
"THE LAST CARTRIDGE
YOU'LL EVER BUY"
DYNAMIC MASS LESS THAN .5 x 10 ' GMS.
COMPLIANCE:
30 x 10-b CM /DYNE. Lower dynamic mass and higher compliance
eliminates distortion and
than any other cartridge made
makes possible a lighter stylus, better frequency response,
greater channel separation, and the remarkable new standard for:
TRACKING FORCE AS LOW AS Iq GRAM. At such low tracking force, the Empire 880p not only eliminates record wear, but
also eliminates distortion.
PERFORMANCE RANGE: 6 TO
30,000 CPS. This is well beyond the range of human hearing.
CHANNEL SEPARATION: MORE THAN 30 DB. Greater separation for greater enjoyment of stereo.
A RESEARCH TRIUMPH
THE AMAZING DYNA -LIFE* STYLUS. This ultra- sophisticated
hand -polished diamond stylus is the world's lightest. Coupled
with a new cartridge magnetic element of lowest dynamic mass,
this assures the longest possible life of the Empire 880P - - .
the last cartridge you'll ever buy.
-Patent pending

...

-

-

MPIRE

"WORLD'S MOST PERFECT uu
RECORD PLAYBACK SYSTEM" E
SC,ENTiFiC COPP 845 STEVJ,, F.E
EXPORT

CIRCLE

48 ON

CANADA. Empire

Suentic

Corp.,

Ltd, Toronto,

READER -SERVICE CARD
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Canada

EXPORT EXCEPT CANADA.
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Congratulations on your answer to the
letter of Edgar Villchur apropos laboratory measurements of loudspeakers. I do
believe that your current viewpoint on
speaker evaluation is the sanest that is
possible, in terms of what I know concerning speakers and "testing."
Mr. Villchur is an authority of note
and has written many articles on the
proper evaluation of loudspeakers. I remember well one in which he pointed out
how treacherous room positioning could
be-how it could negate all the work his
staff had done on the AR, and how it
could produce a result having little to do
with the speaker performance under ideal
conditions! Thus even Mr. Villchur seems
a bit reluctant to place final importance
on speaker "measurements."
I have dealt with speaker engineers
from all over the world, and I invariably
ask them how they go about making final
evaluations. Nearly all seem to think that
the measurements popular at this time
have not been fully correlated with final
performance-i.e., that these measurements are interesting tools for developmental use, but that the final evaluation
must be an "in use" one, as heard by expert listeners.
HIGH FIDELITY'S approach, which is to
assemble panels composed of listeners
who are familiar with the limitations of
reproduced music, seems to me to make
more sense than the "live -vs.-recorded"
kind of test which Mr. Villchur mentions. For many, many years, "live -vs:
recorded" demonstrations have been used
to prove the quality of various equipments. In every case, of course, there
have been the "Believers" and the "non Believers." Further research indicates,
moreover, that the quality of belief is
personal to the listener, and not inherent
in the speakers themselves (and other
equipment). For, in truth, we really
are not yet able to reproduce a musical
experience that is not quite obviously
just that to critical listeners.
Continued on page 14
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THE WORLD'S MOST FUNCTIONAL PACKAGE

UNTIL NOW
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THE REMARKABLE NEW AWARD KITS BY HARMAN- KARDON
The perfect blend of form and content. This is the unique
achievement of the Award Kit Series.
There's sheer pleasure in just looking at the kit: in seeing how
each component is packed precisely in the sequence in which it
will be used; how the unique tool -box packaging, with pull -out
trays, makes handling and identification easy.
An extraordinary instruction book lends a dimension never
before available in a high fidelity kit. It contains simple, interesting explanations of how each section of the instrument works.
For the first time the kit builder understands just what he is
doing -as he is doing it. The handsome book is easeled, spiral bound and provides complete integration of diagrams and text.
No detail has been overlooked in the creation of this exciting
product group. Here is the electronic perfection and incompara-

ble performance of the famed Award Series; the total integration
of the most advanced instruction material, packaging and construction techniques. From the moment you open the kit, until
the final moment when the completed instrument is turned on,
you's will be a totally gratifying experience.
The Award Kits include: Model A30K- handsome 30 watt integrated stereo amplifier kit -$79.95. Model A50K- powerful 50
watt integrated stereo amplifier kit -$119.95. Model F5OXKprofessional FM Stereo (Multiplex) tuner kit -$129.95. All prices
slightly higher in the West.
or more information write
Dept HF -12, Harman- Kardon,
Inc
Plainview, New York.
,
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No, Music- Lover -take heart. Live music .is here to stay. But when recorded music can be so perfectly played baclç

that even experts can't tell the difference from a live performance, this

is big news

for those who love music, live or

otherwise. For three years now, thousands of discriminating listeners have attended concerts of the Fine Arts

Quartet, sponsored jointly by the manufacturers of Dynakit amplifiers and AR speakers. Performances were so
arranged that the audiences were alternately listening to live and recorded portions, without prior announcement
as to which was which. These are typical comments of recognized experts:
C. G. McProud, editor of Audio reported: "We must admit that we couldn't tell when

it was

live and when it wasn't." The Herald Tribune referred to "awesome fidelity." Record reviewer
E. T. Canby wrote: "My eyes told me one thing, my ears another." Ralph Freas, audio

editor of High Fidelity, wrote: "Few could separate the live from the recorded portions."

When reproduction and reality cannot be separated, the reproducing equipment has achieved the top -most practical
level of quality. And when that equipment is so moderately priced as Dyna Mark III amplifiers and PAS -2 pre-

amplifiers, the obvious conclusion is that you can spend more money but you can't get higher quality. Anybody

can build a Dynakit, including you, Music -Lover. And you can be confident that it will work well with performance
indistinguishable from the original source of sound.
All Dynakits are designed with top performance as the primary objective. In any power range, mono or sterco,

the established excellence of Dynakits is assured. If Dynakit's superior engineering, high quality parts and functional

layout give you such fine performance that you can't tell the difference, why pay the difference?
A NEW NOTE OF ELEGANCE FOR YOUR DYNAKITS: Handsome accessory satin -tone front panels and die -cast
knobs install easily on all past and present preamps and tuners. Side -by-side or stacked, the effect is that of a
single harmonious unit. Brackets are included for easy panel- mounting in a cabinet. See them at your dealer.

DY N A C O, INC.

3912 POWELTON AVE., PHILADELPHIA 4, PA.

CABLE ADDRESS: DYNACO PHILADELPHIA

Write for complete descriptive literature
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MAKE
A
MAJOR
IMPROVEMENT
IN YOUR

SYSTEM
AT MINIMUM COST
WITH THE NEW
ADC -3 UNIVERSAL STEREOPHONIC CARTRIDGE!

For owners of turntables, automatic turntables, or record changers, we believe that the new ADC -3 universal
stereophonic phonograph cartridge, at $29.50, is the best buy on the market.

.

ADC -3 SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE: Miniature moving magnet
SENSITIVITY: 10 millivolts per channel
2 db at 1,000 cps (5.5 cm /sec recorded
velocity) FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 10 to 20,000 cps ± 3 db CHANNEL SEPARATION: 30 db 50 to 7,000 cycles
STYLUS TIP RADIUS: .0007" (accurately maintained)
STYLUS TIP MASS: .8 milligrams
LATERAL AND VERTICAL
COMPLIANCE: 15 x 10 -6 cms/dyne minimum
RECOMMENDED LOAD IMPEDANCE: 47K ohms
TRACKING FORCE:
2 to 5 grams MOUNTING CENTERS: Standard ;/2" and 7/16" centers. Unit adapts to virtually all tone arms

We urge you to listen to the ADC -3 cartridge at your high fidelity dealer
and then make a major improvement in your system at a minimum cost with the new ADC -3 cartridge
at $29.50 -the best buy in the market.

ADC

CORPORATION
DYNAMICS
AUDIO Pickett
District Road, New Milford, Connecticut
CIRCLE
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LETTERS
Continued front page 10
What we are still working toward

is a

closer correlation with the original experience. That is all. The "tools of the
trade" today are tomorrow's obsolete notions. So, you are quite right in placing
primary emphasis on how the equipment
stacks with other equipment in achieving
more or less illusion of the original,
rather than in supposing that we have
reached "perfection" already!

Irving M. Fried
Lectronics. Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.

New Bartók
SIR:

In reviewing the second volume of
György Sándor's complete recording of
the Bartók piano music I HIGH FIDELITY,
Oct. 19621. Alfred Frankenstein states
that this set is a reissue of records previously in the Vox catalogue. He concludes his enthusiastic remarks by saying
that the recordings are "as fresh and Brilliant in sound as if they had been made
yesterday." The reason for that is that
they were made yesterday! This is not a
reissue in any respect. Recording sessions took place in September and October of 1961 in Paris.
This confusion possibly arises because
certain former Vox Box releases were reissues. For your readers' information: all
Vox records that are reissues are so indicated by the first issue date and the reissue date printed in the lower left -hand
corner of the liner or program notes.
The vast majority of Vox Boxes are
now completely new sets.
Ward Botsford
Vice- President
Vox Productions, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Magazines for Liberty and Progress
SIR:

SOUND INVESTMENT FOR CHRISTMAS
LET'S FACE IT. $289 buys a lot of Aquavit in Stockholm. Also, it can buy you the

finest Swedish tape recorder sold in America. It plays any kind of tape except
adhesive.... It's got more tracks than the New York Central and its complete stereo
electronic system faithfully reproduces the Highest of FI. To get specifications as
complete as smorgasbörd about the inputs and outputs, the db's and cps's...see the
top audio dealer in your village. He's loaded with facts. Invest Now...Play Later!
©

THE MAGNEFON BY

The "Alianza para la Libertad y el Pro greso" is a volunteer civic association
devoted to the promotion of President
Kennedy's plan. Among our first activities is the free distribution of American
magazines. newspapers, and books among
workers and students, for we feel there
is no better mirror of the excellencies of
the "American Way" than its journalism.
Technical publications play a key role in
this plan, as they contribute to the up-

Continued on page 18

1962 AMELUX ELECTRONICS CORP.

Please write for illustrated
descriptive brochure

H -2

Amelux Electronics Corporation
60 East 42 Street

New York 17, N.Y.

Please send your free brochure to

MOTALA, SWEDEN

NAME

Sole U.S. Distributors

ADDRESS

Amelux ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
60 East 42 Street, New

York

CIRCLE

17, N. Y.
6

t.

CITY

STATE

Fight TB and Other
Respiratory Diseases
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Three Remarkable New Loudspeaker Systems
ADC -14. ADC-16, ADC -18. From now on, three
names that must be reckoned with when high fidelity
loudspeakers are the subject.

The ADC speakers' excellent response provides startling
faithful reproduction of the characteristic sounds of various instruments.
Stunning Cabinetry. The ADC speakers' shimmering
The Audio Dynamics Corporation-creators of the unwalnut cabinetry was expressly designed by the eminent
excelled ADC stereophonic phonograph cartridges
Mr. Peter Quay Yang. We know no more handloudspeaker
exemplary
three
have developed
some speaker enclosures than these. The ADC systems designed to match the ADC cartridges
w
14 cabinet measures 25" x 131/2" x 121/ "; the
Ë
in quality.
ADC -16, 271/2" x 17" x 121/2" and the ADC Revolutionary Audio Engineering Featuring
18, 40" x 17" x 121 ".
((
The Rigid Rectangular Woofer Diaphragm.
111 These speakers are not inexpensive. The ADCThe ADC speaker systems feature a revolutionJAI 14 is $175. The ADC -16 is $220. The ADC -18
ary rectangular woofer molded from feather
,' is $250.
light expanded plastic and surfaced with alumiADC speakers are now available at leading high
a
that
of
area
twice
has
a
radiating
num. It
fidelity stores. We invite you to look at them...
Baffle assembly
conventional 12" woofer. The rigidity of the
listen
and
to them.
act
as
a
perfect
piston
woofer
to
diaphragm enables the
throughout its range and provides exceptionally good
Engineering Specifications
base response with no cone breakup. High frequencies
FREQUENCY RESPONSE ADC -18 ....20- 20,000 cps
ADC -16 ....30- 20,000 cps
are handled by an air-stiffened mylar diaphragm driven
ADC -14 ....38- 20,000 cps
exceptionally
voice
Each
unit
provides
from a 11/2"
coil.
BASS UNIT MAGNETIC STRUCTURE
wide dispersion and remarkable transient response.
12,700 Oersteds
Flux Density
165,000 Maxwells
Total Flux
TREBLE UNIT MAGNETIC STRUCTURE
Exceptional High Fidelity. Lack of cone breakup and
15,000 Oersteds
Flux Density
doppler distortion combine with low, well- damped fun53,500 Maxwells
Total Flux
8 to 16 Ohms
damental resonance to provide an effortless, transparent
IMPEDANCE
10 to 65 watts R.M.S.
POWER REQUIREMENTS
bass, ordinarily associated only with live performance.

-

CORPORATION
DYNAMICS
AUDIO Pickett
District Road, New Milford, Connecticut
CIRCLE
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crunch
Apples taste better when you're six years old. What's
more they sound better. Those crunching noises reverberating through your head are exciting. You keep wondering
if they can be heard on the "outside." Remember?
Naturally, you'll never hear an apple like that again. But
if you've retained even a little sonic sensitivity, we can offer
you an experience almost as pleasant.
Make your next recording on Audiotape.
You'll find that the wonderful quality of this tape provides
more clarity, more range, eliminates noise and distortion
problems. And you'll find this quality is consistent from
reel to reel and within every reel of Audiotape.
CIRCLE

13

Whether you're taping a small apple -cruncher or a great
symphony orchestra, there's an Audiotape exactly suited
to your needs. From Audio Devices, for 25 years a leader
in the manufacture of sound recording media- Audiodiscs *,
Audiofilm* and ...

ON READIER-SERVICE CARD
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"it speaks for itself"
AUDIO DEVICES INC.,
Offices in Los Angeles

TRADE MARK

444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
Washington, D. C.
Chicago
*TRADE MARK

It's what you don't hear that counts!
That's why you buy a turntable. For silence. Silence of operation. Rondine 2 delivers both the sound and the silence
you want. Minus 57 db silence even at full amplification.
That's what you want in a turntable, what you're sure of
getting with Rondine 2. Combine it with the Auto - Poise*
tonearm and you have the world's only true turntable with
fully automatic operation. For complete catalog, write Dept.
HF -12, Rek- O -Kut, 38.19 108th St., Corona 68, New York.
R
R
R
R

Stereotable only
320 with S 320 Tonearm
320 A (illustrated) with Auto -Poise Tonearm
Base (oiled walnut finish)

$79.95
129.95
169.95
14.95

REK-O-KUT/ rODEIÌQe
CIRCLE

85 ON
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When you
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LETTERS

w

Continued front page 14

lot buy a Professional Turntable?
turntables are not the same! Most are designed for home use

Ail light weight construction throughout

...

and compromised design,
which results in border line performance and fatigue after continuous use. Professional standards, however, for broadcasting and
recording, demand robust construction and precision engineering for
quality trouble-free performance. Because of these high standards,
Fairchild and only Fairchild, for over 25 years, has continually supplied the broadcast and recording industry with finest quality turntables. These high standards are attested to by this one simple fact:
More Fairchild turntables are used by professionals than any other
turntable. So. as a suggestion, consider one of these Fairchild turntables for your home or studio.
FAIRCHILD 412.18
Laboratory proved exclusive Double-Belt
Drive places rumble way below hearing
threshold. Only the world acclaimed
Fairchild 412 Double-Belt system eliminates belt slippage which results in unbelievably low wow and flutter. High torque

grading of our technicians by keeping
them up -to -date with the latest developments in their respective fields.
For this reason we ask your readers to
mail us any printed materials they have
already read and would otherwise throw
away. Although technical magazines and
books in any field are preferred, all other
magazines will be welcome.
We hope that your readers will appreciate the impact of such a campaign. We
appeal especially to the clubs and civic
institutions which could collect the magazines weekly or monthly and then send
them to us on a regular basis. All contributions should be addressed to:
Alianzi para la Libertad y el Progreso
Rodriguez Pena 1680 -3 °p.
Buenos Aires. Argentina.
Raúl Lamuraglia
President of the Exec. Council
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Russian Exchange, Anyone?
SIR:

Allow me to make

synchronous motor guarantees that
records will not slow down regardless of
stylus pressure. Other features include massive acoustically deadened 8 lb. aluminum
turntable; new universal arm mounting plate allowing for fast and easy mounting of all arms; and
new mar -proof top plate. Also available in kit form.
Fairchild 412.18: $99.00
In kit form (412.18K): $79.95
Fairchild 412 base: $19.95
FAIRCHILD 440-2
A 2 -speed belt -driven turntable designed around professional parameters. Unique Speed Sentinel
provides accurate speed control under varying line voltages. Heavy turntable and
high torque motor guarantee that speed
won't change regardless of stylus pressure. Heavy aluminum turntable combined
with belt drive assures wow, flutter, and
rumble way below hearing threshold. Prestomatic
speed change provides positive and fast speed
change ... no fumbling with belts. Available in assembled
or kit form.
Fairchild 440-2: $69.95
In kit form (440 -2K): $58.00
Fairchild 440 Base: $19.95

use of your kindness
in the establishment of contacts between
American and Russian lovers of music.
First of all a little about myself. I'm
twenty -one years old. live in Kiev -capital of the Soviet Ukrainian Republic
and study at the Technical College. My
future speciality is an electrical engineer.
But my great hobby is music- classical, and modern jazz too. Unfortunately,
there are not any records from Western
countries on sale in our shops for the
present and we have a single possibility,
to listen to them over the radio.
I have a large collection of classical
recordings made in the U.S.S.R., and
maybe somebody in your country will
want to exchange records with me. I'll
be very glad!
I hope you will welcome this idea,
which may help So draw together our
people.
George Drofa
Petchersky spusk 18 KW. 66

-

Kiev

11

U.S.S.R.
FAIRCHILD 750
The only turntable designed for stereo broadcasting. Massive 35 lb. 16 -inch platter coupled
with belt drive produces 3 -speed operation with
inaudible rumble, wow and flutter. Unique 2 -speed

motor provides three speeds without belt
stretch. Fast becoming the standard of stereo
broadcasting.
Fairchild 750: $485.00
Fairchild 752 Cabinet: $110.00
These Fairchild turntables are available
at selected audio dealers. For complete details write:

FAIRCHILD

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORP., 1040 45TH AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

CIRCLE

49 ON

High Fidelity, December. 1962. Vol. 12, No.
12.
Published monthly by The Billboard
Publishing Co., publishers of Billboard
Music Week, Vend. Amusement Business.
and
American Artist. Telephone: Great
Barrington 1300. Member Audit Bureau of
Circulations.
Editorial Correspondence should be addressed to The Editor, High Fidelity, Great
Barrington, Mass. Editorial contributions
will be welcomed. Payment for articles
accepted will be arranged prior to publication. Unsolicited manuscripts should be
accompanied by return postage.
Subscriptions: Subscriptions should be addressed to High Fidelity, Great Barrington,
Mass. Subscription rates: United States, Possessions, and Canada, 1 year. $6: 2 years.
$11; 3 years, $15; 5 years, $20. Elsewhere
$1 per year extra.
Single copies 60 cents.
Change of Address notices and undelivered
copies (Form 3579) should be addressed to

High Fidelity. Subscription Fulfillment Department, 2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati
14, Ohio.
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David Izenzon is performing Scianni's Horizon South, written

for contrabass and elec-

tronic mutations."

emitialiaxx with
The

-3"x

loudspeakers on stage at New York's Town Hall were chosen because they
musical quality that makes them particularly suitable for working with the live

AR -3

have a

instrument.

speakers are often used professionally, but they are designed primarily for natural
reproduction of music in the home. They are on continuous demonstration at AR Music
Rooms, on the west balcony of Grand Central Terminal in New York City, and at
AR

52 Brattle Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
a list of AR dealers in your area, is
description
and order form for two books
brief

Prices are from $89 to $225. Literature, including

available on request. We will also send
on high

fidelity published

a

by AR.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge 41, Massachusetts

CIRCLE

DECEMBER

1
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With a Heathkit Catalog you can relax and
enjoy Christmas shopping -gift giving without ever leaving your living room! You'll
find a Heathgift for everyone on your list,
regardless of interest, from beginner to experienced technician. And you give so much
more with Heathgifts, for you save two
ways -by buying direct from Heath and by
buying in kit form. Savings that total 50%
or more!
Heathgifts are fun to give, fun to own, and
they're fun to build
so much so that
you'll be tempted to build them all before
giving! Simple instructions enable you to
complete any kit in your spare time -in a
matter of hours -and they are unconditionally guaranteed to perform to factory specifications.

...

So give the best in electronic kits, give
Heathgifts. Call or write our gift counselors
if you need help or give a Heathgift certifi-

NEW 23" High Fidelity TV Kit -None Finer at Any Price!
An outstanding TV value! Exclusive Heathkit advanced- design features include latest
TV circuitry to bring you boil, Hi -Fi picture
and sound! Incorporates the finest set of
parts& tubes ever designed into a TV receiver.
Easy to build too!
. all critical circuits
(tuner, I.F. strip & Hi- voltage sections) are
supplied as factory -built, aligned and tested
sub -assemblies, ready to install. The rest is
easy with two precut, cabled wiring harnesses
and circuit board. 70 lbs.

Kit GR -22, no money dn., $16 mo. $169.95
BEAUTIFUL MODERN CABINET: Styled to
match Heathkit AE -20 Hi -Fi Cabinets in
.

SAVE $10, order GR -52,
TV chassis & cabinet.. ...only
SAVE $6, order GR42,
only
TV chassis & wall mt

$249.95
$189.95

OPTIONAL U.H.F. TONER: Add at any
time! Tunes U.H.F. Ch. 14 -82. Mounts inside TV chassis. Complete with knobs and
adapter strip. Factory assembled and aligned,
ready to install.
GRA -22-3, no money dn.,$5 mo......$27.95

rich, walnut solids and veneers. Complete
with picture tube mask, chassis mounting
board and extended -range 6' x 9' speaker for
G R -22 TV set. Measures 36' W x 32 %s' H

20y' D.
GRA -22 -1, no money dn., $9 mo......$89.95
"CUSTOM" TV WALL MOUNT: For rich,
attractive custom wall installations. Includes
cut and drilled board for TV chassis. Unfinished white birch. Measures 19;(¿ H
x30 7/(6' W x 11!¡6' D. 13 lbs.
GRA -22 -2, no money dn., $5 mo..... $25.95
x

cate. Begin making your Heathgift List today and place your own name at the top!

Bug NovNd Moog Dowd
Here's help for your Xmas Budget! Order your
Heathgifts now, and any purchase of $25 to $600
can be paid for later on Heath's liberal time -pay
plan. No money down! Take as /ong as 18
months lo pay! You'll find complete details in
the new Heathkit catalog. Make out your Heath gift order and mail it today!

NEW Deluxe CB Trans.eiver
selective call circuitry; 5 crystal controlled transmit & receive channels; variable
receiver tuning; built -in 3 -way power supply
for /17 v. ac, 6 or 12 v dc; and more! Most
complete CB unit ever designed!221bs.

NEW Advanced Transistor Stereo Amplifier

$119.95

Kit AA -21, no money down,S13 mo.$134.95

4 -tone

Kit GW-42, no money

CIRCLE
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dn.

Smooth power -superb dynamic range! 100
watts IHFM Music Power rated, 70 watts
Heath rating. 13 to 25,000 cps response
rated output. 28- transistor, 10 diode circuit.
28 lbs.

READER -SERVICE CARD
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HEATHKI
ANOTHER HEATHKIT FIRST!
A Real 2- Manual Organ for Only $329.95
The exclusive Heathkit version of the all -new
Thomas Transistor Organ now, for the first
time, offers you a real two -manual organ at
the market-shattering low price of only
$329.95 in easy -to -build kit form! Compares
in features and performance with assembled

Hear It for Yourself!
for this Heathkit organ demonstration
listen to the beautiful voices, rich
record
mellow tone and astounding range of expression offered in this sensational instrument. Send just 50c to cover cost of handling
and postage on this 7' -333 rpm record.
Ask for record GDA- 232 -3.
Send

...

units costing well over $700. Features two
37 -note keyboards; 10 true organ voices; 13note pedal bass; variable vibrato; expression
pedal; variable bass pedal volume; manual
balance control; correctly positioned overhanging keyboards: built -in 20 -watt peak
amplifier and speaker system; beautifully
factory assembled and finished walnut cabinet.
Kit GD -232 (less bench)

...no

money dn., as low as $22

mo.... $329.95

NEW 10- Transistor FM Car Radio
to 108 me coverage: better than 1.25
microvolt sensitivity; AFC for drift -free FM
reception; tone control. Factory- assembled
tuning unit; easy circuit board assembly.
88

7

lbs.

Kit

GR-41

NEW FM
Portable Radio
10- transistor, 2 -diode

...

$69.95

$7 mo

circuit; vernier tuning;

AFC for drift -free reception; tone control;

4' x 6' speaker; built -in antenna: prebuilt
tuning unit. Battery lasts to 500 hrs. 6 lbs.

Kit GR -61

NEW FM /FM Stereo Tuner
Stereo Indicator light; phase control for max.
separation and lowest distortion; adjustable
AFC for drift -free reception; bar -type tuning
indicator; filtered outputs for stereo tape
recording. Factory assembled tuning unit.
16 lbs.
Kit AJ -12
no money dn.,

... no money dn.. $7 mo..$64.95

NEW Heathkit SSB "Six Pack"
A brand new SSB exciter and linear amplifier
for six meter operation; 125 watts P.E.P.!
less than the
Only $289.90 for the pair
cost of most transverters. Loaded with extras
for maximum efficiency and operating con-

...

venience!
Kit HX -30 Exciter
HA -20 Linear

$189.95
$99.95

... no money dn., $6 mo...$54.95

World's Biggest
VTVM Value!
Measures AC volts (RMS), AC volts (peak to- peak), DC volts, Resistance and DB. Has
41' 200 ua meter, precision 1% resistors
and 11 megohm input. Slim, all- purpose test
probe incl. 5 lbs.

Kit IM -11 Special Value Price,.....$24.95
1

HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor e. Michigan
FREE 1963

HEATHKIT
CATALOG

-

New edition
more than 100
new kits since

last issue over 250 kits
all.

Y
'q

Ilib

\

S.

PLEASE SEND FREE

1963

HEATHNIT CATALOG

Name

Address
City

Zone

State

"UN

ITEM

Order direct by mail or see your Heathalt dealer.
D Parcel Post
D Eapress D C.O.D. O But Way
Ship
p,emn. 1nslrv.lien.: Foil eaOM o.d., e.ne Include ch..go ,. parcel pea,
r.
Other., change.
shag, Ewe" wee.h.00e0
coo.
a
WON A
DI
fg 0
Semen Mpo.
,
e rects Ina .up,ee, ,o change ...Moo nehce e De.ir line e.ee , w ce.
n ants

MODEL NO.

PRICE
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portable

Noi!?

perfection

FROM
ABROAD

for
hi -fi fans
It

From Denmark comes this
aristocrat of portables. Superb AM -FM- Shortwave performance with all the features you've ever wanted
in

a

portable: 12 transistor

power with push -pull output and a 5" x 7" speaker,
flywheel tuning, full range

independent tone controls,
pushbutton selection, loudspeaker earphone output
and separate tuner output,
plus plug -in connection for
an auto antenna for over the -road hi -fi.
-

Complete information is
available on request. Write
for the name of your nearest dealer.

By

was

a

strange,

anachronistic
scene:
around the walls stood
VIENNA
effigies of medieval
knights, wearing full
armor and seeming to
listen to the music
that floated through the hall; at a
Schweighofer piano. built in 1840, sat
two well -known artists, playing Schubert's Divertissement ù l'hongroise; nearby were a small handful of people, busy
with the latest in stereo recording equipment. The German firm Harmonia
Mundi was engaged in taping the fourhand piano music of Schubert as performed by Joerg Demus and Paul
Badura -Skoda.
Generally speaking, no company would
think of using the great hall of the
Vienna Hofburg for recording sessions.
The residence of Austria's emperors until 1918, the building is situated in the
center of the city and is exposed to a
maximum of traffic sounds. Part of it,
however, is now a museum, housing a
precious collection of ancient instruments. Since the authorities will not
allow their removal from the site. recording directors and performers in
search of historical authenticity must
accept the Hofburg, noise and all.
Actually. extraneous noise is not the
only problem encountered. Sessions have
frequently to be interrupted because the
instruments, which are seldom used, keep
getting out of tune. The recording team
therefore includes a piano tuner, whose

appointment

to the Royal Danish Court

0

C
DYNACO, INC.

3912 Powelton Ave., Phila. 4, Pa.
CIRCLE
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Badura -Skoda and Dennis.

task it is to restore equal temperament
whenever this proves necessary.

(The peculiarities of old instruments
are nothing new to Badura -Skoda, inci-

dentally: for Harmonia Mundi's recording of two Haydn sonatas he tried an
old Broadwood piano, and for Mozart's
Fantasia in D minor he reveled in the
veiled soft pedal sound of an Anton
Walther piano made in 1795.)

Harmonia Mundi Afield. At the Hofburg
sessions I met the head of Harmonia
Mundi, Rudolf Ruby, a onetime student
of economics and a former publisher.
Herr Ruby's entry into the record business was inspired largely by his acquaintance with Abbé de Nys, the famous
French pioneer in the field of recording
old music, who urged him to consider
how much remains still to be done in
this area. Harmonia Mundi has no intention of competing with the big recording firms. "We're merely trying to fill
gaps," Ruby says. And the gaps which
the better-known European companies
are leaving are. in fact, in the re- creation
of early music. For its re- creation of
historically authentic sound Harmonia
Mundi insists not only on the use of old
instruments but on acoustically appropriate surroundings. For a recent recording by the German harpsichordist
Gustav Leonhardt of works by J. J.
Froberger (1617-67) the company went
to Ahaus Castle in Westphalia. Again.
for the music of such masters as Mar qués. López. and Cererols, it traveled to
Spain. where it recorded the choir of the
Benedictine Abbey at Montserrat. And
to tape the Preces pro Concilio and
Preces pro Reunione of Jacobus de Kerle
(1531 -91) the engineers moved their
equipment to the old Swiss basilica at
Einsiedeln.
Headquarters for these forays are
Harmonia Mundi's offices in Freiburg in
the southwestern corner of Germany.
but that town's modern buildings offer
no recording sites suitable for the company's projects. For his main "home
studio" Herr Ruby has chosen a beautiful suite of rooms in the castle of Prince
Continued on page 26
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This new Fisher
loudspeaker system
doesn't sound
like Fisher.

(It sounds like Bernstein, Heifetz, Callas, Satchmo
or whatever you happen to be playing.)

Certain sophisticated audiophiles claim
they can recognize the make of any loudspeaker system blindfolded just from its
characteristic sound. The new Fisher XP -4A
would give them a hard time. Here's a speaker
system that has no character of its own. It
never sounds like itself. The music it reproduces retains the precise tone colorations of
the original acoustic environment and the
original performance so that the speaker
sounds 'different' whenever the program material is different. There is no better proof of
smooth response and low distortion.
The mid -range and treble of the XP -4A
retain the superbly natural quality first heard
since the two
in the original Fisher XP -4
AcoustiGlas- packed 5 -inch mid -range drivers
and the 2 -inch hemispherical tweeter have
been left unchanged. But the 12 -inch woofer
now incorporates a totally new concept: a
2 -inch voice coil wound on pure electrolytic
copper. This specially obtained copper is so
highly conductive that unusually high eddy
currents are generated in opposition to the

-

-

-

SUG,TI

voice coil movement. These eddy currents
are linear over the entire frequency range
and provide linear damping at all frequencies
reproduced by the woofer. The result is a degree of bass definition and detail that will
startle you on first hearing and delight you
forever after.
This unique new Fisher development is a
further refinement of the original XP -4 design the first loudspeaker system with a
'basketless' woofer. The XP -4A continues, of
course, to feature this entirely novel construction technique: the woofer has no metal
frame, being supported by the massive walls
of the 2V2- cubic -foot enclosure itself. Thus
there is nothing left to cause undesirable reflections from the back of the woofer cone;
all rearward radiation is absorbed by AcoustiGlas packing directly behind the cone, eliminating the last trace of bass coloration.
The new Fisher XP-4A is now at your Fisher
dealer. Hear it. Whether or not you are fully
aware of all its engineering features, you will
instantly appreciate its amazingly true sound.

-
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RADIO INTERNATIONAL,
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52
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LONG ISLAND

Price, in oiled walnut or mahogany, $199.50 *.
The new Fisher XP -1A, improved version of
the original Free Piston 3 -way speaker system, in oiled walnut or mahogany, $129.50 *.
The new Fisher XP -2A, improved version of
the first moderately priced Free Piston speaker
system, in oiled walnut or mahogany, $84.50 *.

r
FREE!

$1.00 VALUE! The

new

1963 edition of The Fisher
Handbook, a lavishly Illustrated
40 -page reference guide, idea
book and component catalogue
for custom stereo installations.
FISHER RADIO

CORPORATION

21-25 44th Drive, long Island City 1, N. Y.
Please send free 40 -page Handbook, complete
with detailed specifications on all Fisher loudspeaker systems.
011210
Name

Address

7one_State

City
ClIv

1, N.

CANADA,

TRb,[L ASSOCIATES,

LUD., WILLOWDALC, ON,.
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Who builds

a

tape recorder so perfect they guarantee it for

The finest home tape recorder on the market today is
the Ampex Fine Line 1200. No wonder: It's a product

of the engineering skills and magnetic recording technology that produce the standard -setting recorders of
the entire audio industry. So superior are
the materials used, so precise the engineering
in the Fine Line 1200, that Ampex extends its
warranty to a full year. Now your new Ampex
recorder is protected by the new "Four Star"
CIRCLE

9

a

full year?

AMPEX

One -Year Warranty: Ampex will replace or repair any
defective part for a full year. Ask your dealer to demonstrate the Fine Line 1200. And while you're there, pick
up a free copy of the Ampex booklet, "How to Tape It in

Stereo." Or write the only company providing
recorders, tapes and memory devices for every
application: Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter
St., Redwood City, California. Sales
AMPEX
and service throughout the world.
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If you don't own
a

fine AM -FM tuner,
you're lucky.

(Because now you can buy the finest ever designed!)

Introducing the Fisher R -200 AM-FM- Multiplex stereo tuner: an instrument so close to
the perfectionist's ideal that you'll be especially glad if you haven't made a permanent
tuner choice yet.
The Fisher engineering team that created the
world's most sophisticated FM Stereo Multiplex designs has outdone itself. Here is a
tuner that combines the latest Fisher ideas
on FM Stereo with an AM section of the highest attainable fidelity. For those who require
superb AM reception in addition to the ulti-

mate in FM -Mono and FM- Stereo, the R -200
is the tuner regardless of price.
The FM front end is of the new Fisher GOLDEN
SYNCHRODE design, a remarkable new development that permits the greatest possible
overload margin and rejection of unwanted
signals, as well as amazingly simple and reliable circuitry. Five wide -band IF stages, four
stages of limiting and an extremely linear
wide -band ratio detector complete the basic
FM section.The Multiplex section utilizes the
time -division system found superior to all
others in extensive field tests. The exclusive

-

-
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ALL

Fisher STEREO BEACON instantly turns on
an indicator light when a Multiplex broadcast
is being received and automatically switches
the tuner to FM Stereo operation. The AM
section incorporates a tuned RF amplifier,
followed by a converter and two IF amplifiers;
other AM features include a three -position

MICROTUNE, special professional features3429.50 *.
FM -1000, with STEREO BEACON,

r

bandwidth switch and a 10 -kc whistle filter.
Performance? The FM sensitivity of the R -200
is 1.6 microvolts (IHFM Standard); the capture ratio is 1.8 db. Even Fisher engineers
find these figures difficult to believe but
test instruments don't lie. The AM sensitivity
is 5 microvolts for 2 volts output; the AM
bandwidth (in the 'Wide' position) extends to
7 kc. After all this the price will be an agreeable surprise: $299.50 *.
If you do not need AM, you have the following choice of wide -band FM Stereo Multiplex
tuners by Fisher:
FM -50 -B, with STEREO BEAM, ;199.50 *.
FM- 100 -B, with STEREO BEACON, 5249.50 *.
FM- 200 -B, with STEREO BEACON and the
Fisher MICROTUNE system for AFC, $299.50*.

-
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FREE! $1.00 VALUE! The new
1963 edition of The Fisher
Handbook. a lavishly illustrated

HANDBOOK

40 -page reference guide, idea
book and component catalogue

for custom stereo installations.

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
21 -25 44th Drive, Long Island City

1

N.Y.

Please send free 40 -page Handbook, complete
with detailed specifications on all Fisher loudspeaker systems.
Name

Address
Zone

City

State

THE FISHER
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CITY L,

N.Y. CANADA,
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NOTES FROM ABROAD
Continued from page 22

TL

Fugger at Kirchheim, some hundred
miles from Munich. There Orazio
Vecchi's madrigal comedy L'Amfiparnasso of 1592 was recently recorded
with the Deller Consort and the Col legium Aureum, an instrumental ensemble comprised of first -desk men from
various front -rank orchestras (including
the Berlin Philharmonic). L'A miiparnasso has recently been released in a twodisc album accompanied by a booklet
containing the libretto in the original
and in English, French. and German
translation. Harmonia Mundi also hopes
to issue before the end of the year a
recording by the Collegium Aureum of
music by Johann Christian Bach.
As for Harmonia Mundi's lighter side,
HIGH FIDELITY readers will recall Gene
Bruck's comments last month [ "The Imports." page 93] on this company's release of "Top Hits of 1762." "For people
who want to enter the baroque scene
through a back door," Herr Ruby says
and he seems delighted at having opened

FM .?
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New Stereotron Antenna and 2 Nuvistor FM
amplifier will positively improve your FM
set performance; pulls in far -away stations!

Now an FM antenna has been designed by
Winegard that will deliver unexcelled FM
and FM stereo listening whether you live
close to FM stations or 200 miles away. The
new Stereotron is so powerful, so efficient
that we actually guarantee better performance from your FM, guarantee that you will
receive 85% of all FM stations in a 200
mile radius.
The Stereotron Antenna (model SF -8)
with Stereotron 2 nuvistor amplifier (model
AP -320) is the only antenna -amplifier combination that can be used anywhere. Nuvistor
amplifier takes up to 200,000 micro -volts of
signal without overloading-yet responds to
signals of only I micro -volt. The Stereotron
with nuvistor amplifier has minimum gain of
26 DB over a folded dipole and flat frequency response of ± IA DB from 88 to 108 mc.
Antenna is GOLD ANODIZED, amplifier
completely weather -sealed. Available for
300 ohm or 75 ohm coax.
SF -8 Stereotron Antenna $23.65
AP -320 Stereotron Amplifier $39.95 -can be
used with any FM antenna.
Write for information and spec. sheets
today on the Stereotron and other Winegard
FM and TV antennas and accessories. Get
FREE Station Log and FM map of U.S.
write today.

KURT BLAUKOPF

It looks at this writing
as if the EMI -Angel
Cosi fan tutte will be
LONDON
in your shops as well
as ours at the beginning of February.
Walter Legge, EMI's
recording chief. said to me. "This recording is meant to last for twenty

years." Having heard tape samples. most
of them electrifying, I should not be
surprised if this turned out to be a laughable understatement. Here. it strikes me,
is a performance for all time.
The cast is a mixture of Cos? familiars
and Cos? newcomers. Apart from previous individual experience of their roles,
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Christa Ludwig had sung Fiordiligi and Dorabella
side by side in Vienna and at Salzburg
for five years and were a gleaming
partnership even before Karl Böhm ( who
is estimated to have conducted Cos?
over three hundred times) first lifted
his baton in the Kingsway Hall studio.
The Despina, Hanny Steffek, principal soprano of the Munich Opera, had

The Conductor as Composer. Before
leaving the Legge sanctum, I heard
various other prerelease samples. For example: an Also sprach Zarathustra
(Richard Strauss) conducted so powerfully by Lorin Maazel-with the Philharmonia Orchestra-that it literally
made my hands sweat. Also a remarkable Otto Klemperer disc that will soon
be in your shops. One side comprises
a nostalgic suite from Kurt Weill's
Die Dreigroschenoper, which the composer arranged at Klemperer's suggestion soon after the stage premiere in
1928. Lost sight of in Germany -as
everywhere else. for that matter -after
the Nazis came to power, the Suite is

-

World's Most Complete Line of FM and TV
antennas, FM-TV Couplers and Amplifiers

3014 -12 Kirkwood Blvd.
Burlington, Ia.
CIRCLE 112 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

sung the part in German but never before in the original Italian. The Don
Alfonso (Walter Berry), the Guglielmo
(Giuseppe Taddei), and the Ferrando
(Alfredo Kraus) were entirely new to
these roles. Mr. Legge had the Scala
coach, Antonio Tonini, work on Ludwig,
Steffek, and Berry in Salzburg and
Munich a month ahead of the Kingsway
sessions. Kraus's and Taddei's turn came
later, in London. Preliminaries ended
with the entire cast having spells in
Mr. Legge's drawing room at Hampstead, with a musical assistant at the
piano.
At Kingsway there were eighteen recording sessions with the Philharmonia
Orchestra and a professional chorus of
sixteen. Most of the ensembles were prepared and, up to a point, recorded in
groups. After hearing the last of the
five trios, all sung in a row, Mr. Legge
picked up his microphone in the downstairs control room, which he calls
"Nibelheim," and said over the loudspeaker to the assembled company in
the studio: "I'd like to think I could
live to hear anything more beautiful
than that."
Later I heard tape samples in Mr.
Legge's editing room at St. John's Wood.
Three factors or episodes struck me
especially. One was the complete lucidity
and sharp articulation of all the ensembles up to sextet -plus- chorus level.
Another thing was Schwarzkopf's fervor
and brilliance in that formidable steeplechase of an aria, "Come scoglio," with
its leaps of nearly two octaves. The third
point was the successful acoustical handling of the quasi- serenade "Secondate
aurette amiche" in Act H. According
to Mozart's stage directions. this duet
is supposed not only to be sung by the
two lovers in a barque at the back of
the stage; it is supposed further to be
accompanied by a wind sextet who are
on board with them. In the theatre the
wind band usually plays from the orchestra pit, putting the voices more or
less out of focus and ruining the gently
veiled effect that Mozart had in mind.
For this number at Kingsway Hall, Mr.
Legge had Taddei, Kraus, and the woodwind party retreat to the back of the
hall. up near the organ pipes and far
away from the microphones. The effect
is bewitching.

Kurt Weill: neglected Suite recorded.
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2. Others

I. Others
don't have

don't have
this.

this.

3. Others
can't have
this.

Three points of superiority of the Fisher KX -200 StrataKit
over all other single- chassis stereo control -amplifier kits:
Built -In d'Arsonval Meter. For easy,
positive adjustment of bias and balance
with laboratory accuracy. Assures peak
performance from the start; permits
'touching up' for continued peak performance throughout the years, regardless of
tube aging. No other single- chassis control- amplifier kit has this vital feature.
2. Third -Speaker Output with Volume Control. Blends the two stereo channel outputs
to feed a third loudspeaker system -at any
desired volume level. Ideal for center -channel stereo fill -in or for a mono extension
speaker in another room. Another Fisher
exclusive among control -amplifier kits.
3. The Fisher Name. The inimitable Fisher
exclusive. Your guarantee of a head start
before you even pick up
in kit building
your screwdriver.
And there is something under the chassis,
too, that others don't have: StrataKit construction- assembly by totally error -proof
1.

-

-

WALNUT

stages (strata). Each stage corresponds to
a separate fold -out page in the instruction
manual. Each stage is built from a separate

transparent packet of parts (StrataPack).
Major components come already mounted
on the extra - heavy -gauge steel chassis.
Wires are pre-cut for every stage which
means every page. Result: Absolutely equal
success by the experienced kit builder or
the completely unskilled novice!
The KX -200 has a power output of 80 watts
40 watts per channel.
(IHFM Standard)
Harmonic distortion at rated output is
0.4 %. The architectural brass-finish control panel is styled to match all other
Fisher -built components. Price $169.50 *.

-

-

The KX -100 StrataKit, an advanced 50 -watt
stereo control -amplifier kit with center -channel
speaker output, $129.50 *.
The KM -60 StrataKit, world's most sensitive FM
Stereo Multiplex wide -band tuner available in

kit form, $169.50*.

3 -way speaker kit, only Slim -Line loudspeaker system available in kit form, $59.50**.

The KS -1

FREE! $1.00 VALUE! The Kit

Builder's Manual: a new,
illustrated guide to high fidelity kit construction.
FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21.25 44th Drive
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Please send me without charge The Kit
Builder's Manual, complete with detailed information on all Fisher StrataKits.
Name

Address

State
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Great
stockirr
gift...

SPECIALLY PRICED for stocking up
on joyous holiday season sound!
"THREE-FOR-THE-MONEY" SALE! With an ample stockingful of
holiday sound to record- here's a "three -for- the -money" tape

offer! Save up to $1.90 on a banded three -pack of all- purpose
"SCOTCH" BRAND Tartan Series Recording Tapes! Standard,
extra play or double play lengths, acetate or polyester backing,
in 5 or 7 inch reels. High potency oxides assure brilliant sound
reproduction on monaural as well as four-track tapes -complete tape to tape, track to track uniformity. And to gild the
Christmas Holly, we'll send you a gold plated expandable 40reel library rack, for just 3 tabs from any "ScorcH" Recording

Tape, and only $2.50. A $5.95 value! Send to Magnetic
Products Division, Box 3500H, 3M Co., St. Paul
fCOTCN,
NINNESOTA

Ave.,

NEW

AND THE
ANO NA

LU0

OEACTONING

0[910N IME REGISTER[. TNOENLNC9 Or
ONI: 99 PARA
CO., ST. PAM. l9, NINN.

CI96:,

TORN. CANADA, LONDON, ONTARIO.

CIRCLE
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19,

Minn.
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save most on

stereo hi-fi and VeCOVIJIng
SEND TODAY FOR YOUR
teatu109
w 1963
knnjoht
.klt

tbe

GI.T,LOO

ALLIED
1963 CATALOG

464 PAGES
WORLD'S LARGEST
see exclusive

ALL -TRANSISTOR STEREO HI -FI

MULTIPLEX FM
BEST BUYS IN STEREO RECORDS

SEND FOR IT NOW!

TAPE RECORDERS

BIGGEST SAVINGS
BIGGEST SELECTION
Send today for your FREE 1963 Allied Catalog. World's largest hi -fi selection, including

BIG SAVINGS ON TAPE

products and values available only from

Allied. Save on complete Stereo systems, all
famous -make components. Save most with
exclusive KNIGHTS super -value components
and quality build -your -own KNIGHT -KITS.
Get our money -saving quotations for component systems of your own choice. For everything in Stereo hi -fi and recording, for everything in Electronics, get your FREE 464 -page
1963 ALLIED Catalog -send for it now!
SEE EVERYTHING

see exciting build-your -own

knight -kits
savings up to

50%

IN ELECTRONICS FOR MODERN LIVING!

MAIL COUPON TODAY
NO MONEY DOWN: Now! Get More Buying Power with your Allied Credit Fund
Plan -Up to 24 Months to Pay!

Ir

1

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 31 -20 -M
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
Send FREE 1963 ALLIED Catalog

satisfaction guaranteed or your money back
Name
PttSt

ALLIED RADIO

Address

America's Stereo Hi -Fi Center
CIRCLE

PRINT

4

i

City

Zone

State

J
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NOTES FROM ABROAD
Continued from page 26

from
the professional
viewpoint

Magnecord Ranks Highest
Above the sound and fury of the market
place, one tape recorder is outstanding. And
that tape recorder is Magnecord, for years
the choice of professionals.
The incomparability of the Magnecord
728 -748 Series (pictured above) deserves the
consideration of those who demand the
ultimate in audio tape recording, including
Stereo, of course! With a Magnecord you,
too, will add the professional touch to sound.

for additional information write:

agrtecord
SALES DEPARTMENT
MIDWESTERN
P.

0.

CIRCLE

BOX

70

1509

INSTRUMENTS,

/

TULSA

35,

INC.

OKLAHOMA

scored for wind band. including two saxophones. and a percussion section to which
are appended piano, guitar, and banjo.
The more ogling melodies of the Dreigrosclienoper music are quintessentially
of the Twenties; yet there are moments,
including the final chorale, that imperiously evoke a wider time span and
more enduring values.
As fill -up Klemperer chose two
morsels from his own pen
Merry
Waltz and a two -step from what is
described as an unpublished. never-yetproduced opera. Pressing for enlightenment, I learned that the opera is called
The Goal, that the scenario and text
are Klemperer's own work. and that the
venue is a sanatorium where the patients'
recreation is dancing. How long it is
since Klemperer composed it, nobody
at the EMI end seemed to know: but I
gather that in 1960 he considerably expanded the scoring. which originally was
for small orchestra. Of the two bits
which fill up the Kurt Weill. the Merry
Walter for which I earnestly hope a
new title will be found-has a salt and
an allure which, in their way, invite
and survive comparison with most of
Richard
Strauss's post -Rosenkavalier
essays in the same field.
That Klemperer is or ever has been a
composer will be news to hosts of
his gramophone admirers: yet it is a
fact that many conductors hopefully
take up the creative pen in middle life.
Like Gustav Mahler. he does most of
his composing during the summer vacation. While holidaying in France this
year, he wrote a complete opera, The
Merry Wives of Windsor, using the standard German translation. Returning to
Salzburg in mid -August. the astonishing
seventy- seven-year -old buttonholed Walter Legge and hauled him to a room he
had reserved at the Festspielhaus. Here
he sat down at a piano and played
through the score exuberantly, singing
all the parts in what can only be called
a conductor's voice.

-a

The Britten Requiem. Hailed by some
even before a note of it had been publicly heard as Benjamin Britten's outstanding masterpiece so far -an assessment which posterity may well endorse.
even so-The War Requiem is scheduled
for recording by Decca /London in January, though neither conductor nor soloists had been engaged when this was
written. Partly because of its big choral orchestral scale and its momentous text,
which interweaves Wilfred Owen's World
War I poetry with the Liturgy, every performance of this score is both a solemnity and an observance, with extramusical
associations, as they are called. thronging
and flocking in hearers' heads and hearts.
The might and compulsion of the music
were evident even at the first performance last spring, in the newly consecrated
Coventry Cathedral. whose acoustics
for a work of such stress and complexity
-were often defeating. CHARLES REID

-
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DEPENDS
ON
WHAT
GOES
THROUGH
HERE
"SKIMPING "ON THE CARTRIDGE
JEOPARDIZES THE SOUND
(AND SATISFACTION) OF THE

WHOLE SYSTEM

Dynetic cartridge for their personal systems. It was, from its inception, and is

today the finest stereo cartridge your

money can buy. And not much money, at
that. The $36.50 spent on a Shure M33 -5 (if
you haie a fine tone arm that tracks between % and 1.5 grams) or Shure M33 -7 (for tracking pressures from 1.5 to 3 grams) will audibly
improve even fine quality stereo systems. Corn pliance is an astounding 22 x 10 -6 for the M33 -5
(20 x 10 -6 for the M33 -7). Response is transparent
and smooth not only at the top and bottom but in
the critical middle range (where
most music happens -and where
INSIST ON A SHURE DYNETIC CARTRIDGE,
most
other cartridges garble the
CAN EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR SYSTEM
sound). No "peaks," no "shattering." Et cetera, et cetera. Better
listen to it, and judge for yourself.

The hundreds,
even thousands of dollars you put into
speakers, pre -amps, amplifiers, turntables
and recordings can be virtually nullified by an offhand selection of the phono cartridge. For even
though it is the lowest -cost single component in the
typical system, it is charged with the frighteningly
complex task of getting the music out of the grooves
and translating it into precise electrical impulses

without addition, subtraction,
or distortion. And without damaging the record grooves. Leading
critics and noted audiophiles recognize this and (with due care
and study) select a Shure Stereo

IF YOU
YOU

HURE

M33 SERIES HIGH FIDELITY PHONO CARTRIDGES

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
CIRCLE

222 HARTREY AVE., EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

89 ON
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FOR THE GRANDEUR OF GREAT MUSIC

The majesty of a full symphony, the grandeur of a large chorus or the vibrant throbs of a
mighty organ -these give the thril, and stir in a live performance. They produce big enveloping
sounds. Just as their origin is in a large body, so their re- creation must come from a large body.
As a miniature orchestra can never equal a full symphony in bigness of sound, so a small loudspeaker can never compare in fullness with that of a large cne.
Bozak, pioneer exponent of big multiple unit speaker systems, offers the B -4000, also known
as Symphony No. 1, for those who seek the grandeur of big, full sound but whose space does not
permit the celebrated B -310A Concert Grand.
Used in matched pairs, the B -4000 has no peer for stereophonic re- creation of musical performances. Through a unique configuration of Bozak speakers, two B -4000 systems spread the
music throughout the listening room with true perspective, not only in width but also in depth.
Instruments sound in their proper places, not just left, right and center, but closer or farther from
the listener -as in the living performance. No truer re- creation of live sound has ever been achieved.
The proof is in the hearing.
The speaker complement in each consists of two 16 -ohm Bozak B -199A 12 -inch woofers,
one 8 -ohm Bozak B -800 8 -inch speaker used as a mid - range, four Bozak B -200Y dual tweeters in
a vertical column array, and an N -105 LC crossover network with 6 db. /octave crossover. Woofer
roll -off is at 400 cycles, mid -range tweeter crossover at 1500 cycles. These are housed in a
distinctly styled infinite type baffle cf 8 cubic foot volume.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Useful frequency response: 35 to 20,000 cycles

Imtedance: 8 ohms
See

your franchised Barak dealer, or write:

Box 1166, Darien, Connecticut

CIRCLE
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Suggested amplifier power: 30 -watts or greater

Dimensions: 44" high

x

273/4" wide x 16" deep

ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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The new Weathers

"66" weighs 96 ounces

...and every ounce is pure performance!
The Weathers "66" is the finest achievement in uncompromising
design and performance. The low mass of the Weathers "66" makes it
the proper turntable for today's high compliance stereo cartridges and
tonearms. In appearance alone, the "66" is radically different. It is 16"
long, 14" deep, but only 2" high, including the integrated base. It is
the closest approach to rotating a record on air. It achieves this ideal
through unique engineering design and precision manufacturing.
The Weathers "66" uses two precision hysteres s synchronous
motors mounted on opposite sides of the deck. Virtually vibration -free,
they directly drive two soft rubber lathe- turned wheels which in turn
drive against the inside rim of the platter. This is the quietest, most
accurate and dependable drive system yet designed. Its -60 db. rumble
is the lowest of all turntables.

Eliminates Feedback Problem- Because the new high compliance
cartridges and tonearms track at extremely light pressures, they can
pick up floor vibrations which are transmitted into the music as audible
distortion. The "battleship" type of turntable more easily picks up
room vibrations and transmits them with greater amplitude. When a
high compliance pickup system is used with the heavier turntable,
acoustic feedback is apt to occur. And there is no practical, effective
way to acoustically isolate these heavier units.
CIRCLE.
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The Weathers "66" is suspended on 5 neoprene mounts which
produce an isolation from floor vibrations of more than 500 to 1. Paul
Weathers calls this system a "seismic platform" (implying that only
a violent earthquake could cause any vibrations Dr feedback).
On Pitch -The speed constancy of the Weathers "66" is so accurate
a special test record had to be made to measLre its 0.04% wow
and flutter content. It reaches 331/3 rpm immediately, and will be
accurate within one revolution in 60 minutes. Most heavy turntables
will usually deviate 4 or more revolutions in 60 minutes
painfully
obvious inaccuracy to anyone with perfect pitch. You hear only the

that

-a

music -no rumble, no wow, no flutter, no feedback, tip noise of any kind.

D

The "66" is a strikingly beautiful turntable that you can use
anywhere, without installation. And you need not buy a base -it's an
integral part of the turntable!
Turntable -$75.00 net. With viscous damped arm -$99.50 net. Turntable and Arm with new Weathers
LDM Pick -up- $129.50 net. See it at your high fidelity dealer, or write:

WEATHERS

Division of TelePrompTer Corp.
50 W. 44th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.
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Marantz Model 8B, Dual

35

-watt Stereo Amplifier, $264.

There are three amplifier characteristics which determine the realization of maximum performance quality from a given loudspeaker. First in importance is stability
(a characteristic which is not fully understood by many in the industry). Next in

importance are low distortion and wide power response. These are the prime factors which make one amplifier sound better than another. In all these respects the
Marantz Model 8B is conceded to be in a class by itself. Other designs may have
succeeded in approaching one or another performance characteristic, yet none
have equalled the 8B amplifier in overall excellence. In fact, except for its conservative 35 watt rating, it

is

virtually identical

in

characteristics to the remarkable

Marantz Model 9 amplifier.
Long term reliability is also important to the owner. As is true with all Marantz
products, parts and construction are of the highest grade in the field. An individual

packed with each amplifier stating its performance under rigid tests.
Assurance of the continuation of its fine performance is backed by a full two year

report

is

warrantee.
Marantz in their own personal systems, as well as for demonstrations and tests of their products. Follow their lead
where only the best possible results are acceptable. Send for free booklet 56F.

The vast majority in the high

a

r

use

quality of the Model 7 Stereo Preamplifier makes
perfect match for the BB Amplifier. $264. Cabinet extra

The precision
it

fidelity industry

mn
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25 -14 BROADWAY, LONG ISLAND CITY 6, NEW YORK
ON READER- SERVICE CARD
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...a

complete new collection of high fidelity loudspeaker systems and matching equipment consoles

The Patrician 800, like its famous predecessors, is devoted to the reproduction
of sound with absolute honesty. It speaks
only when spoken to
with a voice that
is no more spectacular -and no less sothan the music it is asked to duplicate.
As a result, the Patrician 800 is somewhat larger than most other speaker systems -even to its extraordinary 30 -inch

...

woofer -simply because a system of this
magnitude is required to reproduce the
deepest musical sounds accurately and
without compromise.

In appearance, the Patrician 800
achieves a new standard of elegance in both
Traditional and Contemporary designs
for this system was conceived as the
ultimate reflection of your good taste in

fire music and superb home furnishings.
We invite your critical appraisal of the
entire new Patrician loudspeaker collection at your nearby Electro-Voice high
fidelity demonstration center. Cr we will
be happy to send a catalog on request.

...

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Consumer Products Division, Dept.

122411

Buchanan, Michigan

gikerOirOICC,
SETTING NEW STANDARCS IN SDUND
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Can I use a professional cartridge
with this arm?

Do the turntable

and motor
meet the NARTB standards
In automatic position,
will it start, track,
and trip as safely
as the best
single play equipment?

THE ANSWER:

Absolutely Yes!

These are some of the questions people ask their dealers when
they learn, to their surprise, that the Garrard Type A Automatic
Turntable costs only $79.50. Some have assumed this must be the
price of the turntable alone... certainly not the complete unit.
These are intelligent questions, since a few dollars do not really
matter when you are investing hundreds in a high fidelity system,
expecting to be able to enjoy music free of distortion, and to proChances are, for
tect your substantial investment in records.
example, that you may want to use one of the ultra-sensitive
cartridges developed originally for separately -sold tone arms
because of their high compliance. Now, Garrard has integrated
precisely such an arm into the Type A. It is counterweighted and
dynamically -balanced ... will bring out the best in the cartridge
of your choice ... tracking at the lowest stylus force prescribed
by the cartridge manufacturer. Best proof of its capabilities ;that the Type A tone arm is on the recommended list of every important manufacturer
The Type A
of professional -type pickups.

turntable and its double -shielded motor
CIRCLE 26 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

were designed for each other. The cast turntable itself is something special ... full-size, heavy (6 lbs. ). balanced and nonmagnetic. You will hear no wow, no flutter. no vibration. Many
people consider Garrard's pusher platform the most important
exclusive Type A feature. This is unquestionably the gentlest

device ever designed for its purpose. and gives you the incomparable convenience and pleasure of automatic play whenever
With all this to offer. it is small \vender indeed
you want it.
that Garrard's Type A, in a single year. has become America's
number one high fidelity record playing unit. It is proudly owned
by a growing legion of discriminating people who, originally
amazed at the price, have come to realize this superb instrument
could have been expected only from the Garrard Laboratories.
i'
For illustrated literature, write Dept. GX -22
Garrard Sales Corporation, Port Washington, N. Y.
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An Embarrassment of Riches
may be said of it, the year now
has been an extraordinary one
a
close
to
drawing
for record buffs. Not since the heyday of the mid Fifties have we been offered such a variety of
stimulating and satisfying fare. The giving and
receiving of records this Christmas thus promises
to be an especial pleasure, but also -in view of the
bountiful supply- something of a problem. To help
sift out the choicest bullion from an embarrassment
of riches, we have asked our panel of reviewers
to pick their favorites from the 1962 lode.
For this exigent crew, the artist of the year
is clearly Victoria de los Angeles. Paul Affelder
nominates the Handel -to- flamenco miscellany entitled
"The Fabulous Victoria de los Angeles" (Angel) as
"one of the great vocal discs of our time"; Conrad
L. Osborne and R. D. Darrell single out the soprano's
"Songs of the Spanish Renaissance" (Angel) both for
the captivating music and its persuasive interpretation; Robert C. Marsh favors the De los Angeles
collection of "Twentieth-Century Spanish Songs"
(Angel). There's a meeting of minds too as regards
Strauss's Salome with Birgit Nilsson in the title role
(London). Affelder characterizes the Solti recording
as "spine- tingling," R. D. Darrell as "blood- curdling ";
both agree that it deserves a place on everybody's
gift list. Two votes are cast also for the series of
Haydn symphonies conducted by Max Goberman
in their authentic scorings (Library of Recorded
Masterpieces) and for the recent Edgard Varèse
collection under Robert Craft's direction (Columbia).
Turning to more particularized preferences, we
have an enthusiastic vote of confidence from Nathan
Broder for the Klemperer recording of Bach's SL
Matthew Passion (Angel)--"an overwhelming performance," he terms it, and one not likely to be
superseded for a long time. R. D. Darrell, as befits
a veteran audiophile, is partial to the sonic attractions of the Karajan- Vienna Philharmonic version
of Holst's The Planets (London), "a striking achievement in the re- creation of wholly authentic symphonic timbres and big -auditorium ambience." Alfred
Frankenstein concentrates, not unexpectedly, on
twentieth- century music. His choices include the
WHATEVER ELSE

AS

lg

fidelity

Nirvana Sinfonie of Toshio Mayazumi (Time) -"one
of the few authentic and convincing examples of the
fusion of East and West in the domain of music ";
the Charles Ives Concord Sonata (Composers Recordings)-"the greatest of American piano sonatas,
magnificently performed by George Pappa- stavrou ";
and Alban Berg's Lulu Suite under Antal Dorati's
direction (Mercury) -"by far the best exposition of
this hectic, restless, perverse masterpiece."
Harris Goldsmith leans to chamber music
specifically to the new Budapest performances of
the late Beethoven quartets (Columbia) and to
"that magnificent labor of love," Joseph Szigeti's
long awaited recording of the Bach sonatas and
partitas for unaccompanied violin (Vanguard). The
two sets, he says, "simply soar into outer space."
Robert C. Marsh favors the recent Reiner -Chicago
Symphony discing of Strauss's Also sprach Zarathustra (RCA Victor) and Stravinsky's own recording of
his opera The Nightingale (Columbia). Our vocal
expert Conrad L. Osborne recommends "one of the
greatest of all Lieder recordings," Schubert's Die
schöne Müllerin interpreted by Fischer -Dieskau and
Gerald Moore, as well as "Maria Callas in French
Opera Arias" (both on Angel). Eric Salzman, a
new recruit to our roster of reviewers, chooses the
Debussy Etudes played by Charles Rosen (Epic), an
artist "who reveals these works for the masterpieces
they are," the Steinberg- Pittsburgh version of Beethoven's Fourth (Command), and the Leinsdorf -led
Die Walkiire (RCA Victor).
On the lighter side, John F. Indcox points to
Anything Goes (Epic) as "the brightest and gayest
of all the original -cast recordings of the year" and
to the reissue of Ray Noble's New Mayfair Orchestra
waxings (Capitol) as "a revelation to those not
familiar with his work." For the jazz contingent,
John S. Wilson recommends "Jazz at Massey Hall"
(Fantasy) -"the finest single collection of the postwar bebop group" -and the Stan Getz -Charlie Byrd
"Jazz Samba" (Verve) "for those who want to he up
with the latest."
The experts have spoken. From here on, it's up
ROLAND GELATT
to Santa Claus.

-

SEES IT
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TIME WAS when I might have started off this essay
by stating fiercely, "I HATE XMAS!!!" Like many
others, I had suffered a surfeit of all the false heart-

iness, the exchange of generally useless presents,
the prolonged overeating and overdrinking, the artificially rubicund and sham white -whiskered Santas.
But time brings tolerance in its train: I'm older now,
and I hope a little wiser, and I can now confront
each approaching Christmas with the consoling
thought that at least it will all soon he over until
another year has passed. The only really worrisome
thing is that Christmases, like birthdays, seem to be
much nearer together now than they did when I was
a boy! But even in my blackest anti -Christmas days,
I never tired (nor, I hope, ever shall tire) of the
religious festival itself-and here you may chuckle
at the inconsistency of man in general, and Charles

Cudworth in particular.
Nor have I ever lost my youthful pleasure in
Christmas music. From the simplest of folk carols
to the most elaborate of Christmas cantatas, I never
tire of it. And what a wealth of it there is, too. From
the earliest times, Christians of all sects have been
singing their joy at the coming of the Christ Child.
In many churches the congregations still chant the
ancient plain song melodies proper to the Feast of
Christmas; and as for Christmas carols, they are
legion-some old, some new, some genuine, some
bogus. European carols are said to have originated,
like the Christmas crèche, with St. Francis of Assisi,
but he was perhaps only obtaining ecclesiastical
sanction for what had long been popular custom.

\
\,

Some of the best-known old English carols seem to
have been connected with the medieval Mystery
Plays -the famous Coventry Carol (Lullay, thou little tiny child) was first heard in such a play, performed in the late sixteenth century in the old
cathedral city of Coventry.
"The word 'Carol,' " says the preface to the
Oxford Book of Carols, "has a dancing origin" and
it should not be forgotten that carols, in essence, are
dance tunes, and should never he droned out in dull
and lugubrious fashion. I think this is why I have
derived such pleasure from the really vigorous recorded performances of carols, like that wonderful
disc of English medieval Christmas carols sung by
the Primavera Singers of the New York Pro Musica
Antiqua, directed by Noah Greenberg, once available
as Esoteric ES 521. I shall never forget the impression it made on me, when the first copies filtered
through to us in Britain. Another American carol
recording which has given me enormous pleasure is
the Roger Wagner Chorale's famous "Joy to the
World!" (Capitol P 8353 or SF 8353); some of the
items are perhaps overarranged, but the results are
certainly brilliant. Over the years I have listened to
certain other Christmas carol albums with especial
pleasure: there is a recording of French Chansons de
Noël, for example, made by Marthe Schlamme and
two French vocal ensembles (Vanguard VRS
497), which I remember with particular interest, and
a curiously anonymous recording of "German Songs
for Christmas Night" (Deutsche Grammophon DG
17070) still retains its charm for me, even though
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I have had it now for many Christmases. To hear a
German choir sing Vom Himmel hoch or Es ist ein
Ros' entsprungen is an unforgettable experience.
There are some buildings, of course, which lend
themselves particularly well to recording. In the city
of Cambridge, England, where I live, there is a
superb Late -Gothic college chapel, known throughout
the world simply as "King's "; it has uncanny
acoustics, which the chapel choir exploit to the full,
and which transfer magically to tape and disc -so
faithfully that the "King's" recordings are almost
heart -rendingly nostalgic to those who know Cambridge. Each December, three carol services are
held in that noble edifice. The first is called the Ad-

vent Service because it is held on the last Sunday
(Advent Sunday) of each Michaelmas term. This is
a special University Service and stresses the season
of Advent rather than Christmas itself. The second
carol service is for the school children of Cambridge,
who come in their hundreds, winding their way
through the narrow streets to the great Gothic
chapel. The third is for everyone, and takes place
on Christmas Eve itself. Through radio broadcasts
and recordings, it has become famous throughout
the world as the "Festival of Lessons and Carols,"
a service in which the carols themselves are interspersed with readings from the Old and New Testaments, from the Fall of Man to that sublime passage
from the Gospel According to St. John: "In the beginning was the Word...." In the recordings (London 5523 or OS 25119) the atmosphere of the great
chapel and the fine singing of the King's College

CHARLES CUDWORTH

Chapel Choir are wonderfully and faithfully transmitted to the listener.
And what do they sing? Carols of every period
and country, for this service breaks all boundaries
of time and place. When listening to "King's" you
are as likely to hear a Dutch, German, or French
carol as an English one. Es ist ein Ros' appears as
regularly as God rest ye merry or While shepherds
watched. Carols are indeed international; those
which you may have known and loved from childhood, thinking they were of your own country alone,
may turn out to have been borrowed from some
far-distant land. From the lively medieval estampie
through mysterious unknowns like Sicilian Mariners
(best known as the German O du Fröhliche),
every possible kind of source has been laid under
contribution. A great favorite over the centuries
has been the medieval German In dulci jubilo, which
is what is called a macaronic carol; in other words,
the text is in two languages, German and Latin. It
has been arranged and harmonized by many composers, two of the best settings being by men as
diverse as the seventeenth -century Buxtehude and
the nineteenth-century Robert Pearsall.
WE HAVE, of course, not only carols but Christmas
hymns, such as the eighteenth- century English
Christians, awake and the nineteenth -century American Joy to the World, which Lowell Mason cobbled
up around the melodies of Handel's Messiah. Mason's method of composition, or rather compilation
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(what might be called the scissors -and -gluepot technique), is not one which can be unreservedly recommended to all would -be composers of hymn tunes,
but in this instance the end more than justified the
means. Joy to the World is certainly full of vitality,
even if (or perhaps because) most of it is borrowed
from Mr. Handel. Christians, awake is also somewhat Handelian, but its composition was rather more
original. The words came first (you may think this
is obvious, but not so; in many Christmas carols
and hymns the words were put to the tune, and not
vice versa); they were written by John Byrom (of
Tweedledum and Tweedledee fame), who lived in
Manchester in the mid -eighteenth century. His
little daughter Dolly had let it be known "that of
all things, she would like a poem for Christmas."
Rather a blue- stockinged little girl, one fancies, but
she got her poem, and a little later it was set to
music by a local North -Country composer, one John
Wainwright, who took his "singing -men and -boys"
over to Manchester on Christmas Day 1750, and
there regaled the Byrom family with the music very
much as we know it today.
Another famous eighteenth- century Christmas
hymn had a very curious history. The words were
originally written by Charles Wesley, brother of the
founder of Methodism, and the father of two famous
musical sons. We know it as Hark the herald angels
sing, although Wesley's first line read originally
"Hark, how all the welkin rings." Other versifiers
altered it from time to time, but oddly enough the
tune which we associate with it today was written
in the next century, by no less a composer than
Mendelssohn, for a cantata in praise of Gutenberg,
the German inventor of printing. Someone had the
happy thought of rescuing Mendelssohn's fine tune
from his forgotten cantata and adapting it to Wesley's words.
One of the most famous Christmas hymns is
Silent Night- indeed, I think that for most Americans it is the piece of Christmas music. We owe its
origin to a lucky accident. It was on Christmas Eve
1818 that the curate of the newly created Austrian
parish of Oberndorf brought his organist, Franz
Xaver Gruber, a set of Christmas verses he had just
written, hoping that Gruber would perhaps set them
to music, in a way simple enough for his village congregation to sing. "That same evening," wrote Gruber, "I brought him the desired simple composition,
which that same holy evening was sung with much
success." Gruber and the curate sang the two solo
parts, while the accompaniment was played on a
guitar, the organ being out of action. Gruber's original score seems to have been lost, the earliest surviving version being a rather more elaborate orchestral setting, which is of such beauty that one regrets
it is not more often heard.
It must have been about the same time that a
famous New Yorker, Washington Irving, visited "Old
England," where he heard, among other things, the
Yorkshire village waits playing carols outside his
window and commented: "Even the sound of the

waits, rude as may be their minstrelsy, breaks upon
the midwatches of a winter's night with the effect of
perfect harmony." Two years later, in 1822, the first
modern collection of English carols was printed by
Davies Gilbert, who hoped only to rescue them from
the oblivion which he thought would soon overtake
them. But in fact the carol, like the old English
Christmas itself, was soon to start on a new lease of
life and by the middle of the century, Christmas was
receiving more attention than ever it had before,
thanks largely to Charles Dickens. Early in his
career as a writer, Dickens had sent Mr. Pickwick
and his fellow clubmen off to Dingley Dell, to celebrate Christmas "in the good old- fashioned way"
(and in so doing, probably initiated the modern
vogue for thinking that Christmas, like Punch, is
never quite as good as it used to be). Later on, of
course, the great novelist wrote the most famous
"Christmas Carol" of all time, which has been dramatized and cinematized and televised and plagiarized
and even made into a musical masque (by no less a
composer than Ralph Vaughan Williams), while a
host of composers have written incidental music for
stage, film, and radio versions. That same mid -nineteenth century which saw the advent of Dickens'
Christmas Carol also saw the birth of the Christmas
card, and the introduction to Britain of what Dickens
called "that pretty German toy, a Christmas tree."
It also saw the beginnings of a great flood of new
carols and Christmas hymns -some good, many bad,
and a vast host indifferent -which has gone on to
the present day, and will no doubt go on for a great
many years to come.

ALL THIS TIME I have been writing about Christmas
carols and hymns, as if they were the only sort of
Christmas music. But carols, even the biggest and
longest of them, are only small -scale stuff. Choirs
like to stretch their vocal chords and open their
lungs on sterner materials. There are all the early
motets, on Christmas texts, by such composers as
Palestrina and Byrd. One of my own favorites is the
Dutch composer Sweelinck's delightful setting of
Hodie Christus natus est -there are several recordings to choose from, one of the best being the London disc (5524, or OS 25118 in stereo) by the Choir
of Ely Cathedral, which is about fifteen miles from
King's College Chapel, as the Cambridgeshire crow
flies. And what about Purcell's exquisite Behold, I
bring you glad tidings, which as far as I know has
never been recorded? And Alessandro Scarlatti's
noble Christmas Cantata for soprano and strings, still
astonishingly little known? We all know the great
Christmas oratorios by Schütz and J. S. Bach (both
of which are available in a choice of versions in the
American record catalogue), but the Christmas Mass
(or Messe de Minuit) by Marc -Antoine Charpentier,
the great seventeenth- century French composer and
contemporary of Lully, gets few performances in
comparison, although it is based on old French
Christmas carols and is of outstanding melodic
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charm. Another work based on old carols is Jan
Ryba's Czech Christmas Mass, which is as familiar
to Czech audiences as the Christmas music in Han
del's Messia /, is to the average English or American
music lover. But there is a lot of fine Czech Christmas music, both vocal and instrumental, that would
be good to hear and that only awaits rediscovery by
Western musicians.
From the nineteenth century comes Berlioz's inimitable L'Enfance du Christ (Vox VUX 2009;
Oiseau -Lyre 50201/02, or 60032/33 in stereo; RCA
Berlioz
Victor LM 6053) so beautiful and
so subdued. But which of us has heard his fellow
countryman Saint -Saëns's Oratorio de Noël? I must
confess I never have, but I see that there's a recording of it (Music Library 7008) which I must try to
get. Of latter -day choral works a great stand-by in
Britain is Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on Christmas
Carols. His later work Hodie ( "This Day ") has also
had some success. Among other modern works composed on the Christmas story is Rutland Boughton's
Bethlehem. a choral drama of great charm which
seems to have slid out of the repertory. One work
still very much in the repertory is Britten's lively
carol cycle A Ceremony of Carols (four editions now
in your Schwann). The Swiss composer Honegger
composed a so- called Cantate de Noël, a darkly introspective work which seems to belong more to Advent than to Christmas proper and which will probably disappoint those who like their Christmas music
to be jolly -and this applies to most of us, I suspect.
The most enchanting of all recent Christmastide
works, it seems to me, is Menotti's Amahl and the
Night Visitors, composed some ten years ago for that
most modern of all media, the television screen, and
now on its way to becoming a traditional seasonal
favorite. RCA Victor's original cast recording, LM
1701, is still available.

-

-for

-

AND WHAT OF instrumental music? Is there something to play, apart from what there is to sing? There
is indeed. Next to Stille Nacht, I suppose there is no
more famous piece of Christmas music in the world
(witness ten recorded editions currently in American
shops) than Corelli's Concerto Grosso, "fatto per it
Notte di Natale " -"made for Christmas Night"
with its final, lulling pastorale movement. which Corelli marked ad libitum so that you could leave it
out if you wanted to play the concerto at any other
season of the year. That word "pastorale" gives us
the clue to a whole long series of instrumental and
orchestral works written in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries for performance at Christmas. Let
us listen for a moment to what a celebrated eighteenth- century Italian orchestral director had to say
about it: "On Christmas Eve every family in Italy
had the image of a babe laid in a manger, on which
joyous occasion the boors and shepherds went with
their pipes from house to house, playing cheerful
pastorals." (Niccolò Pasquali, quoted by Robert
Bremner in the preface to his Select Concert Pieces.)

-

"Playing cheerful pastorals" -that is the essential
point about all the Christmas concertos, sonatas, and
symphonies by such old Italian composers as Corelli,
Torelli, Manfredini, Locatelli, Valentini, Schiassi,
and even Tartini. And the essence of these pastoral
movements was that they were based on the same
triple -time, six -eight or twelve -eight rhythm, which
you hear in the finale of Corelli's Christmas Concerto. It is both a pastoral and a lullaby.
Earlier, I mentioned the old German carol In
dulci jubilo, which already showed the swinging,
triple -time rhythm. The great Italian violinist -composers of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
century took over the pastoral rhythm from their native shepherds, and put it into their Christmas concertos and symphonies. Sometimes these were in
many movements, sometimes in only one. The essential movement was the pastoral itself, and this became so identified with Christmas music that it was
taken over by non -Italian composers like Bach and
Handel, who included such movements as "Pastoral
Symphonies" in works like the Christmas Oratorio
and Messiah. There are even free -standing instrumental pastorals by composers such as Johann David
Heinichen, and even organ- concerto pastorals by
J. G. Werner (Haydn's predecessor at Eisenstadt) .
France had its instrumental Christmas music, too, in
the form of Noëls, settings of old Christmas carols
for organ. Daquin and Lebègue were to the fore in
this field, and their Noëls are still much played and
have been fairly widely recorded. There were also
orchestral settings of the old carols-the great Delalande left several such Simphonie.s des Noëls, which
were piously copied -even added to-by the royal
amanuensis. Philidor.
Then comes a great gap. There are few instrumental Christmas pieces by nineteenth -century composers. A set of piano pieces by Liszt, called Die
Weihnachtsbaum ( "The Christmas Tree "). which he
composed for his little granddaughter Daniela von
Bülow, turns out to be rather dull, for anyone but the
pianist. Orchestral conductors can borrow the instrumental overture and interludes from Humperdinck's
Hansel and Gretel or play Rimsky- Korsakov's suite
from his opera called Christmas Eve, music which,
like our English pantomime, somehow seems to belong to the festive season; but this isn't like having
real, genuine Christmas music, properly composed
for the occasion.
Whatever fulminations I make against Yuletide
inanities, I hope that Christmas music will continue
to be written. And, it seems, it will be, even instrumental and orchestral music. Messiaen has devoted
several large -scale organ works to Christmas, including his La Nativité du Seigneur, while his best -known
piano -piece is called Vingt Regards sur l'enfant Jésus.
Even more recent is the American composer Samuel
Barber's Die natalis, a set of orchestral choral preludes on Christmas tunes; one expects something very
special from the composer of the Adagio for Strings.
Yes, I think there will be plenty of fine music to
play, as well as to sing, for the season of rejoicing.
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by

Shirley Fleming

THE NMNAT
F'IMELITY
Today's recording directors have largely

abandoned the aim of concert hall realism in

favor of a new

ideal- stereo

re-creation.

IT WOULD BE FOOLISH to deny that the stereo
record buyer today needs his wits about him
as he enters the turmoil of the marketplace.
From every side flash the dazzling titles of
sonic spectaculars and the glitter of elaborate
packages that beckon him to explore "uncharted patterns of sound," to experience the
"dizzy excitement of merry -go-round motion"
(in the company of a "real symphony orchestra "), to venture into the "fourth dimension
of sound," to witness "a startling break -through
to a whole new world of sound recording."
The hyperboles have grown tenfold since the
day when stereo simply promised "concert hall
realism" and when the phenomenon of the
ping -pong effect sufficed to fascinate the new
stereo listener. Small wonder that some confusion has ensued. The time seems ripe, as we
approach the end of stereo's fifth year, to take
stock of stereo techniques, to note the varieties of stereophonic endeavor, and to discover the firm ground beneath the sales slogans.
In the field of classical recording (and it
is apparent that classical and popular music
pose different problems, although similar techniques can sometimes be applied to both) a
fresh breeze can be felt blowing through the
offices of recording directors of late, and a
fresh gleam discerned in their eyes. The explanation, in part, seems to be their evident
relief in shedding the old byword of "concert
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hall realism" and a new confidence in themselves
as manipulators of stereo. This undercurrent of sentiment runs through the conversation of almost any
musical director you care to approach on the subject.
least inac"Concert hall realism is nonsense
curate," says one. "Re- creation is a better word.
Stereo re-creates a musical performance; it doesn't
duplicate what's heard in the hall." Another musician- engineer put matters bluntly: "We have more
confidence now. We don't consider the record a
synthetic concert hall experience any longer. It is
an entity in itself."
Behind this move away from so-called concert
hall sound (aside from the fact that there has never
been real agreement as to just what constitutes such
sound in the first place) are solid psychological
reasons. Playing a record in one's own living room,
without sight of performers or audience, is apt to
channel one's total attention into the act of listening;
and in the same way that a blind man's hearing is
often more acutely developed than that of a seeing
person, "blind" listening is often keener and more
perceptive of details than the listening -looking characteristic of the concert hall. At the same time, of
course, the other side of the coin must be taken into
account: while, in concert performance, the eyes
may distract, they also may help the ear. For instance, the effectiveness of such a passage as the
one early in the Leonore Overture No. 1, where a
descending scale figure sweeps down through the
strings, left to right, violins to cellos, is heightened
for many listeners by the sight of the players executing it. Again, the soloist in a violin concerto stands
out more prominently when the eye can supplement
the ear in determining just what is going on. Consequently, recording techniques must compensate for
the lack of visual guidance in home listening. It
would therefore seem entirely legitimate for recording directors to make what they can of the stereo
medium as an experience in itself, faithful to the
music but not necessarily to the concert hall. And
this, of course, is where the fun begins.

-at

THERE ARE SEVERAL APPROACHES to stereo recording, and certain choices must be made by every
recording director at the outset. He may record on
2- track, 3- track, or 4 -track tape; or he may record
on a (theoretically) unlimited number of separate
tapes and combine them after the session. Today,

most companies favor 3 -track tape; Westminster,
however, uses 2- track, and London's "Phase 4"
method calls for 4- track. The next step involves
choice of the number of microphones per track.
Mercury Records is one of the few companies that
use a single mike on each track; most combine a
variety of multidirectional and directional mikes, and
may use half a dozen or more per track.
This brings us to what is perhaps the most important single factor in determining the character
of any stereo recording: the placement of microphones-and the procedure closely allied to it (and

invariably spoken of in sinister whispers) called
"monitoring." Monitoring, or adjusting the balances
in order to achieve a more natural (or more vivid)
sound, is possible at two stages. During the recording session, the over-all balance among the tracks
can be regulated, as well as the balances within
each track when more than one mike is used. After
the session, the over -all balance can be adjusted
further, when the three or four tracks are merged
into the two tracks of the master tape.
To begin with the least complex system, let us
consider Mercury Records' single -mike procedure.
The advantage of the method is a natural, lifelike
sound with, in some cases, a considerable amount
of hall reverberance, and little highlighting of specific instruments or voices. The delicate factor in
the system, as Mercury is the first to appreciate.
is the choice of halls. Good acoustics are heard to
advantage in a one-mike -per -track arrangement; if
the acoustics are poor, it is difficult to counteract
them. In a setting such as the lobby of the Teatro
Grande in Brescia, Italy, where some of the company's opera sessions were held (Rossini's La Cam biale di matrimonio, Pergolesi's La Serva padrona,
Paisiello's Barber of Seville), the liveness of the acoustics proved ideal for the three -mike setup, with the
orchestra in the foreground and the singers slightly
more distant. These recordings strike a fine balance
between reverberance and absolute clarity, with
ample separation of singers when the staging calls
for it. Here is a case, in short, of the right music
in the right surroundings, taped in the right way.
Choice of "the right music" is, of course, of prime
importance: while the simple microphone system is
quite capable of encompassing Mercury's light classical works, it is a fair conjecture that the heavy,
complex texture of a Wagner opera would lose clarity without subsidiary mikes to concentrate on details in mid- orchestra.
(The subject of repertoire, incidentally, brings up
the question heard so often from record buyers:
why record a solo instrument in stereo? The answer
is that because the sound reaches each of the microphones at a different instant, with the reflected
sound bouncing back last of all, the tone is rounder
and fuller, and the space around it more palpable,
than in a monophonic recording. In other words,
the sound is "truer. ")
But to return to microphones. With the multi miking technique (used by Columbia, RCA Victor,
London, Westminster, and Command, among
others), almost anything is possible. For instance,
if three omnidirectional microphones are used to
cover an entire symphony orchestra, and an additional six "touch-up" mikes (usually directional) are
placed in individual sections (this was Command's
arrangement at its Pittsburgh sessions last spring;
see HIGH FIDELITY, August 1962), it is possible to
pluck the tiniest flute utterance from the mass of
the orchestral texture and thrust it into the very forefront of the sonic panorama. Such breaches of
musical validity are, however, now rare indeed. Most
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pany, in its liner notes, even delivers a short lecture
on the subject: "Adjust your two speakers in such a
manner that the music seems to meet midway between the two speakers. The music should not seem
to come from two sources
except in those passages which demand left -right effect." The Westminster recording of "Hermann Scherchen Conducts
Trumpet Concerti" proves the point: a single solo
trumpet is dead center; two solo trumpets appear
left and right. Another vote for two -track recording
has been cast by a very young company, Connoisseur
Society. Its initial release, a 12 -in. 45 -rpm disc entitled "Flute Concertos of Eighteenth-Century Paris,"
succeeds in spacing five unaccompanied flutes neatly
across the sonic stage. Connoisseur Society builds
its case on the fact that two wide tracks, on the half inch tape used in the original recording, can accommodate a wider frequency range than could three
narrower tracks. In addition, the recording tape was
run at a speed of 30 inches per second instead of the
customary 15 ips, thus improving signal -to -noise
ratio. These factors combine to produce an impressively fine -sounding stereo disc.
The subject of directionality, however -even natural directionality
by no means a settled matter,
and it probably never will be. There are listeners
who prefer the blend of sound of the famous frontrow balcony seat, and there are those who like to
hear each instrument, or choir of instruments, precisely localized. An example of the latter technique
is a recent recording of the Schumann Quartet No.
and the Mendelssohn No. 2 (by the Claremont
Quartet on Music Guild) that puts the listener almost
close enough to turn pages. When the players enter
one at a time on a four -part fugue, the sensation of
the space between them is almost physical.
This
effect may not be typical of the concert hall, but it
does achieve what one recording director calls "legitimate excitement."

...

THE NEW

FIDELITY

-

companies say that balances are set during a trial
passage at the beginning of the session and nothing
or "very little "
done to change them during the
actual performance. This does not mean, of course,
that a touch -up mike may not be adjusted at the
outset to clarify certain instruments. This was Command's procedure in its recordings of the Brahms
symphonies, and the good effects can be heard time
and again in the first movement of the Second Symphony, for example, in passages where the violas
bashful instruments at the best of times -play a
staccato counterline against a full -blown statement
of the main theme in violins, cellos, and woodwinds.
Now it might be argued that the violas would probably be quite thoroughly buried in a live performance, to a listener sitting halfway back in the auditorium; but for such moments is stereo made, and
when emphasis of this kind can clarify the score,
it is hard to see any grounds for objection.

-is

-

-is

1

PROBABLY THE MOST SPECTACULAR

IN ADDITION to sharpness of focus, microphone
placement also has direct bearing on the illusion of
directionality. Because directionality is the most
obvious feature of stereo, it was inevitable in the
early days that extreme left -right separation would
he featured.
Popular ping -pong records enjoyed a
field day, and even some classical discs tended to
divide the orchestra into two parts. But in purely
instrumental music the emphasis on directionality
eventually lessened, and in both classical and, to a
lesser extent, popular music a natural spread of sound
has come to he appreciated as the most authentic.
The "hole in the middle" has been filled, and most
companies have succeeded in producing a lifelike
spread in which the instruments of the orchestra appear surprisingly close to their natural positions.
Interestingly enough, it is possible to create a
natural spread of sound when recording on only two
tracks, as Westminster has demonstrated. This corn-

realization of

stereo's potentialities has been achieved in "big"
opera, which benefits fully from the three great
assets of the multichannel technique: movement, a
sense of depth, and richness of sound. Stage movement usually spells out its own demands (often to
the discomposure of singers, who -when they record
-prefer to stand still and concentrate on singing).
In most recordings, the movement is handled convincingly -one could argue over small points, but
they are the exception.
From the very beginning of stereo opera, however, a quite different bone of contention has existed
concerning the balancing of voices and orchestra.
Most directors at first grasped happily at the opportunity of bringing the voices to the foreground, and
proceeded to let "opera house realism" take the
hindmost. In Mozart or Verdi, where the orchestration is discreet and subordinate to the vocal line, this
approach has its justification. But what of Wagner,
who placed instruments and voices on a much more
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equal footing, and whose orchestra adds so much
in color and dramatization? London Records was
the first to take Wagner by the horns (all eight of
them) and record Das Rheingold in such a way that
the orchestra came through with unprecedented detail and clarity, and at the same time the illusion of
space was created with almost uncanny vividness.
As Alberich whips Mime around the caverns of the
Nibelungs, to mention but one instance, the changes
in depth perspective are remarkable. Even more

important than the famous instances of authenticity
in this record (eighteen real anvils in the cave of the
Nibelungs, six harps at the rainbow bridge) is the
revelation of just how much actual sound stereo can
accommodate with clarity.
Having "liberated" the orchestra, London went
a step further in Tristan and Isolde and gave it actual
preeminence at times, seating the listener at the brink
of the orchestra pit, with the singers above and behind-a literal return to the acoustics of the opera
house. But as every operagoer knows, the strongest
of Wagnerian sopranos or Heldentenors is sometimes
covered by the orchestra, and, true to life, this happens occasionally in this recording. In the controversial Salome recording, however, London struck
a rather remarkable balance: the voices are almost
never submerged, yet the instrumental parts are immediate and sharp, and capable of tremendous dynamic range. Dramatic suggestions are powerfully
translated into aural terms. To create the cavernous
hollowness of Jokanaan's voice in the cistern, Eberhard Wächter sang into a three -sided booth with a
microphone connected to a loudspeaker in the nearest
ladies' room; the speaker transmitted the voice
through a five -foot sewer pipe to another microphone
hanging in a washbasin. The effect is more vivid
and spatial than it could ever be in an opera house.
The quality of this stereo production has given rise
in England to references to a mysterious "Sonicstage
technique," but the company's American officials
disclaim the term, explaining that the recording
method used is essentially a refinement of the technique begun with Rheingold.

IN RECORDING classical works, stereo is adapted to
the music; in recording popular pieces, the music
can be adapted to stereo. Some ingenious devices
have been contrived in this field, and any discussion
of stereo must take them into account.
In the beginning was ping -pong. And no producer of popular records handled the effect so clearly
and cleverly as Enoch Light, in Command's "Persuasive" and "Provocative" percussion series. Not
only was the left -right separation clean and sharp,
but occasional electronic switching of signals (an
instrumental figure heard on the left was then exactly
repeated on the right) so emphatically played up the
separation of channels that these records made even
the most inexpensive stereo playback equipment appear superbly sensitive.
As the ping -pong game began to wane, and as

complaints of the hole in the middle began to be
heard among popular as well as classical music lovers,
another device -the illusion of movement-proved
equally entertaining. Capitol's "Adventure in Circular Sound" swings a full symphony back and forth
across the space between the two speakers (too much
of a swing, for my taste); RCA Victor's "Victory at
Sea, Vol. 3" creates a convincing illusion of marching soldiers, and gunfire from side to side. Among
the most successful movement records are those in
the same company's "Stereo Action" series; the disc
called "Crazy Rhythm" succeeds in creating such
delicate effects as that of two pendulums swinging
across each other in opposite directions. Audio
Fidelity, one of the early labels in the stereo field,
presented on its "Vaudeville" disc some very tangible
horses galloping audibly from left to right.
The most elaborate development in movement
recording is London's "Phase 4" series (the designation is intended to imply an advance beyond the
three older distinctions of popular stereo: concert
hall realism, separation of sound, and moving
sounds). "Phase 4," which aims at improved separation and definition as well as movement, requires
4 -track tape, with certain of the tracks recorded
separately. In "Ted Heath's Big Band Percussion,"
the percussion players were widely divided, left and
right, in the studio, and recorded on Tracks and 2.
On the finished disc they are heard left and right,
with very slight overlapping. The saxophone players
recorded Track 3 while listening through earphones
to the percussion tracks; they appear on the left
disc channel. Finally, the trombonists taped Track 4
(right channel) while following Tracks I, 2, and 3
via earphones. Obviously, the isolation of Track 3
and Track 4 is absolute; even I and 2, recorded
simultaneously, are sharply divided due to the studio
seating. The result in playback is an extremely distinct sense of the placement of instruments, emphasized by the musical arrangements which often
capitalize on the effect of a high melody (left) with
low trombone accompaniment (right) backed by percussion. Stereo separation is shown off to fine advantage; the hole in the middle, of which one inevitably grows conscious after a time, is probably
of no great concern to sound fanciers -in any event,
it is implicit in the arrangements themselves. One of
the most spectacular of the "Phase 4" discs is "Pass
in Review," in which the illusion of movement (created by the gradual electronic shifting of the signal
from one track to the next) is exploited to the full.
Electronic reverberation produces almost eerie effects
of shifting distances.
Carrying the "Phase 4" technique one step
further, London's more recent "Phase 4 Plus I.M. 20
C.R." series ( "individually monitored 20-channel recording") utilizes a twenty-channel console mixer
capable of distributing the incoming signals among
any or all of the four tape- tracks. Emphasis in the
newer records is on distinct separation rather than
movement (with instrumental arrangements to support the effect). and in
Continued on page 121
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Aconductor
often considered the

last representative of
the great Viennese tradition

recalls with affection and
discernment the master
who taught him.

WAS IN 1919, when I was still in my teens, that
was given the wonderful opportunity to become

IT
I

Felix von Weingartner's conducting student. Weingartner's towering artistic stature vastly influenced
an entire era of European musicians, but few conductors of my generation have been privileged to
know his approach to the podium as intimately as
I did. The circumstances of our first meeting were
somewhat extraordinary. I had been working as
accompanist and coach for certain opera singers and
one day went with a young soprano to an audition
at the Vienna Volksoper. Weingartner, who was the
Opera's director at the time, sat in the darkened
auditorium prepared to listen to about forty singers
in succession. A messenger arrived, to announce
that the assistant scheduled to accompany the auditions was ill and could not attend. Rising from his
seat, the maestro called out: "Isn't there anyone
here who can accompany these people ?" With the
brashness of youth, I offered my services. There
were no scores available, and I was forced to play
forty arias, ranging from Carmen to Walküre, completely from memory.
After the auditions were over, Weingartner
called me to his side and asked who I was. I had
long admired him from afar, of course, and some
of my first impressions of the world's great music

had been gained through attendance at his concerts
with the Vienna Philharmonic. Weingartner's leading
role in the conductorial world was suggested in his
most elegant figure, tall and
personal appearance
slim, with a shock of wavy hair -and it was with
mixed awe and nervousness that I answered his
query, with the reply that I was a young musician
who yearned to become a conductor some day. As
he quizzed me further, I told him that I had studied
some harmony and counterpoint and theory. Weingartner then and there offered me the chance to
become his pupil and to meet with him regularly
for special classes.
This was the beginning of a rare four -year period
for me. Naturally, the methods of our work together
were considerably different from those employed in
the study of the violin or piano. The "classes"
held about twice a week, for about an hour each
session -were in the nature of seminars, with Weingartner discussing in detail the scores of Beethoven,
Mozart, Schubert, and others, pointing out to me
the architecture of these monumental musical milestones. He would tell me how each should be interpreted, illustrating special problems at the piano.
Sometimes I would play and he would conduct
for me. On other days he would sit at the keyboard.
working through the material in the most analytical

-a

-
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BY

JOSEF KRIPS

Felix von Weingartner
1863 -1942
manner. (Weingartner was a marvelous pianist, of
course, particularly in his younger days. As he grew
older he practiced less and less and lost something
of his phenomenal technique.)
And it was not only in musical matters that I
benefited from Weingartner's instruction. He was a
genuinely cultivated personality, broadly informed,
with an expert knowledge of literature and painting
and an appreciation of the amenities of a civilized
life. Possessed of a wide circle of friends, he was a
frequent attender of evening parties, where his bons
mots were repeated with relish, and he was celebrated as a gourmet and excellent amateur cook.
(His favorite dish was a variety of risotto into which
he literally put everything he could think of; its
expensive contents and the loving care that went into
its preparation had to he seen to be believed!) In
common with so many Viennese of his period,
Weingartner was also an ardent patron of the theatre
and went often to the Burgtheater, that wonderful
institution which still flourishes today. Whenever a
new play or a new Shakespeare production was
given, we would discuss it, and sometimes we attended together.
When I became Weingartner's assistant at the
Volksoper I was first engaged as a coach for the
singers, preparing specific operas which my mentor

would later conduct. The next year I became the
Chorus Master, graduating from corrépétiteur to a
higher echelon in the operatic ranks. In these, my
youngest days as a conductor, I often had the privilege of directing Weingartner's rehearsals while he
listened critically from the auditorium. Occasionally,
I would actually take over certain performances, as
I grew more conversant with my craft.
Of course, being so young and immature, I
made my share of artistic mistakes. I particularly
remember that once when we were doing Lortzing's
Der Waffen.schmied at the Volksoper I gave unclear
beats and set a tempo which Weingartner challenged.
He went into a rage in front of the cast and orchestra, stating unequivocally: "Mein lieber, if that is
the way you do things, you won't conduct any more
at all!" He could be very unpleasant on occasion.
But I could see that his criticisms were valid and so
I worked all the harder to correct the deficiencies
in my technique.
The pressure of an opera season in those days
was tremendous. The repertoire included some fifty
operas each year. As a sample of the literature then
performed I can cite Auber's La Muette de Portici
and Meyerheer's Le Prophète, L'Africaine, and even
Robert le Diable, in addition to all the so-called
standard operas. Such an exotic schedule is now a
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Weingartner himself at rehearsal was an education. Everything was corrected succinctly, with
few speeches but with enormous authority. Most of
the musicians loved him and respected him accordingly, but there were a few, as in all orchestras, who
occasionally questioned his supremacy. "My speech
is the baton," he liked to say, emphasizing the clarity
of beat which he developed to crystal perfection.
Above all, he avoided bursts of temperament; his
elegance and personal dignity would never have
permitted him to throw scores at players, break
batons, or otherwise jeopardize his reputation with
an orchestra.

WEINGARTNER

Culver

thing of the past, but it gave a youthful conductor
a remarkable opportunity to come into contact with
the entire range of the lyric theatre.
Weingartner gave me a basic philosophy in music
from which I have never wavered. His cardinal rule
was that, in order to conduct a given work, one must
analyze its construction and then find the right
tempo for each of its components. He always said:
"There is only one tempo: the right one!" According to Weingartner, all other tempos would be variants from the ideal. As I note the extensive musicological hocus -pocus about tempos in which some
present -day conductors indulge, I cannot help remembering Weingartner's principle. In the classic
repertoire, he invariably found what seemed to me
to be the perfect tempos, thus bearing out the saying (one he liked to repeat!) that a good conductor
doesn't talk about tempos but just "has" them.
Another of his precepts which he imparted to
me concerned the form of a classic work. "Only
when you have observed and understood the form
completely can you go into individual details," he
counseled me. "A performance is nothing when the
conductor constantly seesaws back and forth ten
or twenty times in contrasting tempo. The form is
obscured and eventually destroyed." He also avoided
startling changes in dynamics, eschewing the sort of
pseudodramatic emphasis so beloved of some later
maestros. He used to say: "A piano must be a piano
and not a double piano, a fortissimo must be distinguished from a double fortissimo." He considered
each performance an act of creation, a new birth
for the piece in question. "In reality, the score is a
dead thing," he said, "and you have to bring it to
life each time you conduct it." He felt that the
orchestra players have to be utterly sure of each
gesture of the conductor, must be a working unit of
smoothly organized individual parts, and should be
free to display their creative talents on their respective instruments. Making music with the orchestra
was Weingartner's idea of the role of the conductor,
who should, according to his belief, "be important,
not merely appear important!" He felt that each
performance represented not only what the conductor had to say but also what each player's talent
had to add.

WEINGARTNER REPRESENTED an era of musical
greatness that died out during his own lifetime. In
his youth he had been a pupil of Liszt, and I believe
that this relationship was the greatest single impression he carried throughout his own long career. As
a promulgator of Liszt's works hé was one of the
most active supporters of a composer who was then
considered to be a world master. When he was a
very young man, Weingartner had also met Richard
Wagner at Bayreuth and had attended a rehearsal
of Tannhäuser held under its composer's supervision. He enjoyed recounting to me what ensued
when the conductor who was directing the rehearsal
misread the time signature for the Act II Einzugsmarsch. Instead of obeying the alla breve indication,
he beat four in a bar, to the consternation of Wagner. The master raged: "People march in two
left- right, left -right {illustrating by pounding the
stage with his feet} -not in four! Can't you see what
is in the score ?"
(A composer himself-he habitually rose about
five in the morning and wrote before breakfast
Weingartner turned out operas, symphonies, tone
poems, and some very beautiful songs, a few of
which are occasionally heard on concert programs
even today. One of his stage works, Die Dorfschule,
I think was an excellent piece and merited more
attention. Perhaps it was Weingartner's personal
feeling that he was as great a composer as Richard
Strauss that made him bitter towards the latter.)
Weingartner knew Brahms too, but it took him
a while to become a great Brahms interpreter. As
for Bruckner, Weingartner felt his symphonies were
formless and abstruse. (1 felt differently, but did
not dare to express my views until much later in
my relationship with Weingartner. In old Vienna
we were taught that young people in their twenties
should refrain from teaching their elders.) He rarely
performed Bruckner's works, and when he did it
was with no particular enthusiasm. I tried several
times (years after my student period under his
tutelage) to discuss Bruckner with him but he always said, "Those symphonies have no form." He
was unsympathetic too towards the music of Gustav
Mahler, his distinguished composer- conductor contemporary. When I said to Weingartner that I considered Das Lied von der Erde one of the greatest

-
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works ever written, he expressed his amazement.
His professional career was not always a happy
one. As an opera director, for example, he didn't,
I feel, fully understand singers, sometimes seriously
miscasting them. He was often misunderstood, and
there were mistakes in his relations with his colleagues. His relations with other conductors were
curious too. He did not hold very high an opinion
of other maestros because he disagreed with their
approaches to such works as the Beethoven symphonies (too many tempo changes, what he called
erratic interpretation). But we once attended a
Tannhäuser together, with Furtwängler presiding in
the pit of the Staatsoper. After the performance
was over, Weingartner turned to me and said: "Now,
that's not bad at all." This was high praise for him
to give another conductor, and I was happy to hear
him add, "He keeps to his tempo, you see, and
that I like." It was this type of interpretation that
impressed him most -the unchanging and traditional
setting of various meters without resorting to distortion for the sake of an "effect."
Due to the similarity of their respective musical
tastes (as regards the general symphonic repertoire),
Weingartner and Toscanini were often the subject
of comparison and discussion. However, Weingartner himself was rather cool to Toscanini's general approach and had no use at all for the Italian's
habit of arbitrary alteration of certain classic scores
in matter of tempo, instrumentation, etc. In 1936
I heard Toscanini's interpretation of the Mozart G
minor Symphony at a Vienna concert and found it
one of the most exciting and dramatic readings I
had ever encountered. A few weeks later I met
Weingartner with the composer Joseph Marx at the
home of the Viennese composer Wilhelm Kienzl
near Salzburg. My enthusiasm for Toscanini overflowed. "Toscanini is playing the G minor next Sunday here at the Festspielhaus," I exclaimed. "Would
you like to come to this concert and see for yourself?" Weingartner agreed and attended the performance. Afterward, I turned to him expectantly.
"It was great," he commented, though I sensed in
him a curious reluctance that he might be convinced
in spite of himself!
MANY PEOPLE throughout the world treasure the
recordings of Beethoven symphonies which Weingartner made during the 1930s and which were, before the advent of microgroove discs, the definitive
examples of this repertoire on record. To many
connoisseurs, they are still definitive. These discs
are limited sonically, of course, but the light of
Weingartner's genius continues to shine through
them. At the time, recording was still a very strange
thing for many artists; Weingartner, in common with
other conductors of the day, did not realize that
an entirely different aesthetic exists for recording
than for live performance. Accordingly, there were
certain lacks in the purely technical setup for these
sessions. The orchestra was not seated with respect

to the best microphone treatment of the various
choirs, and certain details came through with less
than perfect clarity.
A comparison of Weingartner's Beethoven recordings with those of Toscanini is impossible, in
my opinion, since the maestros were two such entirely different personalities. Similarly, one cannot
usefully compare the interpretations of Bruno Walter,
for example, with those of Wilhelm Furtwängler,
though all these men were of genius persuasion in
the classic repertoire. Toscanini was first and foremost an Italian with Italianate expressivity. It was
fantastic to hear what he could do with Beethoven;
in some works his own personality was overwhelming. And by the time that Toscanini made his famous
cycle of Beethoven symphony recordings the technical aspects of recording had changed so radically
that no comparison was possible with earlier discs.
My own approach to Beethoven is closer to Weingartner's than to any other conductor's, I believe.
I do feel that my insistence on following the written
instructions of the composer himself and remaining
true to the basic form of the work stems from what
Weingartner imparted to me during our four -year
period of "symphonic tutoring." The technique is
very basic to my entire aesthetic of conducting.
My studies with Weingartner ended in 1924,
when he left the Volksoper. Extensive travels ensued
for him, with guest conducting engagements in South
America and all over Europe. During this period
we would occasionally meet in some European city,
and he would inquire as to my progress. When I
worked with the Karlsruhe Opera at the age of
twenty-four, he made special trips to hear my performances. The precious advice he gave me on these
occasions is very memorable, as is all the wonderful
training I received as his special conducting protégé.
When Weingartner returned to the Staatsoper to
become its director for the second time (in 1935),
we began another great period of artistic coöperation
and friendship. I had already been engaged by
Clemens Krauss (Weingartner's predecessor) and
was on the scene as permanent conductor at the
Opera. A great thrill for me then were the two
performances of Parsijal which we gave on successive days -one conducted by Weingartner, now an
elder statesman in his seventies, and one by me.
We attended each other's productions. Our Gurnemanz was Alexander Kipnis, who had come from his
great success in America to sing Parsijal for the first
time in Vienna. Weingartner and his young wife,
Carmen Studer, sat through the whole performance
I led and then met me after the final curtain. "It
was fine, I had no idea that you had such maturity,
my dear Krips," Weingartner said to me. Such praise
from this master was unforgettable to a young man
just out of his twenties. Though almost three decades
have passed since then, and Weingartner has been
gone now for two of them, I still remember his
benign expression and his warmth as he gave me his
final accolade. Such moments come but once in a

musician's lifetime.
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D EA D
FOR REASONS WHICH neither I nor, I suspect, he
himself has ever been able to fathom, Walter Legge,
impresario- founder of London's Philharmonia Orchestra, inserted in one of his concert programs last
season a notice which led off with an appallingly
alarming headline:

WANTED
MUSICAL CRITICS
My first impulse on reading this was to flip up my
collar, turn down my snap brim, hook on my false
beard, and creep furtively away, glancing now over
this shoulder, now over that -for the thing certainly
had the look and the smell of warnings put out
by the police.
What were we, what (more importantly) was I
wanted for? For lèse- majesté? Misprision of treason? In a panic sweat I remembered things hurtful

to majesty which I had written or said about two of
Mr. Legge's as yet uncrowned heads. Of Maria
Callas I once asserted that she had been hysterically
cheered at Covent Garden for an "Ah fors' è lui"
that included three squawks, several wobbles, and
two flat notes; of Otto Klemperer that by skillful
emphases and phrasing in the finale of Beethoven's
A major Symphony he had conjured up a march
tune that had never entered Beethoven's head.
(More recently, during a London performance of
Beethoven's Ninth, Dr. Klemperer livened up the
Scherzo even more strikingly. Between bars 40 and
45 he took a simple jog trot accompaniment, D and
F, from the third and fourth horns and transferred
it to the first and second, thus producing a loud and
jubilant hunting call which, while it might have
pleased the composer, would certainly have surprised
him.) For such impious observations no critic may
expect forgiveness. Clearly there was a price on
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The least I could expect was a ceremonial
birching followed by ten years in the hold on bread
and water... .
At this point in my musing it occurred to me to
read on.
Imagine my relief. Mr. Legge, it turned out,
wasn't hunting for me with punitive intent, after all.
He was merely offering prizes to amateur music
critics who might be among his audience. Aspirants
were invited to send him a five -hundred -word review
of the evening's performance, and the rules of the
contest were printed alongside. One condition, No.
3, made me laugh so much that I had to dab the
happy tears from my eyes. "To give the competitors a taste of the urgency with which many critics
have to work," stipulated Mr. Legge, "all entries
must be posted to the Philharmonia Concert Society
bearing a postmark not later than p.m. tomorrow."
With the concert over by 10:15, Condition 3
allowed the contestant something over fourteen hours
for meditation and scribbling, as compared with the
fourteen minutes or so that are the typical portion of
critics on mass-circulation dailies with 10:30 deadlines most nights of the week. Naturally, I fell to
thinking of the critic's scurrying lot, the chill breath
of Time on the nape of his neck, his obsessive curses
at the moving hands of the clock.
my head.

I

TAKE MY OWN CASE. As the last orchestral beat
sounds, I leap from my seat, race down the aisle
while struggling into my overcoat, dash out the
doors, drop my program in a pool of rain, drop my
spectacles while groping for my program, grope for
my spectacles in turn. I plunge into an Underground
train as the automatic doors are closing, find myself
nipped between the door jambs, free my torso with
a plop, and finally sit gasping in a corner, note pad
on knee. As the train rocks and straphangers stub
my toes, I get busy with my pencil for the benefit
of posterity on some such snug, compact issue as
first English performances, in one bill, of Boulez's
Improvisations sur Mallartné and Richard Rodney
Bennett's setting for vocal quartet of some limpid
lines from that great prose stylist, Sir Thomas
Browne ( "Beside, Hippocrates hath spoke so little
and the Oneirocriticall Masters have left such frigid

interpretations of

plants.... ")

already, second station up the line on my homeward
journey from Waterloo. Three minutes of my fourteen are down the drain. For inspiration I look up
at the plump man clutching an umbrella and six
parcels near me. He is too seized with his own worries to condole with me on mine. Before the train
starts up, my pencil begins to move of its own
accord. At Oxford Circus I begin to cut. I throw
away three adjectives and a brace of adverbs. On
the way to Regent's Park I stand an inverted sentence on its feet. Rereading my piece in a glow of
approval, I tell myself, after the fashion of all
critics since the dawn of print, that nobody in Fleet
Street produces prose that is a patch on mine.
Snugly encased in the cocoon of my own words,
I fail to notice that the train has pulled into and
out of Baker Street station and that we're heading
for St. John's Wood. A quarter of a mile before
St. John's Wood I am at the doors with tapping foot,
waiting impatiently for them to rumble open. I
charge up the moving staircase at double its speed,
fold myself into a telephone kiosk, fumble for slot
pennies, and fume inordinately at twenty -five seconds' delay in getting through to Copy. The copytaker's voice-one among a dozen which by this
time I can immediately identify on the instant
precise and soothing. I was once so tactless as to
instruct him that there are two "esses" in Mendelssohn. He bears me no ill will. He goes so far as to
volunteer a read -back instead of waiting to be asked
for one. That is a pretty coal of fire. I leave the
kiosk two minutes ahead of deadline to continue
my journey home on foot and notice, what had
escaped me before, that there are stars of frost on
the pavement and glitter of stars in the sky.
Before breakfast next morning I look at my
piece on Page Three, then drop the paper in the hall,
groaning with revulsion. I tell myself, again after
the fashion of critics from the dawn of print, that
there isn't an office boy in Fleet Street who couldn't
write me into the red. At the same time my
Id knows full well that the sickness in the pit of my
stomach is self -induced and automatic, a propitiaContinued on page 120
tory rite of the mind.

-is

.

Before I had left the office, the Night Editor,
looking up from his litter of page dummies, proofs,
and glossy prints, had told me that space was tight
and to keep it short, "as only you know how "
point which he charitably makes to all his writers.
What he meant was, "Don't give me more than
three hundred words at any cost." I have five critical points in my head and six sparkling phrases. I
reduce five points to three, six phrases to two. Next
I try to think of a smart, get- the -reader lead. Impossible (why, I wonder ?) to start six reviews a
week with "At the Royal Festival Hall last night, a
large and stertorous audience gathered to hear...."
The train clanks on. We are at Trafalgar Square

-a
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The consumer's guide

to new and important
high fidelity equipment

high fideli
EQUIPMENT REPORTS

General Electric VR -1000
Stereo Cartridges

AT A GLANCE: The VR -1000 cartridge is an improved
version of the variable reluctance pickup originally introduced by GE. It is available with a 0.5 -mil stylus as
Model VR- 1000 -5, priced at $29.95, or with a 0.7 -mil
stylus as Model VR- 1000 -7, priced at $24.95. Both
models were tested for this report by United States
Testing Company. Inc. The chief difference between
them is in their respective applications as regards the
tone arm used. Manufacturer: General Electric. Audio
Products Department, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N.Y.

IN DETAIL: The variable reluctance cartridge

was

originally introduced by GE in the early days of microgroove records. As a monophonic pickup that combined
fine performance with low cost. it did much to popularize high fidelity and to encourage record collectors
to make the big change from 78 rpm to LPs. Since the
advent of stereo, GE has brought out different stereo
models. of which the VR -1000 is the latest. The VR1000-5 has the very narrow 0.5 -mil stylus tip and is
intended for use in professional -type arms, or in pre assembled players (manual or automatic) that can track
at 3 grams stylus force or less. In equipment in which
tracking of the tone arm requires a stylus force higher
than 3 grams, the VR- 1000 -7 is recommended. The

REPORT POLICY

stylus, in either case, is replaceable by the owner, and
without the need for tools. The body of the cartridge
features triple mu -metal shielding. which was found
in our tests to be very effective in minimizing any hum.
Needle -talk, in both models, was very low. The cartridge
has the standard 1/2-inch mounting centers and should
fit readily in any standard tone arm. The recommended
load resistance for each channel is 47K ohms. which
was used in the tests. All measurements were made
at a tracking force of 2 grams.
The accompanying charts show the response characteristics of the two models. As might be expected. the
VR- I000 -S exhibited the more desirable qualities from
a perfectionist standpoint. These include a somewhat
smoother over -all frequency response. a closer balance
between left and right channels as regards signal level
across the audio range. and better channel separation
for stereo. The VR- 1000 -5 was flat within +2, -0 db
up to about 10 kc, then showed a rising characteristic
toward 15 kc. with both channels up by about 5 db at
18 kc. The VR- 1000-7 did not peak as much at the extreme high end. but its right channel took a gradual dip
in the midrange. coming back closer to the left channel
near 15 kc. The over -all response of the left channel of
the VR- 1000 -7 was uniform within +2, -r
db right

Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements and listening tests.
Data for the reports,
on equipment other than loudspeakers, is obtained by the United States Testing Company, Inc.,
of Hoboken, New Jersey, a completely independent organization which, since 1880, has been a
leader in product evaluation.
Speaker reports are based on controlled listening tests. Occasionally,
a
supplementary agency may be invited to contribute to the testing program.
The choice of
equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY.
No report, or portion thereof,
may be reproduced for any purpose or in any form without written permission of the publisher.
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Square -wave photos show good damping.

on up to 20 kc, but its right channel was a few db lower
in output throughout most of the range. It is not out of
the question. of course, for the user to compensate for
this difference (if indeed it were heard through the
speakers) by adding the least bit of gain to the right
channel, or by adjusting the amplifier balance control

damped. Indeed. the square -wave patterns (taken with
the CBS -STR -1 I0 test record) indicate good frequency
and transient response.
Listening tests generally confirmed the measurements. Most listeners felt that the VR- 1000 -5 had somewhat better channel separation than the VR- 1000 -7, but
that both cartridges had a clean and full response. There
was some disagreement over the high frequency response,
with many -but not
listeners holding that it was not
quite the equal of some costlier cartridges. The consensus, however, was that either model represents good
value for the cost.

accordingly.
The rising curve toward the extreme high end of
the band was attributed to high frequency resonance, but
the relatively gradual shape of the rise, as well as the
very small amount of ringing present (as observed on
an oscilloscope) does indicate that the resonance is well

all-

Lafayette RK-141WX
Stereo Tape Player

AT A GLANCE: The RK-14IWX offered by Lafayette
with built -in playback
transistor preamplifiers. It is designed to play commercially recorded ( "prerecorded ") tapes through an external
amplifier and speaker system. It does not record. The
is a simple, low -cost tape deck

deck provides two speeds, and handles reels up to 7
inches in diameter. United States Testing Company. Inc.,
found that while the RK -141WX is not the best tape
player available. it will provide performance (with good
quality prerecorded tapes) that is comparable to, or better
than. the sound of many record players. and at a lower
initial cost. The deck sells for $59.50; a walnut base or

carrying case is extra. Manufacturer: Lafayette Radio
Jericho T'p'ke., Syosset, N.Y.
Electronics Corp.. I I
1

a tape player, sometimes
called a "tape phono," is relatively new. It is of particular interest to those who might want prerecorded tapes as
another program source, but who may not care to become involved with doing their own recording. The
Lafayette deck is one of a small, but growing, number
of components intended to serve that interest. It is

IN DETAIL: The concept of

available at a very attractive price, particularly so in
view of its performance. To listen to it, of course, requires connecting its output to the high -level ("spare" or
"auxiliary ") inputs found on high fidelity preamplifiers
or combination amplifiers, as the case may be. The
deck also can drive high-impedance headphones to
comprise a compact, personal stereo system. Finally,
it also can play through the audio section of an ordinary
radio or TV receiver, though naturally with reduced

fidelity of response.
Being only a tape player. the RK -141WX has a
minimum of operating controls and only one head. A
speed selector switch that chooses between 7.5 -ips and
3.75 -ips speeds is combined with the AC power switch.
A pilot lamp indicates when the power is turned on. Two
levers are used to operate the deck in the play, rewind,
and fast forward modes, and the deck contains an

automatic stop mechanism for shutting off the motor
when the end of the tape is reached in the play mode.
The motor is a four -pole induction type and operates
the deck through a fairly elaborate system of belts,
pulleys. idler wheels. and other mechanisms. An exami-
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nation of the deck indicates that it is well made, but
USTC feels it is relatively complicated for what it
actually does. In any case, the unit operated very
smoothly and quietly. except in the fast forward mode
of operation where the tape movement was somewhat
jerky and unsteady. The controls provided smooth and
positive action.
Performance measurements indicated reasonably low
wow and flutter at 7.5 ips -0.12% and 0.09% respectively. These figures increased at 3.75 ips to 0.28% and
0.36% respectively. The over -all speed accuracy was
poor at both speeds, with the deck running 2.4% fast at
7.5 ips, and 2.5% fast at 3.75 ips. Variations in line
voltage of -!-10% caused no more than a ±0.1% variation in tape speed, which is negligible.
Rewind and fast forward modes of operation were
slow. The deck required three minutes to rewind a
1,200 -foot 7 -inch reel of tape with the speed selector
in the 7.5 -ips position, and four minutes with the selector
in the 3.75 -ips position. When operating in the fast
forward mode. a full six minutes is required by the deck
to transfer all of the tape from the supply reel to the
take -up reel with the speed selector in the 7.5 -ips position,
and even longer in the 3.75 -ips position.
The player has a guidepost which the tape moves
past as it comes off the supply reel. The guidepost is
slotted to accommodate the automatic stop mechanism,
but contains rather sharp edges that scrape some of the
oxide off the tape as it passes by, thus leaving a deposit
of powdered oxide on the tape guides, the tape head,
and pinch roller. This deposit should be cleaned off
after every few hours of use. The tape player was used
constantly for about five hours to see if the oxide
build -up around the head would affect the frequency
response characteristics of the player, but happily-after
five hours-there was no measurable loss in output of
the player at 15 kc. Most of the oxide had built up at
the edges of the head and not on the pole pieces.
The electronics of the RK-I41 WX are completely
transistorized. The built -in preamplifier. which uses three
25B173 transistors (RCA 2N220) per channel, comes
fitted with two output cables terminating in phono plugs
for connecting the deck to an external amplifier. There
are no volume or tone controls on the RK- I41WX, and
none are really necessary.
The preamplifier provided an output voltage of
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0.86 volt on the left channel and I.0 volt on the right
channel for a 400 -cps tone recorded at zero -VU level.
The total harmonic distortion at that level was only 2 %.
With a recorded level of -IO VU, the player's frequency
response was flat within ±2.5 db from 65 cps to 9 kc
on the left channel, rising to +3.7 db at 15 kc. The
frequency response of the right channel was slightly
better, being flat within ±2.5 db from 60 cps to 15 kc.
The distortion, hum, and noise in the output was under
4% from 75 cps to 7 kc on both channels, and was
considered satisfactorily good. The tape player's signal to -noise ratio was 45 to 46 db, re the zero -VU level,
or 35 to 36 db re the -10 -VU level, which are reasonable
levels for this class of equipment.
Response at 3.75 -ips speed was not measured in the
laboratory inasmuch as there is no industry or professional standard tape for doing so. However, response at
the slow speed, using commercial prerecorded tapes. was
judged in listening tests to be clean and smooth. but with
a noticeable loss of the upper highs, as compared with
7.5 -ips tapes. The built -in playback equalization. which
produces the response characteristic shown on the chart.
serves for both speeds in this deck and is presumably
adjusted by the manufacturer to suit the characteristics
of the playback head used. Of necessity, it must be a
compromise adjustment in order to serve both speeds,
and the designers have apparently compromised in favor
of the 7.5 -ips speed which, from a high fidelity stand-

point, is perfectly logical.
All things considered, USTC feels that for the reproduction of 4-track prerecorded stereo or mono tapes,
the Lafayette RK -141WX is a convenient, easy -to -use,
and
view of its low cost-very satisfactory device.

-in

H. H.

Scott Model 340

Tuner /Amplifier

AT A GLANCE: The Scott 340

is an

FM- multiplex

stereo tuner and twin -channel integrated amplifier, offering on one chassis facilities for receiving stereo and
mono broadcasts as well as equalization, controls, and
power amplification for other program sources, such as
records and tapes. Tests, conducted by United States
Testing Company, Inc., indicate that the 340 is a well designed. high -quality instrument well suited for home
music systems. The 340 measures 163/4 inches wide. 51/2
inches high, and 151/4 inches deep. Price is $379.95.
Manufacturer: H. H. Scott, Inc., 11l Powder Mill Road,
Maynard, Mass.

IN DETAIL: The handsome front

panel of the Scott
340 provides a full complement of controls that are
convenient and effective. The most prominent feature is
the large tuning disc and its geared -down tuning knob.
The station numerals are etched around the outer edge
of the dial which-together with an adjacent signal
strength meter
illuminated during use. There are
dual concentric knob controls for separate treble and
bass on each channel, and single knobs for a seven position stereo -mono function selector; a four -position
input program selector; a stereo balance control; a
loudness control. Slide switches provide for tape monitor;
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tape or disc playback equalization; scratch filter; loudness contour; FM-stereo subchannel filter; stereo or
mono automatic gain control (AGC); a "sonic monitor";
and power off -on. The rear of the chassis has input
jacks for both high level and low level phono cartridges, tape head, tape preamplifier, and any auxiliary
high level output equipment. Output jacks are provided
for feeding signals to a tape recorder. There are two
sets of taps for 4 -, 8 -, or 16 -ohm speakers, as well as
a jack for feeding a derived "center channel" amplifier
and speaker. Two AC- switched convenience outlets, a
screw -type fuse holder, and terminals for connecting a
300-ohm antenna line also are provided on the rear.
Electronically speaking, the tuner section of the
Model 340 is very similar to the Scott 350 tuner, reported on in this journal in January 1962. The present
model, however, includes the unique "sonic monitor"
feature, which is a genuine aid in tuning to FM stereo
programs. When the "sonic monitor" switch is moved
to its "monitor" position. all stations become inaudible.
Then, by moving the input selector to "FM stereo"
position, and tuning slowly across the station dial, one
can pick out very readily any station that is broadcasting
in FM stereo by listening for a steady tone "beep" signa! (400 cps) from the speakers. To hear this program.
you then move the sonic monitor switch to its "listen"
position. In our tests, this indicator proved to be simple
to operate, reliable, and convenient.
The amplifier section of the 340 has two preamplification stages per channel for the low level signals, with
DC voltage applied to the filaments of the 12AX7 dual triode tubes. Equalization is provided for NAB tape
playback and RIAA phono playback. The high level
inputs and the preamplifier output are fed into the first
audio stage (12AX7), which also incorporates feedbacktype tone controls and a low frequency cutoff filter to
remove subsonic sounds which might otherwise waste
some of the amplifier's power. A 6U8 triode- pentode
provides additional gain to this audio signal and splits
the phase for the push -pull output stage, which incorporates two 7591 pentodes per channel. Provisions are
available for adjusting the DC balance of each channel
using test instruments.
Measurements made by USTC on the FM tuner section of the Scott 340 were taken through the amplifier,
supplying approximately one watt of audio output. The
IHFM sensitivity of the tuner was very good, being 2.5
microvolts at 98 mc, 2.8 microvolts at 90 mc, and 3.0
microvolts at 106 mc. Harmonic distortion was found
to be only 0.59% at 400 cps, 0.49% at 1,000 cps, and
0.94% at 40 cps -all satisfactorily low figures. Signal to -noise ratio was good (62 db) as was its capture ratio
(5.75 db). IM distortion was only 0.27 %. These figures,
it might be pointed out, generally surpass the published
specifications for the Model 340.
USTC found that the monophonic frequency response
of the 340 was flat within ± I db from 29 cps to 15 kc,
and was down 3.5 db at 20 cps.

As with most tuners, FM stereo operation caused
an increase in the distortion level. On the left channel.
the distortion rose to 3.4% at 40 cps, 1.6% at 400 cps,
and 1.3% at 1,000 cps. On the right channel, the distortion was somewhat higher, being 4.2% at 40 cps,
2.9% at 400 cps, and 1.8% at 1,000 cps. However, the
FM- stereo frequency response was flat on each channel
within 11 db from 28 cps to 15 kc with the subchannel
noise filter out of the circuit. With the subchannel filter
in. the high end rolled off markedly, dropping to -2 db
at 5 kc. -4 db at 9 kc, and -8 db at 15 kc.
Channel separation for FM stereo was adequate.
With the subchannel filter out. the left channel remained
above 20 db from 20 cps to 4 kc, dropping to 14 db at
15 kc. The right- channel separation was not as satisfactory, but did remain above 15 db to 4 kc and above
13 db to 15 kc. With the subchannel filter in. separation
dropped to 8 db at 4 kc, 3 db at 7 kc, and 0 db at 12 kc.
In USTC's view, the filter on the 340-as all subchannel
filters-should not be used for best stereo separation.
The Scott 340's amplifier provided an output of better than 32 watts per channel before clipping occurred.
On the left channel, a 1,000 -cps signal clipped at 32.4
watts, at which level the waveform harmonic distortion
was 0.7 %. On the right channel, an output of 32.7 watts
was obtained with only 0.15% total harmonic distortion.
When both channels were driven simultaneously, the
power output on the left channel dropped from 32.4
watts to 22.8 watts for the same distortion level (0.7 %).
The power bandwidth curve -measured on the left channel with the output distortion maintained constant at
this 0.7% figure -extended from 26 cps to 13 kc.
The frequency response of the Scott 340's amplifier
was flat within ±0.5 db from 24 cps to 25 kc. It was
down 3 db at 18 cps and 40 kc. Distortion-versus -power
figures were satisfactory. The amplifier's harmonic distortion, measured on the left channel, remained under
1% from 500 cps to 8.2 kc at 32.4 watts output, and
under 2% from 47 cps to 15 kc at that level. At half
power (16.2 watts). the distortion remained under 1%
from 24 cps to 17 kc.
The amplifier's intermodulation distortion on the
left channel reached 0.5% at 5.8 watts, 1.0% at 9.7
watts, 2.0% at 13.4 watts, and 5% at 24.5 watts. The
right channel had lower IM distortion, reaching only
0.66% at 30 watts output.
The RIAA equalization characteristic of the 340 was
excellent. being maintained within -171.0 db of the
RIAA standard from 20 cps to 20 kc. The NAB equaliza-
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tion characteristic was not quite as good, but was maintained within ±2 db of the NAB standard from 40 cps
to 19 kc.
The tone controls provided approximately 15 db
of boost or cut at 30 cps and IO kc. and the loudness
and scratch filter characteristics were of an effective
design. The amplifier's sensitivity for full output was
as follows: auxiliary input. 0.5 volt: magnetic low level
input. 3.1 mv; magnetic high level input. 10 mv; tape
head input. 4.6 mv; tape high level input. 0.5 v.
The amplifier's signal -to -noise ratio was 77 db
through the high level inputs. 61 db through the magnetic high level input, and 59 db through the magnetic
low level Input and tape head input. all very good figures. The amplifier's damping factor was 9, which is
relatively high and very satisfactory.
The response of the Scott 340's amplifier to high
frequency square waves was good for an integrated amplifier. Measured at IO kc. the waveform shows some
rounding of its leading edge due to a high frequency
roll -off. but shows no evidence of oscillation (ringing).
At 50 cps. the square wave input resulted in a saw -tooth
output. due to low frequency phase distortion.
In sum. the merits of the 340 are the important ones
in high fidelity components. and the high number of
instances in which rigorous test measurements either
confirmed or exceeded the unit's published specifications
bespeaks a carefully engineered and conservatively rated
unit. The Scott Model 340 is sturdily built. attractively
styled. and easy to operate. It is in general an outstanding example of the integrated chassis approach that
should provide reliable service for many seeking high
fidelity stereo with a minimum of fuss and bother and
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Leak "Sandwich"

Speaker System

AT A GLANCE: Designed by Harold J. Leak, of British
amplifier fame, the "Sandwich" speaker system is a
compact, high quality, full -range reproducer. It employs
a woofer of new design that is housed, together with a
tweeter and crossover network. within a handsome walnut cabinet measuring 26 inches by 15 inches by 12
inches. The cabinet may be positioned horizontally or
vertically, as preferred. Nominal impedance is 15 ohms.
Although it is a relatively high efficiency system, the
Sandwich may be used with high- and low- powered
amplifiers. Price is $199. Manufacturer: H. J. Leak &
Co., Ltd., London. W.3, England. American distributor:
Ercona Corp., 16 West 46th St., New York 17, N.Y.

IN DETAIL: The Leak Sandwich made its debut in
March 1961 at the Paris Festival International du Son,
and the following month at the International Audio
Festival and Fair held in London. The first demonstration model was received favorably but with equal parts of
curiosity and speculation. Subsequently. production -line
models appeared and British and French reviewers outdid each other in praising the new speaker, hailing it
as a significant step forward in reproducer design. The
Sandwich next turned up in Canada last winter, where
it met with similar approval. Finally, it has arrived here,
and judging from what we have heard over our test pair,
the new system should do mighty well for itself in the
U.S.A. as an excellent speaker in the compact class.
The Sandwich is a two -way system, divided at about
1.200 cycles between a 13 -inch woofer and a 31 -inch
tweeter. The woofer is a new design, employing a diaphragm made of a section of expanded polystyrene foam
that is sandwiched between two thin layers of aluminum
sheeting. This material is designed to provide a cone
that is no heavier than the conventional paper cone, yet
is stronger and stiffer, and thus more capable of achieving the true piston action required for linear response
in a speaker. This cone is loosely, but securely, suspended in its outer frame and is capable of very wide
front -to -back excursions, so necessary for bass output.
The combination of cone material and suspension make
for a very clean output, with no audible hints of breakup distortion.
The woofer is mounted on a baffle directly behind
the grille cloth that covers the front panel. The tweeter
is installed on the front panel itself, so that when the
panel is in place, the complete system performs as a
direct radiator. Design attempts to control response and
provide correct loading on both drivers are evident from
the special sealed compartment behind the tweeter, and
the over -all cabinet itself, which is completely sealed and
rock -solid. Its inner walls are lined with a thick bituminous coating that adds rigidity and assures against cabinet resonances. A liberal amount of sound -absorbent
material also surrounds the rear of the woofer. Essentially, then. the system is a compact "infinite baffle"
type, in which reduction in size is enabled by the
specially designed woofer.
The response of the Sandwich is smooth and clean

is from just below 30 cps to
beyond audibility. The bass begins to roll off gradually
below 50 cps, but is clean and obvious for the better
part of an octave below that point. The speaker, in fact,
can produce a steady 20 -cps note-more of a feeling
than an actual sound. The woofer seems to be quite
efficient in that it produces a good deal of sound from
relatively small amounts of clean amplifier power, yet
it can take higher power in stride, and doubling did not
become apparent until we approached the maximum output limit of our generator. Throughout the upper bass
and midrange, response continues very smoothly; the
only irregularity observed was a small peak at about
300 cps. At the high end, response extends to beyond
audibility, with the least hint of a dip, or less intensity,
at about 12.5 kc.
As with most speakers, the highs seemed moderately
directive when heard close up; they became less directive
and more subtle as one stepped back a few feet. This
same effect was observed on white noise, which became
smoother and softer as the listener moved back from
the Sandwich. On axis from the speaker, the white noise
pattern was fairly soft, but did suggest the least degree
of midrange preëmphasis, itself a characteristic of many
speaker systems.
On a wide variety of program material, the Sandwich
performed with a quality of ease and clarity that was
admirable. Instrumental music had a high order of
definition, and the individual timbre of specific instruments could be clearly perceived. Female voices sounded
natural enough; the male voice, by comparison, often
had a crisp, almost dramatic quality.
The sound in general is somewhat projected away
from the actual spot occupied by the speaker. On full
orchestral music and grand opera, this quality lends a
good deal of "space" to the sound, giving it a bigger
acoustic aspect than one would expect from a compact
system. This quality implies an interesting side benefit:
being physically compact, the Leak Sandwich can be
enjoyed fairly close -up as would be required, say, in a
small room or as part of a personal system in a study
or den. Yet, because of its "spread" quality, plus its
ability to handle fairly huge amounts of amplifier power
(the sound simply gets louder and "bigger "), the same
speaker would be no slouch in oversize rooms, possibly
even auditoriums. In this sense, the Sandwich assumes a
happy kind of independence of just where it is placed
in a room; it will sound good in virtually any spot and
whether standing upright or lying horizontal. The
grandest sound we obtained from the pair was by placing
their backs to the wall and listening from about sixteen
feet away. The resultant aural effect was eminently satisfying. On mono, the sound was nicely focused in the
general area between the pair; on stereo, there was a
good sense of breadth and depth.
All told, the new speaker from Leak is a very worthy
entry in its size and price class, and one which should
interest a good many fussy listeners. This Sandwich, in
a word, is not hard to digest.
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The sound is indeed glorious in these

GLORIOUS SOUND

aCHRISTMAS
PHILADELPHIIA ORCHESTRA
EUGENE ORMANDY
MOLL,.

"41

AU. 0045,1K ONIL rd.

OVINIrilm

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
CONCERT
CHOIR

sgpcecctailconIlai>r

of beat-loved carols.
The Glorious Sound of CCh>ristmrnalsy

symrnlplbor<nicc a>ru°airrngcemmceuatrs

Eugene Orrnnaun¢yn Conductor; The Philadelphia Orchestra;
The Temple University Concert Choir.

-

Delightful classics for children of all ages
conducted and narrated by Leonard Bernstein.
Prokofiev: Peter and the Wolf;
Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite;
Leonard Bernstein, Conductor; New York Philharmonic.

i .t

`

.

..in.

Rare and joyous sounds from
The Mormon Choir convey the holiday spirit.
The Spirit of Christmas; The Mormon Tabernacle Choir;
Richard P. Condie, Director;
Alexander P. Schreiner and Frank W. Asper, Organists.

d:j1

...........

vi

1

THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
THE MORMON TABERNACLE CHOIR

...:... ..12

MESSIAH
THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
ENy,-Ir (».w,d,
THE MORMON TABERNACLE CHOIR

EILEEN FAItItEl.l.
MARTHA Li I'D IN
DAVIS CCNNINGIIA\

HANDEL'S MASTERPIECE IN AN EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE.
HANDEL: MESSIAH; EUGENE ORMANDY, CONDUCTOR;
THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA;
EILEEN FARRELL; MARTHA LIPTON; DAVIS CUNNINGHAM;
WILLIAM WARFIELD; THE MORMON TABERNACLE CHOIR.

WILLIAM WARFIELh

e

STEREO}->

For Beethoven's glorious Missa Solemnis. Bernstein marshals maiestic forces. Beethoven: Missa Solemnis; Leonard
Bernstein. Conductor: New York Philharmonic: Eileen Farrell:
Carol Smith: Richard Lewis: Kim Borg; Westminster Choir.

A legacy from

the beloved conductor, Bruno
a bonus record of Dr.
Walter rehearsing the orchestra and an
interview with Arnold Michaelis. Mahler:
Symphony No. 9; Bruno Walter, Conductor; Columbia Symphony Orchestra.

Walter. Includes

.

GUSTAV MAHLER

SYMPHONY NO.9
IN MLMONIAM

BRUNO WALTER
11175 -1962)
CONDUCTING

THE COLUMBIA
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

THE SOUND OF GENIUS IS ON COLUMBIA RECORDS
CIRCLE

35 ON

READER-SERVICE CARD
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LORIN MAAZEL AND JULIUS
KATCHEN -respectively conductor
and pianist -have been demonstrating
with considerable force this fall that
you can sometimes go home again.
The two young Americans are expatriates of long standing and high repute. Maazel lives in Rome, Katchen
in Paris, and both have been kept extraordinarily busy during the past decade making music for clamorous European audiences. Now, after many
years abroad, they are temporarily
back on home territory-Maazel as
guest conductor of the New York
Philharmonic and of two productions
at the Metropolitan Opera, Katchen
as recitalist and orchestral soloist on
a fully booked tour.
It is fitting that their paths should
have led back to America simultaneously, for the careers of these two musicians have run closely parallel from
the start. Each began as a child prodigy. Katchen made his professional
debut in 1937, as eleven -year -old
soloist with the Philadelphia Orchestra
in Mozart's D minor Concerto. Maazel first came to public notice in
1939, conducting Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony at the New York
World's Fair; he was then nine and
already endowed with the exactitude
of memory and keenness of ear that
have earned him the respect of orchestral players everywhere (though at the
start that respect was not achieved
without some hardship -in 1941 the
boy appeared for a rehearsal with Toscanini's NBC Symphony to find himself confronted by an assemblage of
instrumentalists sucking lollipops in
skeptical and scornful defiance).
The prodigy stage ended abruptly
for Maazel and Katchen in their early
teens -and for the same reason. Solicitous parents. anxious to provide a
Wunderkind with something more than
musical expertise, had decreed an interlude of academic study. Maazel
ended up at the University of Pittsburgh, Katchen at Haverford College,
and both happened to alight on identical "majors ": philosophy and litera-

Maazel: onetime prodigy returns.
ture. Through it all both continued
passionately committed to music, and
when they finished school there remained only the problem of finding
the way back into public view. Both
found it in Europe.
Katchen got there first, in 1946,
by virtue of a French Government
fellowship to study music in Paris.
Soon after his arrival, a set of circumstances brought him to the attention
of Henri Barraud, who engaged the
young American to play the Emperor
Concerto with the Orchestre National
at the first International UNESCO
Festival. It turned out to be a highly
auspicious debut. Within two weeks
Katchen had given seven additional
concerts in Paris, and from that moment his reputation was established in
Europe. Looking back, Katchen is
the first to concede that his timing
could not have been more propitious.
"1 belonged," he explains, "to the new
generation of American pianists-the
generation whose technical standards
had been geared to the example of
Horowitz-and I was lucky enough to
be the first of this new generation to
play abroad. In Europe they hadn't
heard this kind of technique since before the war, and they went wild."
Maazel also took off for Europe
with a fellowship, his being a Ful-

ROLAND GELAIT

bright grant to study Renaissance music in Italy. He arrived in Rome in
1951, having put in three rather
lean years as assistant conductor of
the Pittsburgh Symphony. during which
he sized up at first hand the limited
opportunities for a young American
conductor in his own country. Maazel
quickly made his presence felt in Italian musical circles and in 1952 got his
first chance to conduct a major orchestra there. Like Katchen's earlier
coup in Paris. this concert became the
open -sesame to a busy European career. In the past ten years Maazel has
been engaged repeatedly by the most
celebrated orchestras abroad. and he
has earned the distinction of being the
first American to conduct at Bayreuth.
Now the onetime prodigies are back
where they started -but strictly on
their own terms and strictly as visitors.
Katchen and his wife have no intention of giving up residence in Paris,
nor does Maazel feel at all inclined
toward relinquishing the life of an
itinerant conductor (though in the interest of domesticity he is now attempting to settle down in one city
for at least a month at a time). At
any rate, we shall continue to hear a
good deal of them on records. Katchen is nearing the completion of his
most ambitious undertaking to date
for Decca- London: an eight -LP set of
the complete Brahms piano music.
Maazel too is at work on a "complete
works" -the symphonies of Schubert,
which he is recording (for Deutsche
Grammophon) with the Berlin Philharmonic. Other Maazel recordings
on the way include Strauss's Also
sprach Zarathustra and the Mussorgsky-Ravel Pictures (with the Philharmonic Orchestra, for Angel), Stravinsky's Pétrouchka and a collection of
Beethoven overtures (with the Israel
Philharmonic, for Decca- London),
and -just to prove that Americans can
be linguistically as well as musically
version of Britten's Young
adept
Person's Guide with narration in English, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and German by Lorin Maazel.
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MOST AMAZING STEREO RECORD EVER MADE!
THE TRIPLE PLAY MIRACLE ... a revolutionary innovation in stereo listening. Using regular stereo controls the listener can create infinitely variable
blends of lilting pop music with spicy jazz: or play back pop or jazz music
separately. This Triple Play Process offers at least three times more musical ententainment than the conventional stereo album!

T
0.111"0

Benny Golson has orchestrated and conducted special scores for the
Triple Play Process. Musicians included are: Bill Evans, Curtis Fuller,
Wayne Shorter, others.
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Selections included are: You're Driving Me Crazy, Out Of Nowhere, Whispering, Autumn Leaves, Lover Come Back To Me, Moten Swing, Groovin'
High, Quicksilver, Ornithology, others.
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CHRISTMAS MUSIC BOX FAVORITES

rloeuTt

DELIGHTFUL! CHARMING! SPECIAL LOW PRICE!

I, le^

Is Coma(
Santa Gaus
Noel
the rast
Silent Night

Haia The

&ng
Herab Angels

Whde Chnstmas

SELECTIONS INCLUDE:

AN IRRESISTIBLE
CHRISTMAS GIFT

SILENT NIGHT

SPECIAL!

THE FIRST NOEL
HARK THE HERALD ANGELS SING

MONO or
STEREO

WHITE CHRISTMAS
JINGLE BELLS
ADESTE FIDELES
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING
TO TOWN. and others

tingle Bells

Meste

r adele`

Auld lang Sdee
Others

AFLP 1982 (mono). AFSD 5982 (stereo)

MANUFACTURER'S NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
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It's

a

new

BOSSA

beat... a fresh musical diversion...

it's BOSSA NOVA!... the new Brazilian jazz creating

NOVA

musical excitement and interest across the country

JUST RELEASED!
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JAll
LATO SCHIFRIN

Featuring Lalo Schifrin with Leo Wright, Rudy Collins,
Christopher White and others playing: Boato, Chora Tua Tristeza,
Poema Do Adeus, Bossa Em Nova York, 8 others.
STEREO -AFSD 5981 /MONO
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MOVIE THEME HITS

LEVEE LOUNGERS

the Golden Garter
-Hey -Lylee and
other rousers
including: Daisy,
Cotton & Corn,
Five Foot Two,
Railroad.
AFLP 1977/
AFSD

5977
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Middle East, Ya
Samra, Melie Ya

Accordion
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Ai Di La,

Moon River, Never
On Sunday, Pepe,

Helwee, KabberKabber, Raksat
Wadad, others.

Maria, others.
AFLP
AFSD

Naif Agby

& Orch.

MOVIE THEME HITS,

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS
MEMt FROrf
a

EL DEBKE,

TONIGHT
NEVER ON SUNDAY

MOOR RIVEN

AFLP 1980/
AFSD 5980

1919/
5979

AVAILABLE AT RECORD SHOPS EVERYWHERE
Please write for FREE complete catalogs of Audio Fidelity records and tapes.

The Highest Standard in Stereophonic High Fidelity

(41444/

L)

AUDIO FIDELITY RECORDS

770 Eleventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y.
CIRCLE

16

Mono (AFLP,

DFM)- $4.98; Stereo

(AFSD, DFS) -$5.95

ON RF::IUF:R -SERN ICE CARD
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Piniçt and condnclor: happily

\Ut

in complete agreement.

Richter and Karajan in a Long Awaited Tchaikovsky First
by Paul Moor
Sow

RLCORDINGS are accomplished
only by moving heaven and earth.
and this is one of them. One should be
grateful to Deutsche Grammophon for
not having lost patience and chucking
the whole thing.
When Constantin Metaxas. the poly lingual Moscow -born Greek who heads
DGG's Berlin studio. first approached
Sviatoslav Richter about re-recording
the Tchaikovsky Concerto (he had made
a monophonic version with the Czech
Philharmonic about five years ago),
the pianist refused, saying that there
came periods when he preferred to let
certain works go unperformed for a
while. Time passed. Richter called upon
Metaxas for a personal favor, and this
Metaxas fulfilled with such flourish that
Richter asked what he could do in re-

turn. With an implacable smile. Metaxas
said, "Record the Tchaikovsky Concerto
in Vienna with Karajan." Dates were set
for January 1962 with the Vienna Symphony for two public concerts and a
recording. and Karajan canceled obligations to make himself available. Then
Richter came down with pneumonia
in Moscow and had to cancel Vienna.
Meanwhile. he developed doubts about
recording with so dominating a star as
Karajan- doubts that became intensified
after he had heard Karajan's Wagner
at the Vienna State Opera this spring.
Nevertheless. he kept his word.
One of Richter's preconditions was
that upon arriving in Vienna he could go
to the hall of the Musikverein and try
out three concert grands: a Steinway,
a Bösendorfer "Imperial" (manufactured

in Vienna. with an extra octave in the
bass for resonance). and a Bechstein
from Stockholm which he had played
once and liked. DGG acceded without
murmur. Richter arrived unaccompanied
in Vienna. coming by train from Moscow,
early on the morning of September 23.
That afternoon he recorded the Tchaikovsky cadenzas on all three pianos.
the
After hearing tests. he chose
surprise of everyone. including himself
the Bösendorfer. Next morning at 8:3t)
he and Karajan met for a forty- five -minute discussion of the Concerto. found
themselves (to Richter's happy astonishment) in complete agreement. and got
down to business. When Richter's wife
flew in from Moscow five days later.
she was able to hear an edited tape
which all hands enthusiastically agreed

-to

-
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was worth all the trouble it had caused.
Both soloist and conductor approach
this familiar old warhorse from the
standpoint of its monumentality. Emphasis is on the music -not as it might
be exploited to show off the performers'
virtuosity to best advantage but rather
as Tchaikovsky wrote it and obviously
wanted it played. At times one feels
that Richter, especially. is bending over
backward to avoid sensationalism. but
this certainly does no harm. I cannot

recall hearing another performance so
conscientiously faithful to the score. In
places where virtually every other pianist
alive inserts accelerandi, Richter's rhythm
remains like the Rock of Gibraltar. He
makes the most unpianistic passages
sound pianistic. He has the courage to
play slowly when so indicated, though
in the famed heaven -storming octaves of
the first movement he also displays the
overpowering brilliance of his technique.
The second movement is marred by
two weak spots: hesitancy in the piano
syncopations when the orchestra takes
the melody in the prestissimo. and lack
of rapport at the recapitulation of the
first theme (where an apparent lapse on
Karajan's part forces Richter to wait one
full extra slow eighth note, turning the
first 6/8 measure into a clearcut 7/8).
Both Richter and Karajan knowingly
approved the latter passage, finding it
interesting. I find it merely sloppy and
difficult to reconcile with modern recording techniques; furthermore. it is
something not likely to improve with
repeated hearings.
But these are mere quibbles when one
considers the over -all accomplishment.
This performance may lack the overwhelming thunder and lightning that
Horowitz and Gilds brought to their recordings of the work, and it misses the
spacious, free -swinging youthful romanticism of Van Cliburn, but it has great
maturity and probity. I doubt if any team
since the days of Hans von Billow himself has realized a performance more
closely in keeping with Tchaikovsky's
original intentions. Here is the freshness
of a world premiere. Richter's reading,
by the way. is considerably less impetuous than in his earlier Prague recording.
and sonically, of course, DGG's engineering leaves the old monophonic Supra phon far behind.
Incidentally, as soon as the Tchaikovsky was completed, Richter returned to
the Musikvereinsaal and with the same
orchestra under Kurt Sanderling's direction recorded Beethoven's Third Concerto
and his almost unknown Posthumous
Rondo for Piano and Orchestra in B flat
minor. This will be forthcoming on the
Deutsche Grammophon label sometime
next year.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. I, in B flat
minor, Op. 23
Sviatoslav Richter, piano; Vienna Symphony, Herbert von Karajan. cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

LP.

LPM 18822.

$5.98.
DEUTSCHE

138822.

SD.

GRAMMOPHON

$6.98.

SLPM

by Conrad L. Osborne

-

The Beggar's Opera in Stereo

Every One of the Songs

Authentically Restored

without an original tune to its name, with book and
lyrics by John Gay and arrangements by
Johann Christoph Pepusch, The Beggar's
Opera is a cornerstone work of the
lyric stage. Probably it is not too much
to say that no single work has exercised
greater influence on musical history.
That is. of course, a large statement
but there is evidence to support it. The
work's extraordinary power was evident
from the time of its first production,
at Theatre Royal, Lincoln's Inn Fields.
in 1728. It achieved an initial run of
sixty -three performances, which in those
days put a show in the My Fair Lady
category so far as popularity was concerned. Its satirical thrust struck home
on two fronts: the political and the
musical. So blunt was its attack upon
governmental corruption. and upon the
conduct of Walpole in both its public
and private aspects. that Gay's application for a license for a sequel. Polly.
was turned down. and a powerful court
figure was dismissed for trying to intercede on Gay's behalf. (Naturally. the
banned work became a runaway best
seller.) And so apposite was the work's
parody on the Italian operatic extravaganzas then holding sway over London's musical taste. that the producers of
Italian opera soon found themselves
bankrupt. and were obliged to call a
halt, despite the fact that their chief
composer was no less a musician than
George Frederick Handel. and their performers a brilliant assemblage of the
most accomplished Italian sopranos and
contraltos. male and female.
The Beggar's Opera is still vital today
for the simple reason that it speaks
blunt. unvarnished truth. not only about
Walpole and the Italian opera of the
settecento. but about such matters as the
widespread lack of honesty among
lawyers, the unreliability of a lover's
pledge, the uses of sex, the advantages
of early widowhood. and a host of
other subjects that never seem to lose
their relevance. In Gay's wonderful text
there is never any pussyfooting -people
come right out and state the case in
explicit and matter -of-fact terms. Take
ALOWBROW MUSICAL
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the lyrics to Peachum's (and the opera's)
first song: "Through all the employments
of life /Each neighbour abuses his
brother; /Whore and Rogue they call
Husband and Wife. /All professions berogue one another. /The Priest calls the
Lawyer a cheat./The Lawyer be- knaves
the Divine; /And the Statesman, because
he's so great. /Thinks his trade as honest
as

mine."

What a magnificent opening salvo! In
the space of eight lines. we are given
the structure of the world as it is seen
and run by the characters of the play:
an excellent sketch of Peachum himself
(singing as he sits at his account books,
checking up on the performance of each
thief, beggar, pickpocket. and pimp in
his employ); and the rationale for every
step to be taken by every character,
each of whom acts in all cases in his
own immediate interest, not only without any regard for any other consideration, but in the firm conviction that any
other course would be outright wrong.
Then, of course, there is the music.
Pepusch is generally listed as "composer"
of the work. but this is a nominal attribution. He composed the overture,
some interlude music, and the basses. and
carried out the orchestrations. What he
did, he did well, but it was evidently
Gay who selected the songs. all of
which were among the popular tunes of
the day. He then wrote fresh lyrics.
sometimes taking the lyrics of the
original song as a starting point, sometimes taking another tack altogether.
Thus. the members of the audience
greeted each tune as an old friend, and
in many cases recognized the verses as
parodies, or in any case as take -offs.
Tracing the careers of these tunes.
both before and after their treatment
by Gay. is a fascinating enterprise. Of
the sixty -nine songs in the score of
The Beggar's Opera. no fewer than
thirty -seven can be traced to the six volume collection Pills
To Purge
Melancholy. Thomas D'Urfey, the immensely popular tavern singer and composer, is today given credit for the
editorship of Pills; he did in fact not
only edit the final edition of 1719 -20,
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DECEMBER 1962

I nroughout
this score Hindemith
places himself in the company of the
great masters of the declamatory style
Monteverdi. Wagner, Mussorgsky, and
the Verdi of Otello's monologues. The
possibilities of the work as suggested on
this record are simply stunning; why most
of the world's opera houses have failed
to rise to its challenge is extremely difficult to understand. Perhaps there have
been too few Fischer -Dieskaus to sing the
music of Mathis so magnificently, too
few Grobes to sing Albrecht with equal
power, too few Leopold Ludwigs to give
the orchestra so fine a glow in the
playing. Pilar Lorengar, the Regina, has
a distressful wobble in her voice, but
sings her part with great sensitivity
nevertheless. The recording is superb,
and full text and excellent notes are
provided.

-

HINDEMITH:

Mathis der

(excerpts)

Maler

Pilar Lorengar (s), Regina; Donald Grobe
(t). Albrecht; Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau
(b). Mathis. Radio Symphony Orchestra
(Berlin), Leopold Ludwig, cond.
DEUTSCHE. GRAMMOPHON LPM 18679.
LP.

$5.98.

DEUTSCHE

138679.

SD.

GRAMMOPHON

$6.98.

DECEMBER 1962

SLPM

_e a
uuuute stops
scratchless. Throughout both Suites the
left hand is accurate and the right flexible but under complete control. The
Gigues are performed rather slowly. but
the phrasing there is sufficiently nuanced
to obviate any feeling of dragging. The
sound is clear and lifelike.
N.B.

high fideli
Here's Richness!

BALAKIREV: blarney -See Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition.

A guide to Shakespeare
on microgroove.

BARTOK: Two Rhapsodies for
Violin and Orchestra-See Berg:
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra.

by Edward Wagenknecht

Keeping Your System in Phase
For

BEETHOVEN: Sonata for Violin and
Piano, No. 8, in G, Op. 30, No.
See Brahms: Sonata for Violin and
Piano, No. 1, in G, Op. 78.

3-

full stereo fidelity

be sure your speakers

work in step.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3, in
E flat, Op. 55 ( "Eroica ")

by Herman Burstein

Berlin Philharmonic
Böhm. cond.

Pete Seeger
Profile of

a

folk singer

who goes his own way.
by J. C. Barden

Orchestra,

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

i

LP. $5.98.
DEUTSCHE

LPM 18814.

GRAMMOPHON

138814. SD. $6.98.

Karl

SLPM

-

Böhm's Eroica is neat, precise, scholarly,
and respectful to the composer's text
even to the point of emotional detachment. The playing is lightly inflected and
reflects the skill of a great ensemble.
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forma nee. Carmen Prietto, was
in fact
a very fine, sensitive singer,
as was the
Lucy. Martha Lipton.)
The contrast is even greater
dialogue. The London version in the
gave us
a group of experienced,
talented actors
who knew what the piece
was about and
who were allowed latitude
to create a
real set of characterizations.
On the I.RM
recording, we get much less
of the dialogue. nowhere near as well
acted. and
there is no aura of a
performance in
progress. In explaining his
restoration of
the music vis -à -vis
Austin's abbreviations and arrangements,
Mr. Goberman
contends that "Recorded
performances
need not make such concessions."
Would
it not have been logical to
have carried
this conviction through
have provided a three -disc version,
with the complete dialogue (surely it
is as valuable
as the parade of all
sixty -nine songs ?),
with a really knowledgeable
group of
singing-actors (or, failing
that, two separate casts, as on the London
recording)
under a first -rate director,
bringing us
all the bawdy color and crude
impudence

-to

of The Beggar's Opera? The

portunities open to stereo staging,vast opso well
illustrated in some of the
Marlowe Society Shakespeare recordings,
here go
largely to waste.
It should certainly be mentioned
that
the LRM version includes
a splendidly
informative booklet, containing
all sorts
of notes as well as the recordino'c

From Matthias Grüaeu.ald's altarpiece.

For the First Tiiiie on Discs
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l
little girls." It

is, indeed, a burly opus,
and very few little girls can muster sufficient tonal weight to deal successfully
with the first two movements. Some
distaff pianists are Amazons, however,
and two of the finest performances of
the work that I have ever heard came
from women soloists. One of these was
a glorious 1951 reading by Myra Hess
with Bruno Walter and the New York
Philharmonic; the other is the reading
on the present disc.
Mme. Bachauer tackles the music
with immense assurance and propulsive
vitality. I use the word "tackle" advisedly, for her treatment tends to be
externalized and athletic, concerned more
with broad generalities than with details.
In one or two places, her pianism could
actually be called reckless, but these
very occasional untidinesses are more
than offset by the tremendous authority
ever present on this disc. The musical
conception is grandly sonorous, with
both drama and repose in abundance
when those qualities are called for.
Her sober, mature interpretation has
the further good fortune of being juxtaposed to Skrowaczewski's uncommonly

The failings of the set are in the engineering. The perspective is that from
the back of a fairly large hall. Detail
disappears; dynamics are softened. (In
addition, the disc is heavily monitored.)
One hears a slapback from the rear wall
on chords. while the over -all blend is
so thorough that the stereo effect is of
slight significance. Further, in their desire to keep the first two movements unbroken on the first side. the technicians
have greatly lowered the volume, and
levels rise markedly with the final half
of the score.
The end product is an Eroica with
unquestioned merits, but one that lacks
impact either in its engineering or in its
R.C.M.
force as a human document.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 4, in B
flat, Op. 60; König Stefan, OP.
117: Overture
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Janos
Ferencsik, cond.
PARLIAMENT PLP 165. LP. $1.98.
PARLIAMENT PLPS 165. SD. $2.98.

Considered as a bargain- priced disc, this
The performances of
is a good buy.
both works are excellent, and the sound
is pleasing despite the hazards imposed
by a very large and live hall. I find the
resonance excessive, but the engineers
have done their best to overcome it, and
the effective use of presence microphones
(particularly for the winds) minimizes
the defects of the recording site. R.C.M.

BERG: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra

tBartók: Two Rhapsodies for Violin
and Orchestra
Isaac Stern, violin; New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
LP. $4.98.
COLUMBIA ML 5773.
COLUMBIA MS 6373. SD. $5.98.

-

is the first stereo recording of the
Berg and it is a good show all around
for Stern, for Bernstein, for Columbia,
and, of course, for Berg. For the benefit
of anyone who hasn't discovered it yet,
the Berg Concerto is a landmark of the
century, a powerful and expressive creation and a precious contribution to the
slim literature of great violin concertos.
It is the closest thing to a twelve -tone
work to edge its way into (or, at any
rate, near) the repertory. Berg had his
own way of being twelve -tone; he used
the row as thematic and modal material
which gives coherence to the work and
imbues it with a characteristic sound.
That sound is clearly marked out at the
very beginning by the chain of intervals
that suggest the open strings of the violin and by the ascent of the solo violin
at its very first entrance. If you count
the notes in that opening climb. you
will find there are twelve; and if you
will pay attention to the last four,
which have the form of a short segment of a scale, you will find that they
are the same as the opening line of
the Bach chorale in the last movement.
Devices like this help Berg integrate
a Bach chorale, a folk song, a big virtuoso cadenza, and even a bit of old
Vienna into a rich and expressive

This

whole.
Stern is an
the work, and
monic turn in
the orchestral

admirable interpreter of

Bernstein and the Philhara sympathetic reading of
part. The conception is
well thought out and has real scope.
The old Columbia recording with Louis
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Isaac Stern, in Berg and Bartók.
Krasner and Rodzinski will always have
a certain historic value -the work was
commissioned by Krasner, and both he
and Rodzinski well understood the romantic tradition out of which it grew
and the Gertler and Gitlis performances
also had a good deal to recommend
them. The present recording takes precedence, however, on over -all considerations of coördinated conception and
sound, although certain reservations must
be entered. Stern's beautiful phrasing of
the solo part might have been aided
and abetted by a slightly closer adherence to all of Berg's very careful and
explicit markings. And Stern's fine feeling for phrase might have been carried
over a little more into the orchestral
playing. The orchestral balances, by the
way, are noticeably better in the stereo
version, proving not only that the rich
strands of Berg's orchestral writing come
across better in two channels but that
Mr. Bernstein and the Columbia engineers were working with the stereo
result primarily in mind.
All of the good marks and almost
none of the bad can be applied to the
Bartók Rhapsodies on the overside. These
pieces represent Bartók's most obvious
attempt to make a popular success by
playing the professional Hungarian. In
fact, the Hungarianisms in these works
are not so much Magyar in Bartók's usual
manner but rather full of gypsy elements on the Liszt Hungarian Rhapsody
line. It should be quickly added that
Bartók's music is a good deal better
than that usually turned out for this
trade. At least one movement. the
Friss of the Second Rhapsody, strikes
the authentic Bartókian note with its
heavy stomp and its harmonic and
rhythmic freedom. Stern and Bernstein
make the most, not only out of this
movement. but out of both movements
E.S.
of both Rhapsodies.

-

BOIELDIEU: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in F-See Hummel:
Concerto for Piano and Orchestra,
in B minor, Op. 90.
BRAHMS: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 2, in B flat, Op. 83
Gina Bachauer, piano; London Symphony
Skrowaczewski,
Stanislaw
Orchestra,
cond.

MERCURY MG 50301. LP. $4.98.
$5.98.
MERCURY SR 90301. SD.

Brahms once remarked facetiously that
this concerto was "decidedly not for

fine orchestral support. His too is an
eloquent voice for Brahms, and the
score is here presented with kinetic
thrust plus lucidity.
The stereo version has far more richness and spread than does the monophonic, but the latter, in spite of an occasional tendency towards stridency, is
perfectly satisfactory.
A new recording of the concerto, with
Leon Fleisher and the Cleveland Orchestra under George Szell, will soon
he forthcoming from Epic. Of the versions now listed in Schwann, only the
Serkin -Ormandy offers Bachauer and
Skrowaczewski real competition.
H.G.

I
I

J

BRAHMS: Sonata for Violin and
Piano, No. 1, in G, Op. 78
tBeethoven: Sonata for Violin and
Piano, No. 8, in G, Op. 30, No. 3
Henryk Szeryng, violin; Artur Rubinstein, piano.

RCA VICTOR LM 2620. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2620. SD. $5.98.

BRAHMS: Sonatas for Violin and Piano: No. 2, in A, Op. 100; No. 3,
in D minor, Op. 108
Henryk Szeryng, violin; Artur Rubinstein,
piano.

RCA VICTOR LM 2619. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2619. SD. $5.98.

wonderful pair of chamber music
of course an old hand
with chamber music, and in years past
has made some admirable recordings of
sonatas, trios, quartets, and quintets.
And there is surely no finer Brahms interpreter among pianists today. Szeryng
demonstrated his Brahmsian affinities in
his superlative recording of the Violin
Concerto. Together they make an ideal
What

a

discs! Rubinstein is

sonata team -above all because they realize that they are a team. There is just
the right amount of give -and -take in their
performances. Both play with a full
tone that is
but not oversweet tone
always perfectly controlled, always nobly
expressive -and interpretatively they are
as at home with the lighter spirit of the
Beethoven and the first two Brahms
sonatas as with the deeper introspection
of the Brahms D minor. Faultless en-

-a

gineering too.

P.A.

Continued on page 70
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an audience than any musician (or duke,
king, emperor or prince) in history."
These matchless 12-inch, long -playing
records are original works written by

Music connoisseurs throughout the Free

World hail "First Edition Records"

Louisville Orchestra, Robert Whitney
conducting) as today's supreme contribution to contemporary symphonic music.
a
Christian Science Monitor says
service to music unequaled." Aviv fork
Louisville commissions
Tines says
enrich European as well as American repertories." Arthur Darack says "Robert
Whitney, Louisville Orchestra maestro,
has given more contemporary composers
(

today's leading composers and recorded
by Columbia Record Productions. There
is nothing like them in the world. The
record of your choice will make you a
king (or duke or prince! with any
discerning music lover you know. The
price-only S7.95 each, postpaid. Mark,
clip and retail the coupon.
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Invocation and Dance.
Overture: "Dawn in a
Triskelion.
STEVENS:

HALSEY

HENRY COWELL: Symphony No. 11. ALEXANDER TCHEREPNIN: Suite, Opus 87. BERNARD
WAGENAAR: A Concert Overture.

5452

MENNIN: Symphony No. 6. WALRIEGGER: Variations for piano and

5453

PETER

LINGFORD
Orchestra (Benjamin Owen, Pianist). ERNST TOCH:

Notturno.
HOVHANESS: Concerto No. 7 for
Orchestra. MARIO CASTELNUOVO- TEDESCO: Overture to "Much Ado About Nothing ". CARLOS
SURINACH: Sinfonietta Flamenco.

5454 ALAN

(BERT: Louisville Concerto. GARD Toccata Giocoso. OTTO LUENINGREAD:
VLADIMIR USSACHEVSKY: Rhapsodic Variations for
Tape Recorder and Orchestra.

5455 JACQUES
NER

The
PEGGY GLANVILLE -HICKS: Opera:
Moritz Bomhard, Director.
Transposed Heads

5456

",

5457 VINCENT PERSICHETTI: Symphony for Strings.
ROBERT SANDERS: Little Symphony No. 2 in Bb.

Pianissimo, Opus 45.

BORIS BLACHER: Studie im
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: ::
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ALBERTO

GINASTERA:

Pampeana No. 3,

54511 GIAN -FRANCESCO MALIPIERO: Fantosie di
Ogni Giorno. VITTORIO RIETI: Introduzinone e
Gioco Delle Ore. ERNST BACON: The Enchanted
Island.

54512

Trouble ",

561

MOHAUPT: Opera:
Moritz Bomhard, Director.

RICHARD

NILDING

ROSENBERG:

"Double

"School

Petals.
And the Fallen
WEN -CHUNG:
CAMARGO GUARNIERI: Suite IV Centenario.
CHOU

ALEXANDRE TANSMAN: Capriccio. FELIX
BOROWSKI: The Mirror. INGOLF DAHL: The Tower
of St. Barbara.

562

Transparencies.
Eleven
KRENEK:
ERNST
ROBERTO CAAMANO: Magnificat, Op. 20.

Poem. GIAN.FRANCESCO MALIPIERO: Piano Concerto No. 3 (Benjamin Owen, Pianist).

605 PAUL HINDEMITH: Sinfonietta in E. CLAUDE
ALMAND: John Gilbert: A Steamboat Overture.
DAVID DIAMOND: Overture: "Timon of Athens ".

606

PETER MENNIN: Symphony No. 5. JOAQUIN
RODRIGO: Concerto Galante for Violoncello and
Orchestra (Grace Whitney, Cellist).
614 ALAN HOVHANESS: Magnificat for Four Solo
Voices, Chorus and Orchestra, Opus 157. CHOU
WEN -CHUNG: All in the Spring Wind.
615 ALEXANDER TCHEREPNIN: Piano Concerto
No. 2 (Alexander Tcherepnin, Pianist). ARTHUR
HONEGGER: Suite Archaique.

613

Fourth Symphony.

PISTON: Serenata. DAVID VAN
Fantasia, Chaconne and Allegro. NIELS
BENTZON: Pezzi Sinfonici, Opus 109.

616

BENJAMIN LEES: Symphony No.
COWELL: Ongaku fo: Orchestra.

"The

KURKA:

Symphony

No.

2.

ROBERT

621 CHARLES IVES: Decoration Day. LOU HARRISON:

Suite for Symphonic Strings.

HENRY COWELL: Thesis (Symphony No. 15).
RODOLFO HALFFTER: Ballet Suite, "La Madrugada
Del Panadero" (The Early Awakening of the Baker).

622

ELWELL: Concert Suite for Violin
(Sidney Harth, Violinist). HALSEY
Sinfonia Breve.

NICOLAS NABOKOV: Opera:
Moritz Bomhard, Director.

ROBERT

WHITNEY: Concertino.

HERBERT

",

ROGERS: Dance Scenes. JOAQUIN

611 ELLIOTT CARTER: Symphony No. 1. ALEXEI
HAIEFF: Divertimento.
612 ERNST TOCH: Peter Pan. ROBERTO GARCIAMORILLO: Variaciones Olimpicas, Opus 24.

and Orchestra

Devil

BERNARD

for
RODRIGO: Cuatros Madrigales Amatorios:
Soprano and Orchestra (Audrey Nossaman, Soprano). VINCENT PERSICHETTI: Serenade No. 5.

591 AARON COPLAND: Orchestral Variations.
ALFONSO LETEL1ER: Aculeo, Suite for Orchestra.
592 SIR ARTHUR BLISS: Discourse for Orchestra.
COLIN McPHEE: Symphony No. 2, Pastoral.

594

3

604 WILLIAM SCHUMAN: Judith, A Choreographic

585 ROGER GOER: Concertino for Orchestra II.
GAIL KUBIK: Symphony No. 2 in F.

STEVENS:

:

603

.

593

:Mwi

A

Directed by
LEE HOIBY: Opera: "Beatrice"
Moritz Bomhard (Commissioned by WAVE Radio -TV).

for

576 EDMUND RUBBRA: Improvisation for Violin
and Orchestra (Sidney Harth, Violinist). IRVING
FINE: Serious Song: A Lament for String Orchestra.
HAROLD MORRIS: Passacaglia, Adagio and Finale.
581 ALEXEI HAIEFF: Ballet in E. NICOLAS
NABOKOV: Symbol; Chrestiani for Baritone and
Orchestra (William Pickett, Baritone).
582 LOU HARRISON: "Four Strict Songs" for
Eight Baritones and Orchestra. PETER JONA KORN:
Variations on a Tune from The Beggar's Opera
583 ELLIOTT CARTER: Variations for Orchestra.
EVERETT HELM: Second Piano Concerto (Benjamin
Owen, Pianist).
584 ARTHUR BERGER: Polyphony for Orchestra.
CARLOS SURINACH: Feria Magica Overture. MEYER

VIGGO

:

602 KLAUS EGGE: Symphony No. 3, Louisville
Symphony. ROY HARRIS: "Kentucky Spring ".

JOHN

Soprano and Orchestra (Audrey Nossaman, Soprano).
575 NED ROREM: Design for Orchestra. BERNARD
REICHEL: Suite Symphonique.

VACTOR:

:: :::4. :: :4:;:1

:

:»::»A's.. : :

Suite Transoceane.

595

Louisville Concerto.

:

574 ROGER SESSIONS: "Idyll of Theocritus" for

586 WALTER

A Pastoral Symphony. WILLIAM BERGSMA: A Coro!
on Twelfth Night. HENRI SAUGUET: Les Trois Lys.
ROBERT WARD: Euphony for Orchestra.

84 : . .

573 ROLF LIEBERMANN: Opera:
Wives ", Moritz Bernhard, Director.

VON
EINEM: Meditations.
GOTTFRIED
KAROL RATHAUS: Prelude for Orchestra, Opus 71.
GEORGE PERLE: Rhapsody for Orchestra.

54510

:

VINCENT: Symphony in D.

KUPFERMAN:

5459

AA

572 ANDRE JOLIVET:

DALLAPICCOLA: Variazioni per
LUIGI
Orchestra. JOSE PABLO MONCAYO: Cumbres.
ULYSSES KAY: Serenade for Orchestra. DARIUS
MILHAUD: Ouverture Mediterraneenne.

5458

S

A:

1

623 HARALD SAEVERUD: Peer Gynt Suite No.
Op. 28. GEORGE ROCHBERG: Night Music.

Holy

I,

4

624 JUAN ORREGO -SALAS: Symphony No. 2 (To
the Memory of a Wanderer) Op. 39. ANDRZEJ

2. HENRY

PANUFNIK: Sinfonia Elegiaca.
ROSS LEE FINNEY: Symphony No. 2. ZAIN
HAMILTON: Scottish Dances, Op. 32.

625

MARTINU: Estampes. NIKOLAI
LOPATNIKOFF: Music for Orchestra, Op. 39.
601 PAUL BEN -HAIM: "To The Chief Musician ",
WALLINGFORD
Orchestra.
for
Metamorphoses
RIEGGER: Variations for Violin and Orchestra, Op.
71 (Sidney Harth, Violinist).

596 BOHUSLAV

626 BENJAMIN BRITTEN: Violin Concerto No. 1,
Op. 15 (Paul Kling, Soloist). PAUL BENHAIM:
Pastorale Varies for Clarinet, Harp & Strings, Op.
31 (James Livingston, Soloist).

563

GEORGE ANTHEIL:
Moritz Bomhard, Director.

564

Opera:

The

Wish ",

565 JUAN ORREGO -SALAS: Serenata Concertante,

Op. 42. HAROLD SHAPERO: Credo for Orchestra.
for Piano
ROBERT MUCZYNSKI: Concerto No.
and Orchestra (Robert Muczynski, Pianist).
1

566 HENK BADINGS:

The

Louisville Symphony.

Possacaglia.
Prelude and
BEN
WEBER:
SOWERBY: All on a Summer's Day.

ïii+M+

ï

Name

LEO

571 PAUL NORDOFF: Winter Symphony. PAUL
MULLERZURICH: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra,
Op. 55 /Grace Whitney, Cellist).

+4+++++++

Richard Wangerin, Manager, LOUISVILLE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY
S. Fourth Street, Louisville 3, Kentucky
Please ship me, IMMEDLATELY,
I am enclosing my check for $
the First Edition record(s) circled above, at 57.93 each.
Suite 59, 830
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FROM

THREE AMAZING NEW ALBUMS
snxtU

u....o...,-..,.ea -ir..

N.

BEETHOVEN

PETERS

R'illiam Steinbrrg --The Pittsburgh Symphony Orrheora

RERIR

I

New Scope for Beethoven

New Light on Berlin

"The Most Definitive
Show Album Ever Produced"

-

Symphony No. d in B Oat, Op. 60
Let more ()velure No. 3, Op. 72a

ENOCH LIGHT
C.aR \Ef,IE 'HALL

ROBERTA

erat

All Recorded in Command's
Miraculous Stereo 35/MM Sound Process

-

-

Masterpieces by the acknowledged geniuses of three fascinating worlds of music
the popular music world of
the Broadway world of Rodgers and Hammerstein
Irving Berlin, and the classic world of Beethoven-in superb performances by the
greatest contemporary artists in each of these fields, recorded with such overpoweringly realistic presence that you are swept over the sonic threshold
into a new world of visual sound.

-A

"Carousel"
Giant Musical
Rodgers and Hammerstein's greatest score sung by
Alfred Drake and Roberta Peters and
a cast of superb voices

Listening to this magnificent record is an awesome
experience ...
.. Not just because of the music which is breathtaking in its brilliance.
. Not just because of the performances
which are
sheer magic in their rich perfection.
.. Not just because of the reproduction
which
achieves clear, full realism almost beyond belief.

-

-

-

A Landmark in the History of Recorded Sound

Beyond all this is the tingling excitement that comes as
you realize that you are hearing a whole new musical
world opening up before your very ears
a musical
world never known to listeners anywhere before.
This disc is a landmark in the history of recorded
sound. It is a recording that will set standards by which
other records will be judged for years to come. This is
the recording that introduces the glories of the American
musical theatre to the richly hued realism and the painstaking production perfection that go hand in hand with
the startling recording techniques created by Command
Records.
This Is What You Hear:

-

-

The full musical exposition of the most gorgeously
Carousel by
melodic American musical ever written
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II.

Produced by the brilliantly imaginative pioneer whose
consistently successful advances in sound recording have
revolutionized the entire concept of recorded sound
Enoch Light.
Sung by an unparalleled cast in which each song is
recorded by its greatest contemporary interpreter
Alfred Drake, Roberta Peters, Claramae Turner, Lee
Venora, Norman Treigle and Jon Crain.
Recorded in miraculous Stereo 35 /MM, the technique
in the hands of the Command engineers who
that
perfected
produces the richest, most fulfilling musical
experience that has ever been put on a record.
SELECTIONS INCLUDE: The Carousel Waltz Mr.
Snow If I Love You June Is Bustin' Out All Over
When The Children Are Asleep Blow High, Blow Low
Soliloquy A Real Nice Clambake Geraniums In The
Winder Stone -Cutters What's The Use Of Wondrin'
You'll Never Walk Alone The Highest Judge Of All
Finale

-

-

it-

Two Masters

-

Irving Berlin and Enoch Light

Here is a fantastic new adventure in musical excitement
from Enoch Light, the imaginative genius who opened
new vistas of sound recording with the original Persuasive Percussion and who broadened the scope of recording even further with Command's amazing perfection of
35 mm magnetic film recording.
The ingredients are the gloriously singing melodies
of the greatest creator of popular music who has ever
lived
Irving Berlin .. .
. played in amazingly dynamic, specially sound -tailored arrangements ...

-
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. and recorded on Stereo 35 mm
film by a sixty -man orchestra in the
magnificent acoustics of Carnegie
Hall where the hair- raising bravura

passages have been caught with

blood-curdling impact.
Taking advantage of the increas-

ingly wide dynamic range that
Command's constantly exploring engineers have been able to capture

with Stereo 35 mm film recording.
Light has planned orchestrations of
Irving Berlin's gorgeous tunes with
a previously unheard of dynamic
boldness that is reproduced with an
impact that can be emotionally

shattering.

.

- -

under any cirheard musical sounds

You have never

cumstance
that seize you so completely, that
penetrate you physically, emotionally and mentally. This music is so
totally commanding in performance
and reproduction that you can't
avoid its electric excitement.
Many sides of Irving Berlin's
magnificent talent are touched on in
these brilliantly pulse-raising performances his unaffected simplicity (Remember) and his suave sophistication (Cheek to Cheek) ; his
brightness (I've Got My Love to
Keep Me Warm) and his brooding
wistfulness (Always), his roots in

-

ragtime (Alexander's Ragtime

Band) and his ability to reflect the
feeling of a whole nation in two
vastly different wars (Oh! How I
Hate to Get Up in the Morning and
This Is the Army, Mr. Jones).
In this album, Irving Berlin and
two acknowledged
Enoch Light
masters in their respective fields
join forces to create a musical experience of utterly incredible emotional power.
SELECTIONS INCLUDE: Cheek
To Cheek Blue Skies Oh, How I
Hate To Get Up In The Morning
This Is The Army, Mr. Jones
Alexander's Ragtime Band Remember I've Got My Love To Keep Me
Warm There's No Business Like
Show Business Always Top Hat,
White Tie and Tails A Pretty Girl
Is Like A Melody Say It Isn't So
How Deep Is The Ocean

-

A

-

Triumphant Beethoven

"I alter a great deal," Beethoven
once said, "discard and try again
until I am satisfied."
These qualities of tenaciousness
and dedication that helped to make
Beethoven the composing genius
that he was, play just as important
a part in the productive credo of

Enoch Light, who supervises Cornmand's universally hailed classical
recordings. Incredible as it seems,
Light's search for perfection in
recording has led him to reject as
many as 39 takes of a single passage
before his rigid standards of perfection could be satisfied.
Now, in this tradition of perfection that is the recognized hallmark
of Command Records, comes an
astounding recording of Beethoven's
Symphony No. 4 in B Flat and the
Leonore Overture No. 3 by William
Steinberg and the Pittsburgh Symphony that continues Command's
brilliant series of superb symphonic
performances.

mand Popular Albums including

Carousel. The Command Classic Sampler Album contains 8 complete selec-

tions from

different Command

8

Classical Albums.
Unlike many sampler albums, there is
no talk! These
no sales message
sampler albums were created to give you
pleasure
musical
full, uninterrupted

...

35 mm magnetic film.

POPULAR

ÑI

As in past recordings for Command,
Steinberg and the Pittsburgh Symphony performed in Pittsburgh's

SAMPLER

`__.._..

Including
12 Complete

Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hall
magnificent acoustical situation
for the orchestra.
Recorded in all the miraculous
glory of the full- bodied Stereo 35
mm magnetic film technique perfected by Command, the distinct,
characteristic sound of every instrument in the orchestra is heard with

Selections

-a

HEAT WAVE (Stereo 35 /MM)
MOON RIVER (Great Themes From Hit Films)
FINALE FROM CAROUSEL (Carousel) Alfred

Drake, Roberta Peters
CHEEK TO CHEEK (Enoch Light and His
Orchestra At Carnegie Hall Play Irving

Berlin)
GUITAR

(Spanish

ESPANOL

FOR SALE (The Big Band's Back In
Town)
VIENI VIENI (Rome Revisited) Ray Charles

Singers

FORTY- SECOND STREET (Off Beat Percussion)
I'M OVER HERE (Something Wonderful)
CLOSE YOUR EYES (The Persuasive Trombone

of Urbie Green)
THE

CRY

OF

WILD

THE

CLASSIC
SAMPLER
Includes
Complete
Selections From:
8

BRAHMS Symphony

BEETHOVEN Symphony

burgh Symphony
WAGNER Der Ring des

Pittsburgh Symphony

Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.

Steinberg; Pitts-

Steinberg; Pitts-

burgh Symphony

Pictures At An Exhibition Vandernoot; Paris Conservatoire Orc.

MUSSORGSKY -RAVEL

RAVEL Rapsodie Espagnole Dervaux; Colonne
Orch. (Paris)
RAVEL Alborada del Gracioso Dervaux; Colonne Orch. (Paris)
BERLIOZ Symphonie Fantastique Vandernoot;
National Orch. (Paris)

Here is your opportunity to savor the
full range of Command artistry. Specially priced at $2.98 each or both for
shipped prepaid! Not available
$5.
in stores.

-

b

- - -- MAIL

COUPON TODAY!

- --,

COMMAND RECORDS, Dept.

12 -HF

1501 Broadway, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Please send me the Command Stereo Sampler
Albums checked below. I understand Command pays all postage and handling.
POPULAR SAMPLER 6h $2.98 each
CLASSIC SAMPLER ® $2.98 each
SS

for BOTH

Enclosed is

S

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

1501

#4

Nibelungen Steinberg;

SCHUBERT Symphony 4X3

-

RECORDS

#2 Steinberg; Pittsburgh

Symphony

-

01111411114141

(Strange

GOOSE

Interlude)
NINA (Roman Guitar)

go into every aspect of a Command
recording even extends to the se-

WORLD LEADER
IN RECORDED SOUND

Tony

LOVE

strongest forte to the softest pianissimo. From the famous trumpet call
in the opening passages of the
Leonore to the imposing 38 bar introduction of the Fourth, this
Command recording is a soaring,
refreshing treatment of two of Beethoven's most brilliant works.
The thought and imagination that

-

Guitar)

Motto la

breathtaking clarity from the

quence in which these two works are
heard. In the past, it has been customary on records to place a major
work, such as a symphony, first,
saving any shorter pieces for use as
a second side "filler."
But on this record, the Leonore
Overture, which is scarcely a filler,
one
is heard first for two reasons
technical, one musical. This allows
for better distribution of the sound
over both sides of the disc, leaving
more "air" between grooves and
avoiding breaks within movements.
At the same time, this arrangement
is more logical from a purely musical standpoint
it seems obvious
that an overture should precede a
major symphonic work, not follow it.
The disc is a marriage of two
Beethoven
great perfectionists
the composer, and Steinberg, the
master conductor.

-

music raised to astounding reality
through Command's technique of master recording originals on tape and on

Acoustical Magnificence

ALL COMMAND ALBUMS AVAILABLE IN STEREO, MONAURAL & 4 TRACK TAPE

Send for free full
color brochure of all
Command releases

SPECIAL STEREO OFFER!
To give you a sampling of what makes
COMMAND the world leader in recorded sound, two special albums have
just been released. The Command Popular Sampler Album contains 12 complete selections, from 12 different Com-

ZONE

STATE
-m1
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RECORDS IN REVIEW
Continued from page 66

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1, in C
minor, Op. 68
Philharmonia Orchestra, Carlo Maria
Giulini, cond.
ANGEL 35835. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 35835. SD. $5.98.

In this jet age, we've become accustomed
to generally faster tempos in the standard
works of the symphonic repertoire. Giulini's interpretation-especially of the
the Brahms
first and last movements
First, therefore may come as something
of a shock to the less experienced listener, for his tempos are broad enough to
be old-fashioned. In the first movement
this approach permits some heaviness to
creep in; in the finale, however, there is
sufficient strength and vibrancy to keep
the music very much alive. Who is to
say whether this is a "right" or "wrong"
conception? The music of this symphony
is of such inherent beauty and wealth of
invention that it benefits from many different interpretative treatments. Put Giulini's down as sturdy and sincere, with
ample perception and sensitivity, admirably played and well reproduced -even
if it may not be everybody's dish of tea.
P.A.

-of

BRITTEN: Canticles: No. 1, op. 40,
My Beloved Is Mine; No. 2, Op.
51, Abraham and Isaac; No. 3, Op.
55, Still Falls the Rain
John Hahessey, boy contralto (in No.
1); Peter Pears, tenor; Benjamin Britten,
piano; Barry Tuckwell, horn (in No. 3).
LONDON 5698. LP. $4.98.
LONDON OS 25332. SD. $5.98.
These are magnificent works, deeply felt,
brilliantly designed and crafted, with the
piano and voice parts throughout tooled
in fascinating and strikingly appropriate
patterns.
The Canticles do not in any sense
form a cycle or grouping. They were
composed at fairly well- spaced intervals
(1947, 1952, 1954) and are taken from
texts radically different in origins and
purpose: No. 1 from a poem by the
Jacobean Francis Quarles; No. 2 from
the Chester Miracle Plays; No. 3 from
the well-known poem of Edith Sitwell,
Still Falls the Rain (The Raids, 1940;
Night and Dawn), from her Canticle of
the Rose.
The Second is the longest and most
elaborate of these canticles. Its musical
materials are similar to those of Noye's
Fhtdde, also taken from the Chester
Miracle Plays. This particular play is
essentially a dialogue between Abraham
and his son Isaac, relating the story of
God's commandment to Abraham to
sacrifice his son. As Abraham is about
to slay Isaac, Jehovah, satisfied at this
demonstration of Abraham's willingness
to do His will, relents, and father and
son, having sacrificed a sheep in Isaac's
stead, sing a concluding Envoi.
The wonderful thing about the Chester
play is, of course, that it humanizes the
account given in Genesis. We are made
to feel the agony of Abraham's indecision, his pain at his child's innocent questions, and the relief and joy of the final
delivery. As with Noye's Fhtdde, Britten
has used the most direct and economical
means to give us the dialogue's emotional
content. The piano part is really masterly

-a
full orchestra could not be made to
convey mood or to underline action more

specifically. The little drama emerges
as the bare, intense feeling- statement it
is, creating almost unbelievable degrees
of suspense and pity from this simple
father/son situation. The two voices
tenor and boy alto -join off stage to
render God's lines, and again to sing
the final Envoi, drawing the moral of the
play. Like so many of Bach's cantatas,
Britten's canticle actually forms a little
opera.
Canticle No. 1, My Beloved Is Mine,
is set for solo voice and piano. During
the first section, a lilting, long -lined
one which embraces the first two stanzas
of the poem, I occasionally get the feel ing-as I have from certain recitative
passages in Peter Grimes and Turn of
the Screw -that Britten has lapsed into
rhetoric, like an actor who is not at all
sure of a line's meaning and so solves
the problem by deciding to speak it
louder or faster than the other lines. I
do not mean to suggest by this that Britten does not comprehend the poetry, in
an intellectual sense, but rather that he
does not always seem to have had a clear
notion of what feeling ought to invest the
line -"And having ranged and searched
a thousand nooks /Meet both at length
at silver- breasted Thames /Where in a
greater current they conjoin," for example. These are lines without a specific
strong emotional purport -three lines of
metaphor -in- apposition. With all the old
musical solutions for the setting of poetry
(i.e., strophic form) set aside, the composition of such lines poses quite a
problem
problem that Britten, in
common with a good many of his contemporaries, has not always been successful in solving.
Once the composition moves into the
third stanza, though, such departures
from naturalness appear no more. A
strong recitative moves into a delightful,
scherzolike little movement for the fourth
stanza, and the final two stanzas, resting
surely and simply over rich, reposeful
chords, firmly in key, constitute a striking
and moving conclusion. Here there is a
kinship with some of the Wolf Spiritual
Songs of the Spanish Songbook -Nun bin
ich Dein, for instance, bears a strong
resemblance in tone and even in structure
to these final two verses.
In the third canticle, Still Falls the
Rain, a horn is employed, in addition to
the voice and piano. The black aura of
the poem is caught to perfection- listen
to the serpentine chromatic twistings of
the vocal line at "In the Field of Blood
where the small hopes breed and the
human brain/Nurtures its greed, that
worm with the brow of Cain ": you will
need no more to convince you. One
finds one's wishful thoughts turning inevitably to Britten settings of Eliot
The Hollow Men or The Wasteland, in
particular.
Little need be said of these performances; they are perfect. The music fits
Pears's voice like the custom -tailored
stuff it is, and the tenor responds by
turning every line to meaningful purpose.
Britten himself is simply prodigious with
the piano part, Tuckwell is excellent,
and John Hahessey one of the best boy
singers I have ever heard, with a beautiful alto voice and fine sense of how to
steer his fairly difficult music. As a
final inducement, London has produced a
gorgeously warm, clear recording, in
which stereo is put to excellent effect,
particularly in Canticle No. 2. (I have
not had an opportunity of hearing the
mono version.)
C.L.O.

-

-a

-
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BRITTEN: Young Person's Guide to
the Orchestra, Op. 34
tSaint- Saëns: Carnaval des animaux
Henry Chapin, narrator (in the Britten);
Leonard Bernstein, narrator (in the Saint Saëns); New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5768. LP. $4.98.
COLUMBIA MS

6368. SD. $5.98.

The appeal of this entertaining and instructive music for the younger generation is well known. Here, Leonard
Bernstein has hit upon the happy idea
of letting a number of young people
actually participate in the performances.
Thus, the conductor has twelve -year -old
Henry Chapin (son of Columbia Masterworks Director Schuyler Chapin) as narrator for the Young Person's Guide to
the Orchestra-and Master Chapin brings
it off extremely well, speaking clearly
and without affectation in his as yet
unchanged voice. Perhaps Bernstein's
statements of the Purcell theme in the
full orchestra and the various choirs are
rather too pompous, and his reading of
the variations and fugue that follow a bit
too rapid, but on the whole this is an
interesting and commendable account.
The chief interest of this coupling lies,
however, in the Carnival of the Animals.
Too often, Saint-Saëns's zoölogical fantasy is taken at face value, without regard to all the sly and not -so -sly musical
jokes the composer was playing on performers, listeners, and other composers.
Bernstein not only takes the time and
trouble to point up the drollery but actually plays excerpts from the original
music that is parodied by Saint -Saëns.
Here again the younger generation takes
part. All the solos are played by instrumentalists between the ages of thirteen
and twenty -one.
Though the reproduction in mono is
fine, it is in stereo that this recording
really shines. Not only is the sound extremely natural but the instrumental distribution, including that of the two
pianos, gives a distinct left, right, and
center illusion without exaggeration. Put
this down as one of Leonard Bernstein's
more successful educational- entertainment ventures.
P.A.

CHOPIN: Preludes, Op. 28 (complete); Polonaise No. 6, in A flat,
Op. 53
Ruth Slenczynska, piano.
DECCA DL 10059. LP. $4.98.
DECCA DL 710059. SD. $5.98.
have sometimes taken exception to Miss
Slenczynska's angular, sectionalized treatment of music, and have often found her
tone unpleasantly shallow and percussive.
On the present disc, her pianism sounds
notably more cohesive and forthright
than in the past, and her tone, while
still tending toward monochromaticism,
is far more flatteringly recorded. The
Preludes. of course, are miniatures, and
probably do not tax the pianist's structural capabilities as did, for example, the
Ballades. The A flat Polonaise, however,
does present formidable challenge to a
player, and Miss Slenczynska sweeps
through this too with exciting bravura
and propulsion. Certain details in the
preludes could be improved upon, however: Miss Slenczynska sounds more at
home in the virtuoso selections (No. 16
goes with whirlwind dexterity) than she
does in the piquant, graceful ones (I
have, for example, heard the descending
I
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HEAR! HEAR! GIFT IDEAS OF THE YEAR...

VICTOR
FROM THE STARS ON RCA trusted
rd
The most

FRITZ REINER /CHICAGO SYM- ODETTA When one of the greats
PHONY A thrilling gift! This in American folk music turns
new Red Seal "sound spectacu- to "the blues," the results are

lar," matches to perfection the
brilliance and power of a live
performance of "Zarathustra,"
which the Chicago Tribune
called "...intoxicating opulence
...close to matchless music."

OLIVER ! You'll be hearing peo-

ple everywhere by Christmastime humming tunes from "Olielectrifying! Her numbers range ver!" The Original Broadway
from the gospel roll of "I've Cast album from the smash hit
Been Living with the Blues," to musical adaptation of Dickens'
the up -tempo "Be My Woman." beloved Oliver Twist has some
Puf this brilliant star on your of the most enchanting music
Christmas gift list right away. in a lecade! A de'ightful gift
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ARTUR RUBINSTEIN A

-live"

recording from the historic concerts at Carnegie Hall, this Red
Seal album makes a gift which
is a vital document of what the
N. Y. Times calls "one of the
miracles of 20th century pianism.' Music by Prokofief`, VillaLob 3-s,

Detussy, Szymanowski.
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figuration of Prelude No. 10 treated
with far more lift and rhythmic diversity
than it gets here) and she uses a text
which omits two measures from the
coda of No. 12. (The other celebrated
editorial gaffe-the C minor chord in
place of the correct C major one in the
third measure of the solemn No. 20is fortunately avoided on the present
disc.)
Geza Anda plays some of the Preludes
with more fine -grained expressiveness on
his DGG version of them, but certainly
his constricted, finicky statement of the
Polonaise is nowhere competitive with
Miss Slenczynska's. This is one of her
best recordings to date, and Deccá s fine
engineering gives her every opportunity
to present the music to optimum adH.G.
vantage.

CHOPIN: Les Sylphides -See Prokof iev: The Lote for Three Oranges:
Orchestral Suite, Op. 33a.
COLERIDGE- TAYLOR: Hiawatha's
Wedding Feast, O. 30, No. 1
Richard Lewis. tenor; Royal Choral Society; Philharmonia Orchestra, Sir Malcolm Sargent, cond.
ANGEL 35900. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 35900. SD. $5.98.
It is appalling to read in the notes
accompanying this record that "not very
many years ago Hiawatha's Wedding
Feast disputed with Mendelssohn's Elijah
for the distinction of occupying second
place to Messiah in the affections of the
British public." The cantata dates from
1898 -when its composer, Samuel Coleridge- Taylor, was twenty- three -and is
set to the text of Longfellow's poem. It
is pleasantly tuneful, to be sure, but the
tunes are too few, too much alike, and
heard too often. In addition, the basic
rhythms are rather tightly circumscribed
by the singsong nature of Longfellow's
verse. Further monotony of effect results from the fact that all but one section, a tenor solo, is scored for chorus
and orchestra. Altogether, the work
sounds like something that would go big
with a high school chorus. How it ever
got beyond that stage is a mystery to this
listener. But no less a man than Sir
Hubert Parry, in an article penned
shortly after the composer's death in
1912, called it "one of the most universally beloved works of modern English
music."
Be that as it may, the music receives a
devoted performance here, colored by
some beautifully balanced choral singing
from the Royal Choral Society and a
lovely lyrical tenor solo by Richard
Lewis. The stereo sonics, too, are admirable- sonorous and three -dimensional
in their impact.
P.A.

DEBUSSY: Selections
Leonard Pennario, piano; Laurindo Almeida, guitar; Orchestras, Leopold Stokowski, Carmen Dragon, Erich Leins dorf, conds.
CAPITOL W 1807. LP. $4.98.
CAPITOL SW 1807. SD. $5.98.

"The way to make a successful record,"
said the director of one of our leading
record companies with admirable candor. "is to find a work which has been
well recorded twenty-eight times and
make a twenty -ninth version of it." Following that dictum, Capitol has gone

one better here: it has culled a collection
of excerpts from many of the Debussy
recordings in its catalogue, assembled
them under the unbelievably imaginative title of "Clair de Lune," and seen
to it that that familiar morceau appears
not once, but twice. This disc of many
moons begins with the third movement
of Suite Bergamasque as rendered by
the Leopold Stokowski Orchestra, and
concludes with a restatement of the piece,
this time on the piano, by Leonard Pen nario. Sandwiched in between are Stokowski's accounts of L'Après -midi d'un
jaune and Files (both rather fussily overinterpreted), Leinsdorf's tastefully uninteresting exposition of Jeux de vagues
from his complete recording of La Mer,
Dragon's efficient run -through of the
Caplet arrangement of Golliwog's Cakewalk, Pennario's nicely phrased Arabesque No. 1, and Laurindo Almeida's
fluent guitar transcription of Rêverie.
The issuance of the disc has some sort
of commercial tie with the Pierre La
Mure novel Clair de Lune, published by
Random House. In Capitol's fine sound,
it all adds up to a very pleasant release,
H.G.
though hardly an impressive one.

FINNEY: Symphony No. 2
¡Hamilton: Scottish Dances, Op. 32
Louisville Orchestra, Robert Whitney,
cond.
$7.95.
LOUISVILLE LOU 625. LP.
(Available on special order only, from
830 S. Fourth St., Louisville 3, Ky.)
The symphony by Ross Lee Finney is one
of the most serious and exciting American
works yet to appear in this series. Finney
writes in a healthy, vigorous, dissonant
idiom of character; he orchestrates well
and puts a piece together with style. His
ideas are twelve -tone in outlook, but his
basic musical thought is actually closely
related to the late -romantic symphonic
idiom. There is an American character
"U.S.A.to this kind of symphony
school" symphony that in its earlier manifestations was neoclassical and Stravinskyan but now tends towards intensity
and expressionism (a phase that might
be represented by, say, the works of
William Schuman). Finney's piece belongs to this latter type with its typical
neo- sonata first movement, expressive
slow movement, running scherzo. and
rousing finale. In this case, the first two
movements offer the most-they are rich.
full of invention and direction. The last
two movements promise but do not
deliver as much. They have a classic
problem: their style and idea -which
are characteristic, contemporary. basically
nontonal, invented and organized from
the inside-conflict with the grand. inherited romantic gestures. The Louisville performance is fair; some of it is a
struggle.
The Lain Hamilton can be treated
briefly. It is probably one of the worst
potboilers ever to be cooked up by a
respectable and serious composer.
E.S.

-a

GAY -PEPUSCH: The Beggar's Opera
Doreen Murray, Mary Thomas, Jean Allister, William McAlpine, Ronald Lewis,
et al.

For a feature review of this recording,
see page 62.

HAMILTON: Scottish Dances, Op. 32
-See Finney: Symphony No. 2.

HANDEL: Alcina
Joan Sutherland (s), Alcina; Graziella
Sciutti (s), Morgana; Mirella Freni (s),
Oberto; Teresa Berganza (ms), Ruggiero;
Monica Sinclair (ms), Bradamante; Luigi

Alva (t), Oronte; Ezio Flagello (b),
Melisso; George Malcolm, continuo;
London Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, Richard Bonynge, cond.
LONDON A 4361. Three LP.
$14.94.
LONDON OSA 4361. Three SD.
$17.94.

On April 16, 1735, Alcina was given
its premiere performance, at Covent Garden, where only three months earlier
Handel and his partner, John Rich
(producer of the very work, The Beggar's
Opera, which had driven Handel's original Haymarket company into bankruptcy) had initiated their stand against
the rival troupe of Nicola Porpora. A
few years later Handel was to turn
his attention mainly to oratorio, and
Alcina, along with his other operas,
was largely forgotten. Happily, today a
revival of interest is under way. Aleina
is one of the works produced in England
by the Handel Opera Society, and has
since been performed in Venice, Dallas,
and London (Covent Garden), invariably with Joan Sutherland, under the
direction of Franco Zeffirelli. However,
most of us have yet to see a Handel
opera mounted with the kind of spectacular scenic effect, lavish costuming, and
fully turned out incidental dances his
works call for. Aside from "concert style" productions, we must depend on
recordings to acquaint ourselves with
some of Handel's most glorious music.
This state of affairs puts one at a
distinct disadvantage when it comes to
assessing the music. I, for example,
though an avid follower of happenings
operatic in and around New York over
the past fifteen years, have succeeded in
seeing just two Handel operas on the
stage -one performed by a college workshop (albeit one of the best, that of
Hartt College in Hartford, Connecticut)
and one by a young professional company in a small theatre. Now it is hard
for me to imagine what I might think
of a recording of Lohengrin. shall we
say, if I not only had never seen it
but had never seen a Wagner opera
staged at all, except under the most
restrictive circumstances, and had seen
staged productions of no more than three
or four German romantic operas by
any composer, and furthermore had the
general musico- dramatic approach "in
my blood," so to speak, to no greater
extent than I now have Handel's. With
Alcina, I can readily imagine the effect
of the scene changes, of the ballets, of
the "spectacular" visions of islands
sinking and of gardens changed to
deserts. What is problematic is providing
a rationale, a specific "action," for each
of the many contrived situations that
mark the turning points of the incredible
plot.
This involves an operatic aesthetic
that is entirely foreign to our realism soused eyes and ears. The only point
here is the expression of emotion through
song; it does not matter under what
pretext. Thus, the librettist's problem
is to provide a series of situations to
which each of the characters can react
(through his individual set of arias) in
such a way as to reveal. aspect by aspect,
a full personality. That these situations

Continued on page 80
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The First Seven Names
On Your Christmas List
Ought to Have These
Munificent Gifts.
Album Number (S) 3619H...
fifty dollars'. for either monaural or

The music speaks for itself. Critical acclaim speaks eloquently
for these recordings. And the
choice of these lavish packages
as Christmas gifts speaks volumes about you and your taste.
Angel Records are more than a
gift: they're a compliment.

stereophonic edition.

Album Number (S) 3599 E/L
about twenty-five dollars' monaural. thirty dollars' stereophonic.
.

Prices listed are optional with dealer.

.

Album Number (S)
about twenty dollars' monaural.
twenty-four dollars' stereophonic.

Album Number (S) 3605 D/L ...
about twenty dollars' monaural.
twenty -four dollars' stereophonic.

Album Number (S) 3625 C/L ..
abcut fifteen dollars' monaural,
eighteen dollars' stereophonic.

Album Number (S) 3604 C/L ..

.

about fifteen dollars' monaural.
about eighteen dollars' stereophonic.
CIRCLE

10

Album Number (S) 3624 B/L ...
about ten dollars monaural. about
twelve dollars' stereonhonic.
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Mengelberg Reissues
A Window on Another Age
by Robert

C.

Marsh
Willem Mengelberg,

THE

PAST AND FUTURE rarely are found
coexisting side by side, yet in the five
seasons 1925 -30, subscribers of the New
York Philharmonic were witness to the
juxtaposition of the old and new in conducting as personified by Willem Mengelberg and Arturo Toscanini. The victor
was Toscanini, who banished his rival
and ruled the orchestra through six years
of splendor.
Mengelberg had known his glory earlier in the century. He had made a
sensational New York debut with the
Philharmonic in 1905, three years before Toscanini arrived in Manhattan to
reign in the pit at the Metropolitan.
Mengelberg was back in the season
1920 -21, directing the moribund National Symphony. When it merged with
the Philharmonic. he went with it, first
as a guest, and then as conductor-replacing the unfortunate Josef Stransky
from the podium of the combined orchestras. For the next decade the Philharmonic bore Mengelberg's mark, and
during three of those seasons, 1924 -27,
he gave America its only real look at a
conductor of kindred gifts, Wilhelm
Furtwängler.
Record collectors of the high fidelity
era have never lacked documentation of
Toscanini's art (or, for that matter, of
Furtwängler's). It was Mengelberg who
seemed to have been relegated to the
history books-surely an irony, for he
was, in fact, of Toscanini's generation
indeed, four years junior to the great
Italian. Happily, this situation has been
corrected. This season Americans may
purchase in domestic pressings a dozen
major scores as performed by Mengel berg in the final years of his career. The
greatest part of these are Philips recordings which appeared in Europe last
winter on the tenth anniversary of his
death (Philips PHM 500041, PHM
500042. and PHM 500040 have already
been released in this country; the others
in the series should be available shortly).
For those who regard the past fifty
years as a golden age of orchestral conducting, they provide a penetrating look
at one of its most colorful and influential
figures.
Both Mengelberg and Furtwängler represented a current of musical life that
lay outside Toscanini's ancestry and outlook, the high romanticism of Central
Europe in the late nineteenth century. To
these men, the primary element of music

-

was its expressive force, its ability,
through sound, to convey the poetic
exuberance, the spiritual exhilaration, the
bravura individualism of the period.
There was a Nietzschean exultation about
their performances; they were making
music for the Uebertnensch.

IF

WE DEFINE

the materials of music

as tonality, rhythm, and melody, we find

that for the high romantic conductor
melody always came first, and, indeed,
the artist's skill in shaping the melodic
line became the primary measure of his
sensitivity and interpretative power. Tonality was viewed as the means to accentuate and color melody, and bore
the second degree of importance.
Rhythm, the sequential organization of
sounds in time, became a weak third, the
slave of the melodic flow, and -because
of this -musical architecture had the
appearance of being free in form, with
emphasis on the effect of brilliant improvisation rather than the elements of
formal design. Such an approach was
naturally better suited to a tone poem
than a classical symphony, and, indeed,
it was ideally realized in late- nineteenthcentury music where the aims of the
composer reflect the same general assumptions as those of the performer.
To Toscanini, all three elements of
music were of equal importance, but the
degree of emphasis placed upon any one
of them at a given moment depended on
the character of the musical statement.
The primary element of music was form,

With Toscanini, hero of a new way.
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1871 -1951,

and form could only be sensed when the
music was heard with plastic continuity
and a perfect balance among its structural components. In a great Toscanini
performance, therefore, the musical statements which make up the work were
regarded as the building blocks of the
over -all design and ruthlessly subordinated to its needs. The end product became an experience not of the wonderful
elements in a work but of the beauty of
the work as an entirety. This type of
approach is best realized in a classical
symphony.
Toscanini's position is the dominant
one today, and even such conductors as
Herbert von Karajan, who stand most
firmly in the stream of the older tradition, are in the main more deeply influenced by Toscanini than by the musical
legacy of their homelands. Most commentators describe the Toscanini position as one of fidelity to the composer's
text, but I think it is more accurate to
describe it as fidelity to the composer's
musical forms. In approaching these
Mengelberg recordings, we must appreciate that this criterion of fidelity does not
hold, that we are time -traveling, in a
sense, to an era before it was enacted
into law, and that we are thus permitted
a deep and instructive glimpse into the
concert life of a half- century ago.

WHILE the records of Arthur Nikisch
(1855-1922) are curiosities rather than
documents, and the early period of
Furtwängler's work is only sketchily represented on discs. Mengelberg made an
impressive number of recordings in the
final two decades of his career, before
his retirement in 1945. The Philips series
is drawn from recordings made by the
Netherlands Radio during actual concerts
at the Concertgebouw in 1939 and 1940.
They offer the atmosphere and immediacy of live performances (including the
peremptory rap of the Mengelberg baton) but at the usual price of audience
noise, orchestral shuffling -and uncorrected mistakes. The Telefunken releases
come from conventional recording sessions and reflect their greater formality.
Philips' source material contains some
flutter and wow, most frequently heard
in gargling winds, and the original surface noise of the discs occasionally inContinued on page 78
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MONTEUXBERLIOZROMEO C JULIET

BEltLIOZ°
ROMEO and JULIET complete
PIFÁ&I( L

aVt.

UN

conducting

ANOTHER WESTMINSTER FIRST FOR THE SELECTIVE LISTENER
Westminster takes pride in the most exciting program of
new releases in its history. Highlighting the list is the critically acclaimed new stereo recording of Hector Berlioz'
masterpiece, Romeo and Juliet, conducted by Pierre
Monteux with the London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus
and an outstanding cast of soloists. Though renowned for his
concert performances of this music, Monteux has never
before recorded it. Now Westminster makes this immortal
music available to the Selective Listener, in a truly magnificent performance destined to become one of the classic

recordings of our time. The music flows from disc to disc
with breaks planned to please the most critical listener.
WESTMINSTER PERFECTION IN SOUND AND QUALITY

Add this new album to the growing library of musical
achievements under :he famous Westminster label, noteworthy for perfection in sound and quality. You will want
Westminster albums for yourself, and for the most appreciative people on your Christmas gift list. Great music in
great performances for the Selective Listener -on Westminster, at your record dealers now.
LE VIN HERBÉ. FRANK MARTIN: (Oratorio in 3
Actst. Victor Desarzens conducts the Winterthur Sym-

ROMEO & JULIET (Complete). BERLIOZ: London

Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Regira Resnik, Contralto, Andre Turp, Tenor, David Ward, Bass, Pierre
Monteux', Conductor. 2 Record Set -WST 233 (Stereo)
$11.96, XWN 2233 (Monaural) $9.96.

phony Orchestra, Soloists, Chorus. Composer at the
piano. (2 Record Set) WST 232 (Stereo) $11.96,

XWN 2232 (Monaural) $9.96.
The Westminster Listener is the Selective listener.
Free: Complete new Fall catalog. Write Dept. HF-13,
WESTMINSTER RECORDING CO.. INC. a subsidiary of ABC- Paramount Records, Inc., 1501 Broadway,
New York 36. N. Y.

Sena Jurinac, Jan Pee-ce,
Maria Stader, Soloists, Bavarian State Opera Orchestra
and Chorus conducted by Hans Knappertsbusch. (3
Record Set) WST 318 (Stereo) $17.94, XWN 3318
'COURTESY F :e.vICTOft
(Monaural) $14.94.

FIDELIO. BEETHOVEN:

SOON TO BE RELEASED: MONTEUX

BEETHOVEN

NINTH SYMPHONY, FEATURING

FOUR FAMOUS VOCALISTS -SOEDERSTROEM, RESNIK, VICKERS and WARD
CIRCLE 110 ON READER- SERVICE CARD
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ALTHOUGH Electrola in Germany (like
Pathé -Marconi in France) has strict regulations against exporting material on Angel's list, an unusual situation has arisen
in the case of the renowned 1935 Bruno
Walter performance of Act I of Die
Walkiire. Angel issued Act I last month
in its "Great Recordings" series; Electrola
has gone one step further and issued both
set
Act I and Act II (E 80 -686/8)
available here by virtue of the fact that
only a portion of it duplicates Angel's

This work was available on prewar
HMV 78s; it is good to have it back in
this fine performance, and in an adequate recording. The Leoz Quartet in
F sharp minor falls into much the same
mold of cyclical form and Spanish
elements, this time with a Castilian influence. Who is Jesús García Leoz? The
annotations give no hint except that
Turina was his "master," and the standard reference books omit him. His Quartet is looser in form than the Turina
and more modern in some of the string
writing; it contains much that could be
called popular and yet avoids the "tourist" class. The fast movements of both
works remind me of Dvofák's chamber
music, classical in intent and not above

-a

release.

The existence of Acts I and H is more
complicated than it sounds. Walter recorded Act I with the Vienna Philharmonic, with Lotte Lehmann as Sieglinde,
Lauritz Melchior as Siegmund, and
Emanuel List as Hunding. With these
singers he also made two isolated scenes
from the second act, adding Ella Flesch
as Brünnhilde and Alfred Jerger as
Wotan. Three years later the rest of Act
H was recorded -not by Walter in
Vienna but by Bruno Seidler- Winkler in
Berlin with the Staatsoper Orchestra and
Melchior continuing in the cast. Today,
with the new RCA -Leinsdorf Walküre
complete in stereo and the Furtwängler
version still available in mono from Electrola, the Walter Act I on Angel will be
sufficient for those who want a souvenir
of a superb performance. But for those
of us who consider this prewar Walküre
the finest Wagner on records, the addition of Act H is indispensable. The transitions from the Walter sides to SeidlerWinkler's are almost unnoticeable, although in the process nine pages of vocal
score are omitted. The later segment of
the recording gains somewhat in clarity
and has a superb cast, with Marta Fuchs
as Brünnhilde. Hans Hotter unforgettable
as Wotan, and a fresh -voiced Margarete
Klose as Fricka. And Lehmann's finest
moment comes at the end of Act II. The
engineers have made the dubbing with
great care. The sturdy box, designed as
a memorial to Walter. contains accurate
cast identifications and a libretto in German only. What a pity Act III was never
undertaken-but then came the war.
SHORTLY AFTER Ravel's death in 1937,
Romain Rolland wrote in tribute to the
composer: "His writing is of unsurpassable precision, finesse. and brilliance. He
is a master of color and design." We find
each of these facets constantly in play
in Ravel's piano music especially, and
any measure of performance must take
into account a pianist's ability to display
them all. Jean -Charles Richard, the
young French pianist who has recorded
two of three volumes of the complete
works on the Valois label (MB 936/7),
deserves a very high rating. His style
reflects the modern pianist: precise in
adherence to note values, brilliant in dis-

an energetic

frolic.

OF
Lotte Lehmann: now Walküre, Act

ii.

plays of virtuosity, rather cool in tone,
and acutely aware of rhythmic subtleties.
Richard also has a clear knowledge of
over -all design and pedals discreetly and
well. What I miss in his playing is the
necessary variety of color. At the beginning of Ondine, for example, where
the rain of thirty- second notes should
give a shimmering effect, his penchant
for detail makes them merely crystalline.
The recording, made in Copenhagen, has
a resonant mellowness -almost identical
in stereo and mono -providing a perfect
foil for Richard's touch. Volume I contains Miroirs. Gaspard de la Nuit. and
Jeux d'eau; Volume H, Sonatine. Valses
nobles et sentimentales, and Le Tombeau
de Couperin. Outstanding is the set of
Miroir pieces, especially the rhythmically
exciting Alborada del gracioso.

THE

CUARTETO

CLASICA

DE

MADRID,

Spain's leading chamber group, has recorded two obscure but thoroughly enjoyable string quartets written in "pre Debussy" Spanish style by Joaquín
Turina and Jesús García Leoz (Zafiro

L-1). Most of Turina's output is descriptive of Spanish scenes and character. in a combination of Romantic and

Impressionistic styles. But the Quartet
in D (1911), subtitled "De la guitarra,"
reflects instead the Schola Cantorum
and the classical influence of Turina's
teacher there, Vincent d'Indy. Nor is
there a single imitation of guitar sound.
The subtitle derives from the use, in the
first and last movements, of a theme
and chords based on the six open string
tones of the classical guitar. A soft
Andalusian inflection in the themes and
a variety of Spanish rhythms mark the
essentially lyrical quality of the writing.

THE MANY European Christmas
records available here, three containing
old German music emerge as collections
of permanent worth. The carols and
hymns of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries -Reformation and Counter Reformation- maintained a basic
similarity in their simplicity and gentle
tones. Yet there was diversity in polyphonic styles and, as these records
demonstrate, in the make -up of performing ensembles. Alte Deutsche Weihnachtschüre, a Barenreiter Musicaphon
10 -inch disc (BM 25 R 603), contains
eight works by Johannes Eccard, Michael
Praetorius, Johann Hermann Schein. and
others, sung a cappella by the perfectly
blended Chorus of Barmen -Gemarke.
conducted by Helmut Kahlhöfer. Many of
the same composers, with a larger sampling of Praetorius, appear on A ltdeutsche
Weihnacht, a I2 -inch Harmonia Mundi
record (HM 30609). The part- singing is
much clearer here. with a charming vocal
quartet in a consort of old -style instruments always in balance and in tune.
too. Weihnacht 1622 (Harmonia Mundi
25142, 10 -inch) offers the finest of the
fifty Christmas pieces which the priest
Henricus Beginiker transcribed from the
repertoire of a small Westphalian church
during the Thirty Years War. How ingenuous the soprano Agnes Giebel
sounds, accompanied by viola da gamba
and baroque organ! Of the three discs,
the Altdeutsche Weihnacht is the most
sophisticated and best- recorded. The
choice, however, remains a matter of
GENE BRUCK
superlatives.

Imported labels are now being stocked
by an increasing number of dealers in
this country. A list giving the names
and addresses of the principal U. S.
importers will be sent on request. Address
Dept. RD, HIGH FIDELITY Magazine, Publishing House, Great Barrington, Mass.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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trudes; Telefunken. with no such difficulties. makes an occasional awkward
splice between the 78 -rpm sides. Once
the ear adjusts itself to conics that predate high fidelity engineering, however,
one will find that these records are able
to attract, hold. and please. There is
plenty here to provide a feeling of contact with a notable orchestra under a
commanding and individualistic leader.
The Concertgebouw, which marks its
75th anniversary this season after a tour
that took it as far from Amsterdam as
Tokyo, played its first concert on November 3. 1888. Before it was ten years
old. Mengelberg became its conductor,
and for the next fifty years it was his
instrument. Only twenty -four when he
first came to its podium, he nonetheless
possessed the powers needed to put his
personal mark on whatever he did. Although nearly twenty years have passed
since he stepped down, it can be argued
that the Concertgebouw is still Mengel berg's orchestra. that the only tradition
it has is the one he gave it, and that
none of his successors has had the skill
or, indeed, the desire to alter this.
TURNING TO the Mengelberg version of
the Beethoven Seventh (Philips PHM
500042), one hears a Dionysian frenzy,
which makes the work appear not merely
the apotheosis of the dance but the
apotheosis of the sensual as well. By
today's standards the performance is
highly mannered. and it demonstrates at
times that the wartime Concertgebouw
had some weaknesses in personnel (notably the solo horn). Yet today's standards are not really very relevant. Although this is one of the most frequently
played symphonies in the international
repertory, few listeners under fifty are
likely to have heard a performance of
this type. The record reopens a hitherto
closed book, making plain a chapter in
the history of musical taste.
The same applies to the Schubert
recordings and. to a lesser extent, the
Brahms. A Mengelberg performance of
the Great C major Symphony was available for a time on a Capitol transfer
from Telefunken. Those who still have
it will find the new one of the same
vintage, but for most it must count as a
discovery. Free and luxuriously romantic
in manner, the present Schubert Ninth
(Philips PHM 500041) pours forth with
an abundance of energy that gives it
the necessary drive and carries it to the
crest of noble climactic outbursts. I am
all for the Toscanini approach to this
score, but if we are to have it in a ripely

romantic statement, Mengelberg's is a
great one.
In the Unfinished and the Rosamunde
excerpts that go with it (Philips PHM
500044) the challenge is less severe and
the results proportionately less spectacular, but these are impressive documents
of the man nonetheless.
Those who know the Furtwängler recording of the Brahms First will know

78

what to expect from Mengelberg (Philips
PHM 500043) but the Furtwängler is
really the better expression of this approach. You will do better with Mengel berg's Brahms Second (Telefunken TH
7005). The trombones are unbelievable
( Mengelberg always had superlative brass
choirs), and the music is filled with a
romantic aura which I greatly doubt
could be duplicated today. The Fourth
(Telefunken TH 97010) is only slightly
less effective (I am reminded of a recent
occasion when I heard Karajan attempt
a performance of this type and fail to
achieve the coalescence and stylistic impact heard here). Just for the record,
Mengelberg also recorded the Brahms
Third, the first version commonly available to contain the first movement repeat. It too deserves revival.
Nikisch, Furtwängler, and Mengelberg
all achieved great success with Tchaikovsky, but only Mengelberg's version
of the Fifth, played with the Berlin
Philharmonic in 1940 (Telefunken TH
97001) remains. The manner is free,
and the purple pages are very purple,
but this performance typifies an era.
The Pathétique (Telefunken TH 97002)
is a Concertgebouw recording from the
following year, but I feel the interpretative point of view is better exemplified in
the Furtwängler Berlin edition now in
Angel's "Great Recordings."
The Mahler Symphony No. 4 (Philips
PHM 500040) comes from one who
knew the composer and, indeed, directed
the score in his presence. I do not think
it has the authority of the Bruno Walter
version. There are a number of liberties
(a notable one in the fourth bar) but
there is also a rosy glow that is not to
be ignored.
The Philips series as released in Europe contained eight symphonies of Beethoven. The versions of the Fifth and
Ninth (Philips PHM 2502) are both
less interesting as documentations of
style than the better -known Furtwängler
versions, the Fifth of 1947 on Deutsche
Grammophon and the Bayreuth Ninth in
the "Great Recordings of the Century."
But anyone with a grain of historic
curiosity cannot help wondering what
Mengelberg did with this music, and the
Philips records make the answer gratifyingly explicit. I feel that the Furtwängler sets are, however, more likely to
win sympathy today.
A German critic has called Mengelberg
a man from the legendary time of the
heroes of the music stand. I am not
sure if that implication of a Homeric age
is precisely the one I would make, but
certainly there was a day, now past,
when there were more great conductors
than there were orchestras worthy of
their skill. These Mengelberg recordings,
although made during World War II,
reflect a cultural climate that was largely
dead by the close of World War I.
Mengelberg was an anachronism. There
isn't a conductor living today who could
duplicate these performances, with their
consistency and conviction. They are
more than heroic. They are a window
onto another age, another sort of artistic life, another Zeitgeist. The window
entices one to pause and look.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Written at the very birth of Chris tendons, CLAUDIA'S LETTER is a
monumental document of impact
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a collector to acquire an album of
such immense proportions. CLAUDIA'S
LETTER is a masterpiece of dramatic
interpretation. Marjorie Lord's sensitively characterized portrayal of
Claudia
without question -among
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CLAUDIA'S LETTER is, indeed, an event
... an achievement ...
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of literature, art and music."
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serious collection.
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may be contrived out of an utterly unbelievable fabric is unimportant -what
is essential is to put each of the leading characters into position for their
songs; and to see to it that each of
them is rounded off, and the entangled
relationships straightened out, before the
evening is over. (There was also the
purely practical matter of giving each
of the prima donnas what he or she
felt was his due in the way of florid.
showy music to sing.) It is then up to
the composer to express the situation
vividly enough in the music to bring
conviction to the scene.
A good example of this in Alcina
concerns Ruggiero, the nominal "protagonist" of the work ( though Bradamante
is really the most highly developed
figure). The big change in Ruggiero's
attitude comes when he recalls the
maxims of upright conduct taught him
by his old tutor, Atlante; up to this
point, Ruggiero, under the spell of the
enchantress Alcina, has spurned the attentions of Bradamante, his betrothed,
and has behaved in a thoroughly churlish
fashion to the other characters. As he
recalls his noble code. however, a change
takes place, and we begin to see, in
the arias for Ruggiero from here to the
end of the opera, that he is in reality a
valorous, chivalrous, sensitive, devoted
soul, misled by the blandishments of
Alcina's magic. Now. the shameless invention whereby Ruggiero is recalled to
Life's Duty is this: his sidekick, a basso
named Melisso, disguises himself as
Atlante (the tutor), and bearing a magic
ring belonging to a super -enchantress
more powerful than Alcina, he appears
to Ruggiero repeating the maxims of
conduct. He is evidently a veritable Lon
Chaney when it comes to make -up, for
Ruggiero, who certainly ought to know
an
Atlante when he sees one, is
thoroughly conned. Having administered
his after- school lesson, Melisso becomes
Melisso again; Ruggiero says (roughly):
"What happened to Atlante?" and Melisso says, "Oh, I just did that to get
you back on the beam." Let no one who
laughs at the Siegfried dragon keep a
straight face.
Well, one simply has to swallow it.
The basic themes of the libretto, however wretchedly handled, are powerful.
The smashing of the urn of enchanted
powers, the return of reality after illusion, the "setting free" of those in
Alcina's spell
this is one of the
commonest and most powerful symbolic
messages in Western art (see The Tempest, for instance). And Bradamante,
the wife, risking her all to win back
her bewitched lover. is another. And
hard as it may be to accept the numberless scenes which begin with one character saying to another, for no believable reason at all, "You are a coward
and a knave, go to. stupid!." it is really
not so much harder to believe in than
the Swan, or the Grail, or Manrico's
sudden appearance in the cloister, just
when things are getting rough.
Handel, like Verdi and Wagner, makes
things relatively easy by writing extraordinary music. On records, the long
parade of A -B -A arias can grow a bit
wearisome, especially the first time
through. With repeated hearing, though,
the arias begin to seem familiar friends,
and the work's structure, turning slowly
and steadily before us. assumes a more
definite shape. Merely because the tunes

-all
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does not mean that
repetition will turn up nothing new. The
score's beauties are too numerous to list.
For me, a particularly enlightening
moment came with Alcina's great lament,
"Alt, 7ttio cur, schernito sei." This is
the most familiar number in the work
we are used to it as a rather slogging
aria antica, with a dull accompaniment,
and minus its center section, "Ma, the fa
gemendo." Of course, the placing of it
in context lends it an extra dimension
to start with-but it is positively transformed by the orchestration of its accompaniment (strings pizzicato with continuo). The effect is pure magic, and
the song becomes extremely poignant,
Alcina herself a believable woman.
Among the other outstanding arias are
two others for Alcina: "Tornanti a vagIteggiar," which concludes Act I, and
"Mi restallo le lagrime." Her dramatic
recitative, "Ah! Ruggiero crude!!," with
its unusual and difficult (and expressive)
intervals, is also noteworthy, as is a
unique aria for Bradamante, which is
addressed to two characters, the lines
being alternately directed from one to
the other. Even the least of the opera's
numbers is gracefully and effectively
written for the voice.
The cast is exceptionally strong,
especially for an age that supposedly
possesses no singers capable of meeting
Handel's demands. The most consistently

J

PLAYER!

singer is Teresa Berganza,
who, whether in the florid intricacies
of "Sta nett lrcana pietrosa tuna" or
the even, placid line of "Verdi prati"
( the
best singing on the set) is never
less than wholly satisfying. The Bradamante, Monica Sinclair. has not quite
this vocal command. being inclined toward a mouthy. spread tone, but she
too handles the runs extremely well,
and has exciting moments. Of the two
secondary sopranos, I actually prefer the
newcomer, Mirella Freni, whose clear
fragile tone never loses its body, and
who phrases with great intelligence. The
admirable Sciutti is not gratefully cast,
being given some fairly high. declamatory music which her delicate, slightly
thin voice just can't negotiate without
strain. Luigi Alva brings off his arias
with dash and polish; his tenor sometimes inclines to nasality. but not unpleasantly so. Ezio Flagello is exceptionally strong in the thankless role of
Melisso -few voices make a richer sound.
And what of Miss Sutherland? Well,
she is assuredly a better Alcina than
she was a Gilda. but it still seems to
me that she is a long way from her potential in this music. She is awfully good
when it comes to the embellishments
the half -tone trill is as lovely, as perfectly even a sound as one will ever
hear, and the florid writing is carried
off with tremendous accuracy and assurance. with several startling excursions
into the very high regions. But in
recitative, and in the slower sections of
the arias. there is just too much singing
that can't be classified as good. The tone
is frequently hooty, the intonation often
a shade flat, the coloration unvaried,
vowel formation almost nonexistent.
And there is still the singer's insistence
on making each vaguely sad moment
sound like the end of the world -always
in the same fashion. As with her Gilda
and her Lucia. one gets an itch to administer a hotfoot. Still, she has many
wonderful moments, and even if her
singing were completely unsuccessful.
that would hardly be enough to ruin

-

the set.
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able impression: the orchestral work is
clean and well articulated, and
tempos are firm. Sometimes one can't
help thinking what a conductor of real
stature -Beecham, of course, comes to
mind -would have done with something
like the accompaniment to "La bocca
vaga." But such speculation is doubtless
futile; Bonynge's work offers no ground
for serious complaint. and everyone
seems to play well and sing well for him.
I also suspect that his interpretation will

In spite of the old canard about the
superiority of American winds and European strings it is definitely the wind
players (unidentified) who emerge here
with top honors. The composer expresses
his satisfaction with the performances
in his program notes on the jacket cover
but he cannot be completely satisfied
with some of the tentative string playing
in the Etudes. Nevertheless the over -all
impression of performance (and sound)

wear well.
London's sound (in the stereo version,
at least) is unimpeachable, the accompanying booklet. with notes, text, and
translation, serviceable. though Peggie
Cochrane's English version of the libretto
seems to me unnecessarily blunt and
"square," emphasizing the arbitrary nature of many of the transitions. All in

The Etudes provide some of the most
interesting music on the record. The
strong Prelude and the fugal finale, both
roughly on the line of the Concerto
Grosso No.
by Martin's compatriot
Ernest Bloch, are impressive well -made
movements. A running. sliding study in
"links" and an étude "pour l'expression
et le 'Sostenuto' " have a good deal of
character. Only the central pizzicato
movement. clever but coy, is out of place
with the rest.
The Concerto has an easy, flowing
first movement in which the parade of
seven wind soloists is made to seem
natural and attractive. Even more important. the shape and character of the
movement grows out of the way these
soloists make their appearances. each
with his own characteristic thing to say
but each contributing to the building up
of the whole. That is. of course, the way
it ought to be. Unfortunately, the last
two movements do not manage so well.
The second has an incessant annoying
ostinato that never seems to be anything
more than an awkward device and the
busy, Stravinskyan finale never really
shakes loose. One has the feeling in
these last two movements that Martin
is stuck with his seven winds and would
really like to treat them merely as an
orchestral wind section.
E.S.

very

all, an important release.
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Pilar Lorengar, Donald Grobe. Dietrich
Fischer -Dieskau, et al.

For

a

feature review of this recording,

see page 64.

HUMMEL: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in B minor, Op. 90
tBoieldieu: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in F
Martin Galling, piano; Innsbruck Symphony Orchestra. Robert Wagner, cond.
Vox PL 12250. LP. $4.98.
Vox STPL 512250. SD. $4.98.
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Hummel's Concerto is stylistically halfway between those by Mozart and those
by Chopin. Presumably. the flowing,
quiet entrance of the solo piano in the
first movement could sound really affecting in the hands of a top artist such
as Fleisher, Vásàry. or Rubinstein (or,
indeed, Vox's own Rena Kyriakou) but
in Mr. Galling's plodding and angular
playing the effect is merely dull and
mechanical. When the pyrotechnics begin, however, the pianist proves himself a worthy executant. Similarly, the
orchestral backing is competent without
ever being quite first -rate. This music
is deserving of a recording. and it is good
to have one around. It will, however,
be chiefly of interest to musicologists.
The Concerto by Adrien François
Boieldieu (1775 -1834) would be eminently suitable to transcribe for a toy
music box. Galling rattles off the incredibly banal artificialities with consummate ease and sounds perfectly at
home in this score.
The recorded sound on both sides is
H.G.
clear and well balanced.

MARTIN: Concerto for Seven Wind
Instruments, Timpani, Percussion,
and String Orchestra; Etudes for
String Orchestra
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande. Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONDON CM 9310.
LP. $4.98.
LONDON CS 6241.
SD. $5.98.

Frank Martin wrote these works as display pieces for two orchestras of his
native Switzerland, and they succeed in
demonstrating the abilities of the instrumentalists of still a third ensemble from
that small country. The playing is not
all on quite the same level, however.

MENDELSSOHN: Overture for Wind
Music, Op. 24; Funeral March, in
A minor, Op. 103-See Wagner:
March in Homage to Ludwig II of
Bavaria.

MOZART: Fantasias for Piano: in D
minor, K. 397; in C minor, K. 475.
Sonatas for Piano: No. 8, in A
minor, K. 310; No. 11, in A, K.
I

1

.

I

331

Wilhelm Kempff. piano.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

LP.

LPM 18707.

$5.98.
DEUTSCHE

GRAMMOPHON

SLPM

138707. SD. $6.98.
is a Mozartean of astonishing
breadth. vision, and grandeur; under his
hands, the music tingles with pulsating
vitality. For one of all too few occasions.
we are permitted to confront Mozart with
all his passion undiluted. Needless to
add, the experience is altogether revelatory and quite unforgettable.
The venerable German pianist is one
of the few remaining artists in the grand
tradition -the tradition that included
Landowska. and I would imagine, Von
Billow. In his work there is mated an

Kempff

incorruptible integrity, granitelike austerity. and emotional freedom. He is
also a formidable scholar, and it is quite
apparent that he has gone directly to
the Ur -text edition for the raw material
of his interpretation. but has not hesitated to supply additional detail from his
own fountainhead of knowledge. Indeed.
he frequently departs from Mozart's instructions, but in his case. one has the
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RANGER -PARAGON

TRIMLINE 54

produces precision loudspeaker systems which are acknowledged to be the finest in all
respects by critics, scientists, musicians, engineers, and composers throughout the world. JBL systems
are the reference standard for excellence in studios, laboratories, and the listening rooms of audio
connoisseurs. They range in size and complexity from the magnificent JBL Ranger - Paragon to the
ultra- compact new Trimline 54. Each is the finest of its kind; one is certain to fit sour needs exactly.
The most popular of the more elaborate JBL systems is the highly versatile Apollo. This is a
Linear- Efficiency system of moderate dimensions but life -scale reproduction.
The new JBL Model C53 is a shelf -size, ducted port acoustical enclosure t`vo -feet wide, one foot deep, designed for use with any one of three different JBL Linear- Efficiency speaker systems.
The JBL Ranger- Paragon is an integrated stereo system with two matched, three -way speaker
systems. The radial panel distributes true stereo to every position in the listening area.
The sensational new Trimline 54 reproduces full, fundamental bass in les' than a cubic foot
of space by employing a passive low frequency radiator.
All are distinguished by their fine craftsmanship, clean visual design, anc meticulous finish.
These are but four of many JBL systems. Write for your free copy of the complete JBL catalog and
the name of the Authorized JBL Audio Specialist in your community.
JBL
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feeling that the departures are the carefully considered license of an extraordinary artist rather than the willful self aggrandizement of a superego.
As with Landowska, Kempff's treatment of rhythm is extremely free. He
makes much of tenutos and other such
devices in the Mozartean lexicon, he
phrases with tremendous force and tension (very often achieved by sharp
punctuation followed by terse understatement), and he makes the most of
the operatic vocal -aria element in the
writing. The playing is often lavishly
rubato in feeling, but (miracle of miracles) it never falls into fragments
thanks to Kempff's constant suggestion
of forward pulse and movement. Rigorous discipline and ardent freedom are
satisfyingly joined in his pianism. Again
with Landowska, Kempff shares a basic
conception of classical piano tone. Although a wash of color is superimposed
over the music by stringent use of the
sustaining pedal, both of these artists
favor a rather dry. pointillistic fin gerwork. Indeed, their digital independence is something to marvel at.
In one important respect Kempff
differs from Landowska: he does not
embellish Mozart's text as she did, being
instead content to adhere to the composer's explicitly notated ornaments only.
There is a great deal to be said for both
of these viewpoints, but Kempff's has
my vote.
The most marvelous quality of this
collection. however. is the individual
characterization of each piece. For example, Kempff carefully differentiates between the sorrow of the D minor Fantasy
and the altogether hopeless despair one
feels in the C minor work. His AIla
Turca movement of K. 331 has splendid
vigor, and the retardation of the final
section ends that piece in ennobling style.
Finally, Kempff is the first pianist known
to me on records who rightly makes the
contrast between the clipped appoggiatura
in the opening subject of the A minor
Sonata's first movement as first presented, and its expansion -both metrically and harmonically -the second time
around. To lose this particular detail
is to lose sight of the evolution of human

-

compassion out of stringent relentlessness-which is the whole point of this
particular movement, one of the greatest
Mozart ever penned.
Unquestionably, this release is an exemplary addition to the scant catalogue
of truly great Mozart recordings, and
DGG has beautifully caught the rich
solidity of Kempffs instrument.
H.G.

MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Ex-

hibition
tBalakirev: Islamey

Gary Graffman, piano.
COLUMBIA ML 5791.
COLUMBIA MS 6391.

LP. $4.98.
SD. $5.98.

I suspect that most of those who have
seen the Hartmann drawings which in-

spired Mussorgsky's Pictures will agree
with me that the composer was taking
a very flattering view of those drab and
uncreative works. Graffman who adheres
to the original Mussorgsky text (the
Lamm edition printed by the U.S.S.R.
State Publishing House). unfortunately
is much too close to Hartmann in spirit.
Where most pianists strive for vivid,
colorful effects in their performances,
this player's dry objectivity and mono chromaticism produce a result more suggestive of a business graph than an
opulent canvas. Columbia's earlier disc
CIRCLE:

61

by Richter continues to lead the field
for this work, although the Firkusny

(DGG) and Richter (Artia) versions
are also fine performances and offer

more up -to -date sound.
Islarney, one of the most difficult
pyrotechnical feats to bring off, is
thoroughly congenial to Graffman, and
he delivers an exciting performance
graced by showy brilliance and tightly
coiled rhythmic resilience.
Columbia. in seeking to make Graff man's playing sound bigger than it did
on his Victor recordings. has placed
the microphones further back, thereby
allowing more hall resonance to seep
into the sound. This effect, it seems to
me, is excessive throughout much of
the Mussorgsky, the sonics of which are
echoic and often smudgy. The Balakirev
is more compact in tone, and therefore
more satisfactory.
H.G.

OBRECHT: Missa Salve diva parens:
Kyrie-See
Ockeghem:
Missa
Mi-mi.
OCKEGHEM: Missa Mi-mi

tObrecht: Missa Salve diva parens:
Kyrie
Renaissance Chorus of New York, Harold Brown. cond.
BAROQUE 9004.
LP. $4.98.
Mr. Brown continues his praiseworthy

efforts to record hitherto unrecorded
works by masters of the early Renaissance. His chorus spins the lovely lines
of this music in long curves and with
good intonation. Unfortunately, however. the tone has a disembodied quality.
as though this were all Gregorian chant:
and there is throughout the Mass a
sameness of mood whose funereal aspect is intensified by Mr. Brown's habit
of frequently allowing the sound to
die away
sinking and sagging that
seem to have little relation to the textual or musical situation.
N.B.

-a

PACHELBEL: Partitas: No. 1, in F:
No. 2, in C minor; Canon and

Gigue-See Telemann:
polonese, in A minor.

Sonata

PAGANINI: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, No. 1, in D, Op. 6
tSaint- Saëns: Introduction and Rondo capriccioso for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 28
Erick Friedman, violin; Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Walter Hendl, cond.
RCA VICTOR LM 2610. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2610. SD. $5.98.
This is the first solo recording by
Erick Friedman, the twenty- three -yearold protégé of Jascha Heifetz. his other
disc appearance having been with Heifetz
in the Bach Double Concerto. The young
man proves at once that he belongs in
the front rank of today's fiddlers. His
technique is absolutely secure. and he
is particularly adept at spiccato -that
springy style of bowing which is so difficult to keep on an even keel. His tone
is at once brilliant and seductive, and he
has developed definite interpretative
ideas. In both the Paganini Concerto.
for which he supplied his own quite
effective cadenza. and the Saint -Saëns
Introduction and Rondo capriccioso,
these ideas involve a good deal of
rhythmic flexibility; but here it is not
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out of place. Hendl and the Chicago Symsupport,
phony
provide satisfactory
though there is a passage in the orchestral exposition of the first movement
of the Paganini that is different from
that in any edition I have heard. The
sonics are good, with the soloist placed
in fine relief against the orchestra.
Young Friedman is definitely a violinist
P.A.
to be watched -and heard.

-

Yesterday there were 21-.r orded versions
of Tchaikovsky's First Piano Concerto..,
today there is only Wig!

PALESTRINA: Missa Papae Marcelli;
Motets (8)

-1MPP-

Regensburg Cathedral Choir, Theobald
Schrems, cond.
ARCHIVE ARC 3182. LP. $5.98.
$6.98.
ARCHIVE ARC 73182. SD.

This performance of the Pope Marcellus
Mass is a considerable improvement
over Archive's earlier recording (with
a different chorus and conductor), but
it seems a pity that with a great many
Masses by the same master unrecorded,
this company had to repeat the only
one it has done so far. The present all male choir sings with fine tone and
good intonation; there is considerable
transparency in the sound; and the serenity of this lovely work is nicely conveyed. The only drawback in the performance, it seems to me, is a sameness of tempo in the various sections:
only in the "Et incarnants" and final
" Aneen" of the Credo is the pace appreciably slowed or quickened in conformity with the meaning of the text.
On the whole, this performance is
superior not only to the older Archive
but to the Vox, though not, I think, to
the Epic, now no longer listed.
Of the motets on the other side, the
most extensive is also the most beautiful
-Incipit Orazio, a setting of one of the
Lamentations of Jeremiah. The stereo
is especially effective in the two motets
for double chorus: Laudate Dotninunt
N.B.
onenes gentes and Jubilate Deo.

PEETERS: Missa Landis for Choir
and Organ; Four Pieces for Organ
Max Miller, organ (in the Missa Landis);
Theodore Marier, organ (in the Four
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The No.1 pianist of our time...

Herbert von

KARAJAN

The No.1 conductor of our time...

Piano Concerto No.1 in B Flat Minor

TCHAIKOVSKY

The No.1 piano concerto of all time...
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SVIATOSLAV RICHTER
TCHAIKOVSKY PIANO CONCERTO NO.1
HERBERT VON KARAJAN, conductor

Pieces); Cecilia Society (Boston), Theodore Marier, cond.
MCLAUGHLIN & REILLY MR 10015.
LP. $4.98.
MCLAUGHLIN & REILLY MR 20015.
SD. $5.98.

The old tradition of the practicing performer- composer survives today mainly
in church music. Flor Peeters belongs
to a great line of Belgian organist -composers and he has a considerable reputation in that rather strange and closed
world of contemporary ecclesiastical
music. Unfortunately, the tradition of
practical church music has entered a
neoarchaic phase -comparable to the
period out of which church architecture
which
finally seems to be emerging
the best qualities of the old tradition
are submerged without the possibility
of any really new and contemporary
expression. The neo- Gregorianism of the
Missa Laudis, for example, rejects some
of the most fascinating implications of
medieval musical thought by subordinating linear qualities to a big harmonic
sound and by squaring off the supple,
complex flow of early chant -based music
into nineteenth -century measured phrases.
The composer's skills are turned to
better account in the organ works. These
are "characteristic pieces" with a neo-

-in

Mono: LPM 18 822

Stereo: SLPM 138 822

The No.1 recording of our time...
/

SUPERB RECORDINGS BEAUTIFULLY PACKAGED
DIRECT IMPORT/ FACTORY SEALED

For a list of other fine Deutsche Grammophon albums, write:
MGM RECORDS, CLASSICAL DIVISION, 550 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
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A CHRISTMAS OFFERING

Members of The Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra
HERBERT VON KARAJAN
Silent Night; Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing; We Three Kings Of
Orient Are; Angels We Have
Heard On High; 0 Tannenbaum;
God Rest Ye .Merry Gentlemen;

lt Came Upon The Midnight

Clear; Vom Himmel Hoch (Bach);
Sweet L'il Jesus; Ave Maria
(Schubert); 0 Holy Night; Ave
Maria (Bach- Gounod); Alleluja
(K. 165) (Mozart).
Mono 5644
Stereo OS 25280

classical or rather neobaroque manner
and a more modern content, often of a
somewhat popular cast. There is reasonable and skillful exploitation of the very
limited materials and ideas. The performances are capable and the recordings
made in Boston and Cambridge-have
decent sound. Only a stereo version was
available for review.
E.S.

-

PROKOFIEV: The Love for Three
Oranges: Orchestral Suite, Op. 33a

tChopin: Les Sylphides
Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler,
cond.
RCA VicroR LM 2621. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2621. SD. $5.98.
These are whopping big -sound recordings
and, by and large, someone forgot to
put the music in. The Prokofiev is over engineered for a Hollywood Bowl sound,
with a booming bass and plenty of reverb. Niceties and not -so- niceties fall by
the wayside, and performance imprecisions are (perhaps mercifully) buried.
Chopin (or rather Chopin -Leroy Anfares somewhat
erson -Peter
Hodge)
better. possibly because the quieter. more
romantic character of the work was
better adapted to the performance conditions and because the sonic results
seem more humane. I frankly expected
this orchestration -expressly produced
for the occasion
be high- powered
and brilliant. The actual results have the
conventional dullness of theatre orchestration of the last century, as if Chopin
himself
perhaps Massenet-had done
the job. It has a sort of Victorian
stolidness about it: something in the way
of salon elegance might have been more
appropriate, (What ever happened, by
the way, to the old original Russian
orchestration ?) The performances here
are full and romantic although the intensity and expression often seem put
on and merely conventional.
E.S.

-to
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NOW! EVERY COPY OF
high fidelity
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

WITH THIS

BEAUTIFUL BINDER
ONLY

$250 EACH

RACHMANINOFF: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 2, in C minor, Op. 18
Van Cliburn, piano; Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, cond.
RCA VICTOR LM 2601. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2601. SD. $5.98.

This is a brilliantly unlifelike recording.
The sound is very beautiful but completely different from what one would
hear in the concert hall. In actual performance the Rachmaninoff Concertos,
with their active scoring, tend to swamp
at least thoroughly enmesh -the
piano solo; here the keyboard instrument
looms big on the horizon with the orchestra following at a respectful distance in the aural framework. Personally,
I like the balance provided here, for
it enables one really to hear the scintillant detail of the solo part. (Or perhaps
I should say that I like the balance
on this particular recording, for Cliburn's pianism is so cleanly articulated
that his playing can withstand scrutiny
as severe as this.) Moreover. most of
the really important details in the orchestra come through, with the result that
for once one can actually have one's
cake and eat it too.
For me. this performance has irresistible beauty. That beauty stems from the
lucidity, simplicity, and plain good taste
which characterize the present reading
from first note to last. To be sure, this
is a resplendent, romantic interpretation,

-or
NO MORE LOST ISSUES

KEEPS COPIES IN PERFECT CONDITION

BEAUTIFUL ADDITION TO ANY BOOKSHELF
LEATHERETTE FINISH -EMBOSSED IN 16k GOLD
CUSTOM MADE TO HOLD 12 ISSUES
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. ALLOW 30 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

PREEM ASSOCIATES. INC.
21 E. 40th St.. New York 16. N.Y.
Please send me the following binder(s).
I endos. $2.50 for each.
Binder(s) for HIGH FIDELITY
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE
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but it always preserves equilibrium and
remains aesthetically honest. In fact,
both Cliburn and Reiner play with
such note -to -note continuity that many
listeners may not immediately realize
that this is an extremely broadly paced
rendition. In the slow movement especially, the tonal caress and easy sense of
motion are something to prize.
Cliburn does not attempt to spin out
a ravishing cantilena such as Richter
produces in his recordings of the Concerto. The American's playing is altogether closer to that of Rachmaninoff
himself. His piano tone is round and
cushioned, while the orchestra (distant
though it is) forms a phalanx of glowing sonority around it. Musically, everything sounds natural -and unfailingly
right.
In short, this is my absolute favorite
of all the versions now available (although I won't be so rash as to pronounce summarily that it is "the best"
of so many good ones). The stereo
pressing offers just that bit more vividness and detail to be worth the extra
H.G.
dollar.
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MUSIC IN THE EUROPEAN TRADITION

Lt-

SUPERB RECORDINGS/ BEAUTIFULLY PACKAGED
DIRECT IMPORT /FACTORY SEALED
o.
PUCCINI OPERA ARIAS
SANDOK KK ONTI Tenor
,

TEATRO ALLA SCALA

DON lyMCOS

SAINT -SAENS: Carnaval des animaux-See Britten: Young Person.,
Guide to the Orchestra, Op.

34.

Introduction and
Rondo capriccioso for Violin and
Orchestra, Op. 28 -See Paganini:
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra,
No. 1, in D, Op. 6.

SA INT-SAENS:

Puccini:

Verdi: DON CARLOS Complete opera,
La Scala production, with Stella, Cos sotto, Christoff, Labo, Bastianini, Vinco.
(4.12 ", boxed, 4- language libretto)
LPM 18 760/3 stereo: SLPM 138 760/3

OPERA ARIAS

Sandor Konya,

"Tosca," "La
Bohème," "Turandot," "Manon Lestaut," others.
stereo: SLPEM 136 370
LPEM 19 370
arias

from

Tenor,

in

Bartok:

THE COMPLETE STRING QUAR-

SCHUBERT: ¡Mass No. 3, in B flat;
Deutsche Messe, in F
EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS SONGS

Elisabeth Thomann, soprano; Gertrude
Jahn. contralto; Stafford Wing. tenor:
Kunikazu Ohashi. bass; Chamber Choir
and Pro Musica Orchestra (Vienna),
Hans Gillesberger. cond.
Vox PL 980. LP. $4.98.
Vox STPL 500980. SD. $4.98.
Schubert's six canonical Masses (the
German Mass does not fall into orthodox
liturgical form) are one of the great
pages in the history of vocal music. a
page that is known to far too few
persons outside Austria. Erich Leinsdorf,
who recently gave us a stereo version
of the great Mass in E flat (the last
of the series), recalls the pleasure he
had as a student in Vienna in attending church services where these works
were actually in use, for Schubert's
Masses (unlike those of Bach. Beethoven.
and Verdi) are short enough and sufficiently limited in their demands to he
"practical" works for any choir director
with reasonable resources. It is depressing, therefore, how few of them
have been recorded and how long we
have had to wait for the complete set.
With the release of No. 3, however. the
six are now in the catalogue.
No. 3 is not devotional in the usual
sense (neither are some of the Mozart
Masses). It suggests the theatre as much
as the church, while its lyricism reflects
that universal Schubertian radiance we
know from the songs and symphonies. It
has probably received better performances than the one recorded here, but
this is a good one, quite good enough
to make you love the work. The soloists
are all unknown. but competent: the
choir and orchestra are good, and the
recording is bright and full.
The German Mass is also available

From Eight Nations: EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS SONGS Maria Stader, Soprano;
Munich Boys' Choir; organ & instrumental accompaniment. With leaflet of
song texts.
LPEM 19 266
stereo: SLPEM 136 266

Piano Recital: SVIATOSLAV RICHTER
The great Russian master in a London recorded program of Haydn, Chopin,
Debussy, and Prokofiev's Sonata No. 8.
LPM 18 766

lIIIIIIIIIIIIII

stereo: SLPM 138 766

Six masterworks brilliantly
played by The Hungarian Quartet.
(3.12 ", boxed, with booklet inc. musical examples)
LPM 18 650/2 stereo: SLPM 138 650/2
TETS

Beethoven: THE COMPLETE PIANO CONSuperb new recordings by
CERTOS
Wilhelm Kempff with the Berlin Philharmonic conducted by Ferdinand Leitner. (4 -12 ", boxed, with booklet)
LPM 18 770/3 stereo: SLPM 138 770/3

For a list of other fine Deutsche Grammophon albums, write:
MGM RECORDS, CLASSICAL DIVISION, 550 FIFTH AVENUE, HEW YORK 36, N.Y.
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on DGG 138676. Neither that edition
nor the present set has an ideal balance
between the voices and the winds. In the
Vox the winds dominate the texture in
a number of places where they should
be more subdued. The DGG, on the
other hand, does not make enough of
the wind parts. Both performances are
reverent and effective, and the Vox coupling makes for a somewhat better return per dollar invested.
R.C.M.

the bass. The other movements are
pleasant enough and well made. but
rarely. it seems to me. attain distinction. The Telemann Suite. by the way,
is not played by "violin and harpsichord."
as both the label and the sleeve have it,
but by a string orchestra. Except for a
moment or two when the cello is not
quite on pitch. the performances are
competent and the sound is excellent.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No. 1, in B flat
minor, Op. 23

WAGNER: March in Homage to Ludwig II of Bavaria: Funeral Symphony in Memory of Carl Maria
von Weber
tMendelssohn: Overture for Wind
Music, Op. 24; Funeral March, in
A minor, Op. 103

Sviatoslav Richter, Herbert von Karajan.

For
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MESSIAH:
Handel. Joan Sutherland, Kenneth McKellar;
Sir Adrian Boult, London Symphony & Chorus.
reels. London 080077- $21.95
Complete

-2

MESSIAH:
Handel. H. Scherchen conducting Vienna Academy
Chorus & Soloists; Vienna State Opera Orch.
reels. Westminster 4124- $23.95
Complete

-2

A CHRISTMAS OFFERING:
Leontyne Price, Von Karajan. Vienna Philharmonic

& Chorus. London #70049 -$6.95

CHRISTMAS CAROLS:
Mantovani. London #70036

feature review of this recording,

TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker Suite,
Op. 71a; 1812 Overture, Op. 49;
Marche slave, Op. 31

of

,I

a

see page 61.

-56.95

CHRISTMAS ORGAN & CHIMES:
Charles Smart, James Blades.
London #70037 -56.95

SONGS OF PRAISE:
Mantovani. London #70048 -56.95

CHRISTMAS TIME:

Roger Williams- Concert Orch.
Kapp #41019 -$7.95

TWENTY-TWO BEST LOVED
CHRISTMAS PIANO CONCERTOS:
George Greeley. Warner Bros. !1338 -$7.95
SOUND OF CHRISTMAS:
Deck the Halls. Orch. & Chorus.

KappMedallion #47012 -57.95
HAPPY HOLIDAY:

Wally Scott & Orch. Warner Bros. #1341 -57.95

MUSIC FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS:
Frank Chacksfield & Orch.
Richmond #45014 -54.95

CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS ALBUM:
Cyril Stapleton Orch.; Children's Chorus.
Richmond #45015 -$4.95
Ask your music or electronics dealer to play the
Christmas releases of United Stereo Tape.

Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra, Odd Grüner- Hegge, cond.
RCA CAMDLN CAL 630. LP. $1.98.
RCA CAMDEN CAS 630. SD. $2.98.

A fine combination of sparkle and sensitivity marks these clean -cut, often exciting performances. For those who are
willing to forego the extra cannon shots
and cathedral bells in the 18/2 Overture. this admirably recorded disc will
make an inexpensive cornerstone
basic library.

in a

P.A.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6,
in B minor, Op. 74 ( "Pathétique ")
Philharmonia Orchestra, Otto Klemperer,
cond.

Klemperer and Tchaikovsky sound like
strange disc fellows. and indeed they
are: the present album marks the first
time the eminent German conductor has
ever recorded anything by the Russian
master. This meeting of minds is an
interesting one. As one might expect.
Klemperer doesn't weep over the

Pathétique;

he treats it as pure music
and. as a result. gives us one of the
most lucid readings this work has ever
had on records. There is clarity in
every passage, with inner voices assuming
interesting new proportions. Altogether,
here is a fresh concept with clean lines.
yet with plenty of passion. Only the
third movement sounds a trifle deliberate
and static. The solidity and transparency of Klemperer's interpretation
have been carried over to the stereo reproduction.
P.A.

Jorgen Ernst Hansen. harpsichord; Members of the Societas Musica Chamber
Orchestra (Copenhagen).
WASHINGTON WLP 463. LP.
$4.98.

Outstanding here are the lively first
Allegro of Telemann's Sonata polonese,
with its folklike flavor: the rather expressive Sarabande of Pachelbel's C
minor Partita: and his imposing three part Canon over an ostinato figure in
104

Musique des Gardiens de la Paix. Désiré Dondeyne, cond.
WESTMINSTER WXN 19014. LP. $4.98.
WESTMINSTLR WST
17014. SD.
$5.98.

The complete Wagnerite will want to
have these little -known and rarely heard
sidelights on the master's skill, and surely
they are interesting examples of his
ability to score for an ensemble without
strings. The historic associations are
more important than the musical substance. however. and one should not
expect to find either work a forgotten
masterpiece. The Mendelssohn is even
slighter stuff. but it too illuminates the
composer's career as a writer of hand
music. The performers are the official
instrumentalists of the Parisian police,
and they have been recorded in a big,
resonant dungeon of a place that conveys
an appropriately funereal atmosphere but
gives little in the way of intimacy.

R.C.M.

ANGEL 35787. LP.
$4.98.
ANGEL S 35787. SD.
$5.98.

TELEMANN: Sonata polonese, in A
minor; Trio Sonata. in F minor;
Suite for Orchestra, in A
tPachelbel: Partitas: No. 1, in F: No.
2, in C minor: Canon and Gigue

CIRCLE

N.B.

RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY
KAREL ANCERL and ZDENEK
CHALABALA: Opera Overtures
Mozart: Die Zauberflöte. Rossini: Guillaume Tell. Smetana: The Bartered Bride.
Verdi: La Form del destino. Weber: Der
Freischütz. Wagner: Lohengrin: Act
Prelude.

111

Philharmonic Orchestra, Karel
Ancerl, cond. (in the Mozart. Rossini,
and Smetana), Zdenek Chalabala, cond.
(in the Verdi, Weber, and Wagner).
Czech

PARLIAMENT PLP 167. LP. $1.98.
PARLIAMENT PLPS 167. SD. $2.98.

There's unstinted plenty for the money
here: extremely full -blooded wide -range
recording (along with some built -in
hum) . .
broadspread, lucid stereoism
of almost palpable presence . . . exceptionally reverberant big -hall acoustics
(not excluding considerable echo) . . .
and no less than six familiar overtures
in enthusiastically extroverted performances. Connoisseurs will have to look
elsewhere for interpretative subtlety and
executant finesse. but young record collectors could do a whole lot worse than
to be introduced to these standard works
via such spirited readings and exciting
R.D.D.
sonics.
.

Continued on page 92
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25.000 PEOPLE SEE UNPRECEDENTED DEMONSTRATION OF
ACOUSTECH
SOME SAID

I- THE SOLID STATE STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

"COULDN'T BE BUILT"

fascinated audiophile at the 1962 New York hifi show observes the re.
markable square wave response of the Acoustech (the bottom pattern is
the 20 KC output of the square wave generator ...the top wave is the
output from the Acoustech I).
A

I

Acoustic Technology Laboratories introduces the first quality solid state stereo power amplifier
an amplifier capable of exceeding the most rigorous performance and reliability standards. Combining expensive all- silicon (Beta cutoff above one megacycle) output stages and
direct coupled c rcuitry throughout (no output or driver transformers), the Acoustech provides
low distortion, high damping (better than 50:1) and superb transient response. This new standard of performance is accompanied by immunity to a variety of operating abuses ... no load,
capacitive load, shorted speaker leads and switching transients which can disable many vacuum
tube amplifiers have no affect on the Acoustech I.

-

I

MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS:

SOME INNOVATIONS OF ACOUSTECH I

40 watts per channel,
rms, both channels operating simultaneously, delivered 8 -16 ohms, 20- 20,000 cps, with less than 0.95%
harmonic and IM distortion (IM measured with 60 and
6000 cps tones mixes 4:1) at rated output; Rise time
1.75usec; Frequency response +'X, -1 db from 3.5
to 100,000 cps; Dimensions 15'/," w x 5" h x12";$395
including cage (slightly higher West of Rockies).

(See illustration below)

SILICON OUTPUT TRANSISTORS IN PUSH -PULL PARALLEL CIRCUIT give extended response (Beta cutoff above
one megacycle) for perfect reproduction of music transients.
2. HEAVY MIL -SPEC GLASS -EPDXY CIRCUIT BOARDS
for complete immunity to vibration and thermal changes.
3. MASSIVE, SHIELDED POWER SUPPLY permits a guaranteed rating of 40 watts per channel steady state with both
channels operating simultaneously (8 to 16 ohms, 20 to 20,000
cps). 4. GIRDER CONSTRUCTION, HEAVY GAGE ALUMINUM found only in the most advanced scientific instrumen
1.

tation.

ALSO COMING IN DECEMBER: Acoustech II Solid
State Stereo Decade Control Center. To obtain the full
benefits of Acoustech's solid state circuitry, use the
Acoustech with the Acoustech II. Approximate price
of Acoustech II: $295 (Slightly higher West of
Rockies).
I

T

IMPORTANT OFFER Fill out this coupon for complimentary
copy of Acoustech's new booklet "Why Solid State Amplifiers
Can Sound Better." Also included will be detailed information
on both the Acoustech I and II and a list of dealers from whom a
demonstration can be heard.

I'k

TO: Acoustic Technology Laboratories, Inc. Dept. H -12

Main Street
Cambridge 42, Massachusetts
139

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE
STATE
ALSO ENCLOSE NAMES OF INTERESTED FRIENDS

COMING

...

ACOUSTECH II SOLID STATE STEREO DECADE CONTROL CENTER
CIRCLE

DECEMBER

2
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VIDA CHENOWETH: "Classical Marimbist"

Records
to listen to music by ..

Vida Chenoweth, marimba.
EPIC LC 3818. LP. $4.98.
Eric BC 1153. SD. $5.98.

.

CHAMBER Biber: The first recording of these 16 Baroque sonatas for scordaturu violin; Sonya
Monosofl. violin. CRS 1811 stereo. CRM
811 mono. (3 records)
Bartok: Diverti.
mento for Strings and Sonata for 2 Pianos
and Percussion. Sensational stereo treat.
CRS

1803. magnificent

mono, CRM 803.

KEYBOARD A Treasury of Early French Organ Music:

-

Melville Smith, irgan. ("Recording of
Special Merit"
H FSR) CRS 506 h 107
mono only. A Sweelinck Recital: Organ
and Harpsichord. Played by Holland's in.
spired Gustav Leonhardt on great early
instruments. CRS 110g stereo, CRM s08
mono. Rameau: 1st 2 vols. of Complete
Keyboard Works. Albert Fuller. harpsichord. CRS 1601 & 1602. Stereo. CRS 601
A 602. mono. Pinkham: Partita for Harpsi
chord played by the composer. "One of the

A MUST FOR RECORD

COLLECTORS!

finest"

-

o

High Fidelity

412 mono only,

Cole! Gleason! Sinatra! Broadway
Shows! All the Recording Greats!
The tunes of every album are listed.
To get your copy, send 25¢ to:
Capitol Records Inc.
Capitol Tower, Dept. F -12
Hollywood, California

Magazine. CR5

VOCAL SOLOS Hugues Cuenod: Shakespeare, Bach and La
Fontaine. A spirited program by Europe's
renowned tenor. CRS 1702 stereo. (:RM 702
mono. Thomas Hayward: Another facet of
this great tenor's repertoire. Songs by Robert
Burns and the Colonial Patriot Francis Hop.
kinson. CR5 1711 stereo, CRS 711 mono.

CHORAL Christmas Carols: The H
dRads9dle
chorus directed by G. Wallace Woodworth.
(:RS 1411 stereo. CRS 411 mono. Organists of King's Chapel: Virgil Thompson.
Mass for Two Part Chorus and Percussion ;
American Modern Classic. CRS 412 muno.

4.98

mono; 1.98 stereo

(,MBRIIGE RIOR[S

INC.

473 Washington Street, Wellesley E1, Mass.

CIRCLE
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the Perfect All -In -One

Christmas
Gift

Although there once was, probably in the
78 -rpm era, an RCA Victor recording of
light- classical marimba transcriptions
played by Doris Stockton, Miss Chenoweth's debut -program of originals as well
as unarranged, note -for -note versions of
pieces originally written for other instruments is the first really notable phonographic representation of the instrument's
"serious" potentials. It certainly substantiates the fastidious musicianship,
acclaimed in her concert recitals, of the
soloist herself, and it naturally is of uncommon interest to odd -sound fanciers as
well as marimba specialists. For myself.
I'm afraid that the case for the classical
marimba must be adjudged with the Scottish verdict of not proved."
This is especially true of the slower
passages here: the opening Bach chorale
"Herzliebster lesti," the slow movements
of Bach's G minor Sonata (for unaccompanied violin), of Telemann's Canonic Sonata in A minor (for two unspecified instruments, here an uneasily
matched flute and marimba), and of Alfred Fissinger's Suite for Marimba. In
all of these the mellow, but throbby,
"beating" and even bleating timbres just
can't satisfactorily sustain long lines or
polyphonic textures. The faster movements come off better. especially the
gamelanlike finale of the Fissinger Suite.
but the instrument sounds genuinely effective only in the much lighter, largely
monodic display pieces by Lorraine
Goodrich and Clair Musser (the latter. a
marimba manufacturer as well as composer). Musser's rippling Prelude and
three Etudes (particularly the brilliantly
glittering. virtuoso last one in A flat)
show off to perfection the instrument's
most characteristic and appealing qualities. as well as seem to permit markedly
more verve in the performances.
But perhaps the program might have
been more consistently effective with
less -close miking (a recording misjudgment which is probably also responsible
for the uncharacteristically hoarse tonal
qualities of Samuel Baron's collaboration
in the Telemann Duo-Sonata). This over candidness is unpleasantly apparent in
monophony; stereo provides warmer
sonics, but both editions are marred by
surface or background noise.
R.D.D.

CARL DOLMETSCH:
Glad Sound!"

"Hark, the

Carl Dolmetsch, Dolmetsch Consort. recorders; Joseph Saxby, harpsichord.
ANGEL 35747. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 35747. SD. $5.98.

An all -new Ferrante & Teicher best seller with a special
polyethylene holiday wrap designed as a Christmas
card and gift all -in -one. You can address the gift
just as it comes, no further wrap is needed.
Designed for year -round listening.

3iNITED

UAL 3233

The Proudest Name

UAS 6233 (Stereo)
CIRCLE

103 ON

RTISTS

In Entertainment

The selections heard here, all performed
on one or more recorders, extend chronologically from two pieces by Antony Holborne. published in 1599, to an early
Classic Sonata in F by Gaetano Pugnani (1731 -1798). The Pugnani, as well
as a Sonata in the same key by Handel
and works by Telemann and Couperin.
are played by Carl Dolmetsch with harpsichord accompaniment. The Consort,
consisting of the four children of Mr.
Dolmetsch, performs a Suite by Rupert
Ignaz Mayr (1646-1712), and all five
recorder players join to do some Elizabethan pieces. None of these works
seems particularly outstanding to me,
and I must confess that I find a whole

READER-SF.R\lCE C:U(1)
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The new Koss Professional Headset is designed to
meet the rugged, sensitive
listening requirements of

disc of recorder music rather much of a
muchness. But enthusiasts for the instrument will not need to be told that
Mr. Dolmetsch is one of its most expert
performers (and manufacturers); and his
N.B.
little family does him honor.

the pros. Not everyone

needs it, but you've never
heard anything quite like
it before. What a Christmas gift it will make!. Ask
for a demonstration.
Fluid-filled earpieces, connector for boom -mounted
mike. $45.00

SERGIO FRANCHI: "Romantic Italian Songs"
Cardillo: Core 'ngrato. Denza: FunicrrliFunicula. Di Capua: O sole mio. Leoncavallo: Mattinata. Nutile: Mamma mia
the vo' sape. Franchi- Luboff: La vilanella. Tosti: Marecltiare; 'A vucchella.
Cambardella: Conte facette ,uinuneta.
De Moglio: Fenesta the Incise. De Curtis: Torna a Surriento. Cannio: O surdato
'namorato.
Sergio Franchi, tenor; Chorus and Orchestra, Wally Stott, cond.
RCA VICTOR LM 2640. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2640. SD. $5.98.

From what I can gather from the record
jacket presentation, as well as from hints
dropped from time to time by those coy
folk the gossip columnists, Mr. Franchi
is about to be the beneficiary of an all out publicity build -up calculated to establish him as the popular -tenor successor
Lanza of the Sixties,
to Mario Lanza
of course, who wears elegant sports clothes of muted tone, as well as, so
help me, a collar pin.
He has an excellent voice and does
not use it at all badly. It is dark and
meaty in timbre, with lots of ring ( even
after allowance is made for a generously
boosted recording). It is not as free as
Lanza's was in the early Fifties-Franchi's phrasing is sometimes graceless, and
the voice's flexibility is at a minimum
but it clambers impressively over a fairly
wide compass. seems not to balk at the

-a

KOSS

-

occasional lashings of its user, and even
proves capable of an upper -range diminuendo, if a rather precarious one. Moreover, Mr. Franchi handles these songs
with considerable good sense and taste:
'A vucchella and Fenesta the lucive, for
instance, though not comparable to the
classic recordings of the Caruso /De
Lucia /Lauri -Volpi class, are much more
cleanly and sensitively treated than is
usually the case, and the only instance
of downright surrender to sloppiness is

orna a Surriento.
The sound is good in a juiced -up way,
and the arrangements, with one or two
exceptions, are not objectionable. The
running time of this disc is thirty -five
minutes-not precisely smorgasbord.
C.L.O.

CIRCLE

.

Meyerbeer: L'Africaine: O Paradis! Donizetti: La Favorita: Spirto gentil. L'Elisir
d'amore: Quant' è bella. Gounod: Roméo
et Juliette: Ah, ne fuis pas encore (with
Lucrezia Boni, s.). Lalo: Le Roi d'Ys:
Aubade. Puccini: Tosca: Recondita armonia; O dolci ,nani. Mascagni: Iris:
Apri la tua finestra. De Curtis: Tu sola.
Buzzi -Peccia: Paquita; Povero Pulc inell'.
Ponchielli: La Gioconda: Cielo e mar.
Boito: Mefistofele: Dai campi; Se tu mi
doni (with Carlo Scattola, bs.); Giunto
sul passo. Giordano: Andrea Chénier:
Un dì all'azzurro. Fedora: Vedi io piango. Catalani: Loreley: Nel verde maggio.

Beniamino Gigli, tenor: Orchestra.
Rococo R 34. LP. $5.95.
Beniamino Gigli

is

2227

NORTH 31ST STREET

MILWAUKEE 8, WISCONSIN

READER -SERVICE CARD

Now..BIGGEST GOLFER'S HOLIDAY BARGAIN
ON GEORGIA'S FABULOUS JEKYLL ISLAND

7

BENIAMINO GIGLI: Recital

65 ON

ELECTRONICS, INC.

Resort Motel
at Golf haven
as
low
as

1!

00
per person

double

ir
S.:

occupancy

LOW GREEN FEES...

$1

weekdays
.50 weekends

Every resort luxury at your disposal. $1
Beautiful air conditioned rooms with
The Wanderer Resort Motel
sun terraces. Olympic outdoor and

indoor pools, fishing, shuffleboard,
coffee shop and cafeteria. Championship golf, driving range and practice
putting green. Low rental electric
caddy corts. Kitchenette suites for
low budget family holiday, too.
a 1/4 mile
private sandy beach
the blue Atlantic Ocean

Nearly

of
on

Jekyll Island, Georgia
rooms for a party

Please reserve

of

to

from

date

date
Name
Address

City

Take Causeway No.50
Send FREE

from BRUNSWICK,GA.

Zone

State

Color Brochure

already well repreCIRCLE
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Getting
only half
the sound?

will

be

surprised

.

C.L.O.

Rita Gorr, mezzo; Orchestre du Théâtre
National de l'Opéra, André Cluytens,
cond.
ANGEL 35795. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 35795. SD. $5.98.

Stereo Cartridges
in sound

from your records
. is yours when you
switch to the incomparable Ortofon stereo
cartridge. Only Ortofon gives you clear, clean
channel separation throughout the entire
audible frequency range . .. not merely, as
with ordinary cartridges, only at a specified
single frequency!
Ortofon has long been recognized as a supplier of the finest recording and playback
equipment to professional recording studios
throughout the world. Today, ELPA, for the
first time, brings Ortofon equipment to the
high fidelity market here
tailored to your
needs, but featuring the same Ortofon engineering perfection
superlative design
. meticulous attention to every detail.
Of course, you'll want to assure the perfect
tracking of your Ortofon cartridge by installing it in a low- inertia, high -precision
Ortofon arm
though the new Ortofon
SPU/T cartridge will fit any standard stereo
arm. You'll find an Ortofon arm that's exactly right for your needs and budget. See
and hear the Ortofon at your franchised
dealer's today. Or write for information
including comparative cartridge tests made
under identical conditions.
Guaranteed for One Full Year, $49.95 Net

...

-

...

Ortofon RMG 212 arm
-$54.95 net .. , most

thoroughly profes-

sional 12" stereo arm
on the market. Orto-

fon arms cover the
price range from
$19.95 to $59.95 net.
ELPA
WM

ORTOFON DIVISION

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, Inc.
New Hyde Park, N. Y.
CIRCLE.
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director

corded performances.
If one couples this album with the
Victor collections of electricals, including the duets with De Luca (this record
is to be preferred to Angel's "Great Recordings" disc), one will have a quite
comprehensive view of Gigli's singing at
its best, with no postwar clinkers or over -

Wagner: Lohengrin: Entueihte Glitter.
Tristan tend /solde: Liehestod. Massenet:
Werther: Air des Lettres. Verdi: Don
Carlo: O don fatale. Il Trovatore: Con dotta ell'era in ceppi. Mascagni: Cavalleria riisticana: Voi lo sapete, o mamma.
Saint -Saëns: Samson et Dalila: Printemps
qui commence; Amour! riens aider ma
faiblesse! Gluck: Orphée et Euridice:
J'ai perdu )non Euridice. Alceste: Divinités du Styx.

Orr oos

MI

Dr. William D. Revelli,

"One of the finest bands in the
country if not in the entire world."
N. Y. Herald Tribune

RITA GORR: Operatic Recital

Hear it all with

$114

UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN BAND

how much smoother

emotionalized monstrosities.

...

RECORDS

presents the 100-piece

and more ringing his first versions of
such arias as "Recondita armonia" and
"Cielo e mar" were than his later re-

J

All the stereo sound ... the ultimate

VANGUARD

sented on microgroove. but this new Rococo release is nevertheless welcome in
that it gathers together some of the tenor's finest acoustical discs, made when he
was in his freshest vocal estate and before his personal mannerisms had become too obtrusive. They have been
cleanly recorded. and remind us that for
lush. liquid beauty of sound this voice
has known no peer in this century. Anyone unacquainted with his early records

I)F:R- SERVICE. GARD

in 2 new scintillating discs

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN BAND
ON TOUR
Concert pieces that brought wild cheers
in the recent cultural exchange tour of
the Far East and USSR.
VRS -9114 (Mono) & VSD-2124 (Stereo)

HAIL SOUSA!
15 Great Sousa Marches
VRS9115 (Mono) & VS02125 (Stereo)
Send for .arufog.

CIRCLE

I .
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Kr, nrd, 14 ll'

14

Sr.... y. I1.

\

Miss Gorr has a voice of impressive size,
body, and range, and is evidently resolved that we will not forget that fact
for a moment. That she can sing with
considerable variety and taste is demonstrated on the recent Victor Aida; here,
she seems concerned chiefly with singing
high and loud.
The recital starts off in high gear with
a stunning voicing of "Enttreihte Götter,"
but as selection follows selection, it becomes apparent that Ortrud is singing
everything. The voice is simply too big
in caliber, and the temperament too dramatic in inclination, for the sentiment of
the wonderful Werther scene; it suggests
what a mature Flagstad "Mi chiamano
Mimi" would be- imposing and wrong.
The top notes of "O don fatale" are
more than a bit distended, and the Trova-

tore excerpt falls strangely flat -all voice
and no madness. "Voi lo sapete" is better, except that Gorr's applied sob on
the final "io piango" leaves one with the
aftertaste of a tossed -off concert version;
the Samson arias are roughly as seductive as an announcement of train departures. She finally breaks through to some
honest feeling in the "J'ai perdu mon
Euridice," but here Cluytens has for some
reason chosen to contrast a very slow
second verse with a very rushed third
(it almost sounds like a splice of sections
from two separate takes), with unconvincing results.
"Divinités du Styx"
winds up the recital in a grandiose manner. The Liehestod, rather awkwardly
sandwiched into second position on the
first side (followed by the Air des Lettres), starts off well enough, but by its
climax has become simply a flood of
good -sounding but belabored tone.
In short. Miss Gorr has made it clear
that she has a great voice -which we

be

an angel

write

to us in London for
a free back issue of RECORDS
and RECORDING or Music and
MUSICIANS -the illustrated English monthly magazines which are
absolutely devoted to classical
records and music.
Or send for

a

trial rear subscription

Records A Recording S4
Music & Musicians S5

7

&

8

CIRCLE

HANSOM BOOKS
HOBART PLACE. LONDON SWI
ENGLAND
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knew-but has done little to persuade us
that its user is an artist of penetration
and sensitivity. Perhaps next time. Cluytens' accompaniments incline towards deliberation; the sound is bright, widespread
in the stereo version, and shallow.
C.L.O.

r,

á*1

The world's smallest watch. $3000
Courtesy of Vacheron 3 Constantin-LeCoultre Watches, Inc.

....a. ,Uï.
f4,14'r,

Swiss precision

RAFAEL PUYANA: "The Golden
Age of Harpsichord Music"
Rafael Puyana, harpsichord.
MERCURY MR 50304. LP. $4.98.
MERCURY SR 90304. SD. $5.98.

SAVES MONEY
-

1962/61 Edition
IN REVIEW
brings you in one convenient book hundreds
of reviews of stereo and mono records which
appeared in High Fidelity Magazine in 1961
classical and semiclassical music exclusively.
RECORDS

-

Edited by Frances Newbury, this hardcover
book will save you countless hours in your
dealer's listening booth or earphone corner.
And it will help you build a distinguished
collection of music YOU enjoy, for it is the
most complete and authoritative book of its
kind -the standard reference work that gains
in value as the years roll by.

-

Each reviewer stands high in his field
Nathan Broder, for example, reviews Bach
and Mozart, Alfred Frankenstein the moderns
.
Paul Affelder covers the romantics,
Robert C. Marsh specializes in Haydn and
Beethoven
.
Conrad L. Osborne writes
on opera recordings. Forthrightly, they discuss
the composition, performance and fidelity.
And they compare new discs with earlier
ones. Nearly 300 pages.

You'll find the reviews organized alphabetically by composer for quick, easy reference -and in the case of composers frequently
recorded, further subdivided by such categories as Chamber Music, Vocal Music, etc.
You'll find, too, a special section on recitals
and Miscellany.
RECORDS IN REVIEW-1962 61 Edition sells
for $6.95. Give yourself a present. Payment
with order, please.

12 62

THE WYETH PRESS
A DIVISION OF HIGH FIDELITY

The Publishing House, Great Barrington, Mass.
Send me RECORDS IN REVIEW
1962/61
Edition. I enclose payment in full -$6.95.

-

Name
Address
City

This disc includes an interesting collection of unhackneyed works ranging over
three centuries. The first side contains
three French pieces, including an imposing Tombeau by Louis Couperin;
three Spanish pieces. of which one is the
Sonata in E. K. 381, by Scarlatti; and
Bach's transcription of Alessandro Mar cello's Oboe Concerto. The second side
is entirely devoted to English compositions, including the charming anonymous
My Lady Carey's Dompe, dating from
about 1500; the delightful La Volta of
William Byrd; and a brilliant set of divisions on a ground, Les Buttons, by
John Bull. Mr. Puyana, for some years
a pupil of Wanda Landowska. seems to
have caught a good deal of the fire of
that great artist and in addition reveals
a keen insight into the different styles
of the music he presents as well as an
impressive mastery of his instrument.
The sound of the recording is very
good. It should perhaps be pointed out
to prospective listeners that the order
of the pieces follows the labels, not the
listing on the sleeve.
N.B.

KARL SCHEIT: "Masterpieces for
the Classical Guitar"
Bach: Prelude for Lute; Partita for Vio-

lin. in B minor: Sarabande and Bourée.
Suite in E minor: Canzone and Dances
of the Sixteenth Century: Dances of the
Renaissance. Paganini: Romance in A
minor. Robinson: "The Schoole of Musicke ": Allemande, Galliard, and Lantern. Sor: Variations on a Theme of
Mozart, Op. 9.

Karl Scheit. guitar.
VANGUARD BG

-

State
Add 25c for postage
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on

foreign orders.

$4.98.

Scheit's playing is definitely of the same
Viennese school that includes the Konzerthaus Quartet and the pianists Paul
Badura -Skoda, Joerg Demus, and Ingrid
Haebler. He stresses a broad, sonorous
tonal quality and a sturdy rhythmic accentuation which does. however, sound
just a mite "square." Missing from his
work is the flexibility and dynamic nuance. the sheer expressiveness of, say.
Segovia. Nevertheless, there is a great
deal to admire in Scheit's powerful, forthright instrumentalism, his considerable
earnestness of purpose, and his exemplary technical prowess. He is heard to
especially good advantage in the Bach
selections and in the old dances (which.
incidentally, he himself arranged). The
sturdiness of his playing will, I imagine,
wear exceedingly well.
The recording is extremely close -up
and full-bodied.
H.G.
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TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
unique in its precision
superlative in its design and style.
These are the marks of a fine Swiss watch;
on these qualities the Swiss firm of Thorens
has built its reputation.
No one surpasses the Swiss in precision manufacturing. And no one has surpassed the
precision-crafted Thorens TD-124 either .
with its built -in versatility, its more conveniences, more features than any other
turntable available.
A mere glance beneath the table tells you
why: Machined parts, precision balanced,
polished to mirror-like finishes
no mere
metal stampings these! The finest features
of a belt drive
plus
plus idler wheel
an 11a,¢ pound, machine -balanced table!
Visit a franchised dealer, and see the TD -124
and all the family of fine Thorens turntables
. compare with any other! Or write us for
full specifications. Dept. H -12
Guaranteed for One Full Year,
BASES from $10 to $35
TD-124 -$110 net

-

...

...

Thorens TD -121
$85 net

... a

new Swissprecision Thorens
for those requiring only 33% rpm
or other single
speed.
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POPULAR

THEATRE

FOLK

A Masterpiece of a Musical
With Tears and Laughter Both
"Carousel." Command RS 843, $4.98 (LP);
RS 843 SD, $5.98 (SD).

Roberta Peters: a Julie starry -eyed.

WORLD was younger and the only
requirement of a musical was that it amuse
the public, Theresa Helburn's suggestion to Oscar
Hammerstein that he adapt Ferenc Molnár's Lilion
for the musical stage seemed slightly quixotic. What
sort of musical could be fabricated from Molnár's
WHEN THE

episodic drama, a tale of events in the life, and
afterlife, of a no -good Budapest carnival barker?
Not only were the main episodes tragic and set in
a sordid locale, and the leading character a thief,
a seducer of females, and in general an unsavory
individual, but Molnár had injected a touch of fantasy into his final act-and fantasy was invariably
fatal to a musical. Nevertheless, with the Theatre

Guild in need of a show to follow Oklahoma!,
Hammerstein went to work on this unpromising
material and produced the book for Carousel
possibly the finest book ever written for any American musical. Transferring the milieu of the story
from Budapest to the New England coast (at the
suggestion of Rodgers), softening the character of
Liliom so that his more objectionable traits became
acceptable, and introducing a feeling of hope into
the last scene, Hammerstein, by sheer theatrical
craftsmanship and perhaps a certain intuition for
public taste, wrote a musical that not only amuses.
but tugs at the heartstrings and touches the finer
feelings of an audience. You can see Carousel, and

-
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laugh . . . or you can cry. An author who can
do this to an audience is something of a genius.
Rodgers' contribution to this fine show was a
score of extraordinary and consistent loveliness, possibly the best he ever wrote. There may be individual
songs in other Rodgers' scores which are more
memorable, but as a complete entity this, for me at
least, is the composer's chef d'oeuvre. While Carousel failed to achieve the immediate popularity of
Oklahoma! (the box score reads 890 to 2,248 performances in favor of the latter), with the passing
of the years Carousel has steadily risen in public
opinion, and is now recognized for what it is: an
American musical masterpiece.
The original cast recording on Decca (DL 9020)
remains a valuable memento of the first presentation,
though its sound is now rather dated. Capitol
(W 694) offers an original sound track recording
from the 1956 film version, and RCA Victor (LPM
1048) presents the music in well -sung performances
with a cast headed by Robert Merrill and Patrice
Munsel. All of these will now have to bow to Command's excellently performed and handsomely recorded version of the score. Command's cast is
an impressive one, both vocally and namewise,
with Alfred Drake and Roberta Peters starred. I
would have preferred a younger- sounding voice than
Drake's for Billy Bigelow, for though the songs lie
well within the compass of his sturdy baritone, he
has a tendency to sound pontifical. His Soliloquy,
though quite impressively executed, suggests that a
grandfather is thinking of his grandchild, rather
than a young, expectant father making plans for his
first -born. Miss Peters' Julie is utterly captivating
young, pure, and a little starry-eyed. And thank
heavens, Miss Peters never gives the impression of
an opera star slumming in operetta.
Not all the vocal honors are carried off by the
two stars: there is strong competition from Lee
Venora, Jon Crain, Norman Treigle, and Claramae

-

The Last

Turner. Miss Turner has a couple of the plums in
the score, June Is Bustin' Out All Over and the
beautiful You'll Never Walk Alone, and seldom can
either of these numbers have been sung more effectively. Jon Crain's lightish tenor is extremely
agreeable in his one solo, Geraniums in the Winder,
and in the duets with Lee Venora and Norman
Treigle. Treigle himself is excellent in both Blow
High, Blow Low and Stonecutters, although it is a
pity that the introductory verses to the latter (which
is more generally known as There's Nothing So
Bad for a Woman) should not have been included.
And if you are wondering who sings the rousing
This Was a Real Nice Clambake, the answer is,
unheard -of procedure either
all the principals
on stage or on discs. I have occasionally quarreled
with Lew Davies' arrangements, but on this occasion
I can only say that I doubt that they could be
bettered by anyone. They are considerate, discreet.
interesting, and above all extremely musical. They
sound simply wonderful as played by the orchestra
under the wise baton of Jay Blackton.
I am a little, but only a little, disappointed in
Command's recorded sound, which doesn't quite
come up to the extremely high quality of some of
the earlier releases on this label. I have heard only
the stereo version, but even this lacks the immediacy
and presence that is so striking on many other

-an

Command productions.
The liner notes contain some curious comments
on previous recorded re- creations of past Broadway
musicals. Since these seem to he referring to the
really excellent Columbia efforts (The Boys from
Syracuse, Girl Crazy, Babes in Arms, etc.) which
are all now unhappily deleted, may I suggest that
Command might gladden the hearts of musical
show buffs by starting a series along these lines.
And could we have a recording of the one completely

-and unaccountably- neglected
merstein musical, Allegro,

as

Rodgers and Ham-

a start?

J.F.I.

Stirring Echo

Of an Era Now Gone
"I Ain't Got No Home." Cisco Houston, accompanying
hinlseif on vuitar. Vanguard VRS 9107, $4.98 (LP).
Cisco Houston
ENTRIES under "Houston, Cisco" in the
Schwann catalogue number a bare half -dozen
releases, two of them vintage ten -inchers. This album
marks the seventh; it also marks the last. Houston,
dying and knowing it when he taped these songs,
never lived to see them finally committed to vinylite.
THE

Despite his considerable talents, Cisco Houston
never attained big -wheel status among folk singers.
In point of fact, until the recent folk song revival
spread copious cash across the land, he never even
managed to scrape much of a living from his art.
It would, therefore, seem wildly pretentious to ob-
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serve that an era passed on with him. But one did.
For Houston came of musical age in the America
of Dust Bowl and Depression, of forlorn bread lines
and tough deputy sheriffs, of social protest that was
visceral and dangerous and real. He worked as a
miner and a lumberjack, as a burlesque show barker
and a disc jockey. He rode the rails and followed
the dusty highways side by side with the greatest
folk balladeer of our century, Woody Guthrie. As
they sang together in saloons and on streets, Guthrie
churned out ballads by the hundreds -some already
enshrined as classics-and Houston shaped a few of
his own. Now Cisco is dead and Woody lives out
his life in silence, his great gifts muted by illness.
Happily, Houston's last recording showcases his
art in neat cross section. He was at his congenial
peak in three categories of folk ballads: cowboy
songs, railroad songs, and the songs of his friend
Guthrie. All are represented magnificently in this
album. Houston always had an affinity for The Streets
of Laredo. His soft, pleasing baritone, inflected with
the accents of the American West, offered an ideal
vehicle for the ballad of the dying cowboy, and
Houston plays it straight and simple.
No one in our time served the folk literature
of railroading with greater diligence and zest than

"Off-Beat Percussion." Don Lamond and
His Orchestra. Command RS 33 -842,

7

-

$4.98 (LP); RS 842, $5.98 (SD).
"The Big Band's Back in Town." "Doc"
Severinsen, trumpet; Orchestra. Command RS 33 -837, $4.98 (LP); RS 837,
$5.98 (SD).
Command's old and new recording philosophies could hardly be more vividly
expounded -and contrasted-than by this
brace of current releases. Each enlists
many of the same players, but in the

Cisco. Danville Girl, largely his own product in this
version, is an easygoing evocation of the old days
when a nimble 'bo could travel well and frequently
in empty freight cars; on a sterner note, East Texas
Red recalls the harsh fate of the meanest brakeman
in the South. The Wreck of the '97 is a classic
interpretation; My Gal furnishes a grieving epitaph
for dead railroadmen everywhere.
With the exception of Woody himself, Houston
had no peer in delineating the songs of his old
comrade. / Ain't Got No Home, New York Town,
and Bonneville Dam are all prime Guthrie, and
Houston handles them with his customary sure touch.
In the soaring poetry of Guthrie's This Land Is My
Land, his voice echoes all the optimism and confidence and pride that fathered the American Dream.
But you can also hear, like a cruel counterpoint
to the soaring melodic line, the wobbles of time
and pain in that voice. It constitutes a peculiarly
fitting, peculiarly poignant finale to the record.
While one can only regret that no new Cisco
Houston albums will come our way, there is cause
for gratitude in that Vanguard, with its customary
superlative engineering, has preserved this last unsorrowing echo of a stirring voice that sang from and
to the heart of America.
O.B.B.

of Love, and I Cried for You are perhaps outstanding, but all the performances are effective. The sound qualities
are an aural delight.
R.D.D.
"Emil Coleman Lights Up the Plaza."
Emil Coleman and His Orchestra.
Philips PHM 200041, $3.98 (LP); PHS
600041, $4.98 (SD).
Even though this is a studio recording,
it has the unmistakable ambience of a
large ballroom, and if you want the
resident dance band of the Plaza's Persian Room brought right into your house,
this is the Ideal disc for the purpose. The
Emil Coleman Orchestra, one of the best
society bands in the country, plays a
grandly varied program of dance numbers with superb precision and considerable elegance. The fine danceable arrangements are by Sy Oliver and Jim
Tyler. In a day when most band leaders
prefer to serve up thirty- two -bar snatches
of songs incorporated into a medley, it
is good to find Coleman giving each
number a full hearing. Coleman's tempos
are a little slower than those favored by
many bands. but this should please those
weary of trying to keep pace with what
is known in the trade as "businessman's
bounce."
J.F.I.

program starring drummer Lamond (with
Lew Davies' arrangements) the approach
is that of the earlier "provocative" and
"persuasive" best sellers: abrupt channel
shifts, elaborate percussive decorations,
candidly close miking, and glassily sharp,
ultradry sonics. The only relative novelty
is that Lamond himself concentrates for
the most part on his brush- rather than
stick -work -most effectively in an expresj'Sive It's Been a Long, Long Time (costarring flutist Phil Bodner). a snappy /
Won't Dance, and a bouncing Cheek to
Cheek.
Magnetic film (the "stereo 35 -mm"
technique) was used in the "Big Band"
program, but it's my guess that the difference this makes is negligible, compared to the other changes: the abandonment of arbitrary sound shifting, more
distant miking, and a genuine auditorium
"Electronic Music." The Electrosoniks.
acoustical ambience. At any rate, the
Philips PHS 600047, $4.98 ( "Rechansonics, while no less brilliant, are much L
neled Stereo").
richer and more natural. Severinsen is
I can't trace the monophonic forerunner
backed here by five additional trumpets,
of this "electronically rechanneled" proas well as trombone and sax sections,
gram, which may have been recorded
and there is no pressure on the soloist
originally some years ago, but its mato suggest the styles of other famous
terials are so adaptable to reprocessing
trumpeters. Doc plays himself here, conthat the spacing, spread, and even the
vincingly reinforcing his reputation as
sound movements are as effectively sterone of the most eloquent masters of his
eogenic as if they had been captured in
instrument. Bobby Byrne's richly sotrue stereo from the first. More impornorous and varied scorings provide fascitantly, the young Dutchmen Tim Disnatingly intricate big -band collaborations
sevelt and Kid Baltan, who created these
rather than mere accompaniments. Flaperformances. manipulate both tricked mingo, My Funny Valentine, The Look
up normal instruments and synthetic tone
98

generators with exceptional skill, and
also succeed in achieving an implied
rather than explicit pops music quality
which puts to shame the unimaginative
efforts of most American arrangers who
have dabbled in "out -of- this -world" divertissements. An atmospheric Moon
Maid is almost orthodoxically romantic
in feeling if not in technique; and for
all their sonic oddities Tite Song of the
Second Moon and Orbit Aurora are at
least vaguely "popular" in style, while
the whirling Sputnik Re -Entry is as
vaguely "Eastern" in coloring. Twilight
Ozone reveals some startling metamorphoses of what was -but no longer
sounds much like
jazz band. This
record can be adversely criticized only
for its omission of a final piece, Pianoforte, which is listed on the label but
replaced on the disc itself by a narration
describing the techniques involved here
spiel informative enough. but merely
duplicating the printed annotations and
breaking the weird mood established by
the performances.
R.D.D.

-a

-a

"I Remember Hank Williams." Floyd
Cramer. piano. RCA Victor I.PM 2544,

$3.98 (LP); LSP 2544. $4.98 (SD).
Since his death in the mid -Fifties, Hank
Williams, one of the most prolific writers
and performers of country songs, has become almost legendary. Hardly a month
passes without a tribute to him. The

latest comes from Floyd Cramer. a pianist with a highly individual style and
a knack for making most of the songs
he tackles sound a good deal better than
they actually are. Williams wrote a
phenomenal number of "weepers"-songs
of sorrow. loneliness. frustration-and
though Cramer plays these well, with orchestral and choral backing. his best
work is in the happier numbers. His
performance of Jambalaya has tremendous jauntiness. and the stride piano
work on Lovesick Blues is ear -catching
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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THIS
IS NO
COMPACT!
54 inches high

9 feet around the middle

That's a lot of speaker system. Enough for what pleases
you. It can whisper or it can bellow. It does both
superbly, and anything in between. So much so that
Hollywood's famous United Recording Corp. (sound
studio for record, tape, film, and tv industries) employs
15 of them. As does Ray Heindorf, musical director of
Warner Bros: production "The Music Man" and holder
of 2 Oscars, who has four right in his living room.
No, this is definitely not a compact. It's a giant, this
A -7 "Voice of the Theatre" by Altec. A full -size speaker
system with quality to match. That's why it belongs in
your home. Unless you are willing to settle for a corn pact "book shelf" speaker ... and compact sound. Of
course if you are a critical listener, you'll want your
sound brought to life by Altec; sound so realistically
reproduced, you'll find its equal only in the concert hall.
That much the A -7 will give you, and more. Almost
in direct proportion to your own desire for perfection.
If you insist on hearing the "full sound;' the most subtle
contribution of each instrument, the effortless reproduction of massive orchestrations at concert -hall listening
levels, then the A-7 is for you.
Now here is a hint: you can't make it any smaller, but
you can make it a lot prettier. All it takes is a bit of effort,
some grille cloth, some veneer or paint and you can
transform the A -7 into a custom furniture piece. For
built -in installation, there's nothing so perfect. At only
$285.00 each, it's a wonderful do- it- yourself project ..
for the critical listener.
However, if you prefer your A -7 sound coming from
a more civilized version, we have several solutions, in
walnut or mahogany. There's the 831A "Capistrano;' a
full -size beauty that offers speaker components identical
to the A -7 in a classically styled cabinet. It stands 30"
high, 47" wide, and is priced at $399.00.
The modern 838A "Carmel" is also a full -size, floor standing system. It features two 12" low frequency
speakers ( instead of the one 15- incher in the A -7) and
the same high frequency section. It's priced at $324.00

NEW

ALTEC 841A

"CORONADO" SPEAKER SYSTEM
Apartment -size version of the full-size Altec speaker
systems, the "Coronado" is styled to match a pair
of "Carmels" when used as the center speaker in
an Altec 3- channel stereo system. Recommended
for small apartments where space will not tolerate
larger speakers. The "Coronado" is 30' H, 18' W,
14' D and is priced at $199.50.

.

with decorator base (shown) extra; standard model
comes with round legs. The "Carmel" is also available
with one low frequency speaker in a model called the
837A "Avalon;' priced at $261.00.

ALTEC 831A "CAPISTRANO"

ALTEC 838A "CARMEL"

Go ahead, convince yourself! The A -7 (and its prettier
mates ) are ready to tantalize you now, at your Altec Distributor's. Or, for latest stereo catalog, write Dept. HF -12

ALTEC LANSING

ALTE[ CORPORATION
_! t1 /7
UNlINO

CORPORATION

r7

1515

/

A Subsidiary o1

Ling- TemcoVought, Inc.
South Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
L
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-though

no more so than the boogie
version of Hey, Good Lookin'. I could
easily dispense, however, with the wordJ.F.I.
less efforts of the choral group.

"Saturday Night-Grand Ole Opry." T.
Tommy Cutrer, Master of Ceremonies.
Decca DL 4303, $3.98 (LP); DL 74303,
$4.98 (SD).
Every Saturday night, millions of radios
across North America tune in on the
strong signal of Nashville's WSM and
millions of listeners rejoice in a long,
twangy recital of country music that has
become a national institution-the Grand
Ole Opry. Decca has put together a
typical program, brilliantly recorded for
two channels, featuring some of the
greatest names in the genre. Ernest Tubb,
Roy Acuff, and Kitty Wells furnish
bright moments, but the appeal of coun-

try music, frankly, is restricted by its
very nature. There is a deadening sameness to the nasalized lyrics; musical
clichés succeed each other in endless parade. Still, anyone wishing to explore this
fallow field will find no finer entree than
via this anthology.
O.B.B.

"Night Time Sing-Along with Mitch."
Mitch Miller and The Gang. Columbia CL 1864, $3.98 (LP); CS 8664,
$4.98 (SD).

After all these years, and all those sing along discs, the inventive Mitch Miller
still has not run out of titles for his
sessions of community singing. "Night
Time" is as convenient a title as any of
those which have preceded it, although
I can't help feeling that, taken too literally, it could lead to disturbing results.
What if someone plays and sings along

with this record just when Mitch's TV
session of Nachanusik is on the air?
Could be quite a Mitch- match. The
singers are in their customary lusty vocal
form and, as usual, giving their all to
the conductor, and to you.
J.F.I.

"For Saxes Only!" Jazz Band (minus
one sax), Bob Wilder, cond. Music

Minus One MMO 4006, $6.95 (LP).
An admirable variant on the usual participation record method which provides accompaniments for a featured soloist in either simplified beginners' pieces
or standard chamber or concerted works.
Here the purpose is to train a relatively
advanced sax sideman in jazz ensemble
playing. Wilder's eight fine original
pieces (scored for five saxes with piano,
bass, and drums) are performed on Side
1 with the first or second alto
sax part
omitted; then repeated on Side 2 with
the first or second tenor part to be filled
in by the student. The missing music
part is supplied, complete with cues, in
the accompanying nineteen-page booklet.
The pieces themselves are uncommonly
attractive and often quite intricate. The
performances are surprisingly effective
even with a missing voice and the rhythm
section provides a rock-steady but never
stiff beat. The student who can master
the parts provided for him and blend
harmoniously with the warmly sonorous
playing of his recorded sidemen should
be well prepared to meet professional ensemble standards.
R.D.D.

"The Magic Fingers of Caesar Giovannini." Caesar Giovannini, piano;
Orchestra. Mercury MG 20735, $3.98
(LP); SR 60735, $4.98 (SD).

Giovannini's earlier disc for Mercury
( "The Brilliant Sound of Pianos and Percussion") was so cluttered up with multiple- keyboard and percussive effects that
it gave little notion of the pianist's real
abilities. Here, presented in the no less
bright but markedly warmer and more
open recording of soloist with symphonic
accompaniments, his assured digital skill
is more clearly apparent. Interpretatively,
he is orthodox enough in both his cocktail hour expressiveness and "concerto"
floridities, yet there is marked sonic distinction in the tonal qualities he elicits
from his extremely brilliant Steinway.
The rich arrangements (of The Sweetest
Sounds, Beyond the Sea, Stranger on the
Shore, My Silent Love, etc.) are relatively straightforward, with occasional felici-

tous French horn and low-string counter themes.
R.D.D.

TWICE
LISTENING

TIME
THE

No more changing reels right in the middle of your listening pleasure.
Concertone's S505 -4R stereo recorder with exclusive REVERSE -O -MATIC
plays 4 -track stereo tapes from end to end and back again without reel
turn -over. This new, deluxe version of the famous Concertone 505 plays
4- track, records quarter track stereo and monaural. Recording quality
acclaimed by hard -to- please professionals. Finished in gleaming brushed
stainless steel. The S505 is priced from $549.50. Also available in
conventional 2- and 4 -track versions. For further information write...

AMERICAN CONCERTONE, INC.
A

DIVISION OF ASTRO-SCIENCE CORPORATION

9449 WEST

J

CVLVER CITY, CALIFORNIA

FOR EXPORT: J. D. Marshall, Int., 170 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, Ill.
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"By Request." Perry Como; the Ray
Charles Singers; Mitchell Ayres and
His Orchestra. RCA Victor LPM 2567,
$3.98 (LP); LSP 2567, $4.98 (SD).
Perry Como's carefully cultivated relaxed style of singing has never before
been more handsomely displayed than
in these songs, which in general seem to
me to be superior to those he usually
chooses. Perhaps the "By Request" title
has something to do with the higher
musical quality, although I'm sure the
singer would not tackle any number
which he did not like personally or feel
he could do justice to. He sings them all
to perfection, but at the risk of being
accused of lese majesty, I can't honestly
say I find his performances interesting.
They are musical but rather dull. The
contributions from the Ray Charles Singers and Mitchell Ayres's Orchestra (the
latter a little too deferential) are both
helpful. The sound is fine, and those
who consider Como's TV program to be
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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the highlight of their watching week will
J.F.I.
most certainly revel in this disc.

"Living Voices on the Campus." RCA
Camden CAL 715, $1.98 (LP); CAS
715, $2.98 (SD).

RCA Camden's choral group, Living
Voices, are rapidly becoming as ubiquitous as Mitch Miller and his minions,
roving in repertory from Broadway and

the West to Ireland, and now to college
campuses. The songs they have selected
here may well be college favorites, but
not all of them are college songs. Tin
Pan Alley has contributed Collegiate and
The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, from the
Broadway stage comes Buckle Down
Winsocki, and even TV has something to
offer by way of The Halls of Ivy. If
the remaining thirty numbers seem to be
bypassing some of the halls of learning,
it is interesting to note that at least one,
Annie Lisle, is the basis of no less than
twelve other college songs. The performances are professional and proficient; the
singing is tidy and forthright, though perhaps not as robust as it might be, and
the entire concert is recorded in very

good sound.

J.F.I.

Wonderful World of the Brothers
Grimm' and Other Motion Picture

a' The

they make no concessions to the usual
Western style, have a sweep and spaciousness that suggest the wide -open
spaces. But they simply dwarf the contributions of his partner. Ritter's rich
but rather lugubrious- sounding voice is
acceptable enough in the easy lope of
such songs as Home on the Range,
Wagon Wheels, and The Last Roundup,
but it cannot achieve the bounce necessary for The Bandit of Brazil, or make
The Green Leaves of Summer sound
like anything but an autumnal lament.
Impressive as Capitol's sound is, it
seems wasted on such tired, monotonous
performances.
J.F.I.

of Sebring 1962." Riverside
RLP 5027, $4.98 (LP); RLP 95027,

"Sounds

$5.98 (SD).

This year's Grand Prix of Endurance

boasted little excitement as a race (a
Ferrari won as usual. this time driven
by Bonnier and Bianchi), and its monotonous whizzing -by sonics are only too
familiar even in ultraclear stereo recording. Nevertheless, this latest in Riverside's documentary series is the liveliest
yet in its candid driver and builder interviews, marked by Sterling Moss's blazing
contempt of track stewards' officiousness
and featuring an arrestingly uncensored
multilingual pit dispute which every racing aficionado will want to preserve in
his most treasured archives.
R.D.D.

"Tops in Talent" (Sampler). Various
Artists. Word W 3190. $3.98 (LP).
Spiritual dedication rather than musical
talent is demonstrated in this anthology
of excerpts representing fourteen full programs by the most prolific producer of

In the jungle of compact speaker systems,
only one stands out ...

Favorites." David Rose and His Orchestra. M -G -M E 4077, $3.98 (LP);

SE 4077, $4.98 (SD).
Except for a mildly catchy Ah -Oom and
a florid Gypsy Fire, Bob Merrill's tunes
for the latest Cinerama spectacle are
strictly routine. Rose's big orchestra does
the best it can with them and with the six
older film hits on the flip side, but the
only real success is a broadly spread,
strongly dramatic theme from Exodus.
Both mono and stereo editions boast big.
glittering sonics, more effective. of
R.D.D.
course, in the SD.

Mike Settle
and the Settlers. Folk Sing FLP 10001,
$3.98 (LP).
Mike Settle is a young folk singer who
has composed an infectious folklike ballad-almost a kind of Afro -American
marching song -called Sing Hallelujah;
it leads off this attractive album. Settle
has a light, supple voice and a somewhat
unformed style, but his instincts are
sound and his potential is solid. His program ranges wide -from Pretty Girl,
originally a calypso romp by Blind Blake,
to traditional items like The Cruel War
and a version of Dixie that manages to
sound unhackneyed. But the finest band
on the disc, save for the swinging title
song, is a heartfelt version of Woody
Guthrie's Plane Wreck at Los Gatos.
In a noteworthy departure, the album
notes incorporate the music as well as
the words of each selection. Settle pro vides an autobiographical fragment, precious in its studied crudity, outlining his
ambitions to become a musician and /or
a writer. He has on the evidence of this
release attained the first goal but, to
borrow his style, he ain't gonna become

"Folk Sing Hallelujah."

\`

4

writer without foolin' around a bit
with somethin' called grammar. He really
O.B.B.
ain't.
a

"Stan Kenton! Tex Ritter!" Tex Ritter;
Stan Kenton and His Orchestra, Capitol T 1757, $3.98 (LP); ST 1757, $4.98
(SD).
There have been many strange collaborations on records, but Tex Ritter and Stan
Kenton surely constitute the most bizarre
mating to date. The honors are all
Kenton's, whose arrangements, while
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sermon and sacred song recordings. But
there are momentary touches of real
')distinction in Ethel Waters' Joy to My
Soul, and the authentically chaotic shout singing of the Star Bethel Choir in
R.D.D.
k Jesus, Jesus.

"Drentle Mi Se Drentle (I Would Like
To Go to Sleep), sung with melting
loveliness by an unnamed contralto.
Unfortunately, the recording, taped during a visit to Paris by the Ensemble,
tends toward tinniness.
O.B.B.

'

"A Treasury of Spanish and Mexican
Folk Song." Cynthia Gooding; El

"Yugoslavia Koco Racin." Koco Racin
Folk Ensemble. Monitor MF 375,

Niño Peregrino and Sandalio Jíbaro,
guitars. Elektra EKL 218, $4.98 (Two

$4.98 (LP).
A spirited, somewhat roughhewn rundown of Yugoslav songs and dances by
the well- traveled Koco Racin Ensemble
of the city of Skopje. The instrumentalists scorn neat organization and precise attack in an effort to impart
heightened vitality to the dances. They
succeed, and a sense of true, village square spontaneity permeates the proceedings. The high spot of the album,
however, is a quietly golden love song,

LP).
A bargain of heroic proportions! This

two -disc set, recorded with the superlative technique characteristic of Elektra,
features the deep, husky alto of Cynthia
Gooding in -count them -thirty -seven
Spanish and Mexican traditional songs.
Miss Gooding is probably more conversant with this rich literature of balladry than any other gringo on vinylite,

and she shapes each song into an intensely experienced and communicated
entity. Not the least of her accomplishments is the clearly but subtly defined
differentiations between Spanish and
Mexican singing styles that she preserves. In this superb program it is
virtually impossible to single out individual items for special praise. However, two Castilian Christmas airs,
Nochebuena and Vi!lancic'os, are starkly
moving, and E! Vito is a small gem of
Iberian bitterness. From Mexico comes
Delgadina, a darkling ballad of long ago tragedy, and the catchy revolutionary love song La Norteña. Miss

Gooding contributes scholarly annotation
and an enclosed booklet contains texts
and translations of the songs. To repeat,
at $4.98 this is a bargain of heroic
proportions!
O.B.B.

"Greta in the Waldorf Keller." Greta
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Keller: Paul Mann and His Music.
ABC -Paramount ABC 429, $3.98 (LP);
ABCS 429, $4.98 (SD).
Greta Keller. the Vienna -born chanteuse,
brings a rare touch of intimacy to her
performances of a dozen songs most
requested by her stanch admirers. With
the exception of a French chanson and
two numbers in German, the program
is slung in English. This may seem like
a dangerous procedure for an Austrian
singer. but Miss Keller, who has been
here for several years, is one of the
few European artists to have mastered
the mystique of the American song.
How well she has accomplished this
feat is best heard in a gently appreciative Thanks for the Memory, a caressing These Foolish Things, and in /'m
the Other Wonsan, where the irony of
both the lyrics and the situation it
describes are brilliantly realized. Her
French song is rather a minor number,
though her version of Lieber Freund,
from Lehár's operetta The Count of
Luxembourg, is utterly charming. The
genuinely Continental atmosphere of the
whole program is considerably enhanced
by the excellent, discreet accompaniments of Paul Mann.
J.F.I.

"Golden Apples of the Sun." Judy
Collins. Elektra EKL 222, $4.98 (LP).
One of the warmest, most expressive
interpretations you are likely to hear
this year is Judy Collins' singing of the
title song of her new album Golden
Apples of the Sun. A poem of William
Butler Yeats' set to a haunting melody,
it glints like a burnished Celtic cameo,
and Miss Collins polishes every facet with
consummate artistry. The remainder of
her recital includes Twelve Gates to the
City. Lark in the Morning, Sltule Aroon
(the Irish original of Johnny Has Gone
for a Soldier), and a lovely unaccompanied Christ Child Lullaby. The soloist's
approach to her songs is less diffuse
than in her debut disc "A Maid of Constant Sorrow" (EKL 209). and her clear,
affecting soprano carries both authority
and conviction. Recommended. O.B.B.
"Rendezvous in Paris." Michel Legrand
and His Orchestra. Philips PHM
200045, $3.98 (LP); PHS 600045, $4.98
(SD).

Legrand's orchestral titivations of a
batch of French favorites are, for him,
so unusually low -keyed that I almost
expected to find he had become M.
Lepetit. Small- scaled as most of the
settings are, they all contain provocative and ingenious musical ideas, and
carry the very personal stamp of this
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talented Frenchman. Probably nobody
but Legrand would dream up a Dixieland setting for Veiez Done Chez Moi,
combine it with a battery of lush strings,
and be able to make it sound agreeable. And surely only he would think
of discarding the usual fiery, high powered orchestral scoring considered
de rigueur for Milord in favor of a
sweet, almost syrupy arrangement. But
it works. Parisian songs call, naturally,
for an accordion, and Legrand has used
the instrument in Pigalle and again in
Domino, although in the latter it sounds
almost like an afterthought -the number
opens with a strong Spanish flavor. and
only towards the end does the bal
musette atmosphere creep in. Because
many of the arrangements are extremely
intricate. they are much better served
J.F.I.
in the stereo version.

"The Waring Blend." Fred Waring and
The Pennsylvanians. Capitol T 1764,
$3.98 (LP); ST 1764, $4.98 (SD).
These lively. lightly swung performances
by the Waring group are a radical departure from their usual staid presentations, a fact which may not be relished
by those who prefer them in more
straightforward work. But the arrangements have been skillfully contrived to
exploit left -right separation of the female
and male choirs. and the results are
fascinating. Sometimes the melodic line
is thrown from one group to the other.
sometimes one choir sings straight while
the other provides a gently swinging accompaniment. In the latter style of musical badinage, the choirs are most effective in My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
and Loch Lomond. with two old Muscovite favorites, Volga Boatmen and Dark
Eyes, running a close second. The Waring orchestra, sounding like the Pennsylvanians of old, whips up some brash
swinging accompaniments. The intentionally wide separation on the stereo
disc is naturally most effective here.
J.F.I.

La Bohème and Madama Butterfly are
extremely persuasive. They might easily
stir up some interest in the real thing
in the minds of those who think opera
"longhair." It is in these numbers, and in
the pleasantly subdued Latin -styled arrangements in which he is backed by a
small group. that Melis is most arresting.
When he is joined by a big band. as in
the Lucia Sextette and the Carmen aria,
the program loses a little of its appeal.
J.F.I
Be So Nice To Come Home To."
Henderson. piano; the Williams
Singers; Geoff Love and His Orchestra. Capitol T 1765, $3.98 (LP);
ST 1765. $4.98 (SD).
This is basically nothing more than a
good record to dance to or to just sit
back and enjoy. The tunes, all of them

"You'd
Joe

standards, have been richly scored by
Brian Fahey for the Geoff Love strings,
and the Rita Williams Singers are on
hand to pitch in with some wordless
chantings. The really interesting and
worthwhile thing going on within this
framework is the piano styling of Joe
Henderson. Henderson, a young man
making his debut on Capitol, is quite
obviously a considerable musician. His
musical taste and imagination are apparent in everything he plays, and he
never indulges in capricious embellishments purely to display his technique.
His performances are straight, warm, and
quite unaffected -but very effective. I
suspect he is an even better pianist than
this record discloses. and I, for one,
shall keenly await his next disc. But
please. Capitol. leave the Rita Williams
J.F.I.
Singers at home.

NEW... from DAYSTROM
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"Sinatra and Swingin' Brass." Frank Sinatra; Orchestra. Neal Hefti. cond. Reprise R 1005, $4.98 (LP); R9 1005.
$5.98 (SD).
The brass is swinging all right, and I
wish could say the same for the singer's
performances, but unfortunately I can
find little trace of a similar momentum
in his work, which sounds unusually dispirited. Perhaps. after singing in public
for over twenty years. the voice has
every reason to show signs of strain.
but these tired -sounding, lackluster per1

formances come as a complete surprise
after the many recent excellent discs
from this singer. It was something of a
chore to sit this one through, and when
it was over I put on Fred Astaire's old
78 recording of Pick Yourself Up, to
reassure myself that this song was not
as dreary as Sinatra makes it seem. It
wasn't.
J.F.J.
"José Melis at the Opera." José Melis,
piano; Orchestra. Mercury MG 20709,
$3.98 (LP); SR 60709, $4.98 (SD).
Classical music presented in the popular
idiom has long ceased to be considered
an act of sacrilege. and few foreheads
will be furrowed by José Melis' piano
transpositions and performances of familiar operatic arias. In a number of
cases. Melis has been extremely considerate of the music and its original
style, and his tender performances of
Massenet's Meditation, Wagner's Evening Star, and the Puccini arias from
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New Discs for a Glad Yule
/6ONE

OF THE most remarkable, but least
remarked upon. phenomena in the entire field of recorded music is the extraordinary expansion of the catalogue
of Christmas records. A decade ago. a
complete listing of Yuletide music on
microgroove barely filled a single page
of the Schwann catalogue. This year,
four full pages of that guide will hardly
suffice to accommodate a full listing of
all the Christmas discs currently available. Considering that these records are
purely seasonal items, this tremendous
increase, both in numbers and in the un- p
precedented diversity of the Christmas(`
music they offer. is nothing short of staggering. The holiday records for 1962
began to arrive early in October; they
amounted to no more than a trickle of
the predictable deluge to follow-much
of which, unfortunately, came too late
for consideration in this coverage.
From Columbia, "The Glorious Sound
L of Christmas" (ML 5769; MS 6369)
presents a concert of traditional carols
and a few unusual selections, superbly
performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra
and, in six of the fourteen numbers. by
the Temple University Concert Choir.
Obviously designed as a showcase for
the instrumental virtuosity of the Philadelphian musicians. the album contains
performances of dazzling beauty, set in
magnificently luxurious sound. There are
times when the full orchestral arrangements by Arthur Harris seem too towering for the music, but his scorings for
strings and woodwinds are utterly delightful, particularly in the almost
Vaughan Williams-like setting of God
Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen. The Choir
is obviously a superior group, but on
this occasion it suffers from the single
fault I have to find with this recording
-an injudicious balance of forces. The
Choir seems to have been poorly placed
vis -à -vis both orchestra and microphones.
So distant is it from the latter that it is
often difficult to hear the words, and in
Beethoven's The Worship of God I
never did discover, frankly. whether the
language sung was English or German.
Despite this handicap, however, I doubt if
many other Christmas releases will match
this treasurable disc.
Philips makes its entry into the world
of Christmas music with two records
culled from the company's vast international catalogue. One of these, "Ring
Out, Oh Christmas" (PHM 200034;
PHS 600034), is an utterly enchanting
program of traditional German carols,
sung with simplicity, youthful charm, and
fine musical taste by a Kinderchor of
forty young German girls directed by
Erich Bender. Two other youth choirs
are on hand to spell the Fräulein oc-
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casionally, and this they do well; but it
is the sweet, unaffected, beautifully
poised performances by the girls that
make this record such a delight. Considerably less successful is "Christmas
in the Old World" (PHM 200036; PHS
600036). a strange goulash of European
Christmas songs and music, in performances which range from the delightful to
the incredibly bad. Offsetting unbelievably dreadful versions by English singers
of The Holly and the Ivy and O Come,
All Ye Faithful are the joyous, vivacious
Spanish carols, uninhibitedly sung by a
choir of Spanish youngsters. and two
lovely French Noëls beautifully performed by the mixed choir of St. Maurice
d'Annecy. Because of the uneven quality
of the performances it is difficult to
recommend this record wholeheartedly.
Capitol, as usual, has a number of
new Christmas discs, with doubtless more
to follow. Of those on hand. "Christmas
in Zitherland" (T 1782; ST 1782). a

mynah bird in a papaya tree. "A
German Christmas" (T 10308; ST
a

'

10308) adds one more recording of German carols to the already large Capitol
series of Christmas songs around the
world. A good deal of the material here
duplicates that to be found on the Philips record mentioned above. In this case,
nearly all of the performances by the
Bielefelder Kinderchor. a most polished
group of youthful singers, are a cappella,
and very beautiful they are. The preludes and postludes of pealing bells from
several German churches add a fine
atmospheric touch.
Two of the four RCA Victor Christmas discs may safely be left to those
whose taste runs to country and western
music. "Christmas with Eddy Arnold"
(LPM 2554; LSP 2554) finds the old
hillbilly singer bogged down in some terribly bathetic numbers, although to be
fair to him he does quite acceptably
with such carols as O Little Town of
Bethlehem and It Came Upon the Midprogram of cherished Christmas carols
night Clear. "Nashville Christmas Party"
and popular songs of the holiday season
(LPM 2579; LSP 2579) contains some
played by Ruth Welcome on the zither,
of the most appalling singing yet capis both unusual and appealing. The sad,
tured on discs, with a nadir reached in
rather haunting tone quality of her instruJimmy Elledge's O Come, All Ye Faithment is wonderfully suited to the tradiful. which has to be heard to be betional music, yet also beautifully tuned
lieved. Apart from two songs by the
to such old Christmas evergreens as
Anita Kerr Singers. and Chet Atkin's
Jingle Bells and Winter Wonderland.
solo guitar on I Heard the Bells on
There is a little magic in all her perChristmas Day. the record can be passed
formances. and listeners seeking a record
over without a qualm. "The Living
well off the beaten track will find it
Voices Sing Christmas Music" (RCA
here. Along more traditional lines is the
Camden CAL 725; CAS 725) is on a
fine collection of Christmas music, marhigher plane altogether. While the provelously well sung by the Roger Wagner
gram is relatively conservative in con Chorale, entitled "It Came Upon the
ent, it does include an interesting AmerMidnight Clear" (W 1760: SW 1760).
The arrangements, both vocal and instru- Y\ ican Indian carol; a Christmas song of
,Sputh American origin, Latin Lullaby;
mental. are extremely fine. and the perand a sort of Jabberwocky version of
formances have notable style and conThe Parade of the Wooden Soldiers
siderable vocal expertise. Outstanding
(though the significance of the latter as
among these excellent selections is the
a Christmas song eludes me). The vocal
tenor solo of Richard Levitt on Sweet
performances are extremely good, even
Little Jesus Boy; a gentle and pious verif some of Ralph Hunter's settings do
sion of Max Reger's Virgin's Slumber
strike me as slightly pretentious. Marian
Song; and the quiet but very effective
Anderson's disc. "Christmas Carols"
performance of Little Drummer Boy.
(RCA Victor LM 2613; LSC 2613), is
The stereo version boasts a particularly
something of a disappointment. Had it
brilliant and well- adjusted sound. "A
been made ten years ago, when the voice
Merry Hawaiian Christmas" (T 1781;
was in better condition, it might have
ST 1781) belongs in an entirely different
been quite fine. But the vocal quality
category. It is a highly professional rehas lost much of its glow, and the vicording which may possibly delight those
brato is more pronounced than ever.
who may have spent a Christmas in the
There can be no question that Miss
Islands, but one whose appeal otherwise
Anderson is seriously involved with the
seems very limited. The highlight of
material and that she sings it with fervor,
this mixture of commercial Christmas
but this does not prevent the production
songs and familiar carols is a rollicking
of some rather uncomfortable sounds.
version of The Twelve Days of ChristRobert Russell Bennett's arrangements of
mas in which the true love's gifts inthese familiar carols are neat and musiclude such unexpected offerings as telecal, and the recorded sound is rich and
vision sets, missionaries. cans of beer,
JOHN F. INDCOX
opulent.
dried squid, coconuts, hula lessons, and
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GIFTS THAT PROVIDE PLEASURE

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR - ARGO JAZZ
NEW RELEASE

NEW RELEASE

THE RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO /SOUND OF CHRISTMAS
Merry Christmas Baby; Winter Wonderland; Santa Claus Is
Coming To Town; Christmas Blues; Here Comes Santa
Claus; The Sound of Christmas; The Christmas Song; God
Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen; Sleigh Ride; What Are You Doing New Year's Eve.
LP & LPS 687

the

RAMSEY LEWIS

trio

SOUND OF CHRISTMAS

-r_
AHMAD JAMAL
LP & LPS 703

JAMES MOODY
LP & LPS 695

THE RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
LP & LPS 705
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ROLAND KIRK
LP & LPS 669

AL GREY
LP & LPS 700
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AHMAD JAMAL
LP & LPS 638

DOORWAY TO DIXIE
LP & LPS 606

YUSEF LATEEF
LP & LPS 634

ARGO RECORDS
2120 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE,
CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS
SEND FOR A FREE CATALOG
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Charlie Byrd: "Latin Impressions." Riverside 427, $4.98 (LP); 9427, $5.98 (SD).
Byrd's scope as a guitarist becomes
steadily more impressive with each new
recording. This set is a mixture of solo
and trio performances in which he plays
both unamplified guitar and tiple, a tenstring instrument with double and triple
strings tuned in octaves. His material reflects his explorations during a tour of
South America with his trio last year
under the auspices of the State Department: he has drawn on music from
Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia,
and Paraguay. The selections range from
distinctively gay, dancing pieces to gently
reflective ones. There are several magnificent displays of bossa nova, the
Brazilian rhythm so high in current favor; an affecting Homage à Villa Lobos;
a rugged, driving Azul Tiple (with Byrd
on the ten -string instrument); and a
variety of other provocative and handsome performances. Byrd is a fascinating musician with the rare ability to
communicate through an astonishingly
wide range of material. He is at his most
communicative here.

Barbara Dane: "On My Way." Capitol

1758, $3.98 (LP); ST 1758, $4.98 (SD).
The provocative qualities here are supplied not by Miss Dane, a singer with a
repertory of blues and novelties drawn
largely from the Twenties and centering
on the work of such classic blues singers
as Ma Rainey and Bessie Smith, but
by her principal accompanist, Kenny
Whitson, who plays piano and trumpet
either separately or simultaneously.
Hearing Whitson's trumpet rise out of the
murky shadows of one of Miss Dane's
vocal choruses is like suddenly encountering the young Louis Armstrong anachronistically decked out in high fidelity. The fire, the crisply biting phrasing,
and the full, authoritative tone are
absolutely startling. He is equally effective playing behind her -filling, supporting, and pushing her along. Miss
Dane's basic problem as a vocalist is
similar to that of many young instrumentalists playing traditional jazz: she
has assiduously copied the surface sounds,
but beneath the surface, where there
once was the excitement and vitality
of creation, there is nothing but emptiness. Whitson's brilliant playing only
serves by contrast to emphasize this lack.

-

Evans -Jim Hall: "Undercurrent."
United Artists 14003, $4.98 (LP).
Piano and guitar duets are, so far as I
can recall, something new to jazz and,
on the face of it, the possibilities to be
drawn from this combination are not
promising. But in the hands of two such
sympathetic and original musicians as
Bill Evans and Jim Hall the duets on
this disc range from delightful to absolutely superb. The latter adjective is reserved for My Funny Valentine. which
is developed in a series of pulsating stabs
which, for all their ferocity, do not vioBill

late the essential romantic feeling of the
melody. The two musicians weave skillfully around each other, although Evans'
piano is dominant most of the time.
The thoughtful use of dynamics gives an
added dimension to their already highly
articulate talents, and enables them to
achieve effects which are, particularly in
My Funny Valentine, emotionally stunning. The other high point of the six -tune
set is a lovely ballad by Hall, Romain,
that is a gem of romanticism without the
slightest trace of sentimentality. All the
pieces are played with an astute sense
of direction and structure and a wonderfully refreshing grace.
Dizzy Gillespie Big Band: "Carnegie Hall
Concert." Verve 8423, $4.98 (LP);
6 -8423, $5.98 (SD).
Recorded at a Carnegie Hall concert in
1961, Gillespie's quintet was joined in
these pieces by a brass -heavy big band

(four trumpets, four trombones, four
French horns. and tuba-with no reeds
except Leo Wright's alto saxophone in
the quintet). Of the five selections, only
three make use of the large group, and
even on these the band is little more
than a frame for Gillespie and (in one
instance) his bassist Art Davis. The
shouting power of the full band, however. does add to the excitement of
Manteca, Kush, and Tunisian Fantasy.
The latter, the most ambitious of the
three, is an arrangement by Lalo Schiffrin, Gillespie's pianist, based on A
Night in Tunisia, and highly effective as
far as it goes. But it ends in unresolved
fashion, petering out on a lengthy exchange between Gillespie and bassist
Davis. The disc includes a pleasant.
show ballad performance by Wright, and
a vocal duet on Ool Ya Koo by Gillespie and Joe Carroll, done with more
vigor than discretion.
Alberta Hunter: "With Lovie Austin and
Her Blue Serenaders." Riverside 418,
$4.98 (LP); 9418, $5.98 (SD).
Miss Hunter's first recordings in twenty
years were made during an afternoon
stopover in Chicago on her way from
New York to the West Coast in the fall
of 1961. Possibly because of the rushed
conditions, a potentially excellent album
has been seriously mangled by balancing
so bad that Miss Hunter is sometimes
covered by Jimmy Archey's trombone,

Darnell Howard's clarinet. and Jasper
Taylor's drums. Lovie Austin. the veteran Chicago pianist reunited with Miss
Hunter on this session. is completely
lost behind her. These difficulties aside,
Miss Hunter's voice is still surprisingly
rich and supple (she was sixty -four
years old when the recordings were
made) as she works her way through
the now classic Downhearted Blues
(which she wrote with Miss Austin),
gives a strong reading to Moanin' Lou',
and digs into St. Louis Blues. In recent
years she has been writing gospel songs,
and three of them are included, all force-
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fully sung but of only mild interest. To
complete this odd grab bag, there are
three instrumental selections on which
both Archey and Howard build up to
ruggedly gutty passages and Miss Austin
is much more clearly audible than before. But the edge is taken off the performances by sloppy production -an
uncertain opening on C Jam Blues and
an abrupt cutoff that stops a rousing
version of Sweet Georgia Brown before
it can land on both feet.

"Jazz Mission to Moscow." Colpix 433,

$3.98 (LP); S 433, $5.98 (SD).
A band made up of veterans of Benny
Goodman's trek to the U.S.S.R. (plus
two ringers, Eddie Costa, piano, and

Marky Markowitz, trumpet) rip through
six arrangements by Al Cohn that are
the very essence of contemporary swing.
Two selections are from the Goodman
repertory: Mission to Moscow and the
Goodman theme Let's Dance, which
opens, in Cohn's version, with a sly
parody of Goodman's treatment. The
performances pulse along with brightness and zest, riding on a superb
rhythmic foundation woven by Bill Crow,
bass, and Mel Lewis, drums. The pieces
are studded with exceptional solos by Phil
Woods, playing both alto saxophone and
clarinet; by the late Eddie Costa, rumbling with abandon through the nether
regions of the piano keyboard; and by
trombonist Willie Dennis, playing in contrastingly precise and almost serene
fashion. It's good to know there are still
real swingers among us. In my stereo
copy, the right channel is missing from
the middle half of the first side.
Lloyd G. Mayers: "A Taste of Honey."
United Artists 14018, $4.98 (LP).
It may be possible to play the electric
organ without resorting to penetrating
squeals and whines, but Lloyd G. Mayers
is apparently not to be counted among
those who do. This is unfortunate, because Oliver Nelson has written exciting
and colorful big-band arrangements of
good material (The Golden Striker,
Jackie-ing, The Good Life, and Nelson's
own Going Up North, in addition to the
title tune) on which the organ invariably
intrudes. There is so much boiling splendor in Nelson's arrangements, however,
that they are worth hearing. even so.
Nelson marks more clearly than ever on
this occasion his arrival among the select and extremely limited group of consistently interesting big -band arrangers
in contemporary jazz.
The Charlie Mingus Quintet: "Chazz!"
Fantasy 6002. $4.98 (LP).
Recorded at the Club Bohemia in New
York in 1955 and originally released on
Mingus' own Debut label, these fascinating performances catch Mingus at a
time when his full musical individuality
was coming into focus. His group in-

Continued on page 110
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Bossa Nova, or the New Beat -

"A Mood, a Feeling, a Way of Playing"
BoSSA NOVA, the Brazilian -based music
that has suddenly flooded American recording studios. is. like jazz, unsusceptible
to precise definition. The term itself is
translated as the new beat" or "the new
wrinkle." and the music is derived from
the samba. But when one says "bossa
nova." according to Charlie Byrd. the
guitarist who was one of those principally responsible for launching it in this
country. one refers not to a rhythm
or to a melody but to "a mood, a feeling, a way of playing."
The style originated with a group
of young Brazilian musicians centered
around Joao Gilberto, a guitarist and
singer whose background included Afro Brazilian music and American jazz as
well as the traditional Brazilian samba.
The impact of the first two on the latter
created bossa nova. Its distinguishing
characteristics are a greater emphasis
on melody than was customary in earlier,
rhythm- oriented Latin -American music
and a calmer. more subdued treatment of
its fundamental rhythm than the clattering bustle of the familiar "street samba."
American jazz musicians who have
traveled in South America since 1959,
when the bossa nova group began holding jam sessions in Rio de Janeiro,
have been fascinated by it. largely hecause bossa nova provides an unusually
inviting foundation for jazz improvisation. and because its chordal construction
has much in common with that of
modern ¡azz. Byrd. Dizzy Gillespie. and
Herbie Mann have been in the vanguard of those bringing the bossa nova
back with them to the States. It also
spread by way of the Brazilian film
Black Orpheus, the sound track of which
consisted of tunes by two native bossa
novans. Luis Bonta and Antonio Carlos
Jobim.
The American recording industry became aware of the bossa nova only during the past summer when a disc by Stan
Getz and Charlie Byrd. "Jazz Samba"
(Verve 8432; 6 -8432, reviewed in Hicu
FIDELITY. Aug. 1962), began to sell like
a pop hit. But preparations for the arrival of bossa nova have actually been
under way for several years.
The Brazilian guitarist Laurindo Almeida, who might be described as a
premature bossa novan, played with
Stan Kenton's hand for several years
in the late Forties. and joined alto saxophonist Bud Shank in 1953 in some attempts to join jazz and the samba. Their
performances. which often come remarkably close to the Getz -Byrd collaborations. can be heard on "Brazilliance"
(World Pacific 1412. $4.98).
Luis Bonfa, who had built a reputation as a guitarist in Rio by 1957. toured
the United States in 1958 -59 as part of
a concert troupe headed by Mary Martin.
An album he recorded at that time.

the love theme of Black Orpheus. The
sound track of the film was released
on Epic 3672 ($3.98), but the functional
value of bossa nova for the jazz musician
was not immediately grasped here -as
was made evident in a performance of
themes from this score by the Vince
Guaraldi Trio (Fantasy 3337, $4.98;
8089, $5.98) which ignores the rhythmic
foundation of the music and turns it
into straight jazz.
Possibly the first unadulterated evidence of bossa nova to reach American
records was "Brazil's Brilliant Joao Gil berto" (Capitol 10280. $3.98: ST 10280,
- $4.98). The leader of the bossa nova
movement sings and plays his guitar,
accompanied by Antonio Carlos Jobim's
orchestra, in a program of typical bossa
nova tunes. including the by now popular hits Samba de Uma Nota So and
Meclitutlio and, as contrast, a bossa
novan view of I'm Looking Over a Four-

r

Leaf Clover.
Of the American jazz musicians attempting to play in the manner of the
bossa novans, those who have heard it
in Brazil have. understandably. produced
the most interesting results. Charlie Byrd's
"Latin Impressions" (Riverside 427;
9427. see p. 107) includes bossa nova
performances closely patterned on Gil berto's: and his best -selling "Jazz Samba"
with Stan Getz is a model of adaption
to jazz terms. Herbie Mann's "Right

JNow" (Atlantic 1384. $4.98;

S

1384.

$5.98), on which several bossa nova
selections are heard along with other
items. reveals that the melodic line of
the bossa nova has enabled Mann to
make his flute sing as it rarely has
when rhythm was almost his only guiding factor.
Dizzy Gillespie's versatile woodwind
man. Leo Wright. plays his flute with
silvery beauty on "Bossa Nova" (Audio
Fidelity 1981, $4.98: 5981. $5.98) with
Lalo Schifrin and his orchestra. (The
group is Gillespie's quintet minus Gillespie. and phis two percussionists from
Brazil.) But the rhythm section here is
heavier and more cumbersome than one
assumes that it should be-judging. at
least, from the smooth, subdued rhythms

of Jobim's band and the translations of
Byrd's group. Certainly the results are
less attractive than those of the native

Brazilians.
This heaviness in the rhythm section,
in fact. seems to be a consistent stumbling block in American attempts at the
bossa nova. It is a distracting element
on Cal Tjader's "Contemporary Music of
Mexico and Brazil" (Verve 8470. $4.98;
6 -8470. $5.98), although this disc includes some lovely moments by Almeida
on guitar. It occurs again in Shorty Rogers' attempt to adapt the bossa nova to a

large band. "Bossa Nova" ( Reprise 6050,
$3.98; 9-6050, $4.98) -an effort that
he seems to have realized was futile. as
many of the selections quickly trim down
to the rhythm section and a solo instrument ( Bud Shank's alto saxophone,
Rogers' flugelhorn, or an uncredited guitar which might be Almeida's). The
problem is even more noticeable on three
ventures into alleged bossa nova by
Sonny Rollins on "What's New"
RCA
Victor LPM 2572, $3.98; LSP 2572,
$4.98). The three discs mentioned here
have compensating factors. but on all of
them the essential spirit of bossa nova,
insofar as it involves grace of melody
and subtlety of rhythm, has been violated.
In a different category is "New Beat
Bossa Nova" by Zoot Sims and his orchestra (Colpix 435. $3.98: S 435,
$4.98). on which Sims's tenor saxophone
is heard with a woodwind ensemble and
rhythm. Here the performances are not
only tepid but monotonous. as one
melody is picked up and repeated over
and over. And there must be still another
category for "Bossa Nova." by Barney
Kessel Plus Big Band (Reprise 6049,
$3.98: 9 -6049, $4.98 ) -the non- bossanova bossa nova. This is an outrageous
collection of big -beat performances of
standard American tunes (Jada, Heartaches, Love for Sale, etc.) on which an
electric organ and an electric guitar,
both shrill and bleating. blast their way
through lurid arrangements that must
have been intended to be sold to the twist
market- before the twist was outdated
by bossa nova.
JOHN S. WILSON
1

"Amor" (Atlantic 8028. $4.98; S 8028.
$5.98). gives us a glimpse of Brazilian

music in transition and, in some instances,
already reaching into the bossa nova vein.
One of the selections, Carnival, became

in the bossa nova vanguard: Dizzy Gillespie, Herbie Mann, Charlie Byrd.
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the first/complete/portable/all-transistorized/high fidelity PROFESSIONAL RECORDING & PLAYBACK SYSTEM

The most advanced achievement in recorder engineering to date, the superb new
remote-controlled professional Sterecorder 777 series features the exclusive and patented
Sony Electro Bi- Lateral 2 & 4 track playback Head, a revolutionary innovation that
permits the playback of 2 track and 4 track stereophonic or monophonic tape without
track width compromise through the same head!
Included in an array of outstanding features are individual erase/record /playback
heads, professional 3" VU meters, automatic shut -off, automatic tape lifters, an allsolenoid, feather -touch operated mechanism, electrical speed change, monitoring of
either source or tape, sound on sound facilities, and an all- transistorized military plug -in
type circuitry for simple maintenance. The three motors consist of one hysteresis
synchronous drive motor and two hi- torque spooling motors.
Unquestionably the finest professional value on the market today, the 777 is available in two models, the S -2 (records 2 track stereo) and the S -4 (records 4 track stereo).
Both models can reproduce 2 and 4 track tapes.* And, the Sterecorder 777 models will
integrate into any existing component system. $595 complete with portable case and
remote control unit.

-

!

*Through the exclusive Sony Electro Bi- Lateral
All Sony Sterecorders
are Multiplex ready!

2 and 4 track playback head.

SUPERSCOPE

The Tapeway to Stereo
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Sony has also developed a complete portable all -transistorized 20 watt speaker/
amplifier combination, featuring separate
volume, treble and bass controls, mounted in
a carrying case that matches the Sterecorder
777. $175 each.
Also available is the

MX-777,a six channel
all-transistorized stereo/monophonic mixer
that contains six matching transformers for
balanced microphone inputs and recorder
outputs, individual level controls and channel
selector switches, Cannon XL type receptacles,
a switch to permit bridging of center staging
solo mike. $175 complete with matching car-

rying

case.

The first/ complete /portable /all -transistorized /high fidelity /professional recording &
playback system: $1120 complete.
Sold only at Superscope franchised dealers.
The better stores everywhere.
For additional literature and name of
nearest franchised dealer write Superscope,
Sun Valley, California.
Inc., Dept 1,

rare in jazz performances. And not the
least remarkable aspect of this set is
that, despite its constant wanderings
from customary paths, it never loses contact with one of the basic requirements
swings.
for good jazz

JAZZ
Continued from page 107
George Barrow, a tenor saxophonist who plays with absorbing fluency
and warmth, and Mal Waldron, an impeccable pianist. But Mingus is the
dominating and guiding personality,
drawing a variety of remarkable sounds
from his string bass. He ranges from
fluttering, birdlike wingings behind an
Eddie Bert trombone solo to brilliant
bowing in a unique bass and drum duet
(with Max Roach) that completely departs from all the hackneyed usages of
both instruments under such circumstances. An undercurrent of excitement,
eruptions unanticipated and even anticipated, are woven through all the selections, creating an electric vitality all too
eluded

-it

Horace Parlan: "Headin' South." Blue
Note 4062. $4.98 (LP).
The group Parlan leads from the piano
is unusually strong rhythmically -which
is not surprising, because it consists of
George Tucker, bass; Al Harewood,
drums; and Ray Barretto. conga. The
double dose of percussion is not the key
to the rhythmic strength, however. It is
the presence of Tucker. who plays with
great power. ingenuity, and imagination
throughout. The power of this rhythm
section. with Parlan taking a percussive
role, comes to a boil in an unusually

Have YOU seen the first

HIGH FIDELITY
TREASURY?
Imagine getting this handbook of 31
enduring. informative contributions
on audio for only $2.50. Each piece
was written by a well -known expert.
Each has appeared in High Fidelity,
or its sister publications. Each has
been selected with these qualifications
in mind:
1.

Is it pertinent today?

2.

Will it help the reader understand the principles of record-

Will it help the reader get
most out of that system or

4.

the
his

present system?

This new. illustrated paperback book
of 132 pages, measuring 61/2 x 91/2
inches, will stimulate and inform
anyone who has ever thought about
owning a "rig" of his own. It covers
many phases of interest from recording through listening. As an idea sparker it's worth its weight in diamond styli.
If audio perks up your interest
in and mail the coupon below at once
before we sell out. Payment with your
order, please, to prevent bookkeeping
expense. But satisfaction guaranteed
or your money back!

-fill

ing and reproduction. including stereo?
3. Will it help the reader plan a
new reproducing system to
suit his needs at a price he is
willing to pay?

PARTIAL CONTENTS

of Stereo
Stereo for the Man Who Hates
Music and Stereophony
Stereo Recording Today
Cabinets for Components
The Music Wall
The ABCs

Roy

F.

Allison

Stereo.... Edward Tatnall Canby
Ernest Ansermet

Improvements in Cartridges and Arms
From One Speaker to Many
FM Stereo in the Marketplace

Antennas for FM
FM for Motorists
Anyone Can Be a Sound Engineer!
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Len Buckwalter
Norman Eisenberg
Charles Fowler
Charles Tepfer
Donald C. Hoefler

exciting little tour de force called Congalegre. On the other selections -which
include originals, standards (Summertime), and as unlikely a choice (and, it
develops, as pointless a one) as My
Mother's Eyes-Parlan is rocking or
melodic as the occasion demands. His
pulsating attack keeps almost everything
moving along smoothly until he hits his
one distracting mannerism-the repetition of a short phrase, persisting until
one is convinced the needle must be
stuck. Fortunately, he is restrained, and
allows himself only one extended passage of this sort.

Billie

"Sermonette."

Riverside

in Europe. The intent of this introductory

disc is, one would judge, to display her
in a variety of styles and settings, placing emphasis on her mobility in handling
material ranging from rough, shouted
blues to gentle balladry. She has a warm,
full voice which she projects easily and
accurately. But although she moves with
confidence into all the areas designated
for her here, she is not uniformly impressive in all of them. This is due
partly to a lack of interpretative shading
(as on Lazy Afternoon), partly to the
musical setting (a twist approach to
Sometimes I'm Happy). Yet she can

bring a lifting, lilting touch reminiscent
of Mildred Bailey to a ballad ( Time
After Time), she sings the best Young

Woman's Blues since Bessie Smith, and,
general, shows a richly textured.
flexible voice. It could be a remarkable
instrument with intelligent and tasteful
guidance.
in

"The Real Ambassadors." Columbia 0[5850, $4.98 (LP); OS 2250, $5.98 (SD).
Dave Brubeck and his wife, Iola, both
of whom have contributed to the good
will aspects of jazz on world tours, have
written a musical show (unproduced, as
such, although some of the songs were
heard at the 1962 Monterey Jazz Festival ) about the potential international
diplomatic effectiveness of jazz. The
story is built around a character patterned on Louis Armstrong. This recording of songs for The Real Ambassadors
may be considered definitive in that
Armstrong sings this role. supported by
his band, by Carmen McRae, and by
Lambert, Hendricks. and Ross. The
tunes are, in general, pleasant and the
lyrics are frequently clever. The performances, however, give the set its

flavor. Armstrong's remarkable ability
to sing even turgid material in a compelling manner is brought into play,
along with his more blithe and happy

style. Miss McRae. who has often
adopted a flat, curt delivery in show
songs, reveals an unsuspected ability to
handle such tunes with grace and skill.

-and many more!

And
Wyeth Press, a division of High Fidelity Magazine
Great Barrington, Mass.

Poole:

425, $4.98 (LP); 9425, $5.98 (SD).
Miss Poole is a young American singer
who has spent most of her career so far

1262

Please send me a postpaid copy of the First High Fidelity Treasury for the $2.50 enclosed.
Outside of U.S.A. and Possessions add 25c shipping charges to these prices.)

Name
Address

while

Lambert, Hendricks. and
background role through
most of the disc. they get one fine opportunity to show off their ability to
speed through a tongue -twisting patter
lyric on the show's title tune. The jazz
qualities of the score are. at best. incidental, but they are obviously not intended to be more than that. The songs
make up a relatively unusual disc, a
curiosity rather than a finished work.
since at least half the project -the book
and the production
missing.
Ross play a

-is

Attach names and addresses if you wish
a gift card from you.

us

to send copies to audiophile friends with

"Reunion

Ragtime." Stereoddities
"stereo compatible ").
Three veteran ragtime pianists and singin

1900. $5.98

(
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ers-Eubie Blake, seventy -nine; Joe Jordan, eighty; and Charles Thompson,
seventy- one -recall some of their early
creations: Jordan's Loney Joe (sung by
Fanny Brice in The Ziegfeld Follies),
Thompson's Lily Rag, Blake's Memories
of You. The idea might have been fruitfully developed -these men, particularly
Blake, are still full of vitality. But this
production, guided by a ragtime fancier

I

who calls himself "Ragtime Bob" Darch.
suffers from lack of preparation and
stilted, unimaginative presentation. There
are moments when Jordan and Blake
manage to rise above the mediocre surroundings to indicate what they might
do under more competent guidance.
Fortunately, some of these moments
make up to a great extent for the banality of much of the disc.

Dick

Ruedebusch: "Remembers
Greats." Jubilee 5015, $4.98

. . INEXPENSIVELY, CONVENIENTLY, QUICKLY

NO "AGREE TO PURCHASE" OBLIGATION
and

CHOOSE THE RECORDS
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WANT

Our special membership plan

enables you to buy
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Monaural and Stereo.
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is
kind
Citadel
a unique
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Prompt service. Many orders are
"agree to purchase" obligations.

-

No

Buy as few or as many records as you
want, when you want them . . . the
choice is yours.
No "preselected" record list. You

choose the records you want from
catalog containing virtually all artists
and all labels.

No "list price" purchases. You never
pay more than the club price.

Periodic specials. Outstanding buys are
made available periodically, and again,
you are under no obligation to purchase
any of these specials.

CIRCLE

the

33

rarely
shipped the day received
.
later than the next several days.
invite you to join thousands of other
Citadel members who are purchasing their
records at cost price, are enjoying complete freedom of selection and have not
obligated themselves in any way. Yearly
membership $3.00. For free details
We

Write....

CITADEL RECORD CLUB
545 Fifth Ave., Dept.

New York 17. N. Y.

H
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(LI);

S 5015, $5.98 (SD).
Ruedebusch's startling virtuosity on
trumpet, which made his disc debut (on
Jubilee 5008) of interest despite the
roughness of the surrounding performances and of the recording, is to a great
extent kept under wraps on this follow up disc. This is the obligatory record
which every trumpet soloist seems compelled to go through
program of
tunes associated with other trumpeters.
Ruedebusch at least tries to avoid imitation, but he is always fighting the
overpowering shadows of Beiderbecke,
Armstrong. Berigan, and the others who
have laid claim to the selections. He is
further hampered by the presence of a
string section on some selections. On a
couple of occasions he has an opportunity
to show his remarkable ability to play
long, graceful lines at fast tempos in a
surprisingly calm and unforced manner,
but most of these performances are in
the rhapsodic style characteristic
of
Jackie Gleason.

-a

Jimmy Smith: "Plays Fats Waller." Blue
Note 4100. $4.98 (LP).
When organist Jimmy Smith "plays Fats
Waller" he does not always play Fats
Waller tunes. This program, in fact, consists of three Waller tunes and four non Wallerites. On all of them Smith stays
in a moderate tempo, playing in subdued
style and foregoing the shrieking fustian
he often carries on at great length.
These are pleasant, if bland, performances individually, but the constant similarity of mood and tempo eventually becomes monotonous.
Jack Teagarden: "The Dixie Sound."
Roulette 25177, $3.98 (LP); S 25177,
$4.98 (SD).
Teagarden's group has reached a level
of easy relaxation that sets it well above
most other current traditional jazz
groups. To a great extent, it is a matter
of Teagarden's stamping his own musical
character on the group. But a very important element is the development of
Don Goldie into an assured, confident,
and knowledgeable trumpeter, both as a
lead horn and in his solos. Both Goldie
and Teagarden play rewardingly in this
set, while the group as a whole gives
imaginative and creative attention to
pieces usually done by rote ( Mahogany
Hall Stomp, Clarinet Marmalade. Jazz
Me Blues, Milenherg Joys, etc.). It's
amazing how much freshness and vitality
is still to be found in these selections
when they are approached with the interest and enthusiasm in evidence here.
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Stereo Systems

have long been recognized as among the

finest available. Be sure to see and hear
such outstanding components as the new
1.347 tape deck that gives you sound-onsound, off-the -tape monitoring and DuoSound. Ideal in combination with the
2445 -SI Stereo Receiver for off -the -air
stereo recording. Send for complete literature today !

Bell Stereo Systems
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
6325 Huntley Rd., Columbus 24, Ohio

Please send me complete information
on the entire Bell Stereo Line
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"The New Roberts '1057'
is a complete recording
studio in itself." Dick Van

j

"The New Roberts '997' -- the greatest allaround stereo tape recorder l're ever
used! " Lucille Ball. Star o/ her own
CBS TV "Lucy Show"

Dyke -Star of Columbia's
forthcoming musical "Bye
Bye Birdie" and his own
CBS TV show.

-

New ROBERTS `997'

New ROBERTS 1057'

STEREO TAPE RECORDER

t

STEREO TAPE RECORDER

A fine, professional 4 -track stereo rec,rd.'play instrument with 2 -track stereo

Combines matchless performance, ease of
operation at a low, low price. Features
4 -track stereo and monaural record/play
Sound -on -sound multiple recording in
stereo, sound -with -sound ( teacher /student feature), sound -over -sound mixing
Dual speakers
Stereo amplifiers 4
stereo headset outputs
Automatic shut3% and 7% ips
$339.95
off

ROBERTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

gi.mial LOS ANGELES 16, CALIFORNIA
ROBERTS CANADA: 7725 Adera St., Vancouver 14, B.C.
Prices slightly higher in Canada

playback

Dual monitor speakers

-

important for the acSix
tor, musician or language student
stereo headset outputs 3%.7h and I S ips
Autotape speeds Double fast rewind
No tape recorder gives
matic shutoff
you more for your money than the
New Roberts '997 for only $449.95
Sound- with -sound

ROBERTS ELECTRONICS, INC., DEPT. HF -12 -TU
5920 Bowcroft Ave., Los Angeles 16, Calif.

Please send Roberts Stereo Tape Recorder 111Struction Manual
Model '997' or D Model '1057.' I enclose 25¢ (cash,
stamps) for postage and handling.
] The name of my nearest Roberts dealer.

for
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The following reviews are of 4 -track
7.5 -ips stereo tapes in normal reel form.

BERLIOZ: Roméo et Juliette, Op. 17
Rosalind Elias, soprano; Cesare Valletti,
tenor; Giorgio Tozzi, bass. New England
Conservatory Chorus; Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Munch, cond.
RCA VICTOR FTC 7003. 91 min.
$14.95.

The most neglected of major musical
masterpieces, this extraordinary dramatic
symphony has been recorded in its entirety only once before, by Munch some
nine years ago. But monophonic techniques could do scant justice to either
the score itself or Munch's passionate
reading. If ever stereo was necessary, it
is here, and happily everyone involved in
the present recording (engineers included) has risen nobly to the opportunity of belatedly documenting the most
profoundly moving of Berlioz's achievements. More detailed comments are best
deferred until the new Monteux disc
version for Westminster appears on tape.
At present it is quite enough to note
that this performance, together with that
of the Symphonie fantastique reviewed
below, is an unforgettable, wholly incomparable emotional experience for the
listener.

BERLIOZ: Symphonie fantastique,
Op. 14
(Schumann: Manfred, Op. 115: Over-

once available in a 2 -track taping), yet
it is better integrated, more courtly and
eloquent in the quieter sections, even
more diabolical and dramatic in the last
two movements. And seldom if ever has
the Boston Symphony played better
or been recorded with more tonal fidelity and auditorium authenticity. The
processing, too, is well -nigh ideal in its
minimal surface noise and freedom from
preëchoes and reverse channel spill -over
(even though the first copy sent me was
one which had slipped through with somewhat unbalanced channel levels on the A
side only). There are several other excellent Fantastiques on tape. by Wallenstein for Audio Fidelity, Goossens for
Everest -Alphatape, and Monteux for
RCA Victor; yet much as I admire the
last, in particular, for its poetic radiance,
Munch's is far more exciting, better
played, and better recorded.
This release is also significant for another reason: as the first evidence of its
manufacturer's new policy of departing
from slavish conformity to disc -side limitations when preferable divisions are
possible in the reel edition. In the present taping, the mood -shattering break in
the slow movement ("Scene in the Country") of the disc version is avoided by
completing the movement on the "A"
side. The "B" side is filled out with
Munch's taut, richly romantic performance of Schumann's Alan fred Overture.

GILBERT and SULLIVAN: Patience

$8.95.

Mary Sansom, soprano: Gillian Knight,
contralto; John Reed, baritone; Kenneth
Sandford. baritone: et ul. D'Oyly Carte
Opera Chorus; New Symphony Orchestra
of London, Isidore Godfrey, cond.
LONDON LOS 90045. Two reels:
approx. 71 and 43 min. $15.95.

Munch's just completed Boston career
could not be more appropriately crowned
than by the present release and the
Romeo and Juliet discussed above. Celebrated for his Berlioz readings, his latest
recording of the Symphonie fantastique
not only surpasses his previous two but
ranks as one of the-If not the -most
outstanding. It has the same impassioned
fervency which marked his 1955 edition
(known to discophiles only in mono, but

Most disc reviewers of this first stereo
Patience strike me as overdefensive in
protesting that Gilbert's satire on Victorian aestheticism isn't really dated; or,
that if it was a few years ago, it's now
again timely. I might be able to agree
if only the dialogue were given more
point and bite in this performance, but
despite the beautiful clarity and presence
of the recording, there is little vividness

ture

Boston Symphony
Munch, cond.

RCA

VICTOR

Orchestra, Charles

FTC 2113. 60 min.

of characterization. While the songs are
sung prettily or deftly, as required, the
current D'Oyly Carte singing actors seem
more stilted here than in their earlier

tapings. Happily. however, the music
itself is quite impervious to either age
or the relative pallidity of the soloists;
whatever the latter lack in gusto is largely compensated for by the verve of the
chorus and orchestra under Godfrey's
elastic but always secure control.

MOZART: Concertos for Horn and
Orchestra: No. I in D, K. 412;
No. 2, in E flat, K. 417; No, 3, in
E flat, K. 447; No. 4, in E flat, K.
495
Albert Linder, horn; Vienna State Opera
Orchestra, Hans Swarowsky, cond.
VANGUARD VTC 1648. 55 min. $7.95.
Since the early 2 -track taping of the
four horn concertos by Stagliano never
has been reissued in 4 -track form, and
and 3 are currently repreonly Nos.
sented in this medium (by Tuckwell, for
London), there should be a warm welcome for any good new complete version. Fortunately, Linder's superbly colored and controlled solo playing and the
1

gracefully resilient accompaniments by
Swarowsky are even better than earlier
versions. (Linder's performance is not
as debonair, however, as that by the incomparable Aubrey Brain in his unforgettable mono edition for Angel.) The
transparent stereo recording and pre echo-free tape processing here are well nigh ideal. The highest critical praise,
however, is an inadequate tribute to a release like this one. No words can ever
convey its musical delights; all I can do
is to assure everyone who doesn't already know the Mozart horn concertos
that their lives never can be quite complete without them! There are many
"greater" works than those innocently
songful divertissements that Mozart
tossed off so gleefully for his cheese
vendor friend Leutgeb, but nothing I
know in all music is more inspiring to
fall back upon.

Continued on next page
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PROKOFIEV: Alexander Nevsky, Op.
78
Lili Chookasian, contralto; Westminster
Choir; New York Philharmonic, Thomas
Schippers, cond.
COLUMBIA MQ 466. 41 min. $7.95.

As sometimes does happen, even in review copies, the taping I first received
was defective in processing (heavily unbalanced on the right), yet even so it was
mightily impressive in all other respects.
Its corrected replacement is even more
so. Nothing I've heard before from
Schippers on records prepared me for
the assured strength and darkly dramatic
eloquence he reveals here in an uncommonly evocative performance of one of
Prokofiev's most gripping works, which
in this first tape appearance should win
a host of new admirers. And although
1. like others who first encountered this
music (apart from its original score for
the famous Eisenstein film) in the 1945
debut recording by Ormandy, can never

forget Jennie Tourel's incomparably
poignant solo in "The Field of the Dead"
movement, Miss Chookasian has an even
more sumptuously dark, if less steady,
voice, and she brings a very moving
pathos to her role. Unlike the old Ormandy version and the more recent fine
-but untaped -one by Reiner, the text
used here is the original Russian (and
Latin, for the Crusaders' chant). Incidentally, stereophiles in search of truly
materials
demonstration
spectacular
which also are of genuine musical substance can hardly find more thrilling
passages than some of those in the "Battle on the Ice" and "Alexander's Entry
into Pskov."

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker,
Op. 71
Utah Symphony Orchestra, Maurice Abravanel, cond.
VANGUARD VSTF 1646 (twin -pack).
84 min. $9.95.

Despite the excellence of the tape processing here the $2.00 difference between
this and other reel editions of the complete Nutcracker is scarcely substantial
compensation for its competent but
strictly routine performance. The differential is little enough to pay for the
virtuoso brilliance of Ansermet (London), the poetic warmth of Rodzinski
(Westminster), or the balletic grace of
Irving (Kapp), each of whom is wholly
successful in terms of his individual approach to Tchaikovsky's delectable music.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 7,
in E flat (arr. Bogatyryev)
Philadelphia Orchestra,
mandy, cond.
COLUMBIA MQ 472.

Eugene

Or-

38 min. $7.95.

Now that the hullabaloo over Ormandy's
concert premiere of this reconstructed
symphony has begun to subside, the recent disc version and prompt tape release
of his performance better enable us to
judge the work's permanent value. And
to acknowledge that this is negligible
(as long as the music is considered as an
adjunct to the Tchaikovskyan symphonic
canon) is not to deny its shallower, yet
far from inconsiderable. appeal as tonal
entertainment. Its value in this light is
especially marked in its nostalgic slow
movement and in the whirling remotely
"Polovtsian" third movement transcribed

by Bogatyryev from the Scherzo -Fantaisie, Op. 72. No. 10, for piano. In any
case, even the more synthetic moments
here are given sonic distinction by some
of the Philadelphians' finest playing. captured in superbly expansive and warm
stereoism and immaculate tape processing. But if this release is welcome as
a novel, more or less Tchaikovskyan di-

vertissement, how much more welcome
would be technically comparable tapings
of the unjustly neglected first three symphonies, of which only No. 2 is currently
available-none too satisfactorily-in a
4 -track version!

LEONTYNE PRICE: "Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot"
Leontyne Price, soprano; Chorus and
Orchestra, Leonard de Paur, cond.
RCA VICTOR FTC 2109. 38 min.
$8.95.

LEONTYNE PRICE: "A Christmas
Offering"
Leontyne Price, soprano; Singverein der
Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde
and
Wiener Grosstadtkinderchor; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, cond.
LONDON LPM 70049. 39 min. $6.95.

Admirers of Miss Price will not want to
miss her brilliantly recorded singing in
either the current program of fourteen
Negro spirituals or in a last- season
Christmas special which was received too
late for review in the December 1961
"Tape Deck." But they will have to settle
for sheer beauty of voice only: Miss
Price's performances are. for all their
simplicity and fervor, overcareful to a
point often approaching stiltedness: the
spiritual arrangements (mostly by De
Paur) are too fussy, and even the carols
(mostly in arrangements by Frederick
Meyer), while less pretentious, are self consciously "devotional." Different as
the recording techniques are, each is extremely effective in its own way, but
the whisper of background noise in the
quietest passages of both releases is a
faint but inescapable reminder that tape
processing has its recalcitrant problems.

"Baldwin Organ and Bongos." Eddie Osborn; Bob Rosengarden; rhythm accompaniment. Audio Fidelity AFST
1974, 26 min., $8.95.
In the nearly two years since this program appeared on discs, I'd forgotten
how attractive it was. Now. even better
processed on tape, it clinches its earlier
claims to preeminence: as a display of
the variety in timbres commanded by
two different models of Baldwin organs
(it should be interesting even to those
who normally disdain electronic organs):
as a model of imaginative percussion
scoring; and as a gleamingly bright recording of exceptionally zestful and tasteful pops performance.

"Concerto for My Love." George Shearing and His Orchestra and Chorus.
Capitol ZT 1755, 30 min., $6.98.
Shearing's performances here are styled
for the most part as richly sentimental

mood music. Yet the soloist's fluent expressiveness is combined so warmly with
strings, French horn, and wordless voices,
and everything is recorded with such
luscious sonority, that at its best the unashamed schmaltz is likely to be irresistible to all save misanthropes.

"An Electrifying Evening with the Dizzy
Gillespie Quintet." Verve VSTC 275,
36 min., $7.95.

For once a self- laudatory program title
is thoroughly justified. These four long
performances (Gillespie's own Kush. Salt
Peanuts. and A Night in Tunisia, plus

his no less original reworking of Ellington's The Mooche), recorded live during
a concert at the New York Museum of
Modern Art, are electrifying indeed. The
trumpeter's soliloquies are inexhaustibly
inventive and his sidemen (Leo Wright,
flute and alto sax; Lalo Shifrin, piano;
Chuck Lampkin, drums: and Bob Cunningham, bass) are inspired to superbly
resilient collaborations. Add the most

natural of cleanly open recording, and
John S. Wilson's disc review accolade
can be paraphrased to read "one of the
most consistently stimulating jazz programs yet committed to a single tape."
"Folk Matinee." The Limeliters. RCA
Victor FTP 1143, 29 min., $7.95.
It seems to me the time has come for
this talented trio to return to their original practice of making live concert recordings, where the presence of a responsive audience might relieve them
from feeling that they must work as
hard as they do in this studio session.
Or perhaps it is because they have less
attractive materials here that they strain
overmuch to put them across. At any
rate, with the exception of a mildly amusing. relaxed Funk. this high- tensioned.
self -conscious, and overrobustly recorded
program (flawed. too, by some preëchoes
and spill -overs) is -for all of its virtuosity-the least satisfactory the Lime liters have given us so far.

"Gilbert and Sullivan Songbook." Martyn Green, Andrew Gold. June Bronhill; Starlight Symphony Orchestra and
Chorus, Cyril Ornadel. cond. M -G -M
STC 3980, 45 min.. $7.95.
Although the disc version of this miscellany of G & S bits and pieces appeared
nearly a year ago. I haven't been able
to trace any reviews of it and suspect
that other commentators have yielded to
the same urge I feel -that it would be
kindest to pass this over in silence. The
former Savoyard Martyn Green retains
many of his skills. of course. and still
has a unique way with the patter songs,
but nothing he does here is comparable
with his great performances in the past.
The contributions of the other soloists
and chorus are, at best, nondescript.

"Hawaiian Wedding Song and Other
Sounds of Paradise." Gordon Jenkins
and His Orchestra with the Ralph
Brewster Singers. Columbia CQ 461,

39 min., $7.95.
A lushly colored, boldly if quite closely

recorded program of familiar songs of
the Islands (Now Is the Hour, Ke Kali
Nei Au, Honolulu Honeymoon, etc.)
which must be well -nigh unique in that
it dispenses entirely with the usual ukuleles and steel guitar glissandos. For my
part. any loss in authenticity this may
entail is made up for in sheer aural
relief! The warm strings and voices.
spiced with occasional piquant passages
for woodwinds and the leader's own
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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THE TAPE DECK
Continued from page 114
provide considerable romantic,
mildly exotic, atmospheric charm.
piano,

"Victor Herbert on Stage." Roger Wagner Chorale and Orchestra. Capitol
ZW 1707. 46 min.. $7.98.
The West Coast choir sings as well as
ever and is recorded in beautifully warm
and expansive stereoism, but the Wagner
and McRitchie arrangements of thirteen
Herbert favorites are routine in comparison with the magnificent ones supplied by
Robert Russell Bennett for Robert Shaw's

Victor Herbert" taping of
which included (usually at
greater length) all of the selections here
except Indian Summer and Moonbeams.
"Immortal
last May,

Moreover, the Shaw Chorale sang even
better and with far more gusto, and its
bolder orchestral accompaniments had
greater dramatic impact. Wagner's is a
good tape, but it offers scant competition
to

a

truly great one.

"Living Strings Plus Two Pianos Play
the Most Beautiful Music in the
World." Roberto and Ortega, pianos;
Orchestra, Mario Ruiz Armangol,
cond. RCA Camden CTR 687, 36 min.,
$4.95.

"Living Strings Play `Moon River' and
Other Motion Picture Hit Themes."
Orchestra, Chucho Zarzosa, cond.
RCA Camden CTR 673, 29 min.,
$4.95.
A new low- priced series strikes out boldly
in the pops field with a batch of five
releases topped by the present two Mexi-

can exemplars of Camden's best -selling
discs. the "Living Strings" mood music
programs. (The others are a British

"Living Strings Play Music for Romance." CTR 637; Astaire Dance Studio
"Everybody Cha Cha," CTR 476; and
Leo Addeo's "Hawaii in Stereo," CTR
5I0.) Zarzosa's film hit performances
cling closely to the now familiar lushly
romantic style, but his arrangements
make effective use of a French horn
and a fine cello section, as well as of
musically meaningful stereo antiphonies,
and there is at least one moment of
contrasting vivacity in a bouncing Guns
of Nararrone. The pretentiously titled
Armangol program is, surprisingly, even
more atmospheric and better varied,
with quite tastefully scored pairings of
romantic themes both classical and
popular ( Liebestraum and Sepavnber
Song, Humoresque and Nola, the Rachmaninoff-Paganini Variations, Chopin's
E flat Nocturne, etc.). All of them
feature richly antiphonal pianos with
attractively colored orchestral backing.
The recording is bright and strong, if not
quite as reverberant as I'd like; the background noise is minimal except for a
.few slight preëchoes and
the Armangol tape
couple of just discernible
spill -over intrusions.

-a

" Lolita."

Soundtrack

-in

Recording,

Nel-

son Riddle, cond. M -G -M STC 4050,

33 min., $7.95.
Not having seen the controversial film
myself, I can't say how well it is matched
by Bob Harris' lyrical Love Theme,

which reappears several times here, and
Riddle's own easy -swinging Lo/ita Ya Ya,
among other incidental pieces. But certainly the music is quite different from
-and far better than -anything one
might expect; and it is played and recorded with zestful piquancy.

" 'No Strings' and 'State Fair' Selections."
Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler,

MODEL 74
3 SPEED -4 TRACK
Complete STEREO Music System
Designed particularly for those
who demand renowned 'l':uidberg
quality performance and versatility in a self-contained, complete stereo music system! In-

corporates power amplifiers,

with Tandberg's undeniable excellence in craftsmanship and
design. This new addition to the
Tandberg f: 'ly is available in
four track with Sound -on- Sound,
Track adding and Source Moni-

tor facilities. Frequency response
preamplifiers. matched speakers,
is unsurpassed, wow and flutter
microswitch operated tape stop,
virtually non -existent. Yes, this
free position tape load, start/
is another fine example of Tandstop /pause control, precision
berg leadership in "Better,
h
aced combination record/
Clearer, More Natural Sound"!
playback head, crase head and
List $399.50
many other features consistent
IMPORTANT: Ask your dealer al t the new Tandberg Model
I enclosure
CX -266 8" coaxial speaker in a hand- rubbed Teakw
. . . ideally suited for use as an external speaker addition to
Speaker list $89.50
your Model 74 stereo tape system.

MODEL 64*

-4 TRACK
Stereo Record /Playback Deck
3 SPEED

America's highest rated record/
playback deck for incorporation
into new or existing high fidelity

systems.

Features
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separate

OF AMERICA.
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heads; direct monitor facilities;
built-in filter for FM multiplex
stereocasts.

List $498.00
P.O. Box 171, 8 Third Avenue, Pelham, N.Y.
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cond. RCA Victor FTC 2124, 31 min.,
$8.95.
It's seldom that I'm disappointed in a
Fiedler program, but for me Jack
Mason's symphonic inflations of the delectable No Strings music lose most of
its original charm, and Richard Hay man's State Fair scorings are only routinely effective, when not heavy-handed.
The recording itself, however, is the
most disconcerting letdown:
weighty
and dark, it seems to utilize close -up
soloist mikings (with consequent background amplification "roar "), and for
all its reverberance lacks the acoustical
warmth and authenticity which have always distinguished Symphony Hall recordings in the past.

"Percussive Stereo."

(Series.) Various
Artists. Richmond RPX 49001/12,
twelve reels. $5.95 each.
The unpleasantly harsh and dry sonics

of the disc series are perhaps tempered
a bit in the slightly lower level tapings,
and many of the tapes have less surface
noise; but that's about the best I can
say. Of the eight programs heard earlier
for disc review last October, again it's
only the cocktail hour piano playing by
Ayres
("Friendly Persuasion,"
Ron
49008) that seems notably attractive;
and only in the amusing combination of
Roland Shaw's military and jazz bands
( "Band Concert," 49012) that the exaggerated percussive and stereo effects
are at all appropriate. Of the others.
heard now for the first time. there is at
least some appeal in "The Twin Pianos
of Fred Hartley" (49003) and the Roger
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,.

Ericson Orchestra's "Disney Meets the
Wizard" (49005). But the program I expected the most of, Rawicz and Lan dauer's "Two Pianos Play Strauss"
(49006) is one of the most disappointing
of all, even though it omits the percussion decorations. The once celebrated
twin pianists are stiffly overvehement
and mannered to an extreme, their instruments are exaggeratedly separated,
and although the tape processing is free
from preëcho and spill -over it is inexcusably rough- surfaced.

precise but always flexible control, and
the gusto of the amazingly skilled and
assured collegian players all impress me
as favorably as when I first encountered
them on discs last March. The only
present qualification to the praises of
my feature review of that time is that
the modulation level of the tape edition
is unreasonably low. Fortunately, though,
the processing is good enough to permit
the necessary compensation in playback
level without a serious increase in background or surface noise.

"Peter, Paul, and Mary." Warner Brothers WSTC 1449. 33 min., $7.95.
There are so many young folkish vocal
ensembles these days, mostly modeled
on the Kingston Trio, that I wasn't
particularly impressed by the best -seller
status of this disc -that is, until I heard
the present tape edition. Whatever Peter,
Paul, and Mary's last names or backgrounds may be, they prove to have the
freshest voices and most engaging personalities of all the young minstrels; and
although their materials and styles are
much the same as those of the King stonians, et al., they are even more appealing in Sorrow, It's Raining, Lemon

Condensations and Augmentations. An
unusual number of reissues this month
fall into one or the other of these categories. In the former there are single
reel "highlights" from the RCA Victor
complete Aida of last August and /I
Trovatore of April 1961 (FTC 2121/22,

Tree, If l Had a Hammer, Where Have
All the Flowers Gone, etc. A charming
reel, which is beautifully recorded

(though with the seemingly inevitable
overclose miking) and beautifully proccessed.

"Sounds of Victory." Band of the
Grenadier Guards, Capt. R. B. Bash ford. cond. London LPM 70052, 48
min., $6.95.
If this rousing program of mostly World
War II martial hits is intended as a
"Phase -4 Plus" successor to the memorable "Pass in Review," it doesn't quite
succeed in achieving the same sonic and
dramatic thrills. But considered solely
on its own merits, it is an impressive if
somewhat preëcho-ridden stereo taping
of a resounding, big military band.
There's magnificent sonority and rhythmic vigor in Eric Rogers' Victory Medley,
Richard Rodgers' Guadalcanal March,
and Walton's Spitfire Prelude; and the
Grenadiers bring uncommon verve to
Coates's High Flight and Dam Busters,
among others. And there is an exceptionally effective and stereogenic arrangement of the more recent Tiomkin
Guns of Navarrone.

for Christmas giving and listening
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THEME FROM THE BROTHERS 6RIMM

DST 25457

The appropriately timed tape release
of the Michigan band's college football
program, however, is one no band specialist can afford to miss. The imaginative scorings of Jerry H. Bilik, Revelli's
DECEMBER 1962

ST 180

ST 177

NEW! FIRST TIME EVER!
b
FIRST RECORDING EVER MADE IN RUSSIA

Also new:
Exotica Suite
Martin Denny & Si Zentner

Taste of Honey
Martin Denny

LT

14020

LT 7237

Messiah (Excerpts)
London Philharmonic Orchestra

Swingin' Safari
Billy Vaughn

ST 181

A

$7.95.

March.

George Greeley's 1962 "Popular Piano
Concertos of Famous Film Themes,"
notable for its extended treatment of the
Exodus theme, and a less distinctive but
romantically colorful "Piano Italiano"
( Warner Brothers WSTP 2402).

Now on stereo tape

"The Spectacular Sound of Sousa." Band
of America. Paul Lavalle, cond.
M -G -M STC 3976, 35 min.. $7.95.
"Touchdown, U.S.A." University of
Michigan Band, William D. Revelli,
Ñµc' cond. Vanguard VTC 1647, 41 min.,

Lavalle's vigorously driving, if somewhat
inelastic, performances of Sousa favorites, linked by snaredrum bridges, won't
disappoint his many admirers; and the
powerful, markedly stereoistic recording
seems sonically more attractive here than
in the disc versions of nearly a year ago.
Nevertheless, the Band of America's
blustering Sousa is no match for that
of the Fennell and Goldman ensembles;
several of the familiar marches are done
in Lavalle rescorings which are no improvement on the originals; and the repertoire includes only one relatively novel
selection, the New York Hippodrome

$8.95 each). In the latter there are four
UST twin -pack couplings ($I1.95 each)
of earlier single -reel releases. These are
topped by Ella Fitzgerald's "Gershwin
Songbook," Vol. II (Verve VSTP 277),
which with the earlier VSTP 244 completes the original five -reel series of
1960; and a combination of the fine
1961 Camelot and Carnival selections by
Cyril Ornadel and the Starlight Symphony (M -G -M STP 4500). But probably an even larger public will welcome
the coupling of Mantovani's 1960 -61 bestsellers, "Songs To Remember" and "Gems
Forever" (London LPK 70053); and

ST

DST 25458

90300

For gifts, for your own pleasure, Bel Canto brings you the
latest and the best in popular and classical music on

the finest stereo tapes. Check these new releases against
and don't forget a treat for yourself.
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New
Fe ature s
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Nerv
EIGO RP100
Tlìaiisistorized
Stereo I Mono
-Track
Tape Deck

A great tape recorder made greater:

New professional studio recording hysteresis- synchronous capstan motor: 24 stator slots
for ultra- smooth drive, ultra -quiet and vibrationless professional bearing system.
2. Two new take -up and rewind reel motors, both extra -powered for effortless operation.
3. New cored -out steel capstan flywheel with all the mass concentrated at the rim for improved
1.

flutter filtering.
4. New optimally designed capstan drive belt brings wow down to negligibility.
5. New relay provides instantaneous extra power to the take -up reel motor at start to minimize tape bounce. Provides near -perfect stop- and -go operation and eliminates any risk of
tape spillage when starting with a nearly full take -up reel.
6. New automatic end -of -tape stop switch cuts off take -up reel motor power. Also permits
professional editing techniques, whereby tape being edited out runs off the machine while
you are listening to it.
7. Playback preamps remain"on"during stop- standby mode to permit cueing.

1

Semikit: Tape transport
assembled and tested;
electronics in kit form $299.95
Factory -assembled: Handwired
throughout by skilled
American craftsmen $399.95

8. Recording level adjustment during stop- standby.
9. Shock -absorbent helical spring tape lifters practically eliminate tape bounce at start of fast

winding.
1

pd
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P-111(1 lilr'n til roc

An original, exclusive EICO
product designed and
manufactured in the U.S.A.
(Patents Pending)

Separate stereo 1/4 track record and playback heads permitting off- the -tape monitor and true
sound -on -sound recording; separate transistor stereo record and stereo playback amplifiers
meeting true high fidelity standards; monaural recording on 4 tracks; digital turns counter;
electrodynamic braking (no mechanical brakes to wear out or loosen); all- electric pushbutton transport control (separate solenoids actuate pinch -roller and tape lifters); unequalled
electronic control facilities such as mixing mic and line controls, two recording level meters,
sound -on -sound recording selected on panel, playback mode selector, etc. Modular plug -in

Carrying Case
Rack

construction.
Wow and flutter: under 0.15% RMS at 71/i IPS; under 0.2 11/4 RMS at 33/4 IPS. Timing Accuracy:
± 0.15o/e ±3 seconds in 30 minutes). Frequency Response: 2dh 30- 15,000 cps at 71/2 IPS,
2db 30- 10,000 cps at 33/4 IPS, 50db signal -to -noise ratio. Line
55db signal -to -noise ratio;
Inputs Sensitivity: 100mv. Mike Inputs Sensitivity: 0.5mv.

Over 2 MILLION EICO Instruments in use.
Most EICO Dealers offer budget terms.

New Stereo FM MULTIPLEX TUNER ST97
Wired $149.95
Semi -Kit $99.95
Includes Metal Cover and FET

--

4-45" -is

Add 5% in West.
1562 EICO Electronic Instrument Co. Inc.
3300 Northern Boulevard. L. I. C.. I. N. Y.

--

Another brilliant example of EICO's no- compromise engineering, the new EICO ST97 combines the features of station -monitor
FM -AM Stereo Tuner ST96
with exceptional ease of assembly
capabilities
reception
fringe
-area
quality
and
Kit $69.95 Wired $129.95
for the kit -builder. No test or alignment instruments are needed. The two most
Includes Metal Cover and FET
critical sections, the front -end and the 4 -IF stage circuit board, are entirely pre wired and pre -aligned for best performance on weak signals (fringe area reception).
The front -end is drift -free even with AFC defeated. The four IF stages and 1MC -wide
ratio detector achieve perfect limiting, full- spectrum flat response, very low dis41
tortion, and outstanding capture ratio. The 10 -stage stereo demodulator- EICO's
famous zero -phase -shift filterless detection circuit (pat. pend.)-copes successfully
utterly
70-Watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier with all the problems of high fidelity FM stereo demodulation and delivers
sensitivity, selectivity. stability, separation and
ST70 Kit 599.95 Wired $149.95' clean stereo outputs. Excellent
indistereo
The
automatic
reception.
fringe
-area
up
superb
to
clean signal add
40 -Watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier cator and station tuning indicator travel in tandem on twin slide -rule dials.
ST40 Kit $79.95 Wired $129.95 Antenna Input: 300 ohms balanced. IHFM Usable Sensitivity: 3µV (30 db quieting),
Includes Metal Cover
1.5µV for 20db quieting. Sensitivity for phase -locking (synchronization) in stereo:
2.5µV. Full Limiting Sensitivity: 10µV. IF Bandwidth: 280kc at 6 db points.
FM Multiplex
Ratio Detector Bandwidth: lmc p -p separation. Audio Bandwidth at FM Detector:
Autodaptor
Flat to 53kc discounting pre -emphasis. IHFM Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -55db. IHFM
MX99 (Patent
Harmonic Distortion: 0.6%. Stereo Harmonic Distortion: less than 1.5 %. IHFM
Pending)
IM Distortion: 0.1%. Output Audio Frequency Response: ±1db 20cps-15kc.
Kit $39.95
IHFM Capture Ratio: 3db. Channel Separation: 30db. Audio Output: 0.8 volt. Output
Wired $64.95
Impedance: low impedance cathode followers. Controls: Power, Separation, FM
Cover Optional $2 95
Tuning, Stereo-Mono, AFC -Defeat.
Export Dept.. Roburn Agencies
Listen to the EICO Stour, WA13GF)1, N. Y. 53.5 MC. Mon. -Fri., 7:15 -0 P.M.
-

$29.95
$9.95
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*Actual distortion meter reading of derived
left or right channel output with a stereo FM
signal fed to the antenna input terminals.
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We're Impressed, Too! Harold Lloyd,
best known as a leading denizen of the
World of Comedy. also is a very active
member of the world of high fidelity.
In fact, he literally has surrounded
himself with audio components, some of
which are shown spread out on four
card tables at one end of the actor's
music room, which measures 35 by 60
feet and boasts an 18 -foot ceiling. Lloyd

Lloyd: extra speakers to startle.

`

never has bothered enclosing his equipment in cabinets, because he has not yet
settled on a "final system." All told. the
installation (at last count) included: three
turntables, two tape recorders. six basic
amplifiers, a master preamplifier, and
twenty loudspeakers hooked up via electronic crossover units. If this array of
equipment for reproducing music isn't
enough. Lloyd also owns a Steinway
player piano and an Aeolian pipe organ
for producing his own music. The
organ pipes are hidden behind a "false
wall" at one end of the massive room;
the main battery of speakers is placed
in front of this section. There are, however, four additional small speakers
lying on the floor near the card table in
random fashion. Are they surplus? No,
explains Lloyd, twinkling, they're used
on occasion "for a startling effect to
impress friends."

R

G

about doing just that. Along with a new
version of its Studio Dynetic integrated
arm and cartridge system, this Midwestern manufacturer is now offering also
the British -made SME arm, which too
has been updated and is now available
in both a 12 -inch and a 16 -inch version.
"Which setup," we asked H. T. Harwood, of Shure, recently, "offers the
better reproduction-the new Studio
system or the SME arm with, say. a
Shure M -33 -5 cartridge ?"
"That's not an easy one to answer,"
replied Harwood. "Both are, in my
view, excellent. In the ultimate sense,
I'd say that the Studio system had the
edge by a very small margin. The SME/
M -33 -5 combination, however, comes
very close and does offer the facilities
of the SME arm itself which is the most
versatile in accepting any other cartridge
you care to install in it."
We are willing, pending results of
tests. to leave it at that, which of
course isn't very conclusive. One thing
we have determined so far is that the
M -33 -5 never sounded better than when
installed in our own SME arm. In any
case, two interesting concepts of high
fidelity ownership appear to emerge from
this twin -product offering. The integrated
design, of whatever make, would seem
to appeal to a perfectionist who settles on
a particular sound as his ideal; the nonintegrated approach, as represented by
the SME arm, would appeal more to
the restless audiophile, the perpetual investigator and
experimenter. Which
would suggest that a certain amount of
self -analysis is required of a fidelitarian
making a choice in the ultra -class of
audio equipment.

New Look in Amplifiers. The big ones
are beginning to appear in transistorized
form. Lafayette has announced a 200 watt (music power) stereo basic amplifier.
brand -new company, Acoustic
Technological Laboratories, Inc. (Acoustec for short), is offering its own dual
and

a

Two Products, Two Philosophies. The
idea of one company offering two top quality competing products seems as
intriguing as it is unusual, but apparently
Shure

Brothers,

Inc.,

has

no

qualms

NEWSFRONTS

Lafayette: buttons are transistors.

DECEMBER 1962

40 -watt (continuous power rating) stereo
basic. Both amplifiers specify flat response across (and beyond) the 20- to
20,000-cps band, and at fractions of a per
cent distortion. The Lafayette unit will
sell for $299.50, the Acoustec model
for $395. We have not yet had an opportunity to audition these new monsters;
but whatever the sound, they certainly
look different from any amplifier we've
ever seen.

"Records by Wire." It's December, which
and while we have
nothing against floral gifts, we would
like to suggest that this year you vary
the routine and send that special party
in a distant city a record. If the recipient
owns a music system, your gift will remind him (or her) of you each time
the record is played. If he doesn't own
a record player, who knows -maybe
your gift will force him to get one and
thus add one more to the clan. Then
you can correspond with each other
about stylus forces and inner -groove
distortion and such. The point is. you
can send that record just as easily as
you wire flowers -some 1,500 record
dealers are reported to be participants
in a "Records by Wire" service. Your
order for a record, placed in a local
store, is relayed by wire or telephone
to a dealer in another city. who then
delivers the goods. Retail florists have
been using this system for fifty years
with great success. despite the fact that
flowers don't last as long as records.
means Christmas,

Bark -ground

Music. The charms that
soothe are being bestowed on a group
of lucky dogs at the kennels of Dr. A. C.
Newman. Jr.. a veterinarian in Opelika,
Arkansas. who has installed an Orr
endless-loop tape cartridge system that
serenades his canine charges. The music,
definitely has a calming effect on the dogs, and keeps them
from barking when visitors enter the
kennel area. If it turns out that music
does indeed keep dogs quiet, it may
not be long before fashionable concert -goers show up at recitals with their
pets in tow. Our own dog (poodle, age 9),
however, does not have as predictable a
reaction to music. At times he listens
attentively; other times he becomes restless and visibly disturbed. If only we
could relate his reactions to miniscule
amounts of distortion, we might be able
to set up a new technique for evaluating
audio components, something perhaps
like a hound's -tooth waveform. . . .
says Dr. Newman.
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"get our quote"
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FREE

reliability
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YOU CAN TAPE
IT WITH YOU

ANYWHERE...
Play /record with the 6 -lb.
Model 660
portable tape recorder

Like a picture, irreplaceable sounds
can be recorded out of focus ". Answer is the CEC professional Model
660. Six pounds light, fully portable.
Runs on six penlight batteries, AC or
in your car. Capture the sounds you

want anywhere-anytime -keep them
forever. Covers widest frequency
range with professional-type mike.
CITROEN ELECTRONICS Dept.
729 N. Highland Avenue
Los Angeles 38, California
Please send me:

HF -122

CEC Booklet containing ingenious sugge .
Lions on how to get the most from a tape
recorder at work or play. I enclose 25t
(coin. stamps) for
e and handling.
El Name of nearest CE(,dsealer.

Name
Address

7one-State

City
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Continued from page 51

Turning up the same par three months
from now. I shall tell my shaving mirror
(for want of hearing someone tell me):
"Well Reid, you battered old- timer, you
haven't lost your touch. Show me anybody in the Street who can turn in such
shrewdness, wit, learning and elegance to
a 10:30 deadline."
As an act of self- mortification, after
a Symphony of Psalms, a King David
or an Apostles by the Royal Choral
Society, I have occasionally composed my
notice, or part of it. under a street lamp
in the rain between the Royal Albert
Hall and the Albert Memorial, edifices
which can be relied on to put antimacassars and gas lamps into any man's
writing. The only difficulty here is that
you have to leave by bus and complete
your copy amid joltings and swayings
that make it look as if written by a demented planchette. More comforting by
far, especially after first nights at Covent
Garden, are remote corners of crowded
bars, with all faces more than two yards
away cut off by tobacco smoke. the
clamor of tongues and radio, and a
general jocose beeriness.
Although not observed by many of
the corps nowadays. writing one's copy
in pubs after the opera was once a
rigid critical custom. In the old Albion
tavern, Bow Street, the critics had a
writing room to themselves, furnished in
horsehair and mahogany. Here, until
late- Victorian times. they gathered within
ten minutes of curtain -fall, each man
writing his thousand- or fifteen- hundred
word article. usually in turgid and reproving prose, for pages the size of bed
sheets and town editions that went to
press in the small hours. The leader of
the band was James William Davidson,
of the Times, limping and black -bearded.
who gave off whisky and tobacco fumes
at all hours and shouted facetiously for
the police whenever Wagner's name was
mentioned. When each man had finished his piece and handed it in for
delivery by collective hackney cab to
this editorial office and that, the company settled down to carousals on "improvised punch."
Sometimes the carousing began before
the writing had ended. Pleasure was apt,
therefore. to get in the way of duty.
Perhaps that is how it came about that
a review by Davidson of a performance
taking place about Christmas Day 1866,
did not reach Printing House Square
until nearly three the following morning.
His famous editor. John T. Delane.
thundered his displeasure. "Would you
like me to resign ?" asked Davidson. In-

stantly Delane relented. "Don't be a
goose." he replied. "If you were to
resign I should have much need of resignation myself." The fact was that Davidson could ill be spared. No writer in
London voiced the prejudices and narrowness of the English Musical Establishment with such boisterous self confidence. Had he not dismissed Richard Wagner as a maggot quickening
from corruption. Liszt as a poisonous
fungus, Verdi as an emetic, Berlioz as

lunatic, and Schubert as an overrated
bungler? In such a paragon all minor
failings and follies were to be pardoned.
Given the Albion's atmosphere and
amenities, it is surprising, all things
considered, that Davidson and his confreres got copy to their offices at all.
Conviviality has always been the enemy
of deadlines. That is precisely why, for
a quick think and a summary scrawl
after the opera, I prefer a corner seat in
some pub near Covent Garden's perimeter where I am known to none or
to few. With a glass of Fernet- Branca
and soda before me if I've been hearing
(and, more to the point, seeing) Covent
Garden's latest Zauberflöte, which is
enough to unsettle anybody's liver, or
a pint of directors' ale after any performance, bad or tolerable, of Die
Meistersinger, I sit snug and isolated
on the fringe of the babble and the
shouts. my creative musings as free from
not
encroachment and backslappings
altogether as heaven-sent -as Hugo
Wolf's in the chill turret room at Perch toldsdoff where he wrote his Miirike
Lieder at the rate of three a day. Who
would choose, in preference to such a
retreat, to compose on an open editorial
floor, to the muted musketry of typewriters, with telephone bells drilling into
the brain? Typing a review, as distinct
from composing it. is another matter.
Often, having scribbled my three or
four hundred words in the Underground
train. I taxi to my office and, to spare
the copy editor a clutter of foreign names
and technical phrases, type the thing with
my own gnarled hands.
As I have already made plain, I hope,
copytakers are patient and talented men;
but not all can be expected to know
that "obbligato" shouldn't be "obligato"
(unless, indeed, it's the other way round)
and that the composer of the Slopiewnie
song cycle is spelt Szymanowski or
Szymanovsky according to the state of
my horoscope. One night on the telephone I tried to get away with a gay
reference to some hisbigliando harp
part in a Richard Strauss tone poem.
"Miss Billy and who ?" asked the copy taker testily. I remember only one major
gaffe. A national daily (now, unhappily,
dead) printed Charles Reid on Brahm's
Symphony No. 3. in F major. This was
the first time I had heard of Herr
Brahm who. I figure, was as different
a chap from Johannes Brahms as any
Iobotomist could contrive. As I see him,
Herr Brahm was beardless, had a parchment face, hollow cheeks, aquiline nose,
a permanent tic under the left eye (it
always made Jenny Lind think he was
winking at her). Father of thirteen, he
wrote cantatas in the manner of Spohr
and was given a gold- mounted umbrella
with effusive inscription by the Antient
Conclave of Gleesingers and Madrigal ists, Clerkenwell, in '65. . . . The same
paper that published me on Brahm also
printed its dramatic critic on Hedda
Gabler by Henry Gibson. About him
too, I have often speculated.
I should add that Herr Brahm and
Henry Gibson alike made the 10:30
deadline -with five minutes and eight
minutes to spare, respectively. Who,
then, would deny them immortality?
a

-if
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THE NEW FIDELITY
Continued from page 45
sheer vividness the results are notable.
The practice of using a console mixer
is hardly unique to London, however.
Many companies employ equipment of
this kind -among them Columbia Records, which uses a sixteen -channel mixer
to similar purposes. Columbia's Show
Boat is one demonstration of the technique, with the soloist- somewhat disconcertingly at times-moving across the
stage in front of an evenly spread chorus.
While the separation achieved by multichannel mixers is certainly successful.
almost the same degree of distinctness can
be created in other ways. One of these
is employed by Warner Brothers in the
"Stereo Workshop" series. As many as
sixteen microphones may be used, one
for each instrument or section, feeding
into six tape machines. ( For example,
tape No. 3 records rhythm drums. percussion, guitar, and string bass, each with
its own mike and each regulated to the
appropriate volume; saxophones have tape
No. 5 to themselves; clarinets go on tape
No. 6.) Engineers combine the six tapes
on a two -channel master tape: the signal
from tape No. 3 may be channeled 80
into the left, 20'; into the right; No. 6
may go entirely into the right, and so
forth. The finished record is close -up,
with highly defined instrumental placement. Like "Phase 4," the arrangements
as well as the engineering tend deliberately to emphasize left and right spacing.
sometimes at the expense of the middle.
The left -right school of recording has
given rise to a healthy counteraction
which aims at a spread of sound without

sacrificing instrumental definition. In
the forefront of this movement are, interestingly enough, two companies that were
among the strongest proponents of ping pong in earlier days -Command and
Audio Fidelity. Audio Fidelity has abandoned its "Doctored for Super Stereo"
albums to concentrate on what it calls
the "Stereo Curtain of Sound" (which
is "directly opposed to and minimizes
ping -pong effects." in the unequivocal
words of the jacket notes). In Satchnlo
Plays King Oliver, for example, the
placement is vivid -trombone, left; piano,
left of center; Armstrong, center. with
drums apparently behind him; saxophone,
right -but the over -all effect is indeed
a natural spread of sound.
Command's 35 -mm discs ( "Enoch
Light at Carnegie Hall." etc.) are. to
my mind. among the most satisfactory
popular stereo records to he had: the
sound of a normal orchestra spread
naturally before the listener proves, in
the long run, the happiest use of the
potentialities of stereo. Another label
which achieves good results along these
lines is United Artists, whose "Wall -toWall Stereo" combines some marked
left -right effects with a reasonable suggestion of spread.
Along with advances made in the application of stereo, some quite tangible
improvements have been developed in

Continued on page 127
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You may return your equipment within 6
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Important Announcement to High Fidelity
Bf'ader., who want to BUY, SELL or SWAP

111

of you are in the market to buy, sell or swap used equipment and
records that we've been swamped with listings for Trader's Marketplace. This
section couldn't begin to accommodate the many classified ads we receive from
readers each month. It was therefore discontinued with the March issue.
So many

To give everybody a chance to reach HIGH FIDELITY'S interested readers,
we've started publication of a monthly Buy. Sell or Swap Newsletter. Subscriptions are accepted at a nominal charge of $1.00 per year to cover part of our
printing and mailing costs.
Classified listings of used equipment and /or records are available at $1.00
per advertisement. Messages limited to 30 words, including name and address.
No dealer ads can be accepted. Publishers cannot guarantee the accuracy
of statements or condition of merchandise advertised.

if you're looking for bargains in used equipment or recordings, fill in and
mail the coupon below with your check or money -order for $1.00. We'll start
your Newsletter subscription with the next issue. If you're looking for a buyer
for your used equipment or records, send an additional dollar for a 30 -word
listing. There's space on the coupon to type or print your message.
So,

HIGH FIDELITY, Dept. CE
Great Barrington, Mass.

Enclosed

is

my payment for $

Start my subscription to your Buy, Sell
or Swap Newsletter with the next issue.

Insert the following 30 -word advertisement (including name and address) in the
next issue of the Newsletter. (Type or print

($1)

plainly.) ($I

)

Name
Address

City

State

DECEMBER I962
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General Index, 1962
Feature Articles Listed by Author
Bernheimer. Martin. Teresa Stich -Randall. Apr., p. 28.
Broder, Nathan. The Bach Cantatas (a discography).
Aug., p. 44.
Broder, Nathan. Building Your Stereo Library: Mozart.
Feb., p. 89.
Buckwalter, Len. A Guide to Tape Kits. Aug., p. 60.
Buckwalter, Len. FM for Motorists. June. p. 32.

Cortis, Marcello . Zoo of the Golden Throats (Italy's
provincial opera houses). July, p. 36.
Cudworth. Charles. Mr. Bach of London (Johann Christian Bach). June, p. 35.
Cudworth, Charles. The Sound of Christmas. Dec.

Jacobs, Arthur. Salome at the Sofiensaal
cording in Vienna). Feb., p. 58.

Darrell,
Darrell,

R. D. 4 -Track Tape. Feb.. p. 61.
R. D. S.O.P. for Smooth Optimum Performance (care of tape equipment). Aug., p. 57.

Eisenberg, Norman. FM Stereo Up to Date. May. p. 51.
Eisenberg, Norman. A Guide to Kits. Oct., p. 59.

Fleming, Shirley. André Previn. July. p. 14.
Fleming, Shirley. Command Performance (recording
sessions in Pittsburgh). Aug., p. 50.
Fleming, Shirley. Duo -Pianists Gold and Fizdale. Sept.,
p. 34.

Fleming, Shirley. Erick Friedman. Feb.. p. 42.
Fleming, Shirley. The Fine Arts Quartet. Mar.. p. 16.
Fleming, Shirley. Franco Corelli. lune. p. 18.
Fleming. Shirley. The New Fidelity (stereo recording
techniques). Dec., p. 42.
Fleming, Shirley. Rafael Puyana. Oct.. p. 34.
Fleming. Shirley. Ruggiero Ricci. May. p. 12.
Frankenstein. Alfred. A Bandwagon for Alban Berg?
Feb., p. 64.

Frankenstein. Alfred. The Imagery from Without (De-

(opera re-

Koch. Richard A. Can High Fidelity Be Measured?
July, p. 28.
Korn, Peter Jona. Conversations with Schmilowitz.
Oct., p. 56.
Krips, Josef. Felix von Weingartner, 1863 -1942. Dec.,
p. 46.

Landon, H. C. Robbins.

p. 38.

Cudworth. Charles. Watch Your Jacket (record annotation). Mar.. p. 58.

bussy and painting).

Hughes, Patrick Cairns. Giacomo Meyerbeer -the Curiously Missing Master. May, p. 44.

Monteverdi and Mantua. Feb.,

p. 48.

Landon. H. C. Robbins. The Theater an der Wien
(Vienna's historic opera house). June. p. 28.
London. George. The Don and His Women (Don
Giovanni). Nov., p. 48.
Marcus, Leonard. Kits Can't Bite. Oct.. p. 63.
Marcus, Leonard. What's in a Name? Aug., p. 48.
Marsh. Robert C. Opera at the Golden Gate. Jan., p. 42.
Marshall. Joseph. Improvements in Arms. Apr., p. 42.
Marshall, Joseph. Inside the Cartridge. Jan., p. 49.
Mayer. Martin. The Business That Did Not Exist (Avery
Fisher). Oct., p. 53.
Mayer, Martin.
The Triumphs and Troubles of the
Met. Apr., p. 38.
McMullen, Roy. The Respectable Claude. the Irreverent
Achille (Debussy). Sept., p. 63.
Moor, Paul. The Czech Philharmonic. May. p. 36.
Moor, Paul. Sviatoslav Becomes Svyetchik (Richter).
Oct., p. 46.
Osborne, Conrad L. Debussy on Microgroove (a discography). Part HI, Nov., p. 84. (See also Goldsmith.)
Osborne, Conrad L. The Quest for Verismo. Nov., p. 51.
Pirie, Peter J. No Funeral Taps for Delius. Apr., p. 46.

Sept., p. 59.

Glass, Herbert. Richard Strauss on Microgroove (a discography). Mar., p. 50.
Goldbeck, Frederick. The Heritage of Debussy. Sept.,

Reid. Charles. Deadline Ten -Thirty. Dec.. p. 50.
Reid. Charles. Kindling the Magic Spark (stereo vs.
off -the -stage opera). Nov., p. 44.

p. 52.

Goldsmith, Harris. Debussy on Microgroove (a discography). Part I, Sept., p. 66; Part II, Oct., p. 98.
(See also Osborne.)
Goldsmith, Harris. The Kreisler Legacy on Records.
May, p. 42.
An Argument for Richard Strauss.
Gould. Glenn.
Mar., p. 46.

Harlow. Lewis. Testing Tubes at Home. Mar.. p. 53.
Helm. Everett. The Many -Sided Villa (Heitor Villa
Lobos). July, p. 39.
Heyworth, Peter. A Biedermeier Man in West Berlin
(Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau). Mar., p. 55.
Heyworth. Peter. "An Inner Unity" (Ernest Ansermet
discusses Debussy). Sept., p. 56.
Hodge. Elizabeth 1. In Their Very Voice (poets on
(iscs). June, p. 38.

Silverberg. Robert. The Age of Tape. Aug., p. 53.
Silverberg, Robert. An Incredible Diversity (FM programming). May, p. 48.
Silverberg. Robert. Trends in Transistors. Feb.. p. 54.
Szigeti, Joseph. Memories of Fritz Kreisler. May, p. 40.

Tepfer, Charles. Antennas for FM. May. p. 54.
Tepfer. Charles. In Video Est Audio (improving TV
sound). Nov., p. 55.

Williams, Martin. When the Big Bands Played Swing.
Apr., p. 49.
Yates, Peter.

California.

The Demi -Wasteland: music in Southern
Jan., p. 38.

Zhito, Lee. Hollywood and High Fidelity. Jan., p. 46.
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Feature Articles Listed by Title
The Age of Tape. Aug., p. 53.
André Previn. July, p. 14.
Antennas for FM. May, p. 54.
An Argument for Richard Strauss. Mar.,
p. 46.

The Bach Cantatas (a discography). Aug.,
p. 44.
A Bandwagon for Alban Berg? Feb.,
p. 64.
A Biedermeier Man in West Berlin (Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau). Mar.. p. 55.
Building Your Stereo Library: Mozart.
Feb., p. 89.
The Business That Did Not Exist (Avery
Fisher). Oct., p. 53.

TOP ALLOWANCE

DON'T WASTE TIME

FOR YOUR USED COMPONENTS

v

MAKING

AT

Çaudio exchange

CONNECTING CORDS

WHEN YOU PURCHASE
The SHERWOOD S -3000 IV

7

(4
SWITCHCRAFT

FM MX STEREO TUNER

INTERCONNECTING

with "Acro- Beam" Tuning

7" expanded slide-rule tuning scale,
Automatic Frequency Scale, special inter -channel
hush system which eliminates noisy "hash"
Features

CORD
FOR
EVERY

between FM channels.

JOB

Can High Fidelity Be Measured? July,

1

p. 28.

Command Performance (recording sessions in Pittsburgh). Aug.. p. 50.
Conversations with Schmilowitz. Oct.,
p. 56.

The Czech Philharmonic.

May, p. 36.

Deadline Ten -Thirty. Dec.. p. 50.
Debussy on Microgroove (a discography). Part I. Sept., p. 66; Part H.
Oct., p. 98; Part III, Nov.. p. 84.
The Demi -Wasteland (music in Southern
California). Jan., p. 38.
The Don and His Women (Don Giovanni). Nov., p. 48.
Duo-Pianists Gold and Ftzdale. Sept.,
p. 34.

Erick Friedman. Feb., p. 42.

TRADE 4 WAYS

TRADE Hi -fi for hi -fi
TRADE Amateur radio* for hi -fi
TRADE Hi -fi for amateur radio
TRADE Amateur radio* for amateur radio*
*Includes HAM; SWL; Citizen's Band; Test Equipment

Before you take time to make
up a special cord to connect 2
units, check Switchcraft Catalog

AUDIO EXCHANGE EXCLUSIVES:

-590.
Over 190 Molded Cables with
different type connectors and

Plan
New Equipment from over 100
manufacturers
Used Equipment sold on 10 -day unconditional money -back guarantee ...plus 90 -day service warranty
Special GE credit plan Custom Installation for stereo and monaural equipment.
Hi Fi
service laboratory.
4
more!
Pay
less
when
you
Get
trade at
Trade -Back

S

lengths.

audio
exchange
info

For Trading

write dept.

HD

PLEASE MAIL ALL ORDERS AND INQUIRIES TO JAMAICA
153.21 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y.
AXtel 7.7577
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. MANHISSET, N. Y.
203 Mamaroneck Ave. 1065 Flatbush Ave. 451 Plandome R"

CIRCLE

15

STOCKED BY

Electronic Parts Distributors
Musical and Photo Distributors
Write for Catalog 5 -590.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD

5539 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30, III.
99 ON READER- SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE

Felix von Weingartner, 1863 -1942. Dec.,

Stetto,

p. 46.

The Fine Arts Quartet. Mar.. p. 16.
FM for Motorists. June, p. 32.
FM Stereo Up to Date. May, p. 51.
Four -Track Tape. Feb.. p. 61.
Franco Corelli. June, p. 18.

Giacomo

Meyerbeer-The

compares with the Finest Speaker Systems!
The Grecian Speaker Systems use

a

full control, coaxially mounted dual
cone speaker with a heavy 6.8 ounce
magnet. The system's response is
from 40- 15,000 cps., Power rated up
to 20 watts nominal. Cabinet size is

Curiously

Missing Master. May, p. 44.
A Guide to Kits. Oct.. p. 59.
A Guide to Tape Kits. Aug., p. 60.

91/2 ". All wood is 3/4" or
larger.
The Grecian is a versatile and
superior speaker system which can
be used as a bookshelf, a piece of
furniture, or finished to suit the
individual. Here is your stereo or
extension speaker that will compare
with the Finest.

24" x 12" x

The Heritage of Debussy. Sept.. p. 52.
Hollywood and High Fidelity. Jan.. p. 46.

The Imagery from Without ( Debussy
and painting). Sept.. p. 59.
Improvements in Arms. Apr., p. 42.
In Their Very Voice (poets on discs).
June, p. 38.
In Video Est Audio (improving TV
sound). Nov., p. 55.
An Incredible Diversity (FM programming). May, p. 48.
"An Inner Unity" (Ernest Ansermet discusses Debussy). Sept., p. 56.
Inside the Cartridge. Jan., p. 49.
J. C. Bach on Records.

June, p. 36.

Kindling the Magic Spark (stereo vs. off the -stage opera). Nov., p. 44.
Kits Can't Bite. Oct., p. 63.
The Kreisler Legacy on Records. May,

113
Acausuc
Insulation inside

J4i4 ss
Cleveland ONO

3p- all

Pressure

wood ccnstruchon

tuned port

euaratlter -One

year warranty
against parts and manufacturing
defects. Registration card included.
6.8 ounce coaxially mounted
dual cone speaker

Grecian grin front

'z'z'I'z'I'z'zI'z' T'z'z'z'I'zz'i7z'

HARVEY PEKAR, Jazz Critic for
"Downbeat Magazine" says, "The
Grecian is so Realistic in its reproduction of music that feel
am
at a live Jazz session."
i

I

p. 42.

'

,

5 -TRON CO., 5862 Mayfield Rd., Mayfield Heights 24, 0.
Please ship.... Grecian Speaker(s) to be used in rey
home on approvll for 10 days.
If I am not fully
satisfied
may return the Grecian(s) and immediately
be refunded the purchase price.
I

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY 8 STATE

Please make check or money order
payable to X.TRON Co.

Continued on page 125
CIRCLE
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JUST OFF TILE PRESS!

stereo
High Fidelity Magazine's Guide to

BE SURE you see this fourth annual roundup
of the latest developments in stereo components
plus a glimpse of the stereo
and systems .
.

.

future.
Written by experts and lavishly illustrated.
STEREO 1963 Edition generates ideas that help
you achieve the best music reproducing system
at the price you decide to invest. And it helps
you get the most out of your present stereo system, if you are that far along. It's a blend of
news and insight that answers such major
questions as these:

PUBLISHED

BY

high fidelity

MAGAZINE

Ste

reo963

I

EDITION

NEW STEREO EQUIPMENT
From phono certndges to speaker systems

STEREO ON THE AIR
The new wund of FM rnuitmolos

DECOR

AND

S

Whet wunde good e.O con look good

-after

five years of stereo where are we and
where are we going?
-how can you make the stereo "rig" look so
attractive ALL members of the family will
approve? (many illustrations)
-what are some of the problems and promises
of stereo broadcasting and reception?
-how can you improve reception in fringe
areas?
-what are the trends in cartridges, arms.
turntables?
-what's the best way to select a stereo
amplifier?
-what's new in speaker systems?
-what's the future of tape?
-what's new in stereo kits?
-what suggested components comprise a
budget stereo system? a dream system? a
compact system?
-what are the year's outstanding stereo discs
and tapes?

There's much more, of course, but this gives
you an idea of the scope of this publication of
more than 100 pages, same size as HIGH
FIDELITY. For one dollar can you afford to
be without the information and ideas this
authoritative annual will generate for your home

n.cordi p
-Mph gwht, .1 Lo. Con

A Guide to Tape
Nits

v.., t Seat

Stereo n.cordrnp.

How Shouts

St..

Sound?

l'ricr

HIGH FIDELITY, Great Barrington, Mass.

HFD

Send me a copy of STEREO 1963 Edition for the dollar
I

enclose.

Name

Address

music system?
Fill in and mail the form today!

City

Zone

State

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Index of Equipment Reports, 1962
AMPLIFIERS (Basic)
Lafayette I.A -550

Mar., p. 61

AMPLIFIERS (Integrated)
Altec Lansing 353A
Feb.,
Bogen AP -60
Jan.,
Fisher KX -200 Kit
Oct.,
Lafayette KT -236A Kit
July,
H. H. Scott LK -72 Kit
Apr.,

ARMS
Audio Dynamics ADC -40
Ortofon RMG -212T
Ortofon RMG -309
Thorens BTD-12S

June,
Jan.,
Jan.,
Oct.,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

ARMS WITH CARTRIDGES
Audio Dynamics ADC -85 June, p.

67
52
74

44
55
41

54
54
79
41

ARMS WITH TURNTABLES
Empire 398 Troubador
Feb., p. 66
Thorens BTD- 12S /TD -135 Oct., p. 79
CARTRIDGES
General Electric VR -1000
Grado Lab Series
Ortofon SPU -G
Shure M33 Series
Sonotone 9TA
United Audio DMS -900

CHANGERS
Electro- Acoustic 7002
Garrard AT -6
Glaser- Steers GS -77T
United Audio Dual -1006

Dec.,
Apr.,
Jan.,
May,
Nov.,
Sept.,

p. 52
p. 52
p. 54
p. 58
p. 59
p. 70

Mar., p. 62
Aug., p. 65
May, p. 57
Sept., p. 70

MULTIPLEX (FM Stereo)
ADAPTERS
Dynaco FMX -3
Nov..
EICO MX -99
Apr.,
Fisher MPX -100
Feb.,
Harman -Kardon Citation
Ill -MA
July.
Heath ACW -11 Kit
July,
Karg MX -3
Oct.,

Karg MX -5
Sherwood S3MX

FOR FULL QUALITY
STEREO -MULTIPLEX

Oct., p. 78
May, p. 59

OR MONOPHONIC

PREAMPLIFIER- CONTROL UNITS
FICO ST -84
Sept., p. 74
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Altec Lansing A-7
Audax CA -70 Sonoteer
Bozak B -310A
Electro -Voice Patrician 700
Electro -Voice Stereon 200
EMI DLS -529 Dutton
Fisher KS -1 Kit
IMF Styrene Pressure
KLH -9 Electrostatic
Leak Sandwich
Tannoy Monitors; GRF and
Belvedere Enclosures
TAPE RECORDERS
Ampex 1260
Concertone S505-4RK

FM RECEPTION
USE

Nov.,
Apr.,
Sept.,
Jan.,
Jan.,
Aug.,
June,
Feb.,
July,
Dec.,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

63
57

72

FINCÓ

57
57

62
45
70
47
57

O

_

Mar., p. 63

Model FM -4

and DECKS

Korting 158S
Lafayette RK -I41WX

TUNERS
EICO ST -96 (AM /FM)
Fisher FM -50 (FM)
Fisher FM -100 -B (FM /MX)
Fisher FM -200 -B (FM /MX)
Harman -Kardon Citation
III -X (FM /MX)
Heath AJ -41 Kit (AM /FM/
MX)
H. H. Scott 350 (FM /MX)
Sherwood S -3000 IV (FM/
MX)

Sept., p. 73
Oct., p. 76

World's Most Complete
line of HI-

Mar., p. 64
Dec., p. 53

The Top Performance

July, p. 42

TURNTABLES WITH ARMS
Empire 398 'Froubador
Feb., p. 66
Thorens TD -1352 BTD -12S Oct., p. 79

Dept.

CIRCLE

51

The Many -Sided Villa (Heitor Villa
Lobos). July, p. 39.
Memories of Fritz Kreisler. May, p. 40.
Monteverdi and Mantua. Feb., p. 48.
Mr. Bach of London. (Johann Christian
Bach). June. p. 35.
New Fall Recordings. Aug.. p. 68.
The New Fidelity (stereo recording techniques). Dec., p. 42.
No Funeral Taps for Delius. Apr.. p. 46.

Opera at the Golden Gate. Jan., p. 42.
The Quest for Verismo. Nov., p. 51.

JIFF -

Rafael Puyana.

Oct.. p. 34.

The Respectable Claude. the Irreverent
Achille (Debussy). Sept., p. 63.
Richard Strauss on Microgroove (a discography). Mar.. p. 50.
Ruggiero Ricci. May, p. 12.

when passed over your tapes,
cleans them in an instant. Your

NOW

$f
p

tapes are actually cleaner than
new tape. Effective on any size
tape reel. Size: 43Y4" x 4V " hi,

o
List

Wt. Approx. 4r

lbs.

p ICE

JF

MAKE THOSE
EDITING JOBS
"PROFESSIONAL" WITH

THE NEW ... "JIFFY SPLICE"
a pleasure
No more
"sticky splices"
Eliminates magnetic
fields from scissor blades
Holds tape
firmly. No "lost chords" NOW
$2 50
or tape slip
Makes editing

r

-

w

List.

RASON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
73 Wortman Avenue, Brooklyn 7, New York
Please send me
Please send me
Name

Jiffy Rase @ $28.75 ea.
Jiffy Splice @ $2.50 ea

Address
State

City

a
CIRCLE

DECEMBER 1962

IMPROVES
ALL YOUR MAGNETIC
SOUND RECORDINGS!
Saves tape & erase head
Improves signal -to -noise
ratio
Demagnetizes recording

Teresa Stich -Randall. Apr., p. 28.
Testing Tubes at Home. Mar., p. 53.
The Theater an der Wien (Vienna's historic opera house). June, p. 28.
Trends in Transistors. Feb., p. 54.
The Triumphs and Troubles of the Met.
Apr., p. 38.

Zoo of the Golden Throats (Italy's provincial opera houses). July, p. 36.

RasE

head
100% tape erasure
For more perfect, professional
recording nothing beats the
Jiffy Rase for a fully erased
sound -free tape! Lightweight
and compact, the Jiffy Rase,

Salome at the Sofiensaal (opera recording in Vienna). Feb., p. 58.
S.O.P. for Smooth Optimum Performance
(care of tape equipment). Aug., p. 57.
The Sound of Christmas. Dec., p. 38.
Spotlight on FM. May, p. 47.
Sviatoslav Becomes Svyetchik (Richter).
Oct., p. 46.

Watch Your Jacket (record annotation).
Mar., p. 58.
What's in a Name? Aug.. p. 48.
When the Big Bands Played Swing. Apr.,
p. 49.

HF

ON READER -SF:R% ICE C tRD

General Index, 1962
Continued from page 123

Bedford, Ohio

May, p. 59

p. 42
p. 46
p. 78

!

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 West Interstate

TUNER /AMPLIFIER UNITS
Harman -Kardon TA-5000X June. p. 42
Dec., p. 54
H. H. Scott 340

line

Ask your dealer to explain the advantages of these
outstanding antennas or write for Catalog 20 -213.

Nov., p. 60
Jan., p. 55

p. 61
p. 53
p. 69

Feature Articles Listed by Title

Phased

ANTENNAS

FM

Apr., p- 53
Feb., p 69
Aug., p- 63
Aug., p. 63

Fl

93
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DIRECTORY

PROFESSIONAL
MARYLAND

ARIZONA

NEW YORK

DIXIE

WESTERN HI FI FANS

HIGH FIDELITY WHOLESALERS

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PRICES?

Largest discount High Fidelity component disWholesale prices on
in the South.
package or individual components. Latest models in factory sealed cartons.

Specializes in SAVING YOU MONEY

tributors

WRITE FOR QUOTATION
Hi -Fi Sales Company
735 West Main Street
Mesa, Arizona
Phone 969 -3191

CIRCLE

ON READER-SERVICE CORD

57

DIXIE HI -FI
40 ON

RE tDE:R- SERVICE CARD

PERMANENT

HARPSICHORDS

TAPE RECORDING

CLAVICHORDS

LIBRARY

Handsome tape 11.
n rary case in durable plastic. Pro -

by

iection for your
collection. Decorator colored in blue
& ivory. One finger operation. Throw away your cardboard
boxes and order your ultra -modern tape
library today. Set of three cases only $2.00
postpaid. Case connectors Free. Sorry,

SPERRHAKE

write for
Illustrated brochure
Robera S. Taylor
8710 Garfield St.
Bethesda, Maryland

no C.O.D.'s.

L. BAKER & CO.

Santa Monica, Calif.
C
ON READER- SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE

20

QUICK -SEE
ALBUM FILE
Eliminates bottom
jacket wear. Rolls

forward for front view, flip- through
selection. 9 models
fit any cabinet,
closet or shelf.
$7.95 up. Also
available with cabinet shown. Dealers, inquire.
KERSTING MANUFACTURING COMPANY
504

Date Street, Alhambra, California
63 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

715 2nd Ave., (Nr. 38th)
York 16, N. Y.

CIRCLE

BRITISH STENTORIAN*

-

ON READER-SERVICE C%RD

17

SOUNDTASTIC!
That's what our customers are
saying upon receiving our prices!
Write for special low prices on
hi -fi components, tape recorders,
etc. INDIVIDUAL QUOTATIONS
ONLY!
No catalogs.
Island

Coney

CIRCLE

NEW JERSEY

CoF

SPEAKERS
full range
5" coaxials,

RENT

STEREO TAPES
Over 2500 different, 4-track & 2-track
No deposit

Postpaid

on tapes rented

2 to 5 day

delivery (48 States)

stereo -parti

FREE

BROCHURE

811.A CENTINELA

,

"Out of this World"
HI Fi Values.

literature:

Write for free catalog.

BARKER SALES COMPANY

audisn

339 BROAD AVENUE
RIDGEFIELD, NEW JERSEY

25 -HF Oxford Road

:TRADEMARK

Massapequa, New York

CIRCLE

21

ON READER -SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE.

ON READER -SERVICE CARD

19

WRITE FOR QUOTATION

PROMPT

ON HI -FI COMPONENTS

DELIVERY

SOUND
REPRODUCTION, INC.

- MULTIPLEX -

AMPLIFIERS

Mitchell

2 -6816

-

AIR MAIL QUOTES
COMPARE
WRITE FOR CATALOG

M. BROWN SALES CORP

L.
CIRCLE

92 ON

READER-SERVICE CARD

LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES
WAREHOUSE DIRECT SHIPMENTS

Dept.

!TEREO

SPECIAL WAREHOUSE PACKAGE DEALS
ALL BRANO NEW COMPONENTS
TRISH FROM WAREHOUSE
GET OUR WAREHOUSE
y,
PRICE LIST

CIRCLE

76

SAVE
STEREO

'-

CIRCLE:

30%

MUSIC ON

.

TAPE

,Complete Stock)

i^",.1" E

"rite

for mir lie..

lair

mrin

scaled.

8,11d

,1110

r

l

í,..

SOI

CIRCLE

(Commissioned Electronics,

1776

37

Inc.)

Columbia Rd., Wash., D. C.

ON READER- SERVICE CARD

FOR THE TOPS IN VALUE

ON
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Check with Arrow!

AND THE

BEST TRADE -IN

yole rhnirr of cons'pkge.." All factory

1011

on

more

for `:Monthly Specials" bulletin.
HI -FI RECORDING TAPE

With

124.r molly

7" ...h1
7" melee
MO' 7" mrl.r
to
1000' 7"
2400' 7" mrl.,
2400' 7" ton. mylar
fass 9e Assorted.

bark
3.11

1.07
1.27

1.99
1.37
2.37
2.9S

1223

24*

1.05
1.17

.M

1.S0

1.07
1.33
1.4$

2.B

2 SS

1.11S

232

247

Add 150 Postage Per Real

Ina for 24+ IAA,
'125 -D East 88 St., New York 28, N.Y.

4///CARSfON
CIRCLE

NEW YORK

plastic reels 100 ea.
BARGAIN PRICES on blank
I
suries.
NORELCO SPEAKERS
Famous AD3800M. twin cone 8"
(75- 19,000 cycles). comparable net
9.90, now 4.99 (2 for 9.00), plus
postage. OTHER Norelco speaker
models at DISCOUNT PRICES.
(Specifications on complete line
sent on request.)
SAXITONE TAPE SALES
r

ON RE::%DE:R- SERVICE' CARD

ON RE:tDE:R- SERVICE CARD

31/e"

i

95

N. J.

Y.

COMPONENTS, TAPE RECORDERS

..t.

228 -H Greenway Terrace, River Edge,

N

ON RI:a,DER-SERVICE C:SRD

27

1200'
1200'

WAR!OUSEI.

New York 14.

242 West 10th Street

F

CIRCLE

I,

509 11TH ST., N.W., WASH.. D.C.

PRICES

AUDIO DIVISION

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

MAIN STORE:

LOW

TAPE RECORDERS, TUNERS
SPEAKER SYSTEMS, ETC.

34 New Street, Newark 2, N. J.

INGLEWOOD, CALIF

CIRCLE: 96 ON READER- SERVICE CARD

PACf -?
,J

Leaders in Hi -Fi since 1927
First in value.
See your dealer or write for complete

S.

CIRCLE

Y.

N.

You bet we'd be.....
If we were to tell you
about AUDION's

from 6" to
tweeters, woofers and crossover networks.
1

Brooklyn,

Ave.,

ON READER- SERVICE CARD

18

A complete line of highest quality

loudspeakers

QUOTATIONS

New

2057

Box 2221, Dept.

LOWEST POSSIBLE

DELIVERY
We are FRANCHISED for most Hi -Fi
lines.
Orders SHIPPED PROMPTLY from our large
RECORDING
stock.
TAPE at LOWEST PRICES.
FREE LIST.

12402 Connecticut Ave., Silver Spring, Md.

CIRCLE

FACTORY FRESH COMPONENTS
FAST

Are prices too high ? -Write:

CALIFORNIA

E.

v

32

USED

%tatet,

ON READER-SERVICE CARD

HI -FI

BOUGHT -SOLD

TOP CASH PRICES PAID
All Equipment Guaranteed
EXPERT REPAIR

ARROW ELECTRONICS,

SERVICE,
KITS WIRED.

INC.

Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y.
Dlgby 9 -4730
525 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y.
Pioneer 6 -8686
65

CIRCLE

12

ON READER- SERVICE CARD
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"Always A Bargain" At
DOUGLAS RADIO BARGAIN BASEMENT
128 Greenwich St., New York 6, N.Y.
WOrth 4. 0470 -1

CIRCLE

41

ON READER -SERVICE CARD

4

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
NEW YORK

THE NEW FIDELITY

NEW YORK

Continued from page 121

TAPE RECORDERS
HI -Fl

coml.
Ii;h qu:dlty
,c

1
111

or

DRESSNER

can,

your requirements PROMPTLY AT
LOWEST COST. FREE CATALOG.

FREE

1962 Catalog
1523 FA Jericho Turnpike,
New Hyde Park, New York

STEREO COMPONENT Supply Co., Dept.
148.25
12th AVE., FLUSHING 51, N. Y.

-

CIRCLE 42 ON READER- SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE

SAVE UP TO 40% on
HI -FI COMPONENTS
15 -Day

P.

-Direct

HI -Fl COMPONENTS
CAMERAS

recorded tape catalog
on request.

TAPE DECKS
STEREO COMPONENTS
TAPE RECORDERS
PHOTO EQUIPMENT

1797 -HP First Ave.
New York 28, N. Y.

Distributor price lists sent upon request. Special

CIRCLE 58 ON READER- SERVICE CARD

bargain offers included.

CIRCI.F:

ts

`00

-s Write for quotation an any
r components. All factory new.z

;

HI- FIDELITY SUPPLY

2817-L THIRD AVE., NEW YORK 55, N.

CIRCLE

59 ON

I

Y.

;¡

READER- SERVICE CARD

WINNERS
ALL*

RECORDS
Black rough(

-iron cabinet is just walling for your

Ilectton to grow Into! Shows-off" 200 LP albums. I
Ten compartments to file records by symphonies.
show music!
Sturdy, 25'x22"s12,'.foFu
Fully assembled!
remit
$9.95. Small express ch` collected on delle.
AIRMAIL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE! CO OC
Scry.
outhwest Sales, Box 542 -H, Cleburne, Tex.,

CIRCLE

source of quality
hi -fi components WILL

'71,592

NOT BE

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
120 Liberty St.,

CIRCLE

64

N.

SPACE CITY, U.S.A.
P. O. Box

CIRCLE
WRITE FOR FREE QUOTATIONS AND CATALOGS ON HI -FI AND STEREO EQUIPMENT.
HI -FI RECORDING
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Serving all your needs in electronics

LION ELECTRONICS
215 Fulton St., New York 7, N.
REctor 2 -6714, Dept. LE

CIRCLE
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MAGNUM OFFERS!
Virtually all labels -all artists
obligations -no requirements

Every LP at low discount prices
Choose the records you want from
free catalog of over 25,000 LP's
Magnum offers a complete one -stop record serv-

ice. You get lowest possible prices, complete
freedom of choice, no purchase obligations or
requirements of any kind, unlimited selection,
100% quality guarantee . . . Special offer includes free catalog and fee record cleaning
cloth. For complete details write . . .
MAGNUM RECORD SERVICE
447 West 50th Street, Dept. FH, New York 19, N.Y.
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-

ELECTRONICS. INC.
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900'
1
Mil
1200' 1/2 Mil
1200' 1.5 Mil
120C" 1.5 Mil
1800"
1
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1800"
1
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UNDERSOLD!

-STERLING

Key Electronics Co.
6,

ON READER -SERVICE CARD

The Southwest's largest

free!

Y.

93

HAVE YOU REQUESTED
A STERLING QUOTE?

Be a winner too! Write
for our big discount
prices on your hi -fi
needs -and send for our
unusual money - savo,g
audio catalog A -15. It's

N.

ON READER- SERVICE CARD

rSORTS

WHEN YOU BUY
FROM HI- FIDELITY SUPPLY

j.

111

TEXAS

'SA VË._.,.
.'

From Distributor
BRAND PRODUCTS

BUY WHOLESALE
HUNDREDS OF NAME

UNDERSOLD
write for FREE return mail quotation, and wholesale catalog. Also pre-

: .,Y..

READER- SERVICE CARD

94 ON

WHOLESALE RADIO AND CAMERA CO.
O. BOX 3085
PHILA. 50, PENNA.

Money -Back Guarantee

Please

ñ

F

PENNSYLVANIA

EASY PAY PLAN -24 MOS. TO PAY
WE GUARANTEE WE WILL NOT BE

..

Recorders,

LET US PROVE that we can supply

Unusual
Values

Io boom

t aloe.

the tools themselves. The most important
is the use of 35 -mm film as the recording medium in place of magnetic tape.
Although Everest Records achieved good
results with film three or four years ago,
it remained for Command Records to

Stereo

Tuners, Amplifiers, Turntables, etc.

KITS

rcrurding

your

needs.

SLEEP LEARN

M ERITAPE

all

on

Components

ON READER- SERVICE CARD

1229, Dept. HF., Houston 1, Texa3 641
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READER- SERVICE CARD
WASHINGTON

LEARN
$LEEP
p/-'Z
`YHeadquarters
Experiment in this fascinating,
-.fr t/ recorder
educational
field.
your
or
"Elec-

/

.

new
Use
amazing new

phonograph,

tronic Educator" endless tape recorder. We
carry a full line of endless tapes for standard
recorders. plus timers, pillow speakers and complete outfits. Also 200 unusual educational and
self -help courses on tape and record for sleep learning and self- hypnosis experimenters. Write
for free 300 -item catalog and full details.
Sleep- Learning Research Association
0. Box 24 -F, Olympia, Washington
CIRCLE 90 ON READER -SERVICE
P.

CARD

CAN HIGH FIDELITY

BE MEASURED?
intelligent laymen's guide to procedures and terminology used in testing
equipment. Tells you what to look for
when you buy a turn- table, cartridge, tone
arm, amplifier, tuner, tape re-corder. Leads
you to the BEST at your price. Eight -page
reprint from July 1962 issue. Send 25c
The

to

launch the technique on a grand scale;
to date, Mercury, Philips. and Reprise
have used it on occasion (Philips for the
first time in its recording of the two
Liszt Piano Concertos with Richter and
the London Symphony), and it is entirely
possible that other companies may do
so in time -despite the fact that the
cost is roughly fifteen times greater than
recording with tape. (A reel of tape
costs $10; a reel of film costs $50, and
accommodates only one third as much
music.) Film, magnetized with an iron
oxide coating in place of photographic
emulsion, offers these advantages: 1) It
is nearly three times as thick as tape,
and therefore much less prone to print through. This thickness also reduces the
danger of stretching, which can cause
minute variations in pitch. Another factor minimizing the possibility of stretch
is that instead of being driven across
the recording heads by friction between
rollers and pulled slightly by the take -up
spool. as tape is. film is moved with
absolute smoothness by sprocket holes
along both edges. 2) Film is wider than
tape, and thus not only permits wider
recording tracks (capable of registering
a wider range of frequencies) but allows
more space between tracks, with less
chance for magnetic interference between
them. 3) While tape is normally recorded
at 15 ips, film runs at 18 ips, resulting
in improved frequency response. Taken
together, these characteristics make for
recordings of fine clarity, lifelike sound,
and impressive dynamic range.
While 35 -mm film is now well past
the experimental stage. other innovations
crop tip from time to time, and only
trial will decide how permanent they
may he. Among these is the I2 -in.
45 -rpm disc, already mentioned in connection with Connoisseur Society and
produced also by Quarante -Cinq. This
company's initial classical release (a
Chabrier- Weber -Adam program) features
brilliant sound, but the extreme channel
separation is hardly consistent with musical realism
addition to which. left
and right channels are occasionally reversed.
As for what comes next in stereo,
some disconsolate record company officials have commented that the only
phase of stereo that has remained essentially unchanged is the cutting and manufacture of the microgroove disc itself.
Very possibly. improvements may come
in this department. In the meantime
there are choice items to be had for
almost every conceivable taste, with no
end of the procession of novelties in
sight.

-in

Reprint Department,

HIGH FIDELITY
Great Barrington, Mass.
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in one case
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

4 -TRACK

24
113
25

TAPE RECORDER
SOUND -ON-

ONL

1R995M

professional quality at
Lafayette's low price. Compare this
dependable portable tape machine
with others and you will agree, the
RK -155 is tops.
Playback 4 and 2 -track stereo;
Record 4 -track
4 -track monaural
Dual level
stereo and monaural
meters
Built -in amplifiers and
2 full -tone stereo speakers for hi -fi
sound
Response: 40- 18,000 cps
2 Speeds: 33/4 ips &
at 71/2 ips
71/2 ips
Plays reels up to 7 inches
Complete with 2 dynamic mikes,
output cable, tape reel and 1200 ft.
of tape.
RK -155WX With Carrying
Net 169.95
Case
is

Here
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Sensational University Mini -Flex with Optimum Q
breaks through the small speaker quality barrier!
acoustic breakthrough
from University, is the first speaker system of its
type designed to fulfill its optimum performance
potential -as stated in its printed specifications
without the use of "trick" amplifiers. It is a true
3 -way speaker system, providing exciting bass
response down to 40 cycles, exceptionally smooth
mid -range and crisp, peak -free highs to 20,000
cps! Less than 0.4 of a cubic foot (15 "x9 "x
5 ")! A size hitherto considered impossible to
produce performance to such specifications!
The reason- Optimum Q, the principle that
eliminates the acoustic problems which, up to
now, have prevented high fidelity bass performance in an ultra- compact enclosure. Optimum Qin essence, the most ideal "marriage" of woofer
and miniaturized enclosure yet devised, to assure
the lowest resonant frequency possible in a sysThe Mini -Flex, another

-

tem of Mini -Flex dimensions. Other factors behind its superb performance include: special
mass -loading; unusual viscous -treated "moving
seal" suspension; new mid -range speaker and
tweeter, each with exclusive "diffractor barriers"
for ideal stereo sound dispersion. And, it looks
as good as it sounds! Its crafted "cabinet- withina- cabinet" styling will enhance any room, any
home. It may be used on a wall, floor, shelf
on a table (or even under it)! Oiled walnut. Only
$69.95 -at your audio dealer. For free 20 -page
Guide to Stereo High Fidelity, write: Desk P -12A.

-

UNIVERSITY

LOUDSPEAKERS

80
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SOUTH KENSICO AVE., WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
LingTomco- Voupht, Inc.

A Division of

911

The pace- setting new
S -2100 FM Multiplex /AM

stereo tuner

TIE EX-RAS -HAT

AR=

STAN).aFD ON SHERWOOD
.. Gives instant
or those FM stations
b-cadcasting stereo programs. Special
sensing circu.try (pat. pend. prevents
false indication due to noise
Stereo Lignt

Tuner: $199.50. (Fair Trade). With Walnut
Leatherette Case, $207.00. Full year warranty.
S -2100

icentification

"lì

impulses, etc

Wide Band 3 -roc Gated -Beam Limiter
aid 1 -mc Balloted Ratio Detector ..

ii

Who cares whether
.

Combine to sippress the background
noise intredu.ced by stereo FM,
aid create the pace- setting capture
e`fect of 2.4 lb.

the coils are wound on Mylar *?
Only Sherwood -and you.

Aatomat c Frequency Contro
E'ectrcn Lally locks and holes the
esact _e-iter 3f separation o, the
FM stereo signal.
.

.

tuner may contain over 1,000 component parts. Among
those especially critical to sound quality are a dozen or more coils. These coils
are the "nerve ends ". They can make or break performance on drift
distortion
selectivity
sensitivity.
No place for a "standard" part, we feel.
That's why Sherwood -and Sherwood alone- custom designs all its coils.
A good modern stereo

...

Made with
y Wheel luring
turntable accuracy for easiest,
fastest turing.
F

Interchannel Hush

...

..

Eliminates
irritating "rushing" sound between
stations wher Lining.
FM

...

Dial Spread
Only Sherwood offers
commun catkin-type 20 %- longer
with Professional calibrations
for slide-rule accuracy

-

...

...

Only Sherwood winds them on low -loss Mylar forms. And Sherwood employs
temperature- compensating ceramic capacitors across all its IF coils.
These refinements cost more, but the result is worth it: Complete freedom
from temperature and humidity variations guaranteeing precise tuning

VIMscales,

spec fications

minimum distortion

Fri Sensitivity: 1.9 uv or -- 33 db. noise ani
d stortior 'IHFM). ;M Selectivity: 100
kc. @
3 db. r'li Detector: 1.) Mc peak to peak. FM
D ;stortior: 1.'3% at 1C0% mod
14 tubes plus
rectifier ,Plus 9 diodes

...

..

no loss of

The Sherwood Coil is just one reason why we say the care that goes in determines the quality that comes out ".

-

For complete brochure, write Dept. H -11
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc.

SHERWOOD MODEL SL -1

4300 North California Avenue, Chicago 18, III.

STEREO INDICATOR LIGHT
The only indicator light that re` jects all false signals and identifies only true sterna broadfunctions
casts Adjustable seisistivity
with any FM tuner. Small enougi (21/4" x
21/2" x 71/2 ") to mount inside cabinet.
$29.50.
-.-

111146--

-

-

High Fidelity
r7-;

Stereo Receivers

DuPont

.

sensitivity.

.:

t<4ra®,

Amplifiers
Tuners
Multiplex Adapters
Stereo Light Adapters
Contemporary Cabinetry

Reg. T.M
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